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The Center for Initiatives in Jewish Education
(CIJE)

The Center for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) strengthens and enriches the quality of
education in Jewish schools throughout the United States. CIJE is investing in our nation's future
by providing beneficiary schools with cutting-edge technology, engaging curricula, and vital
support so that students can acquire the skills they need to excel in our global society. Currently,
CIJE has more than 225 beneficiary schools across the United States and programs which span
grades K-12. CIJE's innovative programs are paving the way for the achievement and success of
tomorrow's leaders and thinkers.

CIJE-TECH STEM PROGRAM: AN OVERVIEW
More than ten years ago, the Center for Initiatives in Jewish Education began the
implementation of various STEM programs in elementary Jewish schools. The success of these
programs brought about the initiation of the CIJE-Tech Principals of Engineering and Applied
Engineering.
Goals:
The CIJE high school STEM education program:
•

Provides a challenging and rigorous program of study focusing on the application of STEM
subjects.

•

Offers courses and pathways for preparation in STEM fields and occupations.

•

Bridges and connects in-school and out-of-school learning opportunities.

•

Provides opportunities for student exploration of STEM related fields and careers.

•

Prepares students for successful college and university STEM education.

To increase STEM learning, the CIJE-Tech programs include activities that improve student and
teacher content knowledge and teacher pedagogical skills. Innovative strategies are used,
including small group collaborative work and the use of hands-on activities and experiments to
promote inquiry and curiosity. Learning is connected to the real world through an emphasis on
the application of STEM subjects to everyday life, employment, and the surrounding
environment.
The CIJE-Tech high school programs, Principals of Engineering and Applied Engineering,
were approved as "d" Laboratory Science Courses by the University of California in 2015. The
Applied Engineering course was approved at the more challenging honors level.
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SSLI
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TMM
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Victoria Petro
Jonathan Keller
Aryeh Hoffman
Dr. Paula Lessem, Julie Altman
Jonathan Keller
Natalie Aryeh
Paul Castle
Yosef Wolf
Michael Sizer
Sharyn Chase, Anne Saks
Steven Stein, Abbey Roth
R. Krause, A. Tiefenbrunn, G. Cofnas
John Shelby
Seth Wait
Pinny Fiber
Shalom Morgenstern
Heshy Wieder
Miriam Goldfedder
Ariela De Funis
Hadassah Bohensky, Nancy Leibowitz
Sara Shilcrat
Shira Eliaser
R.B., Kassem Al Hussein
Marc Muroff
Michelle Murray
Lisa Englard
Tushar Dwivedi
Penina Karp
Tamar Herskowitz
Dorit Tannenbaum
Alberni Ruiz
Deborah Lorber
Danny Aviv
Elisheva Shapiro, Michelle Bistricer
Howard Denemark
Elisheva Shapiro, Mimi Kaplan
Alberni Ruiz
David Joseph
David Joseph, Jessica Aquino
Brittany Pendelton, Truman Blocker
Don Engelberg
John Tirelli
Yechiel Lefrak
Josias Schon
A. Burke
Sal Parrino
Megan HLZacks
David Horstman
Alec Gomez
Bracha Rich

City, State
Greensboro, NC
Baltimore, MD
Waterbury, CT
Elizabeth, NJ
Davie, FL
West Hills, CA
Boca Raton, FL
Woodmere, NY
Forest Hills, NY
Skokie, IL
Brooklyn, NY
Cherry Hill, NJ
Paramus, NJ
West Orange, NJ
Beachwood, OH
Cedarhurst, NY
Uniondale, NY
Chicago, IL
Los Angeles, CA
Ocean Township, NJ
Skokie, IL
Ocean, NJ
Stamford, CT
Boca Raton, FL
Merion Station, PA
Bala Cynwyd, PA
Livingston, NJ
Teaneck, NJ
Brooklyn, NY
Miami Beach, FL
Lawrence, NY
Far Rockaway, NY
Clifton, NJ
Dallas, TX
Mercer Island, WA
Brooklyn, NY
Highland Park, NJ
Deerfield, IL
Elizabeth, NJ
San Diego, CA
North Miami Beach, FL
Hollywood, FL
Los Angeles, CA
Brooklyn, NY
Cedarhurst, NY
Hewlett Bay Park, NY
San Diego, CA
Williston Park, NY
Hartsdale, NY
Far Rockaway, NY
Dallas, TX
Far Rockaway, NY
San Diego, CA
Valley Village, CA
Valley Village, CA
Dallas, TX
Far Rockaway, NY
Spring Valley, NY
Brooklyn, NY
Kew Gardens, NY
North Miami Beach, FL
New York, NY
New York, NY
Holliswood, NY
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA
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ArmMe
American Hebrew Academy
Goldie Benarroch Abbey Negin
Muggings, robbery, sexual assault, and other violent acts are an issue in the world every day,
even though the amount of crime has gone down some over the years (as much as it doesn't
always seem like it). While our alarm can't stop car crashes or shootings, it can help individuals
in unsafe situations be more aware of themselves and their surroundings. Walking alone on a
college campus, down a lone alleyway, or taking a new shortcut home through a dark part of
town all have potential to end poorly. Our alarm clips on to any backpack or other kind of bag,
and the motion sensor points behind you. When the motion sensor is triggered by someone
being less than 4 feet away from you, it connects to a GSM and calls your phone, as a kind of
decoy call. In interviews with rapists, muggers, and other offenders, it was discovered that
someone on the phone is less easy of a target since they have communication with another
person at the time they would be attacked, so they would be less likely to be a victim of any of
these crimes. This could hopefully be a way to keep individuals safe and give them an extra
layer of security if they are unable to walk with someone else or down a busy street.
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Pronation/Supination Beeper
American Hebrew Academy
Isabela Zimmermann Rollin Leo Kramer
One of the most common complications for athletes and flat footed people is over pronation
(when the foot rolls inwards) and over supination (when the foot rolls outwards), which can
cause damages such as spraining an ankle or back pain. This project involves an HMC5883
accelerometer sensor and a beeper in order to inform the customer of their walking or running
foot position. If their foot over pronates or over supinates, the device will beep so that they
know how to walk or run properly to prevent future injuries.
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Silent Alarm
American Hebrew Academy
Julianne Schneider Sivanne Bachrach
People who are deaf or just heavy sleepers can’t hear alarms while sleeping, thus posing a
threat to their well-being. By using vibrations from a bed, we can attach both safety alarms as
well as alarm clocks to silently wake someone up. We set out to make an alarm using a gas
sensor as well as a common wake up alarm. We used the Arduino software to create our
programs using a variety of sensors, buzzers, and wireless connection devices. The device
shakes a bed, near when one’s head would go when the gas sensors detect dangerous gas levels
or at the time the person has set as the time they would like to wake up at. The purpose of this
product is to help a disadvantaged group and allow them to adeptly respond to an emergency
just as quickly and proactively as the rest of society.
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ProsthetiCustomiz3d
American Hebrew Academy
Leo Kramer Isabela Rollin
The problem is providing prosthetic limbs to children of low income families, in addition to
children not wanting to wear their prosthetic limbs.
The solution is producing a program that automatically 3D prints prosthetic limbs (to reduce
cost). In addition the limbs will be customizable in a way that encourages child
involvement/interest and allows for custom sizes (you can just scale the model).
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Washing Machine Lock
American Hebrew Academy
Cole Mamayek Marcos Vasconcellos
This project is a locking mechanism on a washing machine. I had the motivation to do this
because there was a lot of problems at my house here at AHA, that when the clothes are done
or sometimes not even when it is done a person takes your clothes out and just put them in a
dirty place and then you will have to wash it again. What I am introducing to this is a lock that
can only be opened by a password and that password is sent to you phone and to the house
team phones so that they can open if the person let their clothes there for a long time. I hope
that my partner and I will be able to fix this problem and make less people angry.

Miracle on Mics
American Hebrew Academy
Joshua Dweck Isaac Ostrow
Many people have no idea how to hold a microphone. They talk with the microphone down by
their chest or way too far away from their mouth. Some manage to start with it close but move
it around while they talk. These methods make them practically inaudible. What if the
microphone could automatically adjust for these human imperfections?
In a dynamic microphone, sound waves hit a magnet inside the mic. This causes the magnet to
move past a coil, and based on the speed of the magnet, a certain current is created. When the
current goes into the amplifier or speaker, the process is reversed, and the current turns back
into sound.
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We used an Arduino distance sensor to detect how far the microphone was from the holder’s
face, and we used an Oscilloscope to measure the Voltage going through the microphone at
each distance. We then used the same Oscilloscope to measure the Impedance of the
microphone and used Ohm’s law to find the currents.
Within certain ranges, the currents had to be certain amounts. Using Arduino, we sent varying
amounts of voltage through a certain resistance to supplement the current coming through the
microphone, increasing the sound levels. By sensing distance and adjusting current, the
microphone was able to increase sound levels to make up for the increased distance.

Motorized Retractable Cane
Bais Yaakov High School of Baltimore
Yael Englard Tehilla Storch Tehilla Portnoy
Many of the elderly struggle with the issue of balance, specifically ascending and descending
inclines with the use of a cane. The complications are everywhere. The elderly face difficulty in
simply walking down a sloping driveway to their car, traveling up a mounting sidewalk to cross
the street. Our cane was built to provide stability in these instances, extending or retracting to
keeping the elderly’s arm level throughout his passage, thereby providing the solidity he so
requires. An ultrasonic sensor was used to sense the distance between the ground and the
height of the cane-holder’s arm. Using this information, the cane adjusts to keep said
individuals arm level and their balance steady. The cane accomplishes this through the use of
a slider and crank mechanism to convert the rotary motion of the brushed DC motor to linear.
A longer pole is connected to the mechanism, attached to a second shorter and narrower pole
that slides into the first. The motor/ crank combination moves the larger pole up and down
over the shorter pole, thereby extending or retracting the pole in the process. In areas of higher
incline, the larger will be pulled upwards by the slider crank mechanism, pulling the pole higher
over the second one and extending the cane. To retract the first pole descends over the second.

Swisher Swashers
Bais Yaakov High School of Baltimore
Tova Cohn Nava Goldenhersh Shoshana Rappaport Sara Leah Klainberg
Obstructed lenses due to rainfall was previously a common aggravation for those who wear
glasses. However, the invention of electric windshield wiper glasses, named Swisher Swashers,
was a simple solution to this problem. The creation of this piece of modern technology
combined intricate wiring with complex coding. Included in the design was an ordinary pair of
glasses, miniscule servo motors, buttons, and strips of rubber to create the windshield wiper
effect. Each piece of rubber was attached to a mini servo motor. The servo motors, mounted
above each lens, were individually controlled by a button located behind the ear. The button
was powered by miniature lithium batteries, which were contained within a tiny battery pack.
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The rubber then moved across the lenses, similar to the windshield wipers of a car. The design
cleared away moisture from glasses and increased the owner’s visibility on a rainy day. Clearly,
windshield wiper glasses were a practical solution for what used to be a widespread problem.

Protected Pillbox
Bais Yaakov High School of Baltimore
Kayla Elgamil Esti Kramer Rina Lipsky Pessi Rappaport
One leading cause of teenage drug overdoses is that teenagers can easily access someone else’s
prescription pills. Our Protected Pill Box effectively stops this problem by automatically locking
the pill bottle. However, instead of using a key to unlock the bottle every time one needs to
take their medicine, our design includes a fingerprint sensor. If the fingerprint is a match, then
a pull- solenoid retracts from a ring and the lid is opened. When the lid is shut, a photoresistor
inside the bottle senses the lack of light, causing the solenoid to extend back into the ring.

Cranium Cradle
Bais Yaakov High School of Baltimore
Shoshana Meisler Atara Reich Ahuva Weg
The objective of this project is to alert a designated emergency contact if a biker sustains an
impact on his/her helmet. To sense the impact, a force sensor attached to the outside of the
helmet is used, while a GSM, equipped with a SIM card, alerts the aforementioned contact. An
attached GPS is used to send the coordinates of the biker’s location. When the force sensor’s
resistance decreases due to a sudden impact, the SIM card immediately contacts the preferred
number with the GPS location.
This product was designed to make sure that injured cyclists get immediate medical attention
by alerting someone the moment a serious accident occurs. Without this product, cyclists-especially those who bike in secluded area-- risk an extended wait period before medical
personnel are contacted which may cause severe, and possibly fatal, consequences.

The BloodSucker
Bais Yaakov High School of Baltimore
Chaya Goffin Shayna Gertz Racheli Fink
The purpose of our invention is to efficiently transport blood from a hospital’s blood bank to its
operating rooms by using air pressure to force the blood bags through pneumatic tubes. In each
operating room there will be buttons for every blood type and when blood is needed, a surgical
tech will press the correct button for the correct blood type. Once the button is pressed, a
conveyor belt, which is located in a box above the tube, will be activated causing the blood bag
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to fall into the corresponding tube. A sensor will then detect that the bag has fallen and will
initiate the closing of the valves at the beginning and end of the tube, thus creating an airtight
cabin. The vacuum will power on sending the blood bag through the tubes and straight to the
operating room. Then, once the sensor at the end of the tubes is activated, a latch will unlock
to allow retrieval of the blood bag.

The Alarmingly Safe Seat
Bais Yaakov of Waterbury
Sara Adler Racheli Brecher
About 37 children die each year after being unintentionally abandoned in vehicle, and
consequently suffering brain or kidney injuries in just ten minutes from the extreme heat. Many
existing solutions use the accelerometer in cell phones to alert the owner a few minutes after
it senses that the phone has not been in motion, as in a car, for a few minutes. However, these
are dependent on an iphone, which parents may lose or never own at all, due to price or
religious reasons. Other inventions are currently sold out online, or use easily dismissible beeps
to warn a parent of the imminent danger their child is in. Therefore, our pair has created an
alarm system that uses an accelerometer and a force sensor to detect if a baby has been inside
a motionless car for three minutes. This is enough time for a car in traffic to have moved at
least slightly, which would not cause the included alarm and flashing light to go off, while still
not being long enough to be life-threatening for the baby. Even better, our invention alerts any
passers-by of the presence of the child, not just a parent who may already be too far from their
car to return in time to save their child. In addition, our product is not dependent on a phone
or bluetooth, and the siren and light are not as easily ignored as the alerts sent to cell phones.
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TrackPack
Bais Yaakov of Waterbury
Esther Deutsch Tova Levine Devorah Farkas
If someone loses an important item then there are ways to track it such as keychains, and/or
apps. However, keychains can get bulky, and not everyone has smartphone. Using a RF
transmitter, our project will track your lost items by vibrating, printing on the screen, and
possibly lighting up with LEDS when you track it, and letting you know on a screen when it is
out or range. Our solution will be better than other ones out there because it will be a smaller
sticker so that you can track smaller things. Our item will be in a backpack so you don’t misplace
the tracker

.

snuglove
Bais Yaakov of Waterbury
Ilana Soriano Shana Schuck
In the winter one's hands can get so cold one can suffer from frostbite. To prevent this, people
wear different types of gloves. The overall problem with them is, one can't hold or grip anything
while keeping one's hands as snug as a bug.
Our goal is to make an electrically heated glove that keeps our customers' hands as snug as a
bug as they go about their daily activities! We call it the 'snuglove'. It will be turned on and off
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by the push of a button. An arduino nano, which will be on the back of the hand, will be
powered by four batteries around the wrist. The nano will be connected to five heating
elements in each finger. It will also be connected to a temperature sensor for safety purposes.
The gloves will turn off automatically if it senses that the temperature is too high. Keep as snug
as a bug with our snuglove!

Fast & Fresh
Bais Yaakov of Waterbury
Baila Siegfried Guitel Melka
Nurses and doctors don’t always sanitize and the lack of sanitation is one cause for the
spreading of diseases. In order to fix the problem, there are frequent reminders and signs
hanging in hallways. This current solution is not a constant and compelling way to enforce
proper sanitation in hospitals. For this reason, we have created the Fast & Fresh to ensure
safety in hospitals. This solution forces nurses to always sanitize. It works with a motion sensor
which is wired to green or red lights on both sides of the hospital door. When the nurse uses
sanitizer, the motion sensor will go off and a green light will turn on. If the door is opened
without the sanitizer being used, a red light will blink until hand sanitizer is used. Lights have
been installed on both sides so the patient will know if the nurse sanitized or didn’t.
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The Smart Beeper
Bais Yaakov of Waterbury
Nechama Nugiel Miri Schuck
There is a problem that many people are on their
phones while driving. They get distracted and they
swerve all over and bump into things. One existing
solution is side and backup cameras, but the
problem with that is that you need a specific type of
car which already has those cameras, and they tend
to be very expensive. So, we have come up with a
solution! Our invention is a sensor that you can stick
to the sides of any car. when the sensor senses an
object within 4 feet a light and buzzer inside your car
will notify you.
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CareChair
Bruriah
Chana Schwartz Adina Strong Adina Weisel
According to a study by the Reeve Foundation, approximately 5.4 million people suffered from
paralysis in the US in 2013. As a result, over 50 million friends and family members grudgingly
accepted a caretaker role. Of these disabled, approximately 687,200 are fully immobilized from
the neck down. These individuals are severely limited in terms of performing menial tasks but
they prefer to live with minimal dependence on others. However, current assistive technology
is not fully developed, and in many cases it can be prohibitively expensive.
The CareChair would provide independence to those who are paralyzed by allowing a user to
control a wheelchair and a robotic arm. A pair of modified glasses will control our product and
will include an attached laser and microphone. The microphone will be fixed near the user’s
mouth and will detect a specific sound to activate and deactivate the laser. The user will direct
the laser onto one of two photoresistor panels, with each photoresistor corresponding to a
specific function. One photoresistor panel, located on the right arm of the wheelchair, will
control the robotic arm. Each pair of photoresistors will correspond to specific movements,
such as rotating the arm left and right, or bending a joint up or down. The second photoresistor
panel, located on the wheelchair’s left arm, will control the four motions a wheelchair would
make: drive forwards and backwards, or turn left and right; demonstrated by a miniature car.
The CareChair would be directly marketed to those who suffer from paralysis to provide these
individuals with functions their arms and legs can no longer provide.
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Bedsore Begone
Bruriah
Judith Wechter Hallie Gordon Nechama Stein
According to the CDC, one in ten nursing home patients suffers from bedsores, painful injuries
that can lead to discomfort, cellulitis, cancer, or sepsis. Bedsores are developed when a part of
the body is put under too much pressure for a prolonged period of time, which can be a
problem for elderly and immobile patients who remain in bed all day.
The current system of preventing bedsores in nursing homes is to flip patients over every two
hours in order to relieve pressure. This system, however, is unscientific and unpersonalized.
Patients may be to be flipped too often, disturbing their sleep, or not often enough, resulting
in bedsores. Additionally, sometimes nurses forget to flip patients at the appropriate times.
Our solution is a device that sets off an alarm and light when the patient needs to be flipped.The
Bedsore Begone uses pressure sensors to determine if too much pressure has been applied to
an area for too long a time. If this occurs, the alarm and light are activated to indicate which
patient needs to be flipped. As an additional precaution, the alarm will not turn off until the
pressure is relieved from the sensors, so a nurse will be forced to respond quickly.
The Bedsore Begone will solve the aforementioned problems, because it is specific to each
patient. If a patient moves more, or doesn’t put as much pressure on their body, they don’t
need to be flipped as often, which is something this device accounts for. If a patient puts more
pressure on their body, and is more easily susceptible to bedsores, they need to be flipped
more often. Additionally, it ensures that health care professionals cannot ignore an alert from
the device until the patient has been adjusted.
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Anxiety Alert
Bruriah
Amalya Tolchin Bracha Gluck Rena Rachlin
2.4 million Americans suffer from panic attacks producing many unhealthy side-effects,
including inability to breathe, loss of faculty control, and increased heart rate. Attacks are
treated using behavioral awareness exercises. Devices training behavioral awareness enable
people to better complete exercises. We intend to create a bracelet that will alert wearers
when their anxiety levels rise too high based on heart rate and sweat levels, which both change
as results of anxiety. Knowing when attacks occur allows people to pinpoint issues to address
with professionals and helps them avoid triggering scenarios. Also, knowing an attack is
imminent can help people prevent attacks.
Anxiety Alert detects oncoming attacks primarily using optical pulse and humidity sensors. The
former detects heart rate variability (HRV), which decreases as anxiety increases. Under stress
the heart beats faster and thereby decreasing HRV. The latter detects the sweat levels of the
wearer, as amounts increase alongside anxiety as a result of nervous sweat. If both factors are
within normal limits a green LED illuminates. If a factor has exceeded normal thresholds Anxiety
Alert determines that an anxiety attack will shortly occur and the LED glows orange and sends
a small vibration to the wrist. If a factor further surpasses the pre-attack threshold, the LED
glows red, signaling an anxiety attack.
While similar devices exist, they are very expensive, do not consistently provide reliable
information about attack occurrence, and encourage long term use, which makes users
unhealthily reliant on the device. Anxiety Alert is inexpensive, intended for short term use, and
utilizes the most effective sensors possible. While Anxiety Alert can be utilized by other age
groups, in prototyping we focus on 15-20 year olds, as different age groups have different vital
levels and 15-20 are most accessible.
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poWER-Wearable Electronic Reminder
Bruriah
Rivka Moskowitz Avigail Schiff Gabrielle Thurm
Elderly men and women with Alzheimer’s or Dementia are prone to forgetting daily tasks. This
can often have harmful and potentially life threatening consequences. Forgetting one’s
medication can result in prolonged illness, higher health care costs, and 125,000 deaths, all of
which could have been prevented had something been done. In addition, according to the US
Fire Administration, unattended cooking is the greatest cause of home cooking fires, which
results in many deaths, injuries, and millions of dollars worth of property damage. To address
this issue we created “poWER- Wearable Electronic Reminder”.
poWER is a wearable that is designed to alert the wearer of easily forgotten tasks. poWER has
been programmed to detect when certain daily tasks haven't been completed. Upon detection
of the failure to complete a task the wearable vibrates and displays a written message. If the
task remains incomplete for a certain amount of time, a caretaker will be notified via an email
through Blynk.
poWER is designed to be sleek and attractive, so the patient will be more likely to be compliant
with wearing it. Moreover, it ensures that the action is in fact completed unlike other means
of reminders that can be simply ignored.
Our technology will contain bluetooth technology and will include a wearable bracelet with a
mini LCD screen and a speaker, as well as a necklace with a vibration motor. This will be linked
to the users pill case where an integrated force sensor which will sense whether or not the
medication was taken in a given amount of time. In the future we hope to integrate other
components into other household devices such as a temperature sensor to detect whether an
oven is left on for an extended period of time.
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SMART Cooler (Sabbath Medical Adjusting and Regulating Temperature Cooler)
Bruriah
Mili Chizhik Tehila Kornwasser
Every year, there are approximately 21,300,000 blood units transfused in both the US and
Israel. Blood donations are typically divided into three different components: red blood cells,
plasma, and platelets. Each of these components needs different temperatures in their storage
location. Failure to maintain proper temperature decreases the blood’s ability to transport
blood gases, clot efficiently, and defend against bacterial contamination.
The SMART Cooler is a portable container that has separate, autonomously regulated,
temperature controlled compartments. The temperature-adjusting modules in the cooler are
Peltier thermoelectric coolers which will be regulated by temperature sensors. The
temperature will be displayed on an LCD display on the coolers. If the temperature goes out of
the optimal temperature range within a given compartment, the temperature sensor will sense
the change and signal to the peltier thermoelectric coolers to adjust their temperatures.
Additionally, a temperature change will send a signal to the emergency responders to notify
them of this change.
This tightly regulated system will increase the quality and viability of the blood sample and
will simplify the entire donations process. Emergency responders will able to take the SMART
cooler to the field or site, where a disaster might have occurred, with multiple types of blood
components for the various treatments the injured might require. Additionally, in order to
avoid concerns about violation of the Sabbath, we have included electronic modifications that
will allow for the use of this device on the Sabbath without running into any problems with
Jewish law.
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The INKstructor
Bruriah
Leah Baron Shira Friedman Noa Strupinsky Rivka Shapiro
For centuries writing has been and continues to be an essential basis of our communication,
even with the advent of current technologies. After neurological or muscular injuries, people
need occupational therapy to relearn how write correctly. 68% of people have incorrect grips,
but good hand posture allows one to play instruments, type, and engage in activities. Many
conditions like dystonia, problems with proprioception, or dyspraxia cause inappropriate or
excessive gripping, which in turn causes painful cramps in the hand, arm, and/or shoulder.
Current medications can only alleviate symptoms of these conditions, and they often come
with unpleasant side effects.
The INKstructor pencils are devices designed to address these difficulties. The pencils contain
pressure and flex sensors that can detect how the patient is holding it. We will test different
grips to find the optimal pressure when writing. Using data gathered by those who use a
standard dynamic tripod grip we will design these two pencils to be used in different
environments.
The OT INKstructor will be coded to vibrate and light up with RGB LEDs to let the user know if
and where his grip is incorrect, using pressure sensors. The data will then be sent to the serial
monitor so that the doctor can see how the patient is doing, and adjust therapy accordingly.
The Death Grip INKstructor will allow the user to be aware of his “death grip”, so that he can
relax his muscles and prevent his cramps from worsening. The pencil will be coded to vibrate
when the user is putting too much pressure on it, using flex sensors. The Death Grip INKstructor
can be used in classrooms, offices, and other writing environments to help the overwhelming
majority of people who suffer from pain in their hand, without distracting people around them.
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Tunnel Vision
Bruriah
Shana Erblich Rachel Goldman Maya Neuhaus
Terror and smuggling tunnels across international borders are a significant global problem. 93%
of all cocaine that enters the United States is through Mexico, resulting in a staggering number
of people suffering from drug abuse. The country’s drug cartels have used upwards of 197
tunnels to smuggle drugs and people across its border with the United States. Along other
borders, such as Israel’s with Gaza, tunnels can be used to plant explosives and aid in terrorist
attacks, making them a significant border security and safety issue. The current technology
available to combat this issue is expensive, ineffective and incomplete.
That is why we have developed Tunnel Vision, a tunnel detection and mapping system based
on vibrational data. Through the use of Processing, Arduino, and Blynk, our system will collect
locational tunnel data, map it, and notify a central command center prior to the tunnel
becoming a national security risk.
When a tunnel is created certain vibrations are emitted. Our system will use a grid of MEAS
vibration sensors to detect the vibrational data. If the tunnel digging outputs a specific
threshold, Processing will map a square in the corresponding location of the vibration on the
ground. The color of the square intensifies with the strength of the vibration (i.e. red for
emergent). Once a tunnel is detected, the data is sent via Blynk, and displays a message on a
LCD in a control room. If the tunnel extends over the border, Blynk sends an urgent notification
to the monitoring agency to address the threat.
Our system is revolutionary, novel, and effective in its communicative capabilities. It’s
inexpensive compared to the the current technology that combats this issue. Furthermore, it
has the potential to ensure greater border security and prevent drug smuggling and terrorism,
thus saving many lives.
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The Night Bike Light (NBL)
de Toledo High School
Arielle Attia Lola Chen
According to statista.com there are over 66 million cyclists in America. Not only are bicycles a
more economically-friendly alternative to motorized vehicles, but they are also
environmentally friendly. Though there are many benefits to riding bicycles, accidents are very
common. In 2015, there were 45,000 bike injuries in America; 818 being fatal. Today the fatality
rate is slowly increasing. After looking at statistics, we found that 20% of bicycle accidents occur
at night from 6:00 pm-8:59 pm. Additionally, 29% of all biking accidents are caused by cars and
7% collisions with other vehicles aside from cars. Car-related bicycle accidents can be due to
the driver having no visibility of the bicycle, drivers driving too fast, while the drivers and cyclists
are at intersections, while cars are merging lanes, sidewalks, parking lots, and driveways. While
we were searching for projects, we realized that there are no solutions to solving the issues of
bicycle safety at night. After learning this, we decided to create bike headlights, similar to those
of a car. These dimming bike headlights would illuminate the road so bike riders would be able
to clearly see the paths ahead of them. At night, drivers on the road would be able to see the
headlights of bike riders making it easier to avoid them, therefore decreasing accidents and
fatality rates. Our plan is to create a headlight for the bicycle that has the same brightness as
the headlights of a car. In doing this, we will be making it easier for cars to see cyclists as well
as improve the visibility of the cyclists visibility of their paths and surroundings at night.
Additionally our bicycle headlight would also have the same settings/features of car headlights.
This would include high beams, low beams, and brights. To do this, the controls would be
located on one of the handle bars. This way, the cyclist would never have to take their hands
off of the handle bars ensuring a safer ride. We believe that the results of these headlights
would save so many lives.

Super solar saver
de Toledo High School
Max guterman Shane Kaplan Ariella Cohen
For a lot of people a computer is their life line into the unknown and gives them a connection
to what is happening in the world around them. But, imagine if that line was cut just because
you can't find an outlet. This is what we are trying to prevent by making this solar powered,
portable computer charger. This will help prevent the situation where you need to use your
computer but find out you forgot to charge it. It works by allowing the battery to draw power
from the solar panels and when you need to charge your computer the battery has enough
power to charge it. This is eco friendly because the battery is charged by the three solar panels
and not an outlet. We are using an Arduino as a switch that means when you don’t want the
computer to charge or if the battery is full you can stop the computer from charging. It will take
about three to four hours until the computer is fully charged. There are three solar panels that
unfold to allow the battery to charge faster. The total cost of the project is $62.98. This means
the cost is a lot lower than most solar panel computer chargers on the market. It is compact
enough that you can put it in your backpack if you are camping or just going for a hike. We are
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working on a 3D printed case to help with the problem of water. With the case the battery and
solar panels will be resistant to water.

One Handed Play Station 4 Controller
de Toledo High School
Ethan Karpel Max Cohn
Our project goal is to custom a Dualshock PS4 Controller, this helps people with disabilities be
able to play video games with the rest of the world. We modified a regular PS4 controller into
a smaller most handy device that is easier for people with disabilities to handle. The specific
target group for our product are people who were either born with one arm or had to get an
arm removed. A big part of a child’s life is playing video games with friends. We can’t imagine
wanting to play video games and being either unable to play or in pain from trying to operate
a regular controller. This is why we came up with the project to customize a PS4 controller for
those who can’t play. Our product and goal is to make a smaller and more condensed controller
so that a person who happens to have one arm could be able to play just like every other kid.

The Delivery Rover
de Toledo High School
Aidan Schenck Jonah Weisner
Our project is essentially a rover on wheels that delivers objects from places to places in the
vicinity of the house. The rover is controlled and over seen from your phone through an app.
The rover also includes a camera that is connected to the app to see where it is going.

Digital Alarm Clock for the Blind
Donna Klein
Noah Rubin Yakov Wahnich Noah Siegel
Currently there is no intuitive way for blind people to read the time. They either need to have
the time spoken to them, or they need to feel the hands of an analog clock. Our solution is to
create a braille digital clock interface that automatically updates with a RTC module. The clock
displays the time in the HH:MM form and can be set to use 12 hour time or 24 hour time. The
clock is wall powered and uses an Arduino Uno to do the processing and servo controls. Servos
move rotors that have 10 sides, one for each number in braille. We plan to help blind people
continue to live healthy and independent lives.
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Fire Catapult
Donna Klein
Gil Elkarif Jeff Cohen Gabriel Winter Jacob Abramchaev
Our group wanted to solve the problem of people not being able to put out large fires because
it is to dangerous to go into it and extinguish it. Many people have experienced cases where
there is a large fire that they cant put out by themselves and their houses, cars, etc. get
destroyed. The solution to this problem is a catapult that shoots a ball filled with nitrogen and
carbon dioxide into the fire and the solution inside the ball spreads over the fire and takes it
out. We built a prototype catapult and our vision for the future is to have this catapult attached
to a remote control car or a drone so it is easily controlled by anyone. Our goal is to reduce the
damage that fires cause and ensure the safety of others.

Fat Burning Blamket
Donna Klein
Ariel Magin Ariel Hus Kai Moran Jaob Levy
The problem encountered is to find a more efficient way to promote beta oxidation of fatty
acids allowing the fats to be used as a source of energy. The blanket is meant to be used by
hospital patients as an alternative to IV or food. It will be a blanket with temperature sensors
and LEDs that heat up to a certain temperature. It will be an easier solution that will be more
comfortable for doctors to use and for patients.

Fingerprint Sensing Lock
DRS
Jacob Berry Avi Aharoni
Don’t you hate it when when your door is locked and you lose your key? Don’t you wish there
were a more efficient and secure way to keep your doors locked and your house safe? Well
look no further! Our project is a door lock that is activated not by key, but by a fingerprint
sensor. The way it works is that first, you scan your finger in order to store your fingerprint in
the sensor. After your fingerprint is stored, you are free to lock and unlock your door at any
time with just the scan of a finger. This is great because while you can lose a key, you can’t lose
your fingerprint. Keys can also be stolen and key locks can be picked, which makes it possible
for a stranger to bypass your locked door. The fingerprint sensing lock requires no impractical
keys and is a much safer and more private alternative to a traditional key lock. A key can be
stolen but your fingerprint will always be yours. Besides for these benefits, you can unlock
doors with our sensor from anywhere in your home. There are transceivers that are attached
to the sensor and lock that allow you to unlock your door from anywhere. If someone’s in your
basement and wants a door unlocked, you don’t even need to move. With just the scan of your
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finger you can help your friend out. Our sensor is a great product that is more practical, safe,
and useful than any key based lock in the world.

SCOOT-CASE
DRS
Yaakov Grunsfeld Joshua Lieberman
Hauling a suitcase through an airport can be a hassle especially if you have young children. Now
the SCOOT-CASE uses the mind-blowing power of Arduino and batteries to move hands-free!
Use our top of the line infrared emitter to direct our SCOOT-CASE in the direction which you
choose.
"Set your hands free and put your mind at ease. SCOOT-CASE follows you wherever you please"
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SafeDrive
DRS
Benji Rose Michael Mintz
In today’s world, An estimated 1 in 25 of ages 18 years or older drivers report having fallen
asleep while driving in the previous 30 days. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
estimates that drowsy driving was responsible for 72,000 crashes, 44,000 injuries, and 800
deaths in 2013. However, these numbers are underestimated and up to 6,000 fatal crashes
each year may be caused by drowsy drivers. Another 208,000 are caused from distractions, and
combined these two types of crashes combined for 20% of all car crashes. Our product can be
separated into 2 different parts- one part is the car and the other part is the hat, but when they
are combined it can remove up to 20% of all car crash fatalities per year. While everyone is
thinking of the drunk driving situation and the bigger causes of car crash fatalities, to attempt
to remove all fatalities something has to be made to stop the smaller percentage of car crashes.

eMed
DRS
Ari Katznelson Ephraim Spinner
The eMed helps assist people by making sure people properly take their medication on time
and don’t overdose. We have integrated many safety features into our invention to help
protect the medication from being taken without a proper security confirmation. With this
invention, taking your pills won’t require you to remember how long it has been before you
previously took your medication. The eMed is the newest innovation to solving the problem of
prescription overdosing as well as limiting prescription drug robberies. To help combat this
serious problem of prescription overdosing, including not taking the correct dosage in a certain
amount of elapsed time, we have integrated a complex timing system. The timing system will
be able to track how much time has elapsed in between each dose. We believe this will help
anyone who takes medication as well as anyone who has valuable and important medication
in their house.

The Headmobile
DRS
Aiden Englander Noah Watman
Transporting basic objects from Point A to Point B is something we do every day without even
realizing. We grab a tissue, place a book down, put a shirt on the shelf, etc. These may seem
effortless, but for a disabled person every “simple” task can be his or her own difficult
challenge. That’s where The Headbot comes in. The Headbot is designed to assist one who has
difficulty moving around to complete straightforward jobs with minimal strain. The Headbot
main components are a ‘car’, robotic arm, and direction-sensing accelerometer headpiece. As
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the user tilts their head in any direction, the accelerometer will sense a change in direction and
send a message to the car, using RF transmitters, to accelerate in that respective direction. The
same concept is used to control the arm. All the user has to do is wear the accelerometer
headpiece and move his or her head in their desired direction.

Infer-NO
DRS
Benjamin Minkin Josh Ebbin
We are developing an improved sprinkler system for use in buildings to put out fires. Unlike the
current systems which just spray water randomly in all directions, our system is constantly
scanning the room (with an infrared heat sensor) and when the sensors are triggered, swivels
a hose (attached to a water pump) to the direction of the fire, and then puts it out with a
targeted stream of water. This targets the fire so excess water doesn’t ruin personal items and
building's structural integrity. Benefits include faster suppression of fire and less water caused
damage potentially to the point where the system can be used in residential buildings. This can
replace fire sprinklers in industrial buildings, theaters, government buildings and other
buildings with large rooms or hallways.

Chaotic Repair Agent Project
DRS
Dwight Schrute Michael Scott
We created a robot to help the senior citizens with repair work around the house. It is a utility
belt that will swivel around one's waist with the press of a button to allow easy access to any
tool.

Smart Clock
Ezra Academy
Hanoch Lib Michael Levy Allen Yagdarov
Ever have a hard time getting out of bed? With the smart clock your problems are over.
Designed in a way to ensure that you cannot keep pressing the snooze button, the alarm clock
will not turn off unless you actually get out of bed for a fixed amount of time.
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Super Belt
Ezra Academy
Gal Assyag Charlie Harkins Jonanthon Ben-Lulu Johnathon Sharoni
People who have difficulty seeing will truly benefit from this product. It is a belt that is designed
to detect movement from all directions around you. Whether someone or something is
approaching the person wearing the belt, the sensors will send a vibration to the person
wearing the belt to be notified. Blind people will be able to walk in places that they are
unfamiliar now that they are wearing this belt.

The Heater Seater
Ezra Academy
Nathan Murdoch Josh Katayev Nisim Mushayev Johnathon Shimonov
The Heater Seater will ensure that your child is always comfortable even in the cold weather.
Although many cars are already designed with heated seats, no children's car seats are. The
heater seater will use thermostat sensors inorder to determine if the car seat is too cold and
needs to be warned up. A heating pad is placed directly under the seat of the infant to ensure
he is always nice and warm.

Sensory Alarm Clock
Ezra Academy
Ben Borochov Jacob Tzatskis Baruch Natnov
The sensory alarm clock will ensure that a person gets up in a timely fashion. Instead of relying
on a simple snooze button to ensure that a person gets up in the morning, the alarm will not
turn off unless a person leaves his bed for a period of time. Also the snooze button will be
disabled and the alarm will be unable to be reset until a certain time is met.

Smart Lock
Ezra Academy
Michael Rubin Yosef Levitt david pinkhasov robert pinkhasov
The SmartLock is a new lock with hi-tech security. The way it works is that there is a
programmable lock that will only open if the owner is present. This will ensure that break ins
will not happen, and that the owner can always enter his own home even without a key. This
product can also be designed for lockers in schools to ensure maximum security.
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Vibrating Pen
Ezra Academy
Natalie Yakabov Adam Borochov Eleena Kaykova
The vibrating pen will ensure that a person will not fall asleep while studying. Designed in a way
that will enable a person to stay up late at night studying without falling asleep. When a person
starts to fall asleep and their pen they are using starts to tilt down, immediately the pen will
vibrate and wake up the person.

Light In Your Mailbox
Ezra Academy
Orel Saiedian Rachel Kaplan Khaya Aghajani Seth Yost
This product is for people who don’t want to walk all the way to the lobby to get mail, just to
find out that they don’t have any. Instead of people not knowing if they have mail, they just
wait for the notification that they have mail.The infrared sensor gets placed on the base of the
mailbox. When mail gets placed over the infrared light, the RF transmitter relays the message
to the RF receiver. An indicator light illuminates in the apartment, alerting you that you have
mail.

Cool-Grip
Fasman Yeshiva High School
Yaakov B. Schlotman Reuven Cin Eli Harris
Do you ever play video games and feel discomforted by how sweaty the controllers? Do your
friends ever hand you sweat-drenched controllers? Well no more, with the Cool-Grip. The CoolGrip is an attachment that you can add to your video game controllers that has built-in fans and
a temperature sensor. When the temperature sensor senses that your hands are to hot, it turns
on the fans to cool them off. This prevents your hands getting too sweaty, so you can share
controllers, and play more comfortably for longer sessions.

Light curtains
Fasman Yeshiva High School
Yigal Goldstein Sammy Hunt Doni Miretzky
Here is a simple way to wake up to some natural sunlight! Without the push of a button or
remote control, this simple design will open and close automatically at sunrise and sunset. The
setup of the design is as follows: the curtain is attached to a simple track on the wall. As the
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sun comes up, a light sensor is triggered which tells the blinds to open up. When the sun goes
down, the sensor is again triggered and the curtains close back up. Our project simply uses an
'if else' statement for when the light reaches a certain range and when the light decreases out
of that range. Why is this a good thing to have? Scientists have proven that a slower wake up,
such as music with a slowly increasing volume or a slow increase of light are actually better for
you. Instead of sudden wake ups (which are bad for the brain), you would wake up much more
slowly. As living proof, our own team leader Sammy has blacked out on multiple occasions from
jumping out of bed/waking up to quickly. So from now on start your day with health, energy,
and a bright and beautiful wake up.

The Snow Mat
Fasman Yeshiva High School
Shlomo Nebel Doni Finkel Eli Polatsek
One of the current problems in today's world is that people still have trouble shoveling snow
or scraping ice off their sidewalks, driveways, and/or cars. Even with the snow plow, things can
still be challenging. This is where the Snow Mat comes in handy. A large, heated sheet capable
of conforming its shape to your purpose, the Snow Mat can be laid across any surface outside,
from sidewalks to driveways and even cars. The Snow Mat will preheat, and any snow or ice
that comes into contact with it will be melted. The resulting water will be drained out of the
Snow Mat via a tube system, whose mouth can be placed wherever one desires. The Snow Mat
is unique in that it is presents an affordable, custom-made solution for the customers' unique
problem.

angel wiings
Fasman Yeshiva High School
ami mashiach moshe shapiro ariel netanel
Parents, we want to watch our child but don't want to be constantly vigilant about it. If you're
at the beach and want to enjoy the sun and you have a child, you want them to be safe and
know his whereabouts. Our team invented the AngelWiings. The AngelWiings are water wings
with a heart rate monitor and a G.P.S.. If your child is in distress, the heart rate monitor will
sense this and notify you on your phone via blue tooth. But what if your child decides to go out
of your view? No worries! The G.P.S. will notify you that your child has exited the barrier you
set up before you even sat down. Our arduino project will allow you to finally enjoy the beach,
pool, and/or resort. This device can also help any deep water diver not get lost or be in danger
without letting the crew know. It's like being saved by an angel!
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The Earth Watch
Flatbush
Sarah Dagmy Albert Terzi
Did you know that on average there are 12,000–14,000 earthquakes each year. Tragically, many
people die from collapsed buildings and debris in these natural disasters, and unfortunately
those who are alive aren’t rescued in time since their location is unknown under the
destruction. We will change this. With our innovative new gadget consisting of a pulse sensor
to verify if the person under the rubble is alive or not and a transmitter that transmits the
survivor’s location so that we can send help immediately to save the victim’s life, we will save
hundreds of lives. This innovative technology will not only lives but it is also a fashionable device
that people can wear daily.

Stay In Bed Alarm Clock
Flatbush
OrDavid Menashe Elie Feintuch Naomi Dayan
Do you ever wake up in the morning annoyed at your alarm clock? Do you wish that you can
just shut it off without getting out of bed? Our product offers the perfect solution. We have
designed an arduino based product that can sense sound and automatically shut off your alarm.
All you have to do is clap, and the alarm snoozes. This product is perfect for anyone who's too
lazy to get out of bed in the morning. A buzzer on the breadboard will activate at a random
time, simulating an alarm. When the sound sensor detects a sound similar to a clap, it tells the
buzzer to stop making a sound. This device looks somewhat like a block with little holes
interspersed so the sound can seep in easily. We believe this device can be a part of any
household and make our lives just a little more comfortable.

Water Whenever
Flatbush
Eli Cohen Esther E Benjamin
Do you forget to water your plants? This product will solve that problem for you. It monitors
how much water your plant has, and if there is too much or too little water it will notify you by
sending a text message to your phone. It uses a humidity sensor, NRF sensor, servo motor, and
an Arduino Board. This product has been tested by many botanists who recommend this
product to everyone. This product will also be able to water itself without you even being there,
so if you are away you don’t have to worry about your plants.
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Buzz Me Bracelet
Flatbush
Adelle Ayash Jack Tawil Isaac Kroub
Due to deaf people having the disability of not being able to hear they cannot hear some of the
sounds that one needs to hear like a car honk or a fire alarm. The sounds that are made for
safety reasons are sounds that deaf people should be alerted about and with the Buzz Me
Bracelet they can be. The Buzz Me Bracelet is a band that will vibrate and turn an LED on
everytime a very loud sound is heard by the sound sensor instilled in the bracelet. This will
ensure more safety for deaf people and will allow them to “hear’ the loud sounds around them
without even hearing them.

Ripe Fruit Sensor
Flatbush
Leo Rahmey Mickey Shamah Gladys Mandalaoui
For decades, people have been trying to find a cure for blindness. Our product is not a cure, but
it surely with help the lives of blind people. Our product is a sensor that will help blind people
check to see whether their fruits are ripe or not. They will put the sensor next to the fruit and
if the fruit is the color it’s supposed to be, than our product will say “ripe”.

Tea Temp
Flatbush
Jennifer Salzman Barbara Salama Jacques Douek
How many times have you had a hot drink and didn’t know if it was cool enough for you to
drink it and you end up burning your tongue? Well now there’s a solution with the Tea Temp!
The Tea Temp is a practical invention that you can clip onto the side of your mug. It sends a
small thermometer into your liquid measuring the temperature of your beverage. If the
temperature is higher than 140 degrees fahrenheit then a light will go off and you have the
power to of a miniature fan that can quickly cool off your drink so that you can enjoy the
pleasure of drinking your tea or coffee way before the time that it would usually take to cool
off in! This invention which tests the temperature and cools down a drink can be used for
anyone who likes to enjoy hot drinks!
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Motion Bed Lamp
Flatbush
Sion Dweck Rochelle Hafif Isaac Fine
Our project is a lamp that’s switch is replaced with a motion sensor. You will no longer have to
fumble in the dark for that elusive switch because now you can just wave your hand over the
stationed sensor to turn the lamp on. To accomplish this goal, we have made a simple design.
We have used a PIR motion sensor that sends infrared light to detect motion which returns an
Analog read back to the Arduino which then takes power from the arduino to turn on the LED
bulb.
The goal of this project is to provide a cheap and futuristic feature to a basic lamp.

Animal Monitor
Flatbush
Michael Almaghrabi Jack Hanan Joseph Gindi
Our project is going to be useful for ranchers farmers and animal owners. It is a sensor that
detects if your animal leaves its restricted area. We will be using a PIR motion sensor and a
buzzer to notify the owner when the animal leaves. We will be using an arduino code that we
wrote up that continuously sends a signal checking for something passing by. When it detects
something it sends a signal to the buzzer which notifies the person that something is passing.

Baby Alert
Flatbush
Joey Alhadeff Jennifer Mudick Izzy Salama
The goal of our project is to alert a family member that a baby is in danger. Using an arduino
board, a breadboard, a speaker, and a motion sensor, our project will sense when a baby is
near stairs or a dangerous area. The sensor will attach to the door so it there is motion with the
door, it will beep. After sensing the motion of a baby or any person that opens that door, a
sound will go throughout the room or the house alerting someone that the baby might be in
danger. If the owner decides that they want to turn the sensor off they will be able to push a
button to turn it off. We hope that our project is very useful and that it will help a lot of people.
Our project is to help families with a baby or young child that fear their kid can get into danger
from opening certain doors. For example, if it is doors to stairs, ot to a closet with sharp objects.
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Snap And Go
Flatbush
David Aini Eric Spira Sarah Mizrahi
The goal of this project is to assist commoners who drive cars. It is to help situations when you
are in a car accident and you want to get a picture of the license in midst of all the chaos. The
way our snap and go works is you clap two times and it sends a signal to the attached camera.
Once it sends that signal, it knows to automatically snap a picture. For example, if the person
that hit your car decides to violate the law of a hit and run, it takes a simple clap to get their
license. There will be a sound sensor connected to a camera sensor. The sound sensor will be
trained to take in the input of the claps and quickly snap a picture. This project will help people
who struggle to get their phone out while they are driving. People who are just simply driving
and enjoying the view, while not being able to take their phone out, can too take a picture of
what they see.

Motion Lamp
Flatbush
Giselle Jemal Yonatan Guy Mordechai Laniado
The goal of this project is to turn on a light in a closet or a private bathroom when a person
enters, and turns it off when a person walks out. This product is able to help people all over the
world by saving energy. Usually people walk out of closets or bathrooms not realizing that they
didn’t turn off the lights. This, leads to a waste in energy. With this product, that problem will
be solved. No more leaving the lights on when it’s not needed.
In order to accomplish this goal we used a motion sensor that was connected to a lightbulb.
This motion sensor is able to detect motion when someone walks past it. All we did was
program this sensor to turn on a light once it detected motion. Once it was all programmed and
someone walked past it, it sent an output of HIGH to the pin that it was connected to. This then
allowed the light to turn on, fixing the problem of wasted energy.

Kippah Klipper Klopper
Flatbush
Moses Bakst Eli Feldman
The Kippah Klipper Klopper is a design that helps Kippah Klippers stay calibrated. By using gyros
and laffas, we brainstormed a way to use gyroscopes to complete our project. The Klopper
takes the Klipper and makes sure that it stays straight using a stepper motor and the gyroscope.
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FireBot
Flatbush
Jonathan Baum Brian Khaimov
The project will be a vehicle that can go into a burning building and navigate through it via a
remote controller and help find people by using radio waves at various frequencies and a
camera to report back to the user controlling it. The remote control communication works via
a HM-10 bluetooth module with BLYNK app.

Smart Blind Stick
Flatbush
Morris Dweck Trina Cayre David Hidary
The purpose of the smart blind stick is to make the lives of blind people more convenient. This
“stick” can also help the blind person socially, by eliminating the amount of attention he
attracts by people seeing he is different, from his blind stick. We accomplished this by removing
the need to carry around a big, bulky walking stick, and replacing it with a lightweight laser
sensor. The materials the smart stick uses are an Ultrasonic Sensor HC-SR04 in order to sense
distance, a buzzer to notify the blind person when he is approaching someone/something
someone, a push button to tell the sensor to start working. The sensor can be attached to the
blind persons hand and use invisible sound waves to test the distance between the person and
their surroundings. Once the sensor finds itself in close proximity with another object, a buzzer
will vibrate to let the blind person know that he is close to an object.

Secure Me
Flatbush
Joanie Dweck Rachel Sanders lIsaac Soffer
There are many thefts, muggings and pickpockets in cities across the world. While the
government tries to prohibit these acts, there are still many crooks that carry them out. In order
to reduce the number of the crimes listed, one could use the all new Secure Me device. It is a
device that is clipped onto a purse, wallet, or any type of bag that will beep anytime someone
else’s hand gets too close.
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Gatalkeyseph
Flatbush
Gabrielle Weinwurzel Tal Ohana Isaac Tawil
You know that feeling when it’s really hot and your sweating and the ac takes too long to cool
the room? We know what you need, the Gatalkeyseph!! Instead of cooling the room and the
environment the Gatalkeyseph just cools you. The Gatalkeyseph is much more efficient than a
regular air conditioner because instead of wasting all the energy on the room the only thing
that needs to be cooled is you!! Clip the Gatalkeyseph onto your computer, plug it in with the
USB and you're done! The Gatalkeyseph uses an arduino board and a temperature sensor so it
automatically turns on when it’s hot without having doing anything SO, buy your Gatalkeyseph
today.

Weighted garbage can
Foxman Torah Institute
Moishe Abenson Ari reit Binyamin Cooper Nosson Shmidman
Small garbage cans are everywhere in the world, from schools to bedrooms and offices, they
are there for small trash and paper. They are very helpful but they have a problem, they get
easily knocked over leaving trash for you to pick up. Just a tap on the side of the trash can it
falls. No one wants that happening so we came up with a solution called the weighted garbage
can. This garbage can is connected to a platform with magnets. This platform is weighted so it
doesn’t come off the ground. With this you have a garbage can that never falls and no trash to
pick up.

The “Capstone Light Olarm Clock” or “CLOCk”
Foxman Torah Institute
Moshe Davidowitz Nathan Filler Tzvi Nussbaum
The “Capstone Light Olarm Clock” or “CLOCk”, for short, is an alarm clock which uses light in
addition to sound to wake the user. It can be placed on a night table next to the user’s bed,
mounted on the wall, or even the ceiling. It is more effective in waking user than a traditional
alarm clock and less stressful. It will be priced affordably.
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THE BUZZER
Foxman Torah Institute
Netanel Shahkoohi Tzvi Palmer Yossi Ungar
The goal is to make a more efficient way to know if the puck went into the goal. In order to
achieve the goal a net LED’s, and some sensors are required. The plan centers on coding the
Arduino so it can sense when the puck goes into the goal. It will be tested by programming
photo resistors then attaching them to the net and a puck will be shot and if the LED shine the
plan is completed.

Soil Moisture Sensor
Foxman Torah Institute
Moshe Tzvi Silver Simcha Spirn
The purpose is to always have your plants properly moisturized, and of course you never have
to water your plants. The functionality of the project is as follows: the Arduino moisture sensor
can tell when the plant is low on moisture. If it is, it signals the water pump to water the plant.
The setup of the project is as follows: the 12V battery powers everything. It’s connected to the
pump and the Arduino. When the Arduino (really the sensor which is connected to the Arduino)
senses the soil moisture is too low, it sends a signal to the pump to water the plant.

Automatic window closer
Foxman Torah Institute
Shaya Flynn Avi friedler Shmuel Greenspan III
When a window is left open while it is windy or raining it can cause several problems, like having
computers, carpet, or papers strewn around the room or wet! The way this contraption solves
this issue is that when it senses strong winds or rain its closes the window automatically. This
means the consumer wouldn’t have to be home to close the window. Anyone who owns a
house, apartment, or any sort of building would use this contraption recurrently.
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VXJunky " 'labama"
Foxman Torah Institute
Joey Feitman Gavriel Plotsky
This has been bugging me for days. I've been reading up on the usual documentation (especially
Chris's "VX in 150 days", and the slightly outdated v1.1 white letter), but I can't figure out the
peer manifold dimension required to normalize attractors. I could just do an inverted fourier
transform on the vector field, but there's no way that'd run in even real tile, even if deferred to
the actor queue. What I'm looking for is an O(n log x) implementation of normalized attactors.
Is that even possible..? We managed to figure out that it was possible, and completed our
project in record time.

Basketball Score Counter
Foxman Torah Institute
Dovid Blumberg Chiam Trop Orel Manos
When you would normally play a game of mini basketball there’s very little thrill of getting your
shots in. So the solution is the Basketball Score Counter. It’s a mini basketball hoop that has an
automatic score counter with a buzzer. Every time your shot goes through the hoop, it adds a
number to the scoreboard which is positioned right below the backboard and it will give you a
satisfying buzzer sound. This can really add to the fun of the game.
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baby breathing moniter
Frisch
Rachel Derusha Remi Harmolin Nathan Planer
NRR
technologies
has
designed
a
breathing
monitor for infants. This
product will monitor and
record data that will be
analyzed to determine the
rate of a baby’s breathing. It
will notify the parents or
guardians when the baby is
breathing too fast or too slow
to prevent the occurrence of
SIDS
in
the
average
household. We feel that by
making this monitor, we can
essentially save lives.
SIDS, also known as Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome, has
often been caused by a
random
stoppage
of
breathing in infants, usually
around bedtime. Each year,
around 3,500 babies die of
SIDS. More than 90% of
infants that die from SIDS die
before the age of six months.
This incident can be easily
prevented if a parent is
quickly notified when there is
a drastic change in their
infant’s breathing pattern.
To prevent such high numbers of infants dying of SIDS, we are creating a monitor that
senses the baby’s breath to notify the parents if the breathing is too fast or too slow. If the
parent receives a notification that the baby is breathing too slow, then they can quickly attend
to their child. If the baby is breathing too fast, then the parents can calm the baby down with
either a lullaby or a toy. Strips of force sensitive resistors are embedded inside a mat, on which
the infant would sleep. Those resistance of those resistors is read and recorded by an Arduino
board, which would then send a message, via bluetooth, to an LCD screen that would tell the
parents if their child is breathing too fast or too slow.
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We hope that this monitor can save many lives of innocent children that can grow up to
have bright futures. Our project will hopefully drastically bring down the number babies that
sadly die from SIDS. This product can make many stressed parents feel a little better and go to
sleep knowing that their child is safe.

Whiteboard Wipers
Frisch
Ayden Morgenstern Ian Bromberg Adam Goldberg
A lot of time is wasted trying to erase whiteboards in school classes around the world. Whether
it’s a missing eraser, hard to reach places, or a teacher wanting to transition between lessons
without stopping to erase the board. The Whiteboard Wipers will save time and money. While
brainstorming ideas on a whiteboard we realized how many times our eraser was misplaced
and how annoying it was to constantly erase the whiteboard, and our idea came: a way to erase
the whiteboard with the push of a button. The invention consists of a bearing slide set, two
high voltage DC motors, and arduino code, with its respective code. Although the assembly of
the prototype may have been expensive, time consuming, and full of trial and errors, we hope
to develop a cheap and efficient way to mass produce it. The main goal of this is to help teachers
erase their boards effortlessly and efficiently, in order to help them teach without interruption.
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The Robotic Spider
Frisch
Orli Epstein Omer Benharush Ari Kolb
After disasters, like earthquakes, many people tend to get stuck in the rubble and it take a long
time and a lot of manpower to find these people, our robot will help find them. We will be
building a 3D printed spider-inspired robot using the Fusion 360 CAD program. It will be a small
robot, shaped like a spider to find people stuck under fallen rocks. We will use a motor for each
leg, and servos to control the distance sensors and temperature sensors to make the robot walk
and sense. There will be one servo that will allow the leg to move using a rotational axis, cam.
We will also use 2 separate sweeping distance sensors to make sure the robot doesn’t hit a wall
and 2 sweeping infrared sensors to detect for trapped or injured people. A mega arduino will
be used because of the amount of components we have. This robot will be used for search and
rescue in the event of an avalanche or missing person.

Fingerprint Locker
Frisch
Gila Gershbaum Elana Ginsberg Nechama Lapp
As a group we decided to create a
locker that can unlock with your
personal fingerprint. One day we
looked around school and saw
everyone’s lockers either open or
jammed with pencils because they
are unaware of how to open up their
lockers, or it takes too much time. By
leaving the lockers open they create
a lack of security in the school
environment which allows other
students to go into their lockers easily
and take what they would like. This
creates a difficulty for children whose
supplies go missing. Now, with a
finger
scanner,
we
have
revolutionized the school life by
being able to get your books faster,
and in a more efficient fashion, and
decreases school theft. We found a
finger scanner from adafruit, then set
it up so that when someone’s
fingerprint is sensed, the locker
recognizes the print. With code from
Arduino the servo motor will turn and
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move a piston which unlocks the locker. The user can then easily pull their locker open within
seconds of arrival. When the user closes the locker it will reset the lock automatically and be
ready for the next fingerprint.

Seat belt sensor
Frisch
Hannah Skydell Isaac Goldin Sarah Cohen
Current school bus designs do not allow for the driver to easily know if students are buckled.
This causes accidents to become more severe and dangerous. The total fatal accidents where
people were not buckled into their seat belts is 48%. The purpose of this product is so when a
seat belt is buckled a green light will be turned on, if not, the bus driver in the front will see the
LED is not lit up and what what seat number the child isn't buckled in. Along with the seatbelt
light corresponding with each seat there is a force sensor that has an LED that corresponds with
the seat that allows the bus driver to know if someone is sitting there. This makes the situation
less confusing as the all the bus driver needs to do is see that there is someone sitting there but
the seat belt isn’t buckled. On the ceiling above the bus driver there is a grid with LED lights
corresponding to each seat. The code behind this invention is using arduino blink and a force
sensor. Using the metal seat belt as a conductor we included it in our circuit so when the circuit
is complete (meaning the seat belt is buckled) the code we sent to the arduino will go through
and turn the green light on. Using the force sensor if a child is sitting on a seat a light will light
up indicating that someone is sitting there.

Package Protech
Frisch
Jake Zwebner Shaya Lieberman Zachary Adler
Everyday thousands of people have packages they rightfully paid for, stolen off of their front
porches. According to UsaToday.com , one third of Americans have experienced package theft,
and over 11 million packages were stolen this past year during the holidays. Recently, many
News articles have come out, instructing the best ways to combat package theft.
(http://www.foxnews.com/real-estate/2018/02/17/5-ways-to-combat-package-theft.html)
All of these articles suggest ideas like bringing in your package the moment it is delivered, and
other unrealistic ideas. These small suggestions make no real paradigm shift in this field, and
with our idea we plan to change that.
A recent news segment on package theft inspired this idea. By constructing a simple,
compact, contraption on ones porch, people will never have to worry about having their
packages tampered with again. Money will be saved and people will shop more freely online,
benefitting shoppers and retailers. Our contraption functions as 4 clamps that secure onto a
package; refusing to release until someone from inside the house puts in a code to release it.
The base will be attached to your front porch and metal strips will protrude and retract
vertically depending on the size of the package. The strips of metal will clamp the package
securely without damaging the package. Stepper motors will drive a gear mechanism to raise
and lower the clamps. Force sensors will register when the package is secure to stop the motors
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from applying too much force. An Arduino mircoprocessor will intepret the inputs and drive the
steppers.
We believe that this product will have the ability to prevent great numbers of theft throughout
America. We plan on testing all aspects of the product, such as making sure the clamps don’t
crush the packages, making sure the clamps don’t snap, etc. We expect that the culmination of
our work will truly have the potential to be ground-breaking.

Cool Car
Frisch
Benjamin Mahpour Yosef Goldstein Abraham Goldberger Eliana Meckler
During the summer months when outdoor temperatures are high, there have been many
unfortunate incidents of young children or pets perishing when they are left alone in an
unventilated vehicle. In addition, many belongings such as electronic tablets or smartphones
often get damaged due to overheating. Our cooling system prevents this and nullifies the worry
of leaving objects in cars for
an extended amount of time.
Once the car hits a certain
temperature a powerful fan
will activate. We have
developed a temperature
sensor code that activates a
fan once the car reaches 75
degrees Fahrenheit. A fan
needs outside air in order for
it to convert it into cool air. In
order to do this, the window
will roll halfway down
allowing air to come in for
the fan to use. To prevent
theft we have designed a
security code using an
ultrasonic distance sensor
that closes the window when
it senses someone within 2
meters. Our cooling system
is a safe and foolproof way to
protect your belongings.
Please note: children and
pets should never under any
circumstances
be
left
unattended
in
parked
vehicles.
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Snow Remover
Frisch
Sam Bendheim Ari Baruch Jon Comet
Each year there are more than 3,000 roof collapses in the U.S. as a result of snow and even rain.
What our idea will try to do is detect when snow falls on the roof using a pressure sensor and
a water sensor. Once snow hits the roof, a stepper motor with a pole attached will be turned
on to wipe off the snow, and a heating pad will be turned on to prevent ice. Our goal is for this
to become a necessity for homes during bad winters. Our design will improve on existing roof
designs because instead of just monitoring the weight, we will also be actively trying to fix the
issue.
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Sleeper Beeper
Frisch
Sam Lehrer Nate Cukor Alex Zucker
Falling asleep at the wheel is an incredibly real, undervalued problem. With 40% of Americans
not getting enough sleep, it is understandable that 1 in 25 drivers report having fallen asleep at
the wheel recently. Additionally, and possibly the scariest stat of all, 6000 deadly crashes each
year are caused by, at least in part, by drivers who have fallen asleep at the wheel.
Our project is aimed at combating this disastrous problem. A heart rate sensor and
accelerometer detect if the driver falls asleep, then triggering an alarm to sound. The sensor is
easily attachable from the hat to the earlobe, where the heart rate is monitored. The heart rate
sensor detects if the driver's heart rate has fallen by 6%, the regular drop in heart rate when
one falls asleep. Furthermore, an accelerometer detects if the drivers head is nodding off,
indicating that they have fallen asleep. When both the driver's heart rate drops and head drops,
an alarm is triggered in the hat, waking up the driver.
Our prototype is much more reliable than any app or dashboard sensor. This is because the
apps or dashboards use only one method to detect if a driver has fallen asleep. Our prototype
has two ways of identifying when a driver has fallen asleep, making it foolproof.

ScanDoor
Frisch
Ami Ramras Eitan Levy
For our final project we made the ScanDoor, which is an automatic door that opens when you
scan your finger. After the door is opened, a line of LEDs light up to show you your way into the
room. This can be useful in a variety of ways, including helping a disabled person open his door,
and general home security. The prototype was made in our new FabLab using a variety of tools
and material, and we spent hours of time working on it.

Trip-laser
Frisch
JoJo Blank Judah Almo
For our final project, we have created a security trip-laser. This trip-laser will be used for security
purposes, it will help secure entry points to building or even small properties. Our motivation
for creating this project, was seeing how much security systems cost these day. It should be a
huge investment in money to keep you house or your stuff safe. That is why we came up with
this idea, and are working our hardest to make it perfect.
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To delve deeper into our project, you will have to take a look at the way our project works and
connects with the different component that work together to create our security system. Our
trip-laser has two different parts/sides to it, one part deals with the laser and the other part,
deals with the photoresistors (light receivers) and alarm system. The laser shoots across
whatever it is set up to protect, and hits the photoresistors, which are inside of a small wooden
box, to shield off the outside light. The photoresistors have a reading of the amount of
brightness hitting it, and lets say perhaps someone were to walk across the laser and break up
the connection of the two sides, the reading on the photoresistor will drop drastically and that
will make the alarm sound.
Our project will be very effective, it will detect any intruders or home invaders with 100%
accuracy. Although we are not the first, or the only people with this type of security system,
but we are by far the cheapest. If you are trying to keep a certain area secure, an alarm tripwire
is the perfect way to do it, and with ours, it will be very cheap yet quite affective. I will guarantee
you no one will be breaking into your house, or wherever you are attempting to keep secure
without either being scared off by an alarm or you coticing because of the alarm.

The Air Drum
Frisch
Dean Shein Jacob Bergstein Daniel Weinberger
For our project, we are creating an air drum. Our drum-set can be played by waving or placing
your hands over a drum, instead of banging it. We are placing ir motion sensors onto each drum
so it can measure if a hand is by the drum, to make the noise that comes from that drum. We
are connecting garageband to arduino to get different noises for each drum and sensor.
Our project is not only fun, it assists the disabled as well. Musicians with fragile or broken hands
will want to be able to play the drums but they won’t be able to since it will hurt too much to
make actual contact with
the drum. We are going to
stop people from quitting
their dreams of being a
musician just because of
their
unfortunate
disabilities. Now, they can
be strong and play the
drums without pain!
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You've Got Mail
Frisch
Rafi Lewis Kayla Waitman Akiva Feit
For those who have mailboxes at the end of their driveways, it can be difficult to have to walk
down your driveway to get your mail - especially if you’re waiting for something to arrive and
are constantly checking. We are creating a mailbox notification system. Our project would solve
this problem and let you know when your mail arrives. We used a pressure sensor to sense
when the mail arrives - which will light up an led strip. Additionally, when you put in outgoing
mail, a flag would come up. This part is done based on the time of day the pressure is sensed.

Motion sensor sprayer
Frisch
Max Blinder Aidan Shwartz
Has your dog ever “ate your homework”, because if so then the motion sensor squirt sprayer
is right for you! The motion sensor squirt sprayer will keep the dog away from your precious
files. Using a raid auto trigger sprayer, the arduino code, and a motion sensor, we created a
motion sensor spray to keep the dog away! The motion sensor picks up the dogs motion. It will
then send a message to the using an arduino . The bottle will use a servo activated trigger to
release a spray of water to repel the dog.
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Pack-It-Up!
Frisch
Dylan Speiser Jonathan Katz Abi Langer
Have you ever noticed that students are disorganized? Things get lost, forgotten, and thrown
away. High school students need to be organized, lest they suffer the consequences of
inefficiency. Many high school students are lazy and find it too hard to stay organized. They are
busy and don’t have time to organize their things.
Introducing, Pack-It-Up!. With many different and unique features, your school day will be
easier, more organized, and efficient.
Beginning with the power source, we are using a cell phone battery bank to power the arduinos,
as well as leaving one USB port free to charge your devices. This solution is easy and cost
effective.
One feature of the bag is its cooling pouch. A thermistor tells the arduino the temperature, and
the arduino applies more power to a peltier plate accordingly. We are using insulating material
to keep the cold in.
Another feature of the bag is the book-holding compartment. It holds books, but it can do so
much more! By placing RFID stickers on textbooks, notebooks, and folders, the arduino will
know exactly which materials you have inside of the bag. The arduino will also know your
schedule, and which materials are needed for each class, and will notify you on the LCD screen
attached to the strap if anything is missing.
The LCD on the strap is like the interface point between the backpack and the user. By pressing
the button on the side, the user can cycle through different statuses of different parts of the
bag. For example, one view shows the temperature and status of the cooler pouch, one view
shows how many books are inside of the bag, and if you are prepared for the next class, and
other things like that.

Automated Pill Dispenser
Frisch
Daniel Poloner Ezra Bleiberg
Human error in hospitals can have disastrous results. We often hear horror stories on the news
where a patient’s medicine is mixed up with another’s. It is absolutely unacceptable that in the
Digital Age, mistakes like these still occur regularly. To solve this dilemma, we created a pillbox
which dispenses medications to each person after an RFID bracelet which the patient is wearing
is scanned. By automating the process, the potential for human error is completely eliminated,
ensuring that patients remain safe and healthy, and increasing efficiency. The pillbox is
intentionally compact so that it can fit on the standard hospital cart.
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To create our project, we 3D printed a sleek pillbox with 21 compartments. Each patient
receives an RFID bracelet which is scanned by an RFID reader. The pillbox then turns to the
intended compartment using a stepper motor, and the correct medicine is dispensed.

The Smart Gun
Frisch
Sam Hilbert Ben Weisfogel Beni Romm
In the world today, gun violence is a constant problem. According to TheTrace.org, there were
over 15,500 gun deaths last year. Furthermore, of those 15,500, about 3,900 were kids or teens,
and 344 were killed in mass shootings. On the other hand, 2,030 were when someone had to
use a gun for self defence, clearly indicating that guns are necessary for protection. These
statististics raise the question: How can we make guns safer without taking away people’s
ability to defend themselves? Furthermore, 2015 unintentional shootings. How can we prevent
lawful gun owners from accidentally discharging their firearms? Lastly, guns are constantly
being stolen. The FBI reported that between 2012 and 2015, an estimated 1.2 million guns were
stolen, and only 22,000 came from stores, meaning there were about 1.178 million guns that
were in someone else's name, and if the thief would shoot someone, it would be in the original
owners name.
Our prototype, The Smart Gun, will certainly help with all of the aforementioned
problems. Our project uses a fingerprint scanner, to make certain that the gun is used by its
rightful owner, and not stolen and sold on the black market. A breathalyzer will ensure that the
guns owner cannot dangerously fire the gun while under the influence of alcohol. When the
fingerprint scanner determines that the gun is being operated by the rightful owner, and the
breathalyzer ensures that the owner is not drunk, an electromagnet will pull out a pin that
internally prevents the activation of the trigger. If the gun is idle for 30 minutes, the trigger will
lock and require reverification. While it will certainly not prevent all gun crime in America, it’s
certainly a step in the right direction.

Gap Gate
Frisch
Reuben Melzer Sylvie Fischoff Liana Goldstein
Many other countries have taken precautions against subway deaths, but not New York State.
In 2016 alone in the New York area forty eight people were killed by subways. We want to put
an end to subway deaths, or at least help reduce that number by offering a solution that can
be implemented into the current system. There have been a number of cases each year
reported where people fall or get pushed onto the track. Parents are especially concerned with
their children getting too close, and many platforms force passengers to stand dangerously
close to the gap. There is no deterrent to stop someone from accidentally falling into the gap.
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However, a simple gate can’t be used to stop this because subways don’t line up with the doors
of the gates because they don’t stop at the same exact place every time. People are always told
to ‘mind the gap,’ but now they won’t have to. We decided to create a gate that allows
passengers to enter and exit the subway regardless of where the subway stops. To start off the
problem solving process, we decided that the most efficient way to prevent people from falling
in the gaps is to separate the platform and the gap by placing some sort of barrier there. To
build our prototype, we first made the platform and tracks, and with that calculated the
dimensions of the barrier that we would end up making from plexiglass. With the use of a
stepper motor, gear ,lasers and photoresistors, we have the plexiglass barrier move up creating
a barrier between the platform and the gap, preventing accidental falls, and ascending and
descending depending on the location of the subway. We used arduino. After doing all this
research, we fully comprehend that, though this isn’t as expensive, it still may not be cheap
enough to actually implement in the subway system, though, this is still a great solution. We
could have found a way to make the barrier be completely in sync with the train, but it is off by
a little.

Smart Pot
Frisch
Yair Ashendorf Nathan Sholomon Max Burgida
Many people struggle with cooking because water is always overflowing from their pots. This
is a problem because many don't want to watch a pot for 20 minutes while their food boils.
According to www.firerescue1.com one of the most common kitchen fires is water overflowing
from an unattended pot and coming in contact with electricity or oily water coming in contact
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with flames. Our invention eliminates the problem by turning off the pot before the water
reaches maximum height and overflows. Our product, the Smart Pot makes cooking more safe
and eliminates fires caused by cooking uncarefully. Using a temperature and water sensors
connected to an arduino microprocessor we programmed the Smart Pot to sense water
overflowing from the pot. We will analyze this information and determine when the pot is
about ready to boil over. We will do laboratory testing on various food ideas, and try to
determine the average over flow conditions.

Doctor Teddy
Frisch
Tikva Epstein Jacob Nussbaum Orlee Sadinoff
Most children are scared or uneasy when they’re at a doctor’s office having a check up, in the
dentist’s office getting a procedure done, or really just in any medical environment. That’s
because it is scary. Seeing all the white and blue uniforms, sharp needles, and daunting-looking
machines is very frightening for a child. So we invented Doctor Teddy.
Doctor Teddy is a cute and cuddly teddy bear designed to ease the nerves of a young
patient undergoing standard hospital tests while serving a medical purpose at the same time.
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Not only will the nurse use the bear to do tests on the child, but the child will also get to perform
“tests” on the bear to see just how harmless and fun it is. The bear will take the child’s
temperature instead of a scary nurse doing it, and overall calm their nerves by being soft and
cuddly. The child will get to give the bear “shots” and then a band-aid and listen to his
heartbeat.
The bear will be a big, soft stuffed animal dressed as a doctor, with a stethoscope and all. It’ll
have a button on its arm and when the child pushes it with the shot, a green light in its ears will
go on and happy music (from a speaker on its stomach) will play to signify to the child that shots
are good, and give them happy vibes.
The bear works both ways to help the child feel safer and happier in a hospital environment;
the kid can do check-ups and tests on the bear to see that it’s fun and making the patient get
better, and the bear can do the tests on the kid to help them feel comfortable during the tests.
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The Handslator
Frisch
Aryeh Katz Benjy Freidman
Only around 0.6% of Americans speak sign language and there are more than 200,000 cases of
total or significant hearing loss in the United States every year. Many people who don't know
sign language have trouble communicating with someone who is deaf. Our project is a robotic
hand that will display the speech in ASL and help people communicate. The user can type the
letters and this will cause five motors to rotate the fingers to the configuration of letters. This
device will allow someone who does not know ASL to communicate with someone who is deaf.

"Guardino"
Frisch
Danny Rappaport Max Kaplan Noah Moore
Our group is making a smart and self sustaining terrarium for plants called “Garduino”.
Many people struggle with the commitment of maintaining and growing their own plants. The
Garduino is viable for everyday people who want to use fresh herbs when cooking. Our product
is also able to help people who can't support a full garden, and makes it easy to grow plants
and herbs even in infertile places.
The Garduino works by using sensors such as photoresistors, temperature sensors, and
moisture sensors. After taking in information via the sensors, the arduino will be able to output
information in order to instruct an arduino microcontroller to perform certain actions. Some of
these actions are turning on a light, activating a watering system, or turning on a heat lamp. All
of these apparatus’ will be incorporated to create a fully functioning autonomous terrarium.
Once fully set up, our terrarium, connected to a powersource, with running code will be able
to grow plants independently without help from external sources. This project will help
everyday people get fresh herbs and grow plants with ease.

The flood system
Frisch
Jack Shulman Ethan Nachmani Isaac Badner
Our product is an advance warning system that is designed to alert homeowners to
approaching high waters in real time and give people enough warning to evacuate safely. Major
flooding incidents around the world have been all too commonly reported in the news today.
Many of the reports suggest that people did not have enough advance notice to evacuate their
house. We saw this recently in Arizona when a flash flood came with no public warning. CNN
reported, “They had no warning. They heard a roar and it was on top of them”. This shows us
that people aren't able to get out of their houses fast enough because they don't have enough
warning. We have designed a product that will sense the amount of water and will be displayed
how much time you have left in your house. A timer will start when the water hits the 1st sensor
and the timer will stop when it hits the 2nd water sensor. Then, based off of the amount of
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time it takes, the calculation will be made on an estimate of how long it will take to reach the
house. You will then be notified through an LCD monitor. For specific sensors, an Alarm System
or an LED will go off showing that the flood is really close and it is time to leave your house!!
Our design is better than most flood system’s because we give an estimated amount of time.
This will help people more because it's more accurate and, therefore, more people will be able
to leave on time. Most People will heed our warnings more and they will listen to our flood
system. Our products will lead to more people being saved in a flood than before because of
how accurate it is.

21st Century Triage
Frisch
Reina Amar Lara Jacobowitz Bruria spraragen
Our project addresses the issue of prioritizing injuries in a mass casualty. Currently EMT's use a
method called triage to assign levels of urgency to people with injuries. This way more urgent
injuries are handled first. This method gives every person a tag with five possible colors that
signify the person’s state of injury. Ranging from people who don't need doctors care to people
who will die if not given help almost immediately. This can also get messy and disorganized very
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easily. Mass casualties might happen at night when it’s difficult to see. Additionally, patients
might require immediate attention and it could go unnoticed.
To solve this issue, we are creating a bracelet to make triaging more efficient. Our bracelet will
light up the color of the person’s state to make the colors easy to see and differentiate
between. It will also constantly check the pulse of the person and will beep if it gets too low or
too high. In addition to the bracelet itself beeping, an EMT will be notified that a patient needs
immediate care. The bracelet will have a QR code for a multiple choice form to be filled out by
the EMT. The form will give information to the hospital about where the injury is, severity, and
other important information.
This bracelet can make handling injuries during a mass casualty more efficient. It will make the
process more organized and will help the most critical patients get treated first. It will also
monitor the patients while they are waiting for care to insure their safety. Additionally, it will
provide a time effective way to give the doctors and nurses the condition of the patient without
details going unnoticed.

Right On Track
Frisch
Dahlia Cohen Racheli Schachter Mitchell Wolf
Our project is a device that can be set up around doors to count the number of people inside a
room, hallway, and total number of people in a building. This project will be very helpful in
emergencies for many reasons. If there is a shooter in the building, you can easily make sure
everyone is safe in a classroom. If there is a fire, the authorities will know where to go. Our
code counts the number of people in a room and can then compares it to the total number of
people in the building, so in a fire or lockdown first responders can know if there are still people
in the building and where people are before entering the building. This is accomplished by
pointing lasers at photoresistors that break every time a person steps through them. The
combination of walking through in the right order will either add or subtract a person from the
room and will then be displayed on an LCD screen. The code add up the amount of people in
every room and then compare it to the total number of people in the buildings in order to figure
out how many people are in hallways. We can then compare this number to the overall number
of people in the building in order to determine the exact location of people.

Chromaread
Frisch
Kayla Goldberger Evan Haimm Emma Kanner Talia Elkin
Our project is a device that makes reading more affordable and accessible for the visually
impaired. As of now, braille is the most common reading system used by blind people.
However, braille printers are not very practical; they cost thousands of dollars, and even so,
according to a report by the National Federation of the Blind, less than 10% of legally blind
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adults in the United States know how to read braille. Because of this, blind people are limited
in their abilities to print and read what they like as they please. Our project proposes a new
system of reading in which each color represents a letter. Using a color sensor to read a printed
color sequence, our code takes the values read by the color sensor and converts them into
letters which are then read out loud by a text-to-speech device. Our project is a cost-effective
and simple way in which blind people will easily be able to read whatever they want without
having to spend a lot of money.

Hydraid
Frisch
Kayla Seidel Emily Gul Zachary Wolf
Our project is a handheld device to test if water from any source is safe to drink. The device
uses multiple sensors to determine the level of purity in the water. It senses the conductivity,
visibility, pH level, and other aspects of water that may make it toxic or dangerous to consume.
Using an assortment of sensors, including a turbidity sensor, a water sensor, a pH sensor, and
a soil-moisture sensor, with predetermined safety thresholds, the device will make sure the
water passes all of the tests. If it passes all 5, it will signal that it is good to drink. This device
would allow people in dire need of water to be able to test the available source of water in
order to determine if it is drinkable. Survivors of natural disasters and hikers would be able to
benefit from a product like ours, since they are groups of people who would be actively
searching for clean water sources when they do not have access to known clean water. The
device would easily fit into a pocket of a bag, making it very easy to carry with you on the move.
There are various other products that test water, but our product is a more accurate version,
as it tests for more impurities than the others. It will also be more financially viable, and easy
to produce on a large scale.

Tired Reg
Frisch
Shalom Lefkowitz Zoey Buchsbeyew Jakie Birman
Our project is a smart fridge, called the “Tired Reg” which can tell the owner how much of a
certain food they have left and compose a shopping list. By using Force Sensitive Resistors, our
project is able to tell how heavy a product is and calculate when the product has become light
enough to be considered “empty”. When a food is still heavy enough to be considered full, the
fridge will know and make sure to leave it off of the list until it needs to be refilled. Once the
fridge determines that a certain food is in need of being replenished, it will send a message to
an LCD Screen, which will then form a list of what items need to be bought from the
supermarket on the owner’s next grocery run. Our product is useful because it helps people
manage the amount of food that they have and stay on top of the groceries that they will soon
run out of. By using our product, people will not only be able to stay on top of their errands,
but also avoid stressful last-minute grocery runs. An alternative use for our project would be in
industrial and laboratory environments, increasing efficiency and reducing the risk of running
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out of vital materials, by notifying technicians exactly how much they have left of a certain
material in a moment’s notice.

Smart Pill Box
Frisch
Isaac Gdanski Ahuva Abraham Aaron Lubat
Our project is a smart pill box to help enhance pill control. Although this is not a cutting-edge
field currently on the rise, this project is nonetheless important because it can be a big help to
people who take pills daily. A study, published in the journal Mayo Clinic Proceedings, shows
that seven out of 10 Americans take at least one prescription drug a day and many of those
accidentally take the wrong amount. Many elderly and parents who take pills regularly tend to
forget if they already took their pill already and might take it twice in one day by accident. We
set up the problem solving process brainstorming the best ways to remind people to take pills
and to prevent overdosing. We are using Arduino programming language. We are building a
wooden pill box that is attached to a fingerprint scanner to allow only the owner of the pill box
open it. The way the pill box will open is once the finger is scanned, a servo motor will turn on
and move a piece of wood and unlock the box. If they scan it twice in 30 minutes or so, it will
light up red, warning them that they have already took the pill.
There are many types of people who would benefit from this device such as the elderly who
suffer from certain diseases Marlo Sollitto explains that, “Elders who suffer from dementia or
Alzheimer's
disease
may simply forget to
take
their
medications, causing
them to skip doses.
The opposite is also
true: if they can't
remember whether
they
took
their
medication,
they
might take it again,
causing overdose.” By
making this pill box,
we are preventing
people
from
accidentally
overdosing.
Also
making sure nobody
can access the pills and
so people don’t forget
to take pills.
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Get’cha Head in the Game
Frisch
Ilana Knoll Shaina Davis Ariella Bak
Our project, “Get’cha Head in the Game” is a computer mouse that is controlled by head
motion. Our project helps those with motor impairments that are the result of injuries or
illnesses, control a computer. The headband also has a velcro attachment that allows for it to
be fitted on the arm, to be used as a tool for occupational therapy. An Accelerometer measures
the direction which you tilt your head and moves the mouse in that direction. We created a
game on processing to demonstrate how our project works. The application of our project goes
far beyond just a game. With the help of our project, people with motor impairments will be
able to fully use a computer.

Bicycle +
Frisch
Jonah Schachter Gabrielle Green Dara Berger
Over the last decade, commuting on bike has increased by 60% to 786,000 riders in the United
States alone. Despite this, many obstacles remain to a bicycle friendly environment that is
required for continued increase in bicycle usage.
1: Signals to Connect the Biker to the World
First, in the United States (2015) alone, there were 1000 fatalities and 467,000 injuries from
bicycle related activities. Using buttons on each handle, a biker will be able to alert any car
behind it that it will be turning in either direction with a simple push of each button and another
time to turn off the signal. A light panel on the back of the bike will ensure any oncoming traffic
will know a biker’s direction.
2: Sensors to Connect the World to the Biker
Another serious type of bike accident occurs when a car is behind a biker and the biker is
unaware of this. Using ultrasonic distance sensors, a biker will be alerted with a sound if a car
has come close to it.
3: Phone-Charging Capabilities
For anyone who wishes to have phone accessibility during their bike ride, the increasing threat
of a dying battery can worry any rider and biking with a dead phone can be very dangerous.
Using a series of motors that convert the rotational energy of the tires into usable energy for
the phone, one can have a sufficient charge for as long as they are biking.
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The Music Glove
Frisch
Louis Weber Solomon Lerman Gilad Smith
Often, people struggle to learn instruments, as they require a tremendous amount of
effort and coordination. This is especially the case for the mentally or physically challenged. Our
invention provides a solution to that problem. No longer does one need to practice for years to
play simple tones, the Music Glove will play five beginner chords A, C, D, E minor, G so one can
play songs at ease, as hundreds of songs can be played from those 5 tones. All one has to do is
bend their fingers, and a perfect chord is played without any coordination needed. The glove is
a fun and easy alternative to learning an instrument for anyone. Flex sensors sense what and
when a finger is bent, which causes a speaker to play one of the five tones. Due the fact that
our invention is a glove, it is easy to carry and portable, unlike most musical instruments. The
Music glove is easy to learn and does not require the thousands of dollars of hiring a music
teacher. Just put the glove on and start playing. Playing instruments can be uncomfortable of
even painful until proper dexterity and calluses on fingers are developed. Each instrument has
its own challenges, but the Music Glove doesn’t. It is the perfect way to play music without time
and effort. With our invention, nobody will feel like they are incapable of playing music. Music
will be something for everyone to participate in, not matter their coordination.

The Nightlife
Frisch
Daniella Rothschild Racheli Dubizh Leemor Waldman
Sleep Apnea is a serious disorder in which breathing repeatedly stops and starts. There are also
many other people who suffer from different types of respiratory diseases and therefore, they
often cannot breathe during their sleep. Over 22 million U.S citizens are sadly inflicted with
sleep Apnea, and at least 38,000 people die every year from it. Unfortunately, many of those
deaths occur during sleep and they have proceeded to occur unalerted which is a major issue.
Another problem that occurs, is that a kilowatt-hour (kWh) is a unit for measuring energy. It is
one kilowatt of power used over a period of one hour. A light bulb typically uses 60 watts, and
if the light bulb is left on for an hour, you have used 60 watt hours, or .06 kWh. A kilowatt-hour
of energy typically costs between two and twenty cents, and uses up energy. People tend to
leave lights on all of the time and in many cases it is unnecessary. Therefore, it is wasting
copious amounts of energy! Also, wasting energy negatively impacts the environment as a
whole and we have to work to stop that. Our project is a nightlight that is connected to
someone’s vitals and can detect sleep using PIR sensors and a heart rate monitor. In doing so,
the nightlight will turn off once sleep is reached in order to save electricity and energy. Another
function of this nightlight is to detect respiratory difficulties and make a loud noise through a
buzzer if these difficulties are detected. The Night-Life project is not a guarantee to save
anyone’s life, however; the night light alerts if someone is having a respiratory problem while
sleeping giving the person suffering from the respiratory disease a higher chance at survival, by
alerting the problem.
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Blind-Deaf Communicator
Frisch
Jonathan Sarasohn Ethan Kesler Yaacov Neuer
The ability to communicate is something most of us take for granted, but over 40,000 blinddeaf individuals in the United States do not. These individuals, once they learn braille, must use
expensive braille communicators, costing over $5,000. We decided to try to create this product
for less than 75 dollars. As we began our research, we realized one of the costliest parts of these
communicators is the braille characters themselves, which cost over $50 dollars each, including
all the hardware required to connect them to an input source. We decided to build our own
braille characters in order to cut down the price. To do this we used 6 Servo motors to control
each of the 6 pins per braille character. This Braille character is connected to a keyboard,
allowing a regular individual to type messages that appear on the braille character. The BlindDeaf individual has a keyboard with Braille stickers on it that lets them type messages that
appear on an LCD screen for a seeing individual to read. Each of the above systems are both
run off of separate Arduinos, allowing them to run simultaneously. We hope that this project
will have a positive impact on the thousands of blind deaf individuals, as well as their friends
and families, who will benefit from an affordable solution to communicate with their loved
ones.
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Auto unlock
Frisch
Efraim Ginsberg Eitan Traurig Benjamin Billig
The inspiration for this project is the struggle of having to deal with whatever is in your hands
while trying to get into your house, whether putting it down or holding it awkwardly. It will
work by having the consumer carry a special “key” that will be composed of a mini arduino and
an Radio Frequency chip, and once the key is within range, the door will unlock and open
automatically. This will greatly help any home with security and ease of access. This may also
be integrated, in the future, into a school, to possibly help with security and getting into class
with many books easier. The main marketing point of this product, however, is to people who
own homes, who have hard times getting in when carrying things, or even just normally, and
will save many people a stressful experience
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The Medicator
Frisch
Benjamin Tyler Zachary Klinger Morgan Lazarus
The Medicater is a vending machine-style device that uses fingerprint technology to recognize
a user and the time at which they scan their finger in order to dispense their prepackaged
medicines that were inserted by the person assisting them. Using a photoresistor, our product
will sound an alarm if the medicine remains there for too long. This precaution will ensure that
the user takes their medicine when they are supposed to. In order to determine the correct
time, our product uses a real time clock in order to determine whether the user is trying to
access their medicine. A notification will be sent to the assisting nurse or supervising personnel
on staff informing them of which patients did and didn’t take their medicine. The device will
display information about how to work the machine on an LCD screen. This product will reduce
operating costs of hospitals in shelters and allow for a more streamlined process of supplying
medication to the patients there.

Morning Organization Machine
Frisch
Paul Metzger Jacob Rothman Owen Caplan
The Morning Organization Machine, also known as MOM, is a system necessary for people who
forget things in the morning and need a reminder to take those things in the morning. Our
system includes pressure sensing mats that indicate whether or not you have taken an item.
This is achieved by using LEDs, which if the item was removed from the pressure sensor a green
LED will light up, and if not a red light will appear. In addition to all of these reminders, there is
a mat that you can lay adjacent to your bed. This mat can serve as an alarm clock, and the only
way to turn it off would be to get up and step on it and activate a pressure sensor which will
then turn off the alarm. Also, this mat can be used as a light switch. An instance where this can
be used is the middle of the night, and all of your lights are off, by stepping on this mat, the
lights in your bathroom or room will turn on, and you will be able to see where you are going
and get to the bathroom. This machine is essential for people’s morning routine. With this
machine people will not forget their very important items in the morning, will be able to get up
in the morning more efficiently, will not be lost in the dark in the middle of the night, and will
live an easier, happier life.

The Alert House
Frisch
Tani Lewis David Markovitz Michael Lerman
The Need: Many things happen in all homes. There are many things to take care of, and to be
aware of. A deaf person would have a hard time maintaining everything. They would not know
when someone rings the doorbell, when an alarm goes off, if burglar is in your house, etc.
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The Solution: Our idea is to make a house with many sensors, to help deaf people with things
they wouldn’t be able to know otherwise. When the sensor senses these things, it will turn on
a light or vibrate, and they will immediately know if anything happened.
The Impact: It is difficult for deaf people to live unassisted. Now, deaf people will be able to live
in house without assistance. They will now be able to know what is happening around there
house, and have better awareness of their surroundings.

The Key to Safety
Frisch
Rachel Gelb Shifra Dimbert Ayelet Glaser
The scariest thing about a natural or man made disaster is not knowing where people are. Our
project will be able to help track if people have left the building through a series of sensors and
RFID cards. Each student will be given an ID card with a RFID chip. There will be sensors in every
doorway, marking if someone has entered the room, marking them present. If someone never
enters the building, they are never marked as present. Once people start leaving the building,
they will be marked as having left and their name will come off of the list that is able to be seen
by the administration through an app. If someone is stuck in the building, the responders will
be able to tell exactly where the person is based on what room they were last checked into.
Additionally, to prevent unauthorized people from entering, there will be a sensor at the front
of the building. If someone enters without a card, the front office and security will be alerted
and will have the ability to take action. Our project will help prevent man made attacks from
happening and keep people in schools, hospitals, office buildings, etc., safe.

CardLog
Frisch
Brian Racer Gavi Silver David Weinberger
This is an automatic attendance system, to be used for middle through high school classrooms.
Students will have an RFID chip attached to their student ID card, or another standard device.
Students will then scan their cards on the Cardlog reader located on the teachers desk or at the
front of the room. The system will record the individual who scanned in and log the time. It will
then determine, based on a custom setting, if the student is late or on time for the current class.
At the end of the period, the cardlog will automatically send an attendance sheet to the school
office as a record. Teachers will be able to access this list during class in case they need to
correct an error.
Cardlog is designed to improve the efficiency of classroom attendance. It avoids the need for
teachers to waste time calling roll individually. Cardlog aims to eliminate the majority of errors
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caused while taking attendance as well as mistakes in transmission. Cardlog gives schools
instant access to accurate records, and relives students of clearing up mistakes.

Baby Bottle Blanket
Frisch
Jessie Schwartz Jonathan Kloepfer Marc Fishkind
Today, many women don’t breastfeed as they have their own jobs and don’t have time for it.
As a result, many women use formula instead so their child can still get the nutrients they need.
However, since the milk the baby will be getting isn’t being breastfed to them, the milk in their
bottle will need to be warm so it can mimic the temperature of a human body. Also, because it
takes between 20-30 minutes for a baby to drink from the bottle, the milk in the bottle will no
longer be warm and won’t have the same effect on the baby. Therefore, we developed the
baby bottle blanket. We used a peltier heating pad which will heat up the bottle, and keep the
bottle warm while the baby is drinking from it. We also put a cushion around the heat pad so
the baby will easily be able to hold the bottle, while still warming it.
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Nothing Cane Stop You
Frisch
Rochel Leah Itzkowitz Eliana Warshawsky Jon Weiss
We are creating a Smart Walking Cane for visually impaired people. The main goal of our project
is to aid those people more than a normal walking cane would do. A major major problem that
we observed is that when a blind person is walking with their walking stick, they bang their
walking stick into things in order to see if something is in front of them. This can be problematic
if there are dangerous objects in front of them or people blocking their way.
Our solution is to create a walking stick that detects objects in front of it and notifies the
visually impaired person of those objects. We will accomplish this by placing ultrasonic distance
sensors on three sides of the cane, as well as three vibration sensors on the handle. The sensor
will detect how close the object is and if there is an object within a certain distance of the stick
it will send a vibration to the corresponding part of the handle. Additional sensors and actuators
that we will add are a water sensor, and a speaker in order to alert the owner of a puddle
through the speaker. The water sensor will be attached to a switch that can be shut off if it is
raining, so it is not constantly notifying the person. Additionally, in order to innovate this
invention we are going to make it more affordable than other competitors as well as collapsible
to make it portable. We think that this will be very beneficial for people who are unable to
afford the more expensive smart walking sticks.

The Smart First Aid Kit
Frisch
Casey Brody Aliza Kass Jacob Stifelman
We created a “Smart First Aid Kit”. In a situation where an ambulance is too far away or there
is a mass casualty and not enough trained medical professionals, this first aid kit could allow an
innocent bystander to save an injured person’s life. We chose to treat a few major injuries, such
as bone injuries, burns, inability to breath, and cuts or deep bleeding on an arm or leg. If there
are already doctors on the scene, this kit can be use by untrained bystanders to help save the
lives of those who wouldn’t normally get treatment from trained professionals in a dire
situation, due to the injury not being serious enough, or a lack of medical staff. Through
buttons, we set up different statements in the code with voice recordings which will lead the
user through the correct way to treat the patient. This is done by the kit asking questions and
the user providing information on the injury. This will cause the kit to inform the user which
medical supplies to get from inside the box and a light will begin to blink by the supplies you
need in order to avoid any confusion. While researching for the project, we met with an EMT.
Here, we discussed likely injuries after a terrorist attack and we went over the most efficient
way to such injuries. With this kit, we hope that untrained people will finally be able to provide
medical assistant to those in need, saving more lives in the process.
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Harm Bracelets
Frisch
Andrew Elbaum Zali Tollinksy Isabel Goldberg
We designed a pair of bracelets that are connected by RF Transmitters. The purpose of the
bracelets is to notify one bracelet of the other bracelets exact location, when the first bracelets
button is pushed. These bracelets are meant to be for a person and their emergency contact.
If a person is in an emergency such as a terror attack or stuck somewhere due to a hurricane or
another disaster, they don’t have the time or flexibility to grab their phone and call someone.
On each “harm bracelet” there is a button linked to a GPS. Once the button is pressed it
immediately sends its location to the matching bracelet which was given to an emergency
contact.

The Smart Jacket
Frisch
Bari Diamond Devin Scharf Sophia Greenblatt
We designed a smart jacket consisting of multiple safety mechanisms and useful features for
someone on the go. Our jacket will assist those who feel isolated whether because they are
trapped in a car or lost on hike, those who want to protect themselves from cold temperatures,
animals, and darkness. The smart jacket will contain an SOS button, a solar panel charger,
speaker, heating pad, and LED lights. The SOS button can be useful in terms of alerting people
that others need help in times of emergency. For instance, there are many deaths that occur
due to vehicle accidents, however, with this button help will be on the way to assist those in
the accident. The solar panel charger can be used for several purposes, like to charge
somebody’s phone. As well as providing safety in case somebody needs to contact someone
and their phone dies, the charger can also be used in case somebody needs their phone to take
pictures. Putting a speaker in the jacket will help scare away animals so that they do not hurt
anyone. Also, the speaker allows people to play music from their jacket wherever they are.
Adding a heating pad to our jacket that turns on when it is too cold outside can help people
stay warm even in cold climates. LED lights will be useful in term of preventing falls as well as
lighting up an area if it is too dark. We look forward to working on this project and helping those
in need of a great jacket.
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The Next Step
Frisch
Adir Koenig Uriel Simpson Daniel Stempel
We designed a walker for people with Parkinson’s disease. People with Parkinson’s often find
themselves lacking the ability to walk, but studies show that if they see a line, they view it as a
goal for them to achieve, so it helps them take another step. Our walker has a button-controlled
laser that projects a line so if a person finds themselves unable to move, they will have a line to
step over. We also have a locking mechanism that locks the wheels when a person squeezes on
the handle, so that someone with Parkinson’s can avoid falling. The wheels will lock and the
person will be supported. Additionally, we are going to have a system where using an
accelerometer, the walker can sense if a person falls over, and if a person falls over and doesn’t
get up for a certain amount of time, then the system will send an SMS message to a family
member and tell the family member that the person who fell has fallen and can’t get up.
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Automatic Inflatable Cast
Frisch
Zally Levenson Gabe Einhorn Jordan Pomerantz
We designed an inflatable cast, that with the press of a button can inflate to the correct
pressure. It will also be able to stop when the cast is fully inflated. We used an inflatable cast
that we found online, with a cover with cutouts for our pumps, arduino, and breadboard made
with the vinyl cutter. Then inserted mini air pumps into the cast, and coded them so that by
pressing a button, the cast will automatically inflate. We used an Analog Pressure Sensor to
sense the air pressure and make the cast automatically stop once it has the right amount of
pressure.
Anyone who breaks a bone or injures themselves can use this. It is a small and easy addition to
an emergency medical kit because it’s an easy way to get a cast when you can’t get to the
hospital fast enough.

The Robomixer
Frisch
Ben Wechsler Yoni Menasha Benji Turansky
We will build a drink mixer that automatically mixes drinks. It will dispense water, and after
you choose a drink mix, will mix the drink in the water for you. We would measure the weight
of the cup with water with a pressure sensor, so the Arduino would know when to stop
pumping water. A screen would light up and prompt you to choose a mix. Once you have
chosen it will dispense the mix you chose to use a screw and mix the drink.
The way the water would stop dispensing after a certain amount of time and the servo motor
will spin back to its original place after turning to open the valve, closing the valve and thus it
will shut off the water. The Arduino would read the weight and turn the servo motor which
would turn and close the valve. We would stop the water early to prevent there from being
excess water.
People who use our project would choose their flavor of drink using various buttons which will
be the same color as the drink to make it easy to find the drink of your choice. Labels are going
to be placed over the buttons with the names of the drinks to make sure nobody chooses the
wrong drink.
The drink will be mixed by using a motor to spin a stick down into the cup with a straw on the
end. The motor will spin for a certain amount of time until the drink is ready.
The mixer will be handy to have around the house, because it will save you time from looking
around for the ingredients in your drink. While it saves time, it also easy to use.
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Good morning mat
Frisch
Joel Varnai Miriam Boss Yakir Lefkowitz
When you wake up in the morning, your room is dark, and all you want to do is stay in bed, but
because of our product, you will no longer have to face the struggle of having to go all the way
to turn on your light to fully wake you up. The good morning mat turns on your light for you.
To activate the mat, all you have to do is step on it. The mat turns on your light, but not right
away. It goes from dim, to full brightness. Our mat is created in the following structure: on the
bottom, we have a thin layer of wood, to hold the buttons. The buttons are all connected by
wires, which leads the soldering of the wires to tie everything together. Then on top of the
wood, we have a rug to make the good morning mat more comfortable. We have the buttons,
wires, and wood, but to make the product work, we created a code. The code consists of certain
statements to make the good morning mat work. It starts with turning on the light, but the
light won't stay on forever, because we set a timer. After an hour, the light will go off, and then
reset itself, so we can continue to turn on the light. It goes on, stays on for an hour. We feel
that this product is not only functional but fun as well. The warm, soft, welcome of a cozy mat
at your feet and the smooth transition from dark to light would be a great way to start off the
day. By creating this product, we hope that this gives people one more thing to look forward to
waking up to.
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Robotic Ping Pong Trainor
Frisch
Elan Finkelstein Ariel Leider Zachary Schwartz
We will create a ping pong table connected to a device that dispenses ping pong balls with a
varying amount of spin and speed on it and will gradually make the feeds harder or easier
depending on how well the recipient performs. The player’s performance will be based off how
consistently he/she can return the ball back to the other side of the table successfully. In order
to know whether or not the ball hits the other side of the table, a conductive pressure sensor,
which indicates changes in resistance, will be placed on the receiving side of the table and any
change in resistance will indicate that the ball was successfully returned. The ball will be
launched towards the receiving player by means of a launcher with three rotating motors that
will change their speeds to result in changes of speed and spin. The balls will be feed to the
launcher by means of a tube. At the end of the tube, a blocker will be placed which will be
rotated by the servo motor to let the ball go through at a constant rate.

L'Door Va'Door
Golda Och Academy
Josh Kalet Sophie Goldman
Doors are a necessary feature in homes, but have one major flaw: if someone’s fingers are shut
in the door, pain and injury can occur. This is especially an issue for children. According to the
National Safety Council, 300,000 kids trap their fingers in doors every year in the US, and 15,000
amputations occur as a result. Currently, there is no way to control the closing of manual doors,
and prevent them from closing when there is an obstruction in the hinge or the “handle side”
of the door. Our project will create a system to detect a finger when it in contact with the
doorway, and will temporarily block the door from closing. Two main components are
necessary for this system: a touch sensor and a solenoid. The touch sensor will be used to
detect contact with copper tape, which will be placed on both sides of the door and the
doorposts. The contact will activate the solenoid, which will block the door from closing until
there is no contact with the copper tape. We plan to design our prototype to be fully functional
and then, if there is enough time, we will work on the aesthetic of the product, and the logistics
of how it would actually be incorporated into a house.
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Tubby
Golda Och Academy
Alana Wernick Itai Rekem Jacob Bier
All members of our group have experience with kids. We all have had to deal with getting
children into the bathtub. From these experiences and conversations with parents, we know
that the fear of an overflowing bathtub is a very real concern. For parents of young children,
distraction is an everyday issue. With dinner, temper tantrums, household cleaning and getting
your child ready for the bath, it is easy for a parent to forget they already turned on the bath.
Our product will take away that fear and give parents one less thing to worry about. Without
having to constantly check on the bath running in the background, parents will be able to focus
on other tasks and errands. Our product consists of a water level sensor attached to the side of
the bathtub and a solenoid valve on the faucet. Parents can place the sensor at the desired
water level for their child’s bath. When the water reaches the sensor, an if-else statement
within the code will turn on the solenoid valve, blocking the water from continuing to flow. Our
prototype will be made for one size faucet but the goal for the final product would be able to
be fit and ordered for different sized faucets.
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Finger Print Garage Door Opener
Golda Och Academy
Ben Gutstein Nadav Soudry Gabi Wiess
Although almost no home burglaries are discussed in mainstream news outlets and papers,
they still occur at a steady rate in the US. An estimated 1.65 million home burglaries occur each
year. Garage doors are considered the least guarded entrance to most homes, representing a
vulnerability in home security. Hackers are able to break into homes electronically via garage
door openers. Car thieves can gain access to your home with just the click of a button. We plan
to use biometric technology to secure these doors. There are two main components of the
design. We will equip a remote with a fingerprint sensor and RF transceiver. When instructed,
the remote will send a signal to the garage door motor telling it to open the garage. The
program will be configured in a way that only allows the owner of the house to open up the
garage door. This removes the possibility that someone other than yourself can open your
garage door. We hope to show that a remote garage door opener that utilizes biometrics is not
only feasible but preferable over alternatives such as a PIN code. It also proves that the
fingerprint sensor remotes will not only offer better security but will also be cheaper by up to
30 dollars. This invention will directly lead to homes being more secure.
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Eye Of The Tiger
Golda Och Academy
Lilly Berman Liat Cohen David Benvent
Around 296,400 American citizens are employed as an animal care and service worker. Millions
of others merely observe these animals. Our product seeks to improve the way in which
individuals care and watch these animals. This product spans many uses, including a bird feeder
notifying the user when it is feeding a bird; which allows the user to observe the bird, and an
animal feeder that notifies a zookeeper when the animal is awake; which allows the zookeeper
to perform any additional actions necessary for caring for the animal without having to
constantly check up on the hundreds of animals a zoo contains.
A bird watcher, nor a zookeeper, has the time to wait for a bird to pass or zoo animals to
awaken. Zookeepers are constantly running around to care for all animals in the zoo. This
product allows them to visit a particular animal’s cage only when they are awake and up. Using
an arduino and an optical distance sensor, we are able to sense when an animal is eating from
the feeder. By creating an app and connecting it to the arduino, we can notify the user.
We hope that our product makes caring and observing animals easier by notifying the user
when the animal is being fed by the machine.
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Sensible Traffic
Golda Och Academy
Michael Lurie Jared Berelowitz
If you’re like anyone, you hate getting stuck at an intersection as a pedestrian or vehicle, for an
unreasonable amount of time. Especially when there are few cars on the road, or no cars at all
coming from the road you wish to cross, waiting becomes extremely irritating. This has been
an ongoing problem since the traffic light system was first invented. We wish to address the
specific problems of crosswalk buttons generally not affecting the light cycle, along with light
cycles not being affected by the number of cars on the road. We plan on using two specific
sensors that will change the length of a light cycle. There will be eight crosswalk buttons, at the
intersection, and four pressure plates, 50 meters behind the crosswalk on the roads to sense
cars’ presence. In most cases, when the sensors activate will decrease the time of the light
cycle. Our prototype will accurately portray the mechanical aspect of our design, as we do not
have space to create a full-scale model.
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PooNEXT
Golda Och Academy
Sam Lurie Theo Deitz-Green Adam Gross
Perhaps no experience is more universal than that of sitting down to go to the bathroom,
only to realize once its too late that there is not enough toilet paper. However, what may be
more surprising is that in addition to the obvious embarrassment it causes, a lack of toilet paper
in bathrooms can be detrimental to businesses.
In fact, according to a USA Today survey, 75% of adults will never return to businesses where
they have bad toilet paper experiences, and a lack of adequate toilet paper is one of the leading
causes of bad bathroom experiences.
To address these issues, we are creating PooNext, a simple, cost-effective solution. Our
prototype will be a specialized toilet paper holder that can sense the amount of toilet paper
left on the roll using a weight sensor. When the holder senses that there is not enough toilet
paper remaining, it will light up, beep, and buzz, to alert prospective toilet users that they need
to get new toilet paper.
In addition, the holder will be equipped with a bluetooth chip that will automatically send a
notification to an LCD screen at another location in the building. This will be especially useful in
businesses, where janitors or managers will be easily alerted when their bathrooms are running
low on toilet paper and know to replace it.
Ultimately, we believe that we can end the decades of embarrassment and monetary loss at
the hands of inadequate toilet paper.
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Zola
Golda Och Academy
Stefanie Siegel Maddie Herman
Sun exposure can have a variety of negative consequences ranging from minor sunburns to
cancer. Research shows that as few as one sunburn per two years makes a person three times
more likely to develop melanoma skin cancer. While sunscreen offers adequate protection
against the sun’s harmful rays, when people are continually exposed to sunlight, they are
subject to harmful UV rays and sunburns as a result of the lotion wearing off or forgetting to
reapply. Our solution is a solar-powered device that continuously monitors a person’s UV
exposure and notifies their mobile device that he or she is in danger of burning and should
reapply sunscreen. We hope to develop a working prototype of our device that accurately
detects the sun’s rays and can compare these values to the user’s profile established by
information inputted into the app regarding the time sunscreen was applied and the SPF of the
sunscreen. When the code senses that the user is vulnerable to dangerous sun exposure, the
prototype should successfully connect to their device via bluetooth and notify the user to
reapply sunscreen. Given more time, we hope to incorporate our prototype into a device that
can conveniently be worn by the user.
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Gun Safety Lockbox
Golda Och Academy
Ben Hirsh Ben Bargad Jonah Heimowitz
The United States is currently facing a school shooting epidemic. The most recent shooting in
Parkland High School caused mass public awareness, and teens across the country are
advocating for better school safety. One of the current proposals recently brought up by gun
activists is to provide firearm training to interested teachers who will then be allowed to
conceal and carry. School shootings could be stopped by teachers counter attacking an
assailant with the schools weapons, however, guns only need to be accessible during an
emergency and cannot be left unsecured.
Our goal is to design a lockbox that would hold a firearm inside. This lockbox would be placed
inside the classrooms of teachers with the proper training. In order to ensure the maximum
safety, the lockbox would only unlock when the respective school entered lockdown and the
teachers scans his or her fingerprint. A radio frequency transceiver would be wirelessly
connected to the schools lockdown system so that when the school entered lockdown, a signal
would be sent to the lockboxes in the school. A teacher would then scan their finger on the
lockbox and the lockbox would unlock. By only unlocked the lockbox when both the school is
in lockdown and the correct fingerprint is scanned, the firearm would be safely secured and
accessible.
We expect our prototype to safely contain a firearm. The prototype will securely hold a fake
pistol and a reflective vest. When a schools lockdown is wirelessly simulated and the proper
fingerprint is scanned, the lockbox will unlock allowing the weapon and reflective vest to be
accessed. This will sufficiently demonstrate a proof of concept for this project and accomplish
the goals of this project.
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GroovyBeats
Golda Och Academy
Amitai Nelkin Andrew Steiner
Today’s world is moving faster than it has ever before, and this rapid nature can make it hard
for people to calm down, relax, and destress. One easy way to overcome this issue and destress
is listening to music. Music has been proven to help virtually everybody relax, but what's not
universal is what type of music helps people relax. Everybody is unique in what music makes
them relax, so it can be hard to know what songs are best for you to listen to when trying to
destress. That is why we created GroovyBeats, the wearable device that plays the music that is
best suited to calming its user down.
GroovyBeats uses a heart-rate sensor to detect increases or decreases in heart rate, because
when stressed, heart rate increases, and when calm, it decreases. GroovyBeats determines
whether the song it is playing caused a net increase or decrease in stress (based on heart rate)
during the song, and either subtracts a point if the song caused stress to decrease, or adds a
point if stress increases. GroovyBeats will store these ratings, and will play the low-numbered
songs, which caused the users heart rate to decrease from the previous song, more frequently
than the others, thereby playing the songs that help you relax the most. Quickly, GroovyBeats
will have attuned itself to its particular user, and will play the music that will personally help
them destress.
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Two Feet Two Furious
Golda Och Academy
Rafi Colton-Max Ben Haase
We are engineering a shoe that can double as motorized roller blades so that if you are late to
a class, you can flip out electric wheels and go faster than you did when you were walking.
While some people can use Heelys, this shoe is more comfortable to ride, and because the
wheel has to be flipped out, it does not interfere with everyday walking. Our design is an Hbridge motor driver connected to two wheels (which flip in and out of the sole) and an Arduino
board within the bottom of the shoe. Even though our prototype is not strong enough for adults
to ride on this shoe, we plan to put all of our parts into an adult shoe and get it to function
without anyone wearing it. Eventually, this concept could be used to carry both a young child
or a grown man.

SmartCart
Golda Och Academy
Aaron Lavitsky Ian Rosen Dena Feldman
When people go to familiar supermarkets to get food for their families, they spend lots of time
going through aisles with food that are not on their shopping lists. Even worse, if you are in a
supermarket that you have never been in before, you will certainly walk through aisles more
than once. Both of these scenarios lead to the shopper spending superfluous amounts time at
the store. We hope to create a device that makes shopping easier and more enjoyable. Our
device will aid the shopper by notifying them when they walk past an aisle with a food item on
their list.
The shopper will upload their shopping list before they head to the store or create/add to it in
the store. Once at the store, our device will attach to the shopping cart and inform the shopper
when they are near a desired item. An LCD screen will display what items are in the aisle they
are next to. Once they have obtained their desired items in that select aisle, the user will then
press a button on the LCD screen to remove the items from their list and then move on to the
next aisle. By showing the shopper what aisles are necessary to go down and what ones aren’t,
the shopping experience will be shortened and no extra time will be spent searching irrelevant
aisles.
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TieMaster Pro
Golda Och Academy
Noam Goldwasser Noah Kamens Steven Kurson
When going to a job interview, it’s important to wear a nice shirt-tie combination. However,
some people don’t know which ties and shirts properly match and have to either ask someone
else for help or risk wearing an offensive combination. This product allows those people to
match shirts and ties automatically, limiting the reliance on other people.
The problem of people being unable to match their ties and shirts is one that hasn’t had a
solution that doesn’t involve a person. Many people who wear ties are males with poor fashion
senses, so another opinion is necessary to ensure that what they wear looks nice together.
We’re going to attach a stepper motor to a spinning tie rack to control its movement. We will
also use a color sensor to detect the color of the shirt the user is wearing, which determines
what position we will spin the tie rack too. We will put photoresistors under the ties so that
we know when each tie is picked up. We will use the information about when each tie is picked
up to change the brightness/color of the NeoPixels that we will place above each tie. The
brightness/color of the NeoPixels will signify how recently the tie has been worn; the brighter
the light, the longer it’s been since the tie has been worn.
We hope that our prototype will
be able to recognize the colors of
the shirt in order to spin to a
section of matching ties that we
pre-programmed
into
the
prototype, and then show the
user which ties have been worn
more recently. This is different
than the actual product because
the final product will allow users
to input what ties they feel
match which shirts, rather than
simply spinning for a precoded
amount of time.
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Flex Counter
Golda Och Academy
Josh Berger Jonah Bieber Assaf Arieh
It is challenging for an individual to count the number of reps they do while working out,
especially when exerting maximum effort. A trainer who will count the reps can be more than
$80 an hour. Attempting to do so usually interferes with the ability to properly count the
number of reps needed; in a typical workout 8-12 reps are required to build muscle and 14-18
are required to for toning making it important for someone to do the proper number of reps to
get the results they are looking for. We are making a device that will count the number of reps
someone does by using a flex sensor and a phone app. From the phone, the user will be able to
set a goal for themselves, and when working out, using a flex sensor we will create a counter
variable that will count the reps done, when their arm has extended to a 45° from a 180° angle.
When they have reached that goal a message will be sent using the Blynk app reading
“congratulations, you completed your goal!”. One rep will be counted once the flex sensor
sends the threshold value. There will be a variable that holds the number of reps done, that will
increase by one every time the threshold is met, and another that is the goal and the
completion message will be sent.

The Baby Gater
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Henna Halpern Esther Matitia Kiki Frankel Elisheva Zuckerman
Are you a busy parent with a small child and can’t always find the time to open or close the
baby gate? Well you’re in luck! We have the perfect product for you. The Baby Gater is an
automatic baby gate that opens and closes simply by stepping on the mat. This product
prevents small children from opening the gate with weight sensors that only activate when 30
or more pounds are on the mat. That way when your baby tries to step on the mat to open the
gate, the gate will remain closed. There is also an ultrasonic sensor that prevents the gate from
closing while someone is in the doorway so that way if a baby is walking through the gate will
not shut on them and will let the baby go through the gate unharmed .There are emergency
open and close buttons just in case they are needed. The buttons are placed in a position that
is easy to reach to for an adult and unreachable to babies. The Baby Gater comes in various
colors, including, black, white, grey, and brown. Come buy this product quickly before it is out
of stock!
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The Baby Lullaby
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Adina Firestone Sara Hoen Shana Weiss
Are you constantly being woken up at 3 am by your crying baby but you don’t want to get out
of bed? Our project will help your baby fall back asleep without you needing to get up. Our
invention is called the Baby Lullaby. It senses your baby crying and automatically starts playing
a pre-recorded message from you to your baby. After the recording is finished a soothing lullaby
with calming lights starts to play. After it senses that the baby has stopped crying it shuts its self
off, until it senses the baby again. This invention will help you and your baby get a good nights
sleep.

All Clean Hand Machine
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Shoshi Feld Odeliya Kaminsky Roizy Denciger
Are you tired of making your sink handles all sticky and dirty? Well, you're in luck because with
the new "All Clean Hand Machine" your sinks will be shining and clean. With a hands-free
sensor, water and soap will come out automatically. It will massage your hands until they are
clean, and then dry them until they are perfectly dry!

Open Stalls
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Miriam Stoll Rikki Jaffa Kayla Shultz Dena Koval
Are you tired of waiting in stinky bathrooms? Wondering if the stall is available? Well we have
a solution for you! Introducing the "Open Stalls." When you’re in need of a bathroom and a
stall is locked it will press a button sending this information to show outside the bathroom on
an LCD screen that it's unavailable and how many stalls are open. This way it's easier to know
whether or not you need to go in and check for open stalls and wait in the smelly bathroom
you can just check the "Open Stall" to see live updates on an LCD screen to know when you can
go in.

BUZZ IT
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Malki Schiff Yehudis Gold Adina Shawel
Are your hands full of groceries? Are you holding a screaming child? Well here is the solution.
Now with the invention called BUZZ IT, the only thing you have to do is step on the door mat
and the door bell will automatically ring inside the house. This way, when your hands are full,
there is no need to put all your items down just to ring the bell.
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The Writer's Block
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Sara Kayla Singer Elisheva Boaz Rena Langsner
Creative writing assignment in English again, and don’t know how to start? Bored and want to
write something? Can’t find the right idea?
We created The Writer’s Block for people young and old who need a story idea or just to boost
creativity for a bored writer. The Writer’s Block comes with different choices of genres to
choose from, with numerous writers’ prompts for each genre to keep a bored writer busy.
Equipped with a unique text-to-speech device, you can type in the preferred genre to receive
a writing prompt vocally. Once you have the prompt, you’re ready to go! Get ready to spread
your imagination to greater heights.

Suitcase On-The-Go
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Malki Freedman Tamar Fine Yael Evans Hndy Koval
Have you ever missed your flight because of heavy baggage? You are not alone! 8,000,000
people miss their flight every day for various reasons. We are trying to decrease that number
by creating something that caries your baggage for you, so you won’t miss your flight. Instead
of carrying your suitcase all over the airport, you can simply use the Suitcase On The Go®. Just
put your suitcase on the base, punch in your code and BOOM your suitcase will follow you.

The Tissue Issue
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Ettie Kutoff Shayna Cweiber Tamar Kohn Shiffy Goldstein
Have you ever used the bathroom and only after you realized that there were no tissues in the
box? Then you had to yell for tissues, or nobody was home, or you were at your mother-inlaw's house. Now with the all new Tissue Issue product, that won’t be a problem anymore.
With the flashing lights, you can now tell whether the tissue box is full or empty. If it is empty
you can quickly replace it and avoid awkward situations. All you have to do it simply slide the
tissue box into the Tissue Issue bracket. Now your trip to the bathroom will be a safe and
comfortable experience.

Cool In Bed
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Layla Gofman Tova Soclof Elana Koval
Have you ever woken up sweaty? You went to bed nice and cool and you woke up sweaty? Try
Cool In Bed! A simple ankle bracelet can help you. Our ankle bracelet will track your
temperature throughout the night. If your body gets too hot the ankle bracelet will send radio
waves to the fan, turning it on and immediately cooling you off.
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Voice Deactivated Smoke Detector
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Esti Schottenstein Shayna Evenchik Chava Leah Baum
Is the phone ringing, dinner’s coming out of the oven, baby’s crying, doorbell’s ringing, and
then, to top it all off, the smoke detector starts ringing because the cheese from your dinner is
now burning on the bottom of your oven? Well, not anymore! No more waving towels for
what seems like eternity while your eardrums are bursting, trying to turn it off. With our
product you can turn off your smoke detector with just one word. Our voice activated smoke
detector comes with a remote that can be placed anywhere. You can either speak into it, or
press a button to turn it off. If you misplace the remote, or you are closer to the smoke detector
itself, then you can press a button on the detector. With this smoke detector you can
conveniently stop the alarm from wherever you are.

Automatic Bed-Maker
HAC GIRLS - Yavneh
Aviva Chafetz Grace Weimer
When you walk into your room and you see your bed un-made and your blankets are all
jumbled up, your stress levels shoots up and you feel like your life is a disorganized chaos. But
when you walk into your room and the first thing you see is a made bed, a sense of calmness
and inner peace washes over you. However, the stress of having to make your bed completely
cancels out the sense of calmness from the made bed. 4Corners solves this problem for you!
Our automatic bed-setter makes your bed with just a push of a button! The product comes with
four separate parts and each part has a clamp that you attach to each blanket corner. With a
push of a button on the keychain remote, the four devices pull the blanket out; making your
bed efficiently and easily. Never again will you have to experience the stress of an unmade bed.
This product is a must-have, so order now at 4corners.com!
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Breeze control
HAFTR
Jeremy Haviv Leor Oved
A lot of people in the world are struggling with the fact they are too hot. Our project has the
capability to blow you away. This device will be able to regulate the temperature if it gets too
hot in a room, car, or anywhere you go. An arduino will be connected to a temperature sensor
and a fan and, for convenience, we will also have an LCD stating the temperature. Once the
temperature gets to a certain level the fan will blow, keeping you cool and comfortable. Soon
enough, we'll be able to make this project control much bigger fans, and hopefully be able to
regulate an entire house’s temperature.

Lock it up
HAFTR
Aidan Gottfried Adam Goldman Jacob Steinmetz
As life gets more dependent on technology, naturally people want to take good use of this and
make their life easier. Based on this assessment of people, we have created the fingerprint
lockbox that changes the way people can protect valuables. With the newest and most
advanced fingerprint scanners people can now ensure that they will never be robbed and that
they will never forget a passcode. It’s the most personal passcode anybody can have; their own
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finger, with the only requirement of a single tap on the scanner. We truly believe that it can
really be the answer to the all too common theft in today’s society.

Home Security System
HAFTR
Alex Kaufman Josh Wiener Josh Melman Rami Rudensky
Home Security System
Our project is a home security system using Arduino. There are many reasons why we chose to
make this security system. We were already familiar with certain security systems and we
wanted to find ways to optimize these systems by using Arduino and adding extra features, like
heat sensors. This is an important field to work on due to the recent rise in popularity of home
security systems.We think that this project can be a start to a big change in home security
systems. Our problem that we thought about while working on this project and that we were
trying to solve was, “How can we improve on current security systems?” Our approach is to
make a security system that uses motion and heat sensors to detect intruders and then send a
message to your phone. Our results were slightly different than what we expected. Through
this project we were able to learn a lot of new information about security systems. With our
future projects we are hoping to be able to send messages to computers, phones, the
authorities, and many more devices and people, warning people about intruders. This project
succeeded in fulfilling many of our goals and it works great as a security system. We believe
this project can have a great impact and be easily accessible to many people, due to its simple
functions and small size.
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RF Item Locator
HAFTR
Jeremy Haft Tom Liguori
I was confronted with a problem. Item trackers are little devices that can be attached to items
that you don’t want to lose, such as a wallet. Usually these devices require a phone, Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, and or cellular data. However, what if you are in the woods and there is no cellular
service, your phone battery died for you lost it. I thought about if it is possible to use RF radios
to determine the approximate distance between 2 modules. To test this, I would need a
microcontroller, and a RF module (and possibly a display of some type). I decided on using the
RF24 module because of it ease of use and range. I also decided to connect a compass module
to each microcontroller, so it can compare its direction and tell you which direction to walk
towards. In conclusion this device will be able to tell you how far you are from each device and
the direction of it and then display it on a small display.

Home Flood Protecter
HAFTR
David Lederer Jordan Appel Aiden Shechter
If you’ve ever worried about falling victim to the constant threat of unknown water damage
this project is for you. Not only would our project save people thousands of dollars, but it would
also save lives in the instance of a flood. With an Arduino, our product sends you an alert the
second there is a leak or flood in your house; so while your at work or simply running an errand
you can be sure your house is safe. This project is beneficial because many people aren’t aware
when their house is being damaged by water and only find out later when it’s too late. This
ends up costing thousands of dollars to fix and is a huge inconvenience. By using our project
the second you get the text from the Arduino, you are able to shut off the water valve or close
an open window, saving you thousands of dollars. Furthermore, this could be helpful in
emergency situations potentially saving lives. In a time where there is flooding you will know
to evacuate the house or move to a
higher level. For this project we
used
water
sensors
that
communicate with the Arduino.
They tell it how high the water
levels are and what rooms the
water is in. This identifies the
location and severity of the water
problem right away. Then the GSM
shield sends a text message to the
users phone notifying him. Once
the user is aware of the problem he
can easily fix it and no stress is
necessary.
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Stop! There's a Sign
HAFTR
Jonathan Harris Matthew Ordinsky
In one year there are a nearly 700,000 people that crash at stop signs according to the police.
People often don’t stop or slow down for stop signs which causes more than just that person
to get injured or worse die. They might be taking the life of another person. What a tragedy it
is for a family, because they have to fear that there parent, grandparent, or relative might not
come home from random people being so irresponsible/ignorant, that they can’t even drive a
car safely by keeping the laws, not take the life of an innocent person.
Our project is designed to help stop the issue of people running stop signs. Our project has a
infrared sensor that is supposed to detect when a stop sign is nearby and alert the driver. Using
a set of arduinos, the infrared sensor detects the car is approaching a stop sign and alerts the
driver with blinking red lights that go slow enough not to cause epilepsy and they continuously
get brighter if the car gets closer quickly.
The prototype we designed is a device that can judge the distance between a car and a stop
sign. It will have multiple infrared sensors lining the street with a distance sensor at the stop
sign. The distance sensor will judge how fast the car is coming toward the stop sign by speed of
feet/inches its decreasing by.

Robotic Artist 3000
HAFTR
Joseph Kaufman Jake Levy Benjamin Sides
In this project, we are making a machine that draws anything you want. You just need to submit
a drawing into an X-Y coordinate plane, and the machine moves around with a pen and draws
it. This can help people design blueprint, or anything else they want to draw

Sense your Surroundings
HAFTR
Julia Elefant Nava Schein
It is estimated that as many as 10 million Americans suffer from blindness or are visually
impaired. In this project, we created a handpiece which begins to vibrate once approaching an
object or wall, for those who are not able to see it themselves. This increases the safety of many
people by preventing them from banging into something and getting injured. Within our
project, there is a distance sensor connected to a vibrator. Once an object reaches a certain
distance in the range of the sensor the vibrator will begin to vibrate alarming the person to back
away. In this prototype, our distance sensor is limited, but during future research we are hoping
to be able to expand our project by using higher technology such as reading distance at a farther
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length. Within this project, we hope to accomplish giving the people with poor sight a clearer
image of the world around them.

Caddy Baddy
HAFTR
Zachary Gononsky Seth Spitzer Avery Weichner
Many older people and people with leg disabilities still like to play golf. Our project will help
people get around the course easier and allow them to fully enjoy the sport. The low-cost,
highly maneuverable Caddy will be able to follow the user virtually anywhere.

Pasta Bot 3000
HAFTR
Josh Goldstein Alex Hersh
Millions of people have made pasta for their family over the years. Cooking takes up thousands
of hours in your life that can instead be spent with your family and friends, but you waste this
time cooking food. This will be a machine unlike any other, and the founding father for future
machines like this. I introduce to you, The Pasta Bot 3000, this is the first robot of its kind. Our
design will consist of: a hot plate, servo motor, a mixer, and a 3d printed spoon. The Pasta Bot
3000 cooks the greatest mac and cheese you will ever have! You won’t regret your purchase,
and The Pasta Bot 3000 is perfect for all people. Our results were positive, the The Pasta Bot
3000 made fantastic mac and cheese, and I’m sure it can make your life easier. Finally, the The
Pasta Bot 3000 makes the owner have an easier life., and is very cheap (for trillionaires), and
the results were just as we would have hoped.
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Ardrumo
HAFTR
Ian Friedman Sam Berkowitz Justin Herskowitz
Musicians all across the globe travel to express their music. Unfortunately, a common issue
among drummers is being able to practice while doing so because of the portability of the
instrument. Drums are loud and drummers are often asked by neighbors to stop. In this project,
we made drums more portable and less loud utilizing an arduino. Our motivation is that we are
all musicians who would like to practice their craft in a simple yet efficient way. The way to
achieve this goal is to create an extremely light, portable, and self-sufficient drum trigger
system.The technology behind our invention involves piezo electronic sensors which detects
vibrations. In conclusion, drummers can now have an easier time doing what they love.
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Earthquake Sensor
HAFTR
Eytan Libkind Sammy Spitzer Ozzie Motechin James Ness
Natural events such as volcanic eruptions and meteor impacts can cause earthquakes, but the
majority of naturally-occurring earthquakes are triggered by movement of the earth's plates.
The earth's surface consists of 20 constantly moving plates. The pressure increase from shifting
plates can cause the crust to break. This break allows stress to be released as energy, which
moves through the earth in the form of waves. The National Earthquake Information Center
(NEIC) records an average of 20,000 earthquakes every year (about 50 a day) around the world.
There are, however, millions of earthquakes estimated to occur every year that are too weak
to be recorded. Each year the southern California area has about 10,000 earthquakes -- the
majority of which go unnoticed. However, if there is a large earthquake the aftershock
sequence will produce many more earthquakes of all magnitudes for months. The 7.0
magnitude in the Haiti earthquake of 2010 killed an estimated 100,000 people and devastated
the entire country. This is why there is a necessity for earthquake sensors. Our project is a way
for every day people to obtain cheap sensors that work. Weather it is a small shake or a large
quake, the sensor will notify their owners by blinking different colors based on the magnitude.
Therefore, this project was made to save lives and make planet Earth a safer place.

Car Crash Sensor
HAFTR
Sam Maron Jackie Erber Coby Gottlieb
Our motivation for this project was because in 2016, there were 40,000 deaths. These deaths
are from any car accident which would include cars flipping over, crashes, and etc. These deaths
were caused by car accidents around the U.S. This deeply impacted me because there shouldn’t
be so many deaths from cars. We worked on a solution that would make a faster response to
accidents. People sometimes get into car accidents and the call is a while after. Also, family
members would want to know whenever an accident occurs. Parents also want to know if their
child gets into an accident. We designed a crash sensor that would send a message to an
emergency phone. This would allow someone to know you crashed and alert the authorities.
The problem is people are not responding fast enough to crashes and sometimes it’s too late.
Also many cars flip over and no one realizes. This is why we have an accelerometer. Sometimes
it is night time and your car could flip. That would obviously be bad if there is no one around to
call the police. We have a few force sensor, and a tilt sensor also known as an accelerometer.
These pieces will work together to detect any crash or flip. Each piece detects crashes or flips
by numbers. When one piece hits a number that is abnormal, it will alert a phone. If the
numbers hit an abnormal number, it will also alert a phone.
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SAFTEY SLIPPERS
HAFTR
Caleb Goldstein Jacob Lummerman Calvin Oliner
Our original motivation was that people stub their toes very often and we needed to figure out
a way to stop it. Surprisingly there aren’t that many advancements in technology to avoid
stubbing toes or prevent it from happening in the first place.
There were a few problems coming across this project, at first we thought we that we can put
the arduino right on the slide, but then we realized the slide wasn't big enough, so we had to
order a different pair that would fit the dimension of the arduino. We also realized we needed
two arduinos instead of one because there were two shoes, so we took the code of the other
arduino and put it into the other.
Our approach to solving this problem was to create a device to detect when a person is about
to stub their toe. We accomplished this by attaching an Arduino to a slipper. This Arduino is
attached to an ultrasonic distance sensor, a force sensor, and an LED. We used the
programming language C+ to tell the Arduino to sense when the slipper gets too close to a wall,
using the distance sensor, and then turn on the LED to warn you. This whole sequence only
happens when the slippers are being worn because the force sensor will sense when someone
is wearing it.
The results of our project were very successful, the lights fully connected to the slide the
arduino code was running correctly and toes were not stubbed.

Building a CNC Plotter
HAFTR
Jeffrey Wolberg William Glickman
Our project is important because it provides a cheaper and simpler way to draw with a CNC
plotter. It has the potential to spread throughout the technological world, becoming an easier
and cheaper way for many businesses and people to draw maps, diagrams, blueprints, or just
simple posters. The problem we are investigating is the fact that simple CNC plotters nowadays
cost from 400-750 dollars, and more complex CNC machines go for thousands of dollars. Many
businesses cannot afford to buy many of them. We plan to make an efficient plotter that is
significantly cheaper than what is on the market. Our goal is to simplify the process of building
and using a CNC machine, while also maintaining optimal performance.
We came into this project not knowing much about CNC plotters. Through tampering and
experimenting with different setups, looking at different codes and softwares, and using our
own innovative ideas, we were able to create a fully functional CNC plotter. We started by
organizing and soldering our boards and wires carefully, then we assembled the moving x and
y axes, and then connected the two. Next, we developed a z axis that allows the writing utensil
to ascend and descend onto the writing surface. Throughout these steps, we developed our
code and perfected it.
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We ran into a few problems throughout the months, but, ultimately, we were able to create
a fully functional plotter than can draw accurately. We hope that people will become aware
that there is a simpler and cheaper way to obtain a CNC machine, and hope that our work will
inspire others to become familiar with the technology and engineering of CNC machines.

RoboFire
HAFTR
Matthew Jedwab Jonathan Lederer Matthew Nathan Ethan Oliner
Our project is to create a robot car that detects smoke, and uses a water pump to put out the
fire. It uses 3 IR sensors that communicate with each other to detect the fire and put them out.
Depending on which IR sensor recognizes the fire, the car favors that side, and there is a stepper
motor that favors that side. . This is an extremely useful project as these robots can put out
fires quickly and efficiently without getting anyone hurt (like firefighters). We created a
prototype that can be expanded upon and be made into a real life fire fighting system. In 2015,
U.S. fire departments responded to an estimated 365,500 home structure fires. These fires
caused 2,560 deaths, 11,075 civilian injuries, and $7 billion in direct damage. On average, seven
people die in U.S. home fires per day. There are approximately 70 firefighter deaths a year from
fighting fires, and our project will be an effective way of not only preventing civilian deaths from
fires, but also of preventing firefighter deaths in the act of firefighting. Our project would also
help lower the $7 billion in damage that fires cause per year.
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Safe Driving
HAFTR
Kira Solomon Jessie Kornblum Katie Friedman
Over fifty percent of the car accidents are caused by alcohol impaired drivers, and fatal highway
crashes involving two or more cars are alcohol related, which is approximately ten thousand
deaths per year. Since we are approaching the age where we can receive our license and drive
on our own along with our friends we want to maintain the safety of ourselves, as well as
everyone around us. Unlike other casualties, we are able to prevent this situation from
occurring or at least decrease the times that this takes place. To avoid people that are under
the influence from getting behind the wheel, we made a breathalyzer lockbox. Before taking
your keys you will be required to take a breathalyzer test, only if you pass the test, meaning
that no alcohol is in your system, will it allow you to unlock the case and take your keys in order
to start your car. To build this we got and coded an alcohol sensor as well as humidity and
temperature to assure the fact that it is the persons breath, then we also made a lock that only
unlocks when the results come back clean. Although people will need to place their keys in the
lockbox prior, we hope that they will want to start a change, but after they drank they don’t
recall the right and wrong. By taking this small step in improving our society, it will also lead
people to become accustomed to restrain from driving when drunk.

The Throw Pillow
HAFTR
Hannah Levine Benjamin Perl Susanna Horowitz Nate Schlussel
People today are very busy. Whether it’s running around all day or catching up on work at night
people need their time. One major problem with being busy is getting up in the morning. The
most common way of waking up is with an alarm clock, but they are loud, obnoxious, and you
normally just hit snooze. With our invention we created an unconventional alarm clock that
you sleep on. The idea is simple; we placed a vibrating device into a pillow and when it’s time
for the alarm to go off, it will start to vibrate and make noises. When you want it to shut off,
all you have to do is throw the pillow. The Throw Pillow is a quick and efficient way to wake
yourself up in the morning, and it will give you more time in the morning to get your daily
routines done.

Arduino Brethelizer
HAFTR
Ari Gurvitch Isaac Goldwyn
The Arduino Breathalyzer is an important invention because it can help prevent people from
drunk driving. Currently, there are not many inventions that prevent people from drunk driving
and this could drastically prevent casualties and damages from drunk driving. The arduino
breathalyzer is a key attachment where a person can blow into it and see if they are under the
influence of alcohol. If they are under the influence of alcohol the screen attached to the
breadboard will say so and will hopefully let the person know that he/she shouldn’t be driving.
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If the person blowing into the alcohol sensor is drunk, the screen will display the words “You
are drunk.” If the person blowing into the alcohol sensor isn’t drunk but is almost drunk it will
display the words “Serious booze here”. If the person blowing into the breathalyzer has had
more than one drink of alcohol then the screen will display the words “More than one drink
going on here.” If a little amount of alcohol is detected the screen will display the words
“Alcohol detected.” Lastly, if the person blowing into the breathalyzer is sober and no alcohol
is detected then the breathalyzer will display the words “You are sober.”

Flex Flow
HAFTR
Kaily Mermelstein Gaya Ohana Samalie Snyder-Feintuch Estee Hofman
The idea for the project was to make communication between the hearing and non-hearing
impaired easier. Some families and friends may be able to communicate using sign language,
but most people aren’t able to understand it. This can lead to frustration and unnecessary
struggles in day to day life for deaf people. Enter Flex Flow, which aims to alleviate the problems
of the deaf community. By using a flex sensor, LCD, and a speaker, we can use this glove to
translate the ASL alphabet into english letters, which will appear on the LCD. It will also speak
the words aloud, further simplifying the understanding process. And to tell apart certain similar
letters, we added a touch sensitive button between the index and middle finger. It is only a
start, as there are many words to add and much of ASL is facial expressions, but it could be the
beginner of the language gap between the hearing and deaf forever. There are those who are
already exploring the sign language glove, but hopefully by using cheaper resources our glove
will be more affordable, and therefore reach households where they might not be able to afford
thousand dollar technology. Overall, we hope that our technology and code will one day be
able to help deaf people worldwide communicate more easily with the rest of the hearing
world. It is the first step towards the end of ableism and a more equal world towards those who
can’t hear.
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HAL: A Smart Health Assistant
HAFTR
Julius Balbus Michael Berger Tanchum Yonk
The monitoring of internal body temperature and pulse serves a crucial role in the medical field.
Though, technology the prediction and prevention of such unpredictable illnesses caused by
these vital factors is currently in need of advancement. Contributing to the efficient
identification of illness, this wristband is able to monitorize the internal body temperature and
pulse of a subject using the integrated sensors. Using this device, guardians are able to analyze
the condition of a subject, receiving notifications if the subject reaches abnormal conditions of
high or low. Additionally, a guardian is able able to analyze the recorded statistics. By giving
guardians the ability to extensively monitor a subject, one is easily able to avoid tragic events
such as a simple cold, a virus or even a heart attack. The given item is cheap to manufacture,
yet extremely beneficial to all people, likewise.

Stove Stopper: Extinguish Your Worries
HAFTR
Ilana Sacolick Racheli Gottesman Jacline Rivkin Pablo Picasso
The stove stopper is meant to use for people who often leave the stove on without realizing it
can cause on fire. Our product will solve this issue. In 2015, U.S fire departments responded to
an estimated 365,000 home structure fires. These fires caused 2,560 deaths, 11,075 civilian
injuries, and $7 billion in direct damage. On average 7 people die in U.S home fires per day.
Many people who have relatives and friends with Alzheimer’s disease are concerned about
them leaving the stove on. Over 5.5 million Americans of all ages have Alzheimer's disease in
2016. This includes an estimated 5.3 million people age 65 and older and approximately
200,000 individuals under age 65 who have younger-onset Alzheimer's. Many people who have
relatives and friends with Alzheimer's disease are concerned about them leaving the stove on.
With the stove stopper, this worry will seize to exist. The stove stopper can save many lives and
prevent house fires. To use the stove stopper a person will set the amount of time they would
like their stove to be on. When the time runs out, the stove will stop automatically. This also
prevents a person from overcooking their food.
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Using Gray Water As A Means Of Saving Heat Energy
HAFTR
Emily Silverstein Jenny Rabinowitz Jadyn Harari
We hope that our project opens the door to future studies on the topic of saving heat and
energy. By reusing warm shower water, we hope to raise the temperature of new, cold water
before it reaches the boiler. When the water arrives to the boiler after being heated by the
already warm, used shower water, the boiler will have less work to do in order to reach the
desired temperature. This will allow us to save energy and therefore reduce the use of fossil
fuels such as petroleum, coal and natural gas. This is important because using these fossil fuels
on a large scale is detrimental to our environment. For example, burning fossil fuels releases
toxic substances, like carbon, which contribute to the greenhouse gas effect and therefore
global warming. To use our model we collected water at the temperature of clean water before
it arrives at the boiler. We pumped this clean water through the PVC pipe surrounding the
copper pipe. As the warm water circulated the cold water, heat was transmitted into the clean
water. This raises the starting temperature of the water and thus reduces the amount of work
the boiler has to do. In conducting our experiment, we were able to see small, yet significant
on a larger scale, of a change in temperature.

Water Filtration with an Induction Coil
HAFTR
Daniel Singer Gabriel Kurlander Matthew Mizrahi
When we heard that Cape Town, South Africa was approaching a date in which it will run out
of water completely. The fact that a major modern city could run out of water, something that
we consider omniscient, opened up our eyes to the global fresh water crisis that still impacts
the world today. Our project is meant to act as a filter for water. Water enters the top, and goes
through three layers of filtration before entering a copper cup in which it is heated via an
induction coil. This water evaporates and re-condenses as clean drinking water. This water is
caught in a separate bucket, which can be removed, and used for drinking purposes. Hopefully,
our invention can be used to help solve the global fresh water crisis, and decrease global thirst.

Chromesthesia
HANC
Joey Haar Elan Moskowitz Josh Vilkas
According to research conducted in 2010 there are more than four million people in the United
States alone that are deaf. Our project plans to help these people experience the gift of music.
Through people like Beethoven, history has shown that people who cannot hear are still able
to enjoy and experience music. A common way that deaf people are able to “sense” sound is
by feeling the vibrations produced by sound waves. This project aims to assist deaf people
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when playing or learning how to play an instrument by allowing them to experience music using
an additional sense. We plan on using sound sensors to light up LEDs that correlate to the notes
played on instruments. This project will allow these hearing impaired individuals not only to
experience music using touch and vibrations, but also through sight. This will allow them to
better understand certain aspects of music and experience music in a whole new way.

Hands Together
HANC
Samuel Gross David Reitano
Many people all over the world lose limbs in unfortunate accidents. We are building a very
affordable prosthetic arm, that opens and closes if you do a certain hand motion. This will
increase productivity in the handicapped community, giving them jobs and bettering the
economy. Our product is much more cost effective our competitors can charge up to $35,000,
while ours will only cost $100.

Tracker Ball
HANC
Jonah Seiden Dovi Lowenthal
Our project is a trackable golf ball, which uses remote controlled beepers to help golfers find
their miss-hit golf balls much faster than if they had to look for them with no assistance. This
saves golfers hours of playing time while also saving them money as they will no longer have to
keep replacing the balls they cannot find.
In America an average of 300 million golf balls are lost a year, resulting in somewhere between
600 and 900 million dollars spent over lost golf balls a year. Our trackable golf ball could cut this
number in half saving million of dollars.
We chose this as our project because of Dovi’s passion for golf as he would constantly complain
about losing his golf balls in the woods, sand traps etc. This led us to search for a way to solve
these problems and eventually brought us to the trackable golf ball. Not only did Dovi’s
predicament cause to consider the idea, but also because of the general annoyance of losing
anything, this idea is not limited to golfballs it could be used for any other lost object as well.
Our project addresses the issue of golfer constantly losing their balls with no way to find them
as mentioned above, but our golf ball will be remote controlled, allowing for not only the
beeping to be optional but also allowing us to receive other information from the ball itself such
as which direction it went in, additionally helping you locate where lost ball may have ended
up.
Our project will hopefully have a fully functioning remote along with the golf ball to control
when the beepers will go off and to tell the user what direction the golf ball went in so they can
find their golf ball quickly and efficiently.
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Scentless Bag
HANC
Rafi Silbiger Adam Speiser
Our project is an odor-controlled gym bag. It has a fan with an air-freshener, which will blow
when it’s humidifier detects sweaty clothes. It will also sound an alarm if it’s being stolen, and
you can silence the alarm when you’re moving the bag so that it doesn’t think that you’re a
thief. We chose to build this because gym bags smell really bad after putting stinky, sweaty
clothes in them so many times, and we want to make them not stink like, well, used gym bags.
Over time, after putting smelly clothing in them so many times makes holding the gym bag
unbearable. Our gym bag will make the end of smelly gym bags and make your clothes and
your bag not smell as bad while also scenting the area around the bag.

Keep the Fridge Working
HANC
Adena Cohen Courtney Isler Sharona Kataev
Problems that most people face is how to deal with the series of issues that come with owning
a fridge, such as illness, inconvenience, and monetary damage. As people who use refrigerators
on a daily basis, we see the value in devices rather than paying for a new refrigerator or hoping
nothing goes wrong. Our inserts will not only monitor changes in temperature and moisture
levels, measure the amount of contents of containers, and, monitor door status, but it will also
notify the owner when there has been a change in the refrigerator’s condition. Our devices will
better the lives of the nearly 100% of people in the US who own refrigerators!

The PlantRite Planter
HANC
Jonah Rocheeld Ilan Kahn
The PlantRite Planter! “It really ‘grows’ on you!” If one were to look up “How to keep plants
alive” on Google, he or she would receive over fifty-seven million results. Right now, millions of
plants across the world are suffering from any number of things: under or over watering, lack
of light, or improper temperature. And although meters that measure each of these things
exist, there really isn’t a device that aims to solve all these problems. Luckily, PlantRite is here
to save the day.
The solutions for all these issues lie in sensors and dispensing systems. In summary, for each
aspect of the planting issue, (e.g. watering, lighting, and temperature), we will install a sensor
to constantly measure each of these things and subsequently activate some sort of dispensing
system to counteract the imbalance. For watering, a pump. For lighting and heat, a heat lamp.
Time permitting, we would like to add an internet function that would notify the plant owner
of any sort of issue with the plant. Of course we want to minimize work with the dispensers,
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but for people who really want to learn to cultivate their greenery but simply can’t seem to
remember to regulate water and sunlight, this internet function could really be a godsend.
Different Aspects:
• Scientific
• Learning about a variety of plants and their optimal environmental conditions
• Study the effectiveness of the device on plant life over an extended period of time
• Social
• Houseplants dying is a very common problem
• Technological
• Researching the technology we are unfamiliar with (e.g. the pump and lamp)

Laser Savers
HANC
Batel Yaacobov Kyra Richman
There has been a glaring issue for decades regarding deaths of numerous people due to water
activity such as swimming pools, waterfronts, and beaches. The majority of water deaths are
caused from people drowning without the lifeguards taking quick notice of the victim who is
submerged in the water. About 3,536 fatal unintentional drownings happened during 20052014, most were under the age of 14. It takes about 3 minutes underwater before the victim is
unconscious which gives the lifeguard about 30 seconds to recognize the victim and one minute
to safely retrieve the victim from the water without permanent brain damage. Although
lifeguards are trained to recognize and save the victims in a faced-paced manner, it is not
always that simple for the lifeguards to recognize if someone is drowning or if they have
disappeared under the water. The conditions of water are different each day, dependent upon
the weather or the way the sun reflects off the water, causing the lifeguard to possibly miss an
incident.
The Lasser Saver was created to help prevent water related deaths. Since most drownings occur
because the lifeguard does not see the victim go under the water The Lasser Saver creates an
alarm to signal the lifeguard quickly. The Lasser Saver consists of lasers that run the length of
the deep end of the swim area and if the laser beam is broken an alarm will sound at the
lifeguard station. Swim safe with The Lasser Saver!
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Multimagnetic Platronizer
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Rhena Shartblum Sheniqua Rosenfeld
A problem we experienced over the Jewish holidays was that when we were collecting the
plates from the table to bring them back to the kitchen, the eating utensils kept falling off. So
after much intense brainstorming, we came up with a solution. We placed magnets on the sides
of the plates using military grade adhesives, allowing the eating utensils to remain attached
throughout the plates journey back to the kitchen.

School gas sensor Alarm
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Yael Mishlati Shani Rivkah Fedida
Are you ever in school and a gas leak happens? Then the school lies that everything is ok; even
when it’s not? You are forced to reenter the building even though there is a clear smell of gas?
Then you pass out? Well we have a solution. We have a way to test the gas levels so no one
will be able to deny the danger. This gas sensor detects gas and lights up in many colors and
shouts “DANGER” if one is in real danger. Now the schools will not be able to lie anymore!
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Car sensor
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Sara Greenberg
Have you wanted to find a cool remote controlled car that also doubles as a tool for your
garden? Then I have created the thing for you.I have made a 3d printed remote controlled car.
The purpose of this car is two-fold. It can be used a child's toy, or one can attach sensors to it
and measure things with it, such as the moisture in each spot of soil in a garden. The chassis of
the car is 3d printed, and I will use DC motors to power it.

The fantastic Book Stand
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Malkie Frank Shoshana Lebovics Shoshana Rose
Many people like to read at night right before they go to sleep. There is only one problem with
this, it's too dark to see the book that you want to read. So now you need to get out of bed and
find a flashlight or to turn on the light. Then you do not feel tired anymore. So you need to find
a solution to your problem! You need something to read on that has light when it becomes to
dark. So here is our plan. The solution; a 3D printed book stand that allows you to rest your
book while reading. But wait there's more! On the book stand there will be LED lights that allow
the reader to read in the dark. The book stand is going to use the arduino with photoresistors
to sense when it is dark and a button to turn on and off the lights.

Independent Plant
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Atara Greenberg Esther Cutler Michal Feiler
No longer will you have to ask your neighbor to water your plant when you are away on
vacation. Imagine a flowerpot that can take care of itself! Our flowerpot will use a photosensor
to detect the best way to face the sun to maximize sun exposure. The photosensor will alert
the arduino to turn on and off a motor to direct the plant to the sun. As well, a moisture sensor
will detect if the soil needs watering. A container of water will allow enough water to flow
through the soil until there is enough water for the plant.

Drink Sensor
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Yael Leon Ziva Kompel Julie Perl
Nobody likes burning their tongues when drinking Starbucks coffee, tea, or any other hot drink.
We have created a solution to this burning sensation that causes people annoyance and an
aching pain. We have taken Starbucks green stoppers to create a sensor that will signal when
your hot beverage is drinkable. When one receives their drink they can immediately put the
stopper in the drink. After a few seconds, a green light will appear when the beverage is cool
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enough for one to drink. Because of this invention people will no longer suffer the recurring
aching pain.

Clean Smelling Shoes
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Sivia Hellman Chana Lopin
Our project is shoes that circulate air. The purpose is so that people don’t have stinky and hot
feet. The worst thing is when you come home after a long day of school and take off your shoes
to be told that your feet stink. Having shoes that circulate air when you take them off will
prevent this problem. When they sense moisture, a fan is activated, and the perfume
compartment opens.

Ultimate Hair Brush
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Aniel Goldberg Chaya Wolf Noa Malkin
Purpose: To help mornings go by faster.
Appeals to: Men Women Boys and Girls
Description: A round brush that rotates due to a motor that connects the handle to the bristle
top. Attached to the comb will be a mechanism to get hair spray to the surface of the comb
where combing with the rotating brush, get rid of hair knots and tangles.
Materials: Round soft bristle brush, motor, 3D printed handle

Emergency Vehicle Locator
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Tamar Dimbert Leah Zeiler Sara Wexler
The emergency locator is a device that will assist deaf people to the location of an oncoming
emergency vehicle. Weather the person is inside a vehicle or is walking, the device will connect
through bluetooth to an emergency vehicle and when that vehicle turns on the siren, within a
certain distance of the person, the device the will turn on, notify the person of the emergency
unit and through LED lights, let the person know where the emergency car is coming from.

Punching Meter
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Sivia Hellman Chana Lopin
This object measures the amount of force that one has when he kicks or punches the target
paddle. The purpose of this is to have a competition between two or more people when doing
martial arts. If the coach want to see who is the best competitor of his team, he can simply use
this target paddle to help. This paddle will have a force sensor within it. So when one comes in
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contact with this paddle, the force sensor will measure how much power was applied to it in
Newtons. This will change the way people compete when doing martial arts.

The most annoying alarm clock ever!
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Ayelet Ashkanazy Talia Domsky Elinoa Draiman
We designed an alarm clock that turns on with a loud buzz and flashing lights. It is designed to
ensure that the user wake up and get out of bed. Inorder to silence the alarm you must apply
pressure for 10 seconds We programed a keypad where you must plug in a code in order to
turn off the alarm an LCD screen and a Real Time Clock module to display the time. We
connected a buzzer and lights to go off as the alarm and wake up the user.

Super Slipper Night Shoe
Hanna Sacks Bais Yaakov
Hadassa Holman Zeesy Hochberg Sima Greebel
When you wake up in the middle of the night and need to get out of bed, you don’t have to
turn on the lights, just put on your Super Slipper Night Shoe and they will light up the way and
keep you out of harm’s way.
It’s the perfect solution for everyone! It’s a slipper that is accessorized with super cool bright
lights. These LED’s light up when it’s dark and will allow you to walk without bumping into
anything! Besides for that, this amazing slipper will sense that you are walking and while you
are walking the lights will glow, so you will be able to see if there objects in the way. But,
sometimes in the middle of the night, your vision is not so clear and might not be able to see
an object in front of you. Therefore, you might still be afraid of bumping into an object. But
don’t worry, we’ve got that covered too! This amazing slipper senses when there is an object
in front of it and will beep to warn you about something in it’s way before you crash into it.

Rollin" in the Sun
Hillel Yeshiva
Madison Mark Juliette Tordjman
“ Rollin’ In The Sun ”, is meant to provide the proper amount of sunlight to a plant without
having to be bothered to watch over the plant and constantly time how much sun the plant
needs. Our project combines the advantages of a light sensor and distance sensor to help the
plant get the right amount of sunlight for the right amount of time. For people who are at work
all day and don’t have the time to look after their plants, this would be perfect for them.
“ Rollin’ In The Sun ”, works using a light sensor that is connected to the motor of the
car. The car would drive towards the sunlight once the light sensor senses the light and stop for
a certain amount of hours per day, therefore getting the plant the perfect amount of sun it
needs depending on the plant. A distance sensor is attached to ensure our project doesn’t crash
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into walls when it roams around looking for the sunlight. The end result targets busy people
who are now are able to have plants that thrive without having to babysit them.

No More Monsters
Hillel Yeshiva
Arlette Cojab Sophie Greenberg
Achluophobia, better known as fear of the dark, is the fourth most common phobia in the
United States, affecting 11% of the population. It is most prevalent in children, specifically those
between the ages of three and six. It is not uncommon for children to cry, have nightmares, or
not sleep altogether when they are afraid, and at the ages of three to six years old, parents
have most likely stopped using baby monitors to watch over their children. Nightlights are a
common way to fight off a child’s fear, but in actuality, they do little.
Our project, quirkily named “No More Monsters,” is meant to be a comforting agent for small
children who are still afraid of the dark but do not have a parent constantly watching them at
night. This could also be expanded upon to suit older people that have trouble leaving their
beds or have a caretaker in the next room. It will make use of two LED light strips, a sound
sensor, a distance sensor, and a buzzer. The lights will be set up both around the bed and
bordering the room, with the sensors close by and the buzzer in a separate room, ideally a
parent’s or caretaker’s room. Should the child cry or call for help, the sound sensor will catch it
and the lights will illuminate. Simultaneously, once the sound sensor is triggered, the buzzer
will sound in the parent’s room to alert them to their child’s needs. The proximity sensor will
be set under the bed, and if the child gets out of bed and therefore within the sensor’s range,
the lights will also illuminate to light the child’s way. As stated before, this could also be useful
for older people or senior citizens.

Forget Me Not
Hillel Yeshiva
Saul Hakim Betty Srour Lillie Galapo
Our project addresses a problem that is increasingly common in the modern day and age.
People are forgetful, and people lose things because they do not recall where they last put
them. With electronic devices becoming smaller and smaller, it is even easier to lose track of
them. Our project not only addresses the issue of misplaced items such as cell phones, wallets
and wireless earphones, our device has life saving potential. One in thirty Americans need to
carry around an EpiPen to combat a violent allergic reaction. It is not uncommon for a patient
to forget an EpiPen somewhere, especially in cases involving young children. Our device
reduces the chance that a child would forget an important item such as an EpiPen, inhaler,
phone, wallet, or more. Using our device, never again will you forget a valuable object
somewhere.
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SMOKEdROP
Hillel Yeshiva
Michael Shamula Jacob Zimmerman Gaby Braverman
Our project is called Smokedrop. Put simply, it is an Arduino device that takes the smoke alarm,
and makes the exit window visible through thick smoke with bright, white lights, and then
deploying a safety ladder to help people get safely to the ground. More technically, it first
senses the sound emitted by the smoke alarm, and turns its light at the exit window from exit
light red, to bright white. Then the sound from the smoke alarm causes the ladder to deploy by
turning on our servo which causes the ladder to drop. Future developments can include making
a more compact, stable build, fusing the mic directly into the smoke alarm, and brighter lights.

ClockHub
Hillel Yeshiva
Loui Handwerker Jacob Alhalabi Orin Fisch
Recently, we have experienced harsh weather conditions that have caused us to have
blackouts. On average, between 2012-2017 there were about 400 major blackouts in America,
per year. Blackouts commonly last anywhere from a couple of hours to even a day or more.
With no way to charge your phone during the blackout, saving battery is crucial. Checking the
weather or even just time uses precious battery, that you might need in case of emergency.
Just for these scenarios, we have built a solar powered clock that displays time, date, and
temperature. Our clock uses an RTC module to keep time, and a temperature sensor for
monitoring temperature, and displays it on an LCD. With this project, we hope to develop a
functional blackout clock that will be cost efficient and environmentally friendly by running off
only solar power.

Door Assist
Hillel Yeshiva
Brian Haimowitz Michael Mosseri
The goal of this project is to assist people that are physically disabled by allowing them to both
open and unlock their front door with just a swipe of a key card. To accomplish this, we used a
servo motor, a RFID sensor and cards, and an Arduino board. With these components, one
simply scans his card on the RFID sensor which causes a servo motor to unlock the door and a
second servo motor to push the door open. After a short period of time the servo motor closes
the door and another one relocks it. This project could be used as an add-on to a door whereas
other projects would need to have a new door installed and would be much more expensive.
This would allow for physically disabled people to easily open their front door without any
struggle or risk of injury.
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Ardoggo
Hillel Yeshiva
Rafael Blotner Sam Huppert Morris Menaged
The goal of this project is to help dog owners keep their pets out of certain areas in their house
by playing a high frequency that dogs don’t like. We are using a PIR motion sensor and a high
frequency speaker, to emit a sound that causes dogs to leave an area but is silent to human
ears. When you activate the device and plug it into power, the sound will play (if there is motion
detected) and the dog will leave the room. Over time the dog will learn not to go in that specific
area/room. This helps dog owners everywhere, without making them spend money on
expensive trainers, and without causing their dog pain by using shock collars.

The Amazing Therapy: Featuring Spider-Man
Hillel Yeshiva
David Assoulin Abraham Matalon James Rudy
There are many children that suffer from arm, shoulder, and elbow conditions such as shoulder
tendinitis, bursitis, tennis elbow, frozen shoulder and fractures, that do not have the ability to
fully raise or extend their arms. Physical therapy is typically used to solve that issue, yet classical
physical therapy is not always the best option for everyone as it can be frightening and
unappealing to some children, expensive for parents, and even ineffective. More explicitly,
children aren’t attracted to classical physical therapy because of how they associate their
condition with their therapy. Patients are also expected to do mundane and repetitive tasks,
void of excitement. Operating as a computer game, our therapeutic device, fused with the
enticing role-model Spider-Man, titled "The
Amazing Therapy: Featuring Spider-Man,"
makes children do minor tasks for a controlled
period of time, and correspondingly shoot
Spider-Man webs to defeat villains on a
computer screen. The computer game works
through the application python, and the
stretches are indicated via a 3-axis
accelerometer, which is attached to an Arduino
nano. There are also 5 stretches, for each hand,
a part of this game, which displays versatility. In
addition to obviously granting this device’s users
the ability to gain or regain their full range(s) of
motion in their arm(s), the goal of this innovation
is to create an intuitive, effective, fun,
multifaceted and appealing physical therapy
device, especially for children, yet inclusive to all,
that will be more efficient and less costly than
classical physical therapy and such devices of the
past.
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VelociSHot
Hillel Yeshiva
Jacob Alhalabi Loui Handwerker Orin Fisch
Our project is to have a ball that will track the speed of your shot and display it on your phone.
We plan to use a GPS module to record the speed of the ball after the shot, and print it on the
BLYNK app through the terminal using a BLE module. The TinyGPS++ will make this easy since
it records speed at any given time. The way it works is it uses a velocity formula, and
automatically prints the speed at any given time. We will put our GPS module and BLE module
connected to a arduino nano inside the hockey ball, insulated with foam to protect the setup
from impact. We will tap the ball so it will be able to open and close, to be accessible from the
inside. To make sure the GPS module is recording speed correctly we will bring our GPS into a
car and compare the speed on the speedometer to the data from the GPS. Many shots will be
taken to assure that our ball is fully functional at measuring speed.

Game Tracker
Ida Crown Jewish Academy
Ava Kosoy
Do you ever watch a game of hockey and you don't know what the score is? You could look on
your phone but your phone never understands you.
You: “What is the current score on the Blackhawks game?”
Siri: “First you have to tell me where you are.”
Like I said, your phone doesn't understand you. We can't fire Siri, but we can tell you that there
is a solution to your problem. With this device, we can track the score of your game. It can even
tell you what time it is, the date and the time of the following game. All through Wifi. And when
your favorite team scores, a huge red light

The Ultimate Fish Hook
Ida Crown Jewish Academy
Sam Feldman
Have you ever gone fishing, and been bored out of your mind and when you finally catch a fish
your flimsy store bought hook snaps or lets the fish escape off. Well now there is a revolutionary
new invention for advanced sport fisherman and just lazy fishers. I call it the octa fishing hook.
This glorious invention makes sure for when you are casually fishing or catching dinner your
fish will not get away.
The octa fishing hook, uses a motion sensor to understand when the fishes lip hits the fishing
hook it activates the servo motors to push out extra grappling hook like claws to hold down and
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push the fish down to the hook so it does not escape. The claws are only automatic coming out
of the hook, you would have to manually push it back down on the hook. This is also completely
safe for catch and release fishing because the hooks do not kill the fish they merely keep it on
the hook and when pushing it back into the hook the fish is not harmed in the process.

Coin Sorter
Ida Crown Jewish Academy
Noah Brody
My project the coin sorter will fix the problem of coin collectors. When people collect coins
they like to sort by date, type, and price. This will fix that problem because when a person
dumps a pile of their coins on the moving conveyor belt it will dumps then into sections that
sort by quarter, dime, nickel, or penny. The prototype can move balls along a track at one point
they get sorted, but to keep the cycle going so the balls meet back together. The original copy
will morph into the coin sorter taking the principles of the ball contraption and applying those
skills into the Coin sorter.
As a coin collector this would get rid of the problem of sorting them and I could only work on
dates. Other people could find this interesting, and if a parent is sorting coins the children would
have fun watching the balls or the coins move along the track. To them the coins would have a
mind of their own going where they should or following the track.

Security camera system
Ida Crown Jewish Academy
Ezra Landman-Feigelson
Security camera that is able to turn on when it senses something approaching the door. The
camera will be camouflaged near or inside a Mezuzah and will be able to turn to follow the
person of interest by being connected to a servo motor.

Simmer Down
Ilan High School
Judy Mizrachi Eliana Schiener Shari Samuel Sarah Morabia
According to online statistics, 96% of people eat food that is too hot, resulting in burns and
other minor injuries. What if there could be a way to identify if the food is too hot and come up
with a way to cool it down? Our idea, “Simmer Down,” is to create a temperature sensor utensil.
Our goal is to be able to set it to a certain temperature and when the temperature is reached,
the utensil will beep. This would decrease the amount of injuries due to hot food. Currently on
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the market, there is a spoon that can only tell the temperature but our goal is to modify it and
make our spoon have more functions, like beeping when the temperature is reached. We
would also like to come up with a cooling mechanism that would instantly cool the food so it
can be enjoyed when it is not dangerously hot.

Play On
Ilan High School
Shirley Goldenberg Gracie Dusi Cheryl Dweck
Many athletes are prone to getting injuries due to the amount of stress they apply to their
bodies. Our invention, “Play On,” helps to relieve the pressure on muscles and tendons. “Play
On” is a sleeve that applies pressure to massage sore areas. This sleeve will be used on the arm
muscles and tendons and can be made in a leg sleeve as well. We will be using an arduino to
program intervals of times in which the sleeve will apply compressions to relieve the pain. Our
goal is to even be able to control the amount of pressure applied to the area and even be able
to interchange the pressure applied intermittently. This invention can be enhanced in many
ways and can become an integral asset to athletes everywhere.

Space In
Ilan High School
Dina Zemble Aura Pinhas Sarah Massry
One in five students fall asleep in class at least once a week, making this a prominent problem
that should not be overlooked. This causes a decline in grades and learning that is detrimental
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to students. What if there was a device that can solve this problem for us? Sleep, is often
detected by a slowing heart rate and breathing and a drop in blood pressure. Our solution,
“Space In,” is a wearable device that will monitor the heart rate of students. If a decrease in
heart rate is detected, the bracelet will vibrate to wake up the student which will prevent them
from missing out on vital information in class. By connecting a pulse monitor to a wearable
Arduino and vibration sensor students will be able to disguise the device and wear it every day
to class.

Surfs Up
Ilan High School
Cheryl Salem Rena Arking Sarah Beyda Rivka Aryeh
The 23 million people worldwide that take part in surfing each year face grave danger every
time they go out to catch a wave. There are risks of drowning, being pulled into riptides, shark
attacks and countless other dangers every moment that they are out in the water. Our solution,
“Surfs Up,” is a bracelet equipped with a system that allows dual communication between the
surfer in potential danger and their loved one at shore. This invention is crucial so the surfer
can feel safe in the ocean and the person at shore can have peace of mind. The waterproof
bracelet uses RF Transmitters to send predetermined phrases like ‘come in’, and ‘send help’, to
the other and vibrates harshly to make sure the surfer can feel when signals come in. This
makes communicating with your loved one easy and efficient and can mean the difference
between life and death.

Robocop
Ilan High School
Harv Einstein Jojo Schwartz
The original gun for RoboCop was a Desert Eagle, but this was deemed too small. A Beretta 93R
was heavily modified by Ray Williams of Freshour Machine, Texas City, Texas, who extended
the gun barrel to make it look bigger and more proportional to RoboCop's hand. The gun holster
itself was a standalone piece that was not integrated into the suit. Off-screen technicians would
operate the device on cue by pulling cables that would force the holster to open up and allow
the gun to be placed inside.

Lock Down
Ilan High School
Jennifer Dweck Shelly Greenstein Esther Saban Alex Mamiye
There has been over 142 school shootings in the U.S. in less than a decade. Everyday, parents
are scared to send their children to school with the risk of there being a dangerous shooting.
Our device,“Lock Down,” is a door that is innovated by technology. Using our engineering skills,
we will advance the door’s hinges to give the door multiple functions such as easier access to
locking doors, placing doors on a specific angles, a safer home, and improved safety in schools
with lock downs. With all these functions our goal is to further ensure safety for all users;
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especially students. We expect to see the result of modernizing the most simplest object in
everyday life by enhancing its purpose with servo motors and arduinos. We will use the servo
motors by attaching them to hinges which will attach to the door, motorizing it. With the
arduino we will program the servo motor to either lock or to set on angles a ranging from 0 to
90 degrees.

BioShelf - The Self Sustaining Vertical Planter
Jewish HS of CT
Zoe Jaffe-Berkowitz Jacob Sigman Sarah Hanna
15 million people live in the three largest cities in the United States - New York City, Los Angeles,
and Chicago. New York alone has seen an increase of 447,565 residents, a 5.5 percent increase
in population, since 2010. City living is great and full of opportunity, but congestion leads to
people having small living spaces. With the latest fad in today’s society being at-home
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gardening, these small home owners are looking for sustainable, easy, compact ways of indoor
planting - and the BioShelf is just that.
The BioShelf is designed and constructed to produce the ultimate, eco-friendly, efficient
planting system for small spaces. This has been achieved by using an arduino microprocessor
to control a motor and a water sensor. Our design also utilizes an LED panel and water dripper
to maximize its sufficiency. The base is a donut-shaped planter that is rotated by a motor at a
constant rate. The motor is connected to an arduino to ensure that it is spinning at the correct
speed. The watering system consists of a water dripper that releases water at a constant rate.
The dripper gathers water from a connected water tank that has a sensor, connected to a
screen, to notify the user when the tank is empty. The final component of our design is an LED
panel. The panel contains a combination of red, blue, and white LEDs to assist the plants in
growing. This feature is useful especially if the consumer has limited window space. On the
occasion that the plants need to be replaced, the consumer is able to easily remove the circular
planter and substitute it with a new one.

ServoTunes
Jewish HS of CT
Andrew Yakubovich Noam Haron Kovi Bodek
Thousands of musicians suffer from some kind of hand or arm injury through the course of their
careers, e.g. Carpal Tunnel, Repetitive Strain Injury. Our product, ServoTunes, is a simple fix that
could significantly improve the musical aspect of their lives. We have created a way to combine
cheap items into a cost effective solution to this problem by designing and building an
instrument which plays music on its own. ServoTunes uses an Arduino, servo motors, and
creative coding to play a song. Our main objective was to display the many capabilities of servo
motors by coding them to depress and pluck guitar strings in such a way that they were able to
play melodies. Servos were placed along a wooden plank from which, two finely tuned strings
were suspended. Strategic points along the string were selected for servo placement so that
specific notes could be played. Adding additional servos allowed us to expand the range of
notes that were able to be played. ServoTunes was successfully able to play a song, exhibiting
the adaptability of servos. The final project displays the vast potential of servo motors along
with an Arduino microprocessor, showing how both key components of our project have the
ability to be utilized by complex machines in the future.

HeatSaver
Katz Yeshiva High School
Al Dimont Benjamin Krawatsky Batsheva Shekhter
A major ignorance that is affecting Americans is leaving one’s oven on for a long period of time
without any food inside. This problem wastes electricity and increases one’s energy bill. If you
heat up your oven and then you forget about it that’s a ton of money lost. The HeatSaver is a
device that uses a camera to identify if there is food in the oven and will make a sound to make
the owner aware of the hazard. First, the camera take a picture of the oven. Then the picture
is processed in order to tell if there is food in the oven. If there is not any food in the oven the
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processor shuts-off the oven. It’s a simple solution to a large problem that costs people across
the world millions each year.

The Drink Gyro
Katz Yeshiva High School
Jonah Gabor Ariel Levi Tzvi Lome Sammy Struhl
For our project, we’ve created a device to prevent spilling from any cup or bottle while in a
moving car, plane or train. The problem with any ordinary lid or cover is that you can still spill
the drink if it is tilted enough, or if the lid is not properly fastened. Using a gyroscope and motors
housed in a custom designed 3D printed frame, we believe our cup-stabilizer that will prevent
most spills. The device, controlled by an Arduino, will automatically stabilize the container by
using motors to tilt the cup back into being level.

The Treadmill Laser Safety System
Katz Yeshiva High School
Michael Steinhof Michael Steinhof
Many people fall on treadmills and injure themselves. Big companies have tried to solve this by
attaching a safety clip, but still, people get injured. My solution is to make something that is
fully automatic. The treadmill safety system is a laser system attached to the back of the
treadmill that will automatically stop the treadmill if it detects that you fall. This project has the
potential to prevent many injuries and removes the hassle of having to wear and remember to
wear a safety clip. Treadmill related injuries send thousands of people to the ER every year.
With this safety system, that number can be drastically cut down.
In my research, I have learned that the majority of treadmill related injuries are because of the
belt of the treadmill continuously scraping against the person, causing severe burns. If the
treadmill had a way to stop running after the fall, then a majority of treadmill related injuries
could be avoided. The deaths that occurred from treadmills were caused by severe burns, and
internal bleeding. If the treadmill had stopped after the fall, then those deaths would not have
occurred. I designed the solution to this problem so that it would be completely automatic, and
nothing would have to be done after the initial setup. You just align it to the back of the
treadmill, plug in the laser and treadmill, and it is set.

Activ-Lid
Katz Yeshiva High School
David Cymberknopf Eitan Miron Uri Toronzcyk
One of the many problems people currently face today is that we are unable to take out the
trash in one trip due to the many carried items in a person's hands. This has been a major
problem for many people. The solution is an automated solar powered trash can. Activ-Lid is
an astonishing product solves this issue by opening itself with the use of a motion sensor
located near the foot area. This simplifies the task of taking out the trash and provides an easier
user experience compared to a regular trash can, which requires many trips to take out larger
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bags of trash. This idea was inspired by the automatic trash can for indoor usage. Our product
will be used by the average citizen.

Safety Lights
Katz Yeshiva High School
Adin Blumofe Yoni Greenblatt Aiden Saka
Our motive for creating this project is that there are too many car break-ins taking place in the
United States. In order to solve this problem we created a system that will alert you once a
robber approaches a particular distance near your car for a certain length of time. In San
Fransisco, reports have shown that in the past year, there has been a total of 28,395 auto breakins from January through November, which amounts to about 85 break-ins per day.
When there is a person that will be considered too close to the car, the headlights will turn on
and the sound that gets produced when someone unlocks their car will be made. When the
light turns on, it will scare away the robber. Our main objective or priority as to why we are
creating this project is due to the fact that we want to minimize the number of car break-ins
that have been taken place lately. The primary resources that we are using will be created and
made inside our MakerSpace with all of our parts that we need to create this will be at our
disposal. The materials that are being used for this project is an Arduino set from CIJE,
breadboard from CIJE, Motion sensor from CIJE, and a LEDs provided by CIJE.

Mobile Laptop Water-Cooler (MLWC)
Katz Yeshiva High School
Josh Bernten Eli Lome Yehudah Marcus Russell Wolff
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Our new revolutionary project is a mobile laptop cooler that uses cold water to reduce
excessive heat that is produced from heavy CPU loads. The MLWC is a pad that keeps a laptop
from thermal strain by running contained cold water underneath the device. Although similar
products exist, only the MLWC uses cooled water to absorb the heat and keep the laptop
running at full performance. An overheating CPU can create major problems for a laptop. High
temperatures can damage surrounding components including the motherboard and CPU itself.
Without proper cooling, the CPU can reach a temperature of 160 degrees, where it will begin
to deteriorate and damage the laptop. Without the brains of a laptop, it becomes completely
useless and a huge loss. Even if a laptop does not reach these temperatures, when it becomes
too warm the speed of the system will be quickly degraded. Most users experience laptop
declaration every day and do not realize that a proper cooler can eliminate this issue. We
created this product to extend laptop's longevity and solve the global laptop speed crisis.

Automated Pill Dispenser
Katz Yeshiva High School
Ben Merkin Meir Schochet Levi Stein
Over 64,000 Americans die a year from overdosing on drugs. Our idea is a replacement for pill
bottles with a motorized opening for the pills to fall out of, and implements a fingerprint sensor
which will acknowledge when a person is taking a dosage, and after the dosage has been
distributed, the time which is recommended in between doses per medication is then set as a
timer until the next dose can be given. While the timer is counting down, the fingerprint sensor
will be inactive and therefore no doses may be given. The fingerprint sensor will be
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programmed to limit the doses depending on who uses their fingerprint to open the bottle,
therefore possibly allowing multiple people to take doses at one time. The goal of this device is
to prevent overdosing on drugs and other medications which takes thousands of lives every
year in the US and around the world.

EyeOnYou
Katz Yeshiva High School
Aaron Gross Ariel Miron Akiva Rosenthal
People often take their eyes off the road to look at their phone or talks to the passengers in the
backseat. This happens during red lights and even on the road, which affects all drivers around
them because their car might change speeds or swerve into another lane. Our proposed
solution to this issue is to create a sensor that monitors the position of the pupil and the iris
and alerts the driver whenever they take their eyes off the road.

Auto-Phill
Katz Yeshiva High School
Benny Frank Akiva Kroll Dovid Lanner
The Auto-Phill is a device created to help prevent overflows in the kitchen or anywhere a
pitcher/bucket is being filled. The Auto-Phill, fills a bucket or pitcher until it triggers the water
sensor which is connected to the custom valve that shuts the water off. With this new device,
people won’t have to be worried about an overflow if they leave their pitcher unattended while
filling it up because the Auto-Phill has got their backs.

How-Fastinator
Katz Yeshiva High School
Max Frohlich Tani Gross Tans Rosen
The How-Fastinator is a road sign that is connected to a city's traffic light timing system. Based
on how much time is left for the upcoming green, yellow, or red light, the sign will display a
suggested speed based on how fast you should go to safely pass through the intersection or to
slow down for the next green light. This sign can replace or work with current speed limit signs.
The speed will be based on the speed limit of the road, not displaying a number that is higher
than the allotted speed. The motivation for this project is to try to fix the excessive speeding or
sudden stops by people attempting to make a green or yellow light. While trying to make yellow
lights, accidents can occur from people speeding or stopping, this idea will decrease the amount
of accidents that occur on a daily basis, saving lives. As of now, it’s nearly impossible to tell if
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you should speed up to try and make the green light, or slow down to stop for a red light, but
now you will not have to make that split second, potentially fatal, decision. Future applications
involve computer-assisted driving via their smart phone so that a driver is not dependent on
seeing a sign on the road.

Baby Breathing Monitor
Katz Yeshiva High School
Bat-Tzion Eisenberger Yonina Kaminetzky Ariel Melnitsky
We want to create a monitor that will tell if the baby is breathing. The monitor will consist of a
stretchy band that goes around the baby’s stomach. An accelerometer will be used to monitor
the baby’s breathing based on the movement of its stomach. If the breathing slows or stops
the guardian/parent will be notified immediately via Bluetooth. Many babies worldwide die
due to breathing issues that could have been prevented if the parents knew what was
happening sooner. Hopefully our device could bring the number of fatalities down drastically.

E-Waterer
Katz Yeshiva High School
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Michael Arshawsky Zach Clarke Mendy Jaimovich Aaron Lazar
We designed a helper for your plants which will make sure your plants won’t die. The moisture
sensor senses the amount of moisture in the soil and when there is not enough water the
Arduino compatible pump starts watering the plant. When the sensor decides there is enough
water it turns off. With the E-Waterer you no longer need to worry about your plants on
vacation or at work.

Helping Hand
Kohelet
Sarit Rosenzweig Natalie Krispin Amit BenShoshan
Have you ever felt the struggle of finding your way around in a dark room? Blind people have
this struggle everyday and we have created a modern cane that can help with this struggle.
Most blind individuals use canes on a regular basis to wave around in order to detect if there’s
an obstacle in their path. This is not always conducive for daily travel. Our solution to this is a
special vibrating cane we have created that activates every time a person is about to hit
something. Some features included are: a vibrator, light reflectors to inform other people when
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it's dark, and a hand gripper for comfort. This is a great way to prevent any blind person from
harming themselves while walking around in public.

Emergency Case
Kohelet
Aviva Sadiky Adi El Nitza Goldman
Have you ever felt unsafe while walking in a dangerous neighborhood or felt threatened by a
trusted member in your own home? Since 2014 the murder rate in America has gone up by 20
percent1 and rape rates between trusted family members and friends are at a high2. Taking
the time to dial the police or text a family member could distract a would-be victim, leaving
them more vulnerable to attack. And even in your own home your significant other may beat
you. This project is designed to make it easier to send out an emergency signal if you believe
that you are in a dangerous situation. Using Arduino technology, pressure sensors,
Bluetooth,and push buttons, this phone case allows you to alert the police without even
opening your phone. Your emergency contact will receive a text saying you are in some sort of
trouble, while the police will receive an alert. The best thing about it is that it is easy to use!
You don’t need to unlock your phone and fiddle with an app to save yourself from harm. With
your hand in your pocket, you could squeeze your phone and the police will be able to see your
current location. Let’s make it easier to stay safe with the push of a button.
1 FBI’s Uniform Crime Report for 2016
2 US Bureau of Justice statistics

Safety Seat
Kohelet
Meital Lindenberg Alyssa Simmens
Our project presents a solution to the problem of small children overheating or dying in hot
vehicles. This problem is commonly caused by parents being negligent and rushing out of a car
to get somewhere while forgetting their child. Children have died in temperature as low as 60
degrees. Approximately one child dies every nine days because of this. A child's body overheats
3-5 times faster than adults, so even being left in a car for a short time is dangerous. A weight
sensor will be placed under any car seat and will sense the weight of the baby or animal when
they are placed there. When the weight sensor is triggered, a signal will be sent to the Bluetooth
on the parent’s phone or keychain device. When the parent leaves the car, the weight sensor
will still sense if there is weight on it. The standard weight for the sensor to sense the weight
will be at least 5 pounds since there are babies that small. If there is and the parent walks 20
feet away from the car, a sound will alert them either on their phone or keychain device that
they have forgotten their child or animal. No testing has been done on this device since it has
not yet been invented. The work that will be done on this device will have profound results in
the future and lead to fewer babies or animals overheating in hot cars.
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Smart Shoes
Kohelet
Eli Sadiky Gabe Nulman
The Smart Shoes is an aftermarket modular insole for shoes that will track the distance, speed,
pace, times and location of a run and transfer it to the wearer’s phone through Bluetooth
technology. The insole can be charged wirelessly and will be insulated so as to not harm the
foot of the user and to prevent exposure to perspiration and the elements. Smart Shoes are
designed for runners and joggers so as to not necessitate the use of a fitness GPS tracker or
phone when going out on runs. This will make it easier to focus purely on the experience instead
of feeling the constant need to check one’s phone.

Heated Earmuffs
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Bracha Max Maital Agami Rosie Baram
During the winter months the temperature can drop significantly. Though there are garments
with which keep people warm outside, as well as heaters to warm them up when indoors, many
people are still very cold. Therefore, we have decided to create heated earmuffs. This adds an
extra dimension to the regular earmuffs that people wear, keeping people’s ears warmer than
they have ever been. To turn it on, you push a button on the side. You can also adjust the
temperature of the earmuffs depending on how cold you are. To do this, there is a small dial
you can rotate. There are 3 settings: low, medium and high. If you are not very cold, for
example, you could adjust the temperature to low. In this way, when someone wants to be
very cozy when outdoors, they will be able turn on their heated earmuffs but won’t feel sweaty
and hot.

Sensor-ed Window Shade
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Perel Nosenchuk Devorah Gitterman Rochel Leah Isaacson
For our capstone project this year we created a light sensored window shade. This window
shade will open in the day and close at night. We decided to create this window shade to help
physically disabled people and people that have difficulty moving.
We are creating this window shade that opens when the light comes out so these people will
have natural light in their house during the day. Some people live in darkness because they are
not able to open the windows, and we want to fix that problem.
This window shade will also close at night. This function was put into place, so these people
can have the privacy needed when they are in their house at night with the light on. The light
sensor will detect the brightness in the morning and open the shade. At night, the light sensor
will sense the darkness and the shade will close
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We are making this window shade with two settings in it. One to open the window shade, and
one to close it. This window shade will come in a different variety of designs. It will also come
in different sizes so it could fit the size of your window.

Out of Bed, Sleepy Head - Alarm Clock
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Amalia Littwin Aliza Rosenbaum Esti Runyan
Have you ever slept through your alarm and been late to school or work? Have you ever
accidentally pressed “off," on your alarm clock, instead of “snooze”, and slept past a meeting?
We designed our alarm clock to prevent these situations. What our design will do is beep at the
inserted time and until it senses that the user has left his or her bed. Our prototype will be
consisting of an alarm clock, a small sensor, and a doll sized bed. If the pressure is over the
weight of the user (in the marketed product the person will insert their weight and there will
be a range of pounds above and below that) then the sound will continue buzzing. If the
pressure is below the weight inserted, then the sound will stop buzzing.

The Heating Cup
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Rena Coe Chana Kotlar Chana Malka Kranz
Hot beverages tend to cool down at a startling pace which will dissatisfy many consumers. Our
project is designed to keep the liquids inside the cup at an acceptable temperature so you will
be able to drink it to your satisfaction. We began designing our Heating Cup by taking a small
ceramic mug and placing it inside of a larger plastic cup. We heated up the ceramic cup using
the hot side of a peltier tile that is connected to a thermistor that will read the temperature of
the drink and turn on the peltier tile when the drink reaches an undesired temperature.

Automatic Door Opener
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Nechama Coleman Tehilla Wachs Esti Baum
Many people face a problem walking out of the bathroom. The door handle is full of bacteria
from all of the people that do not take time to wash their hands. Door handles in public
bathrooms are probably one of the germiest objects. Our solution is to place a distance and
gesture sensor on the top of the exit door. For our prototype, we used a high torque motor and
affixed it to the door of a jewelry box. However high torque motors are expensive to use for
heavier, real-sized doors and therefore one would use a DC motor. When a person is ready to
exit the bathroom, they just wave their hand in front of the motion sensor and it opens and
then closes when the person is out if its vicinity. Germ free!
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Dry No More
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Maia Jordan Maya Mellul
Many plant-owners face a similar problem- dead, dry plants. Let’s say you were to forget to
water your plants for a little while- your plant would die! Our product Dry No More fixes this
problem. When the water sensor senses that there is not enough moisture in your soil, a
transistor turns your pump on and provides the correct amount of water for your plant. Our
prototype pump is connected to a bucket filled with water, but in a home, it would be
connected to the pipes. Either way, the pump is turned on by a transistor. Additionally, there
are two LED lights on the outside of the plant pot, one red and one yellow, indicating moisture
levels in your soil. If the red light is on, there is too much water in your soil. When the yellow
light is on, there is not enough water in your soil. This product works for potted plants only. No
need to worry about your plants dying when you go on vacation!

Hydration Alarm
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Emmie Beniflah Sarah Reynoso Chaya Hollinger
Our company wants to help people stay healthy because the symptoms of dehydration can
sometimes be deadly. This tool is made for people who have trouble staying hydrated.
Sometimes people get so caught up in their daily activities that they forget to drink water. This
tool will help you remember to drink water and stay hydrated. Our device has a built in sensor
that lets people know when their pulse is getting too high. When ones pulse is too high, it may
mean they are dehydrated and need to drink water. Our device is conveniently put in an
armband to make it easy to wear. By detecting your pulse and letting you know when it is too
high, you will know when to drink water to stay hydrated.

Portable Voice Sensor for the Hearing Impaired
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Esti Brand Esther Hershkop Ella Erlbaum
Our device is aided towards hearing impaired people. It is struggle in our society for these
people to do simple things which we take for granted. Our mission is to make it safer for them
to walk down the street or stand in line at a restaurant. If someone is trying to get their
attention to warn them of something or just strike up conversation, our invention allows them
to recognize this so they can respond. It can sense selective voice commands (i.e. excuse me,
watch out, hey etc.) from a certain range around the person. It then vibrates, which tells the
person that they are being addressed. It resembles a walkie talkie and can clip on to clothing.
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This makes it efficient and easy to use. Its small frame lets you clip it onto your clothing without
having to think about it for the rest of the day. It includes an arduino feather, a voice recognition
shield, wires, a vibration motor, a lithium battery, and it is held in an arduino project enclosure.
It will be charged with a lithium battery. We hope this benefits those who are hard of hearing,
and simplifies their daily life.

Automatic Fish Feeder
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Cammie Beniflah Shoshana Silverman Cheli Rosen
Our product is targeted to anyone who has an animal that lives in a fish tank. Many pet owners
either forget to feed their fish or go on vacation, causing their fish to die of starvation. Our
product is a fish feeder that will automatically dispense food to the fish below. We want our
fish feeder to have a clear container so the consumer will see when the food is running low.
The lid of the container will pull back at a set time. It will be coded to open every 24 hours. This
will ensure the well being of many fish, because they will be fed at regular intervals without the
owner having to remember.

Heat That Hat
Kosloff Torah Academy High School for Girls
Adena Eisenberg Adena Fiederer Miriam Rosen
While walking, running, hiking, or playing outdoors, this heated hat is an excellent way to keep
warm. In the frigid winter, warm yourself with our latest and innovative gadget the Heat That
Hat. Our hat is articulately designed to keep you warm with two five-by-ten centimeter heated
pads and a one-and-a-half centimeter LilyPad Temperature Sensor that will measure the
temperature around you and heat your head accordingly. Furthermore, the Heat That Hat is
not heavy or chunky due to the cutting edge pro micro board that is the size of a quarter and a
1-inch ProtoBoard. Our hat is carefully designed for comfortable and effective wear.

EarCam
Kushner
Cecelia Ashenberg Samuel Mayer
A significant issue facing young adults and children with middle ear canal issues is the inability
to visualize the inner ear without having an existing ear tube removed through surgery. Much
of the time, after having an ear tube placed, 79% of people have middle ear pain that cannot
be diagnosed and is passed off as an ear infection, with the pain never resolved. Therefore, we
created the EarCam. The EarCam has a camera attached to the part of the ear tube that is facing
the inside of the ear, and when turned on and off wirelessly remotely, transmits photographs
of the middle ear so that there can be easy access to view the middle ear canal. The EarCam is
built with an nRF24L01 transceiver module, which turns on and off through Arduino
programing, to send pictures to a computer located at the doctor’s office with another
nRF24L01 transceiver module set up. The camera is used to take pictures of the inner ear and
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to help easily identify the problem. Attached to the camera is an LED light circle in order to
make it easier to see inside the dark ear. With the EarCam, doctors will have the ability to see
and diagnose what could be causing pain to the young adults or children who feel pain after
having an ear tube placed. The prototype we created is not made to scale as an actual ear tube
is microscopic.

Glucosalyzer
Kushner
Max Yarkony Josh Lando Maya Minsky
According to the American Diabetes Association, in 2015, 30.3 million Americans had diabetes.
A person with diabetes has to go through the unpleasant process of pricking their finger
multiple times a day to monitor their blood sugar. The Glucosalyzer provides an oral salivabased glucose option, eliminating the invasive, painful, time-consuming and expensive method
a diabetic undergoes to take his or her sugar levels. The Glucosalyzer is an inexpensive and less
painful alternative to a finger-pricking monitor with less chance of infection from open wounds.
This will change the way that diabetics and glucose testing will be seen in both the medical and
the public world. The design of our monitoring device includes a Wheatstone bridge, serial
monitor, Raspberry Pi, LCD and an amplifier circuit. Testing was done using different molarities
of glucose to measure the difference of resistance. We also experimented with different
molarities of sodium chloride to investigate conductivity. Using the data from these
experiments, a mixed solution of glucose and a static salt concentration was used to test that
the greater concentration of glucose causes the voltage to decrease due to the resistance of
glucose. Our Glucosalyzer device eliminates the harsh effects of glucose monitoring and
provides a better, more user friendly safer and non-invasive approach.

Distinguishing Between Hereditary and Spontaneous BRCA1 Mutations
Kushner
Michal Shechter Michal Shecter
BRCA1, is a pleiotropic DDR protein that functions in both checkpoint activation and DNA repair.
This means that it regulates cell growth and repairs damaged DNA by producing tumor
suppressor proteins. If a person has a mutated gene, there is a greater risk for irregular cell
growth and and tumor growth. Although one can develop breast cancer without a BRCA1
mutation, one has a 55-65% risk of getting cancer versus the 8% who get breast cancer without
the mutation. Most BRCA1 mutations occur in the same three regions of the gene: N-terminal
RING domain, exon II-I3, and BRCT domain. My project focuses on BRCA1 exon 13.
I am investigating the hereditary relationship of BRCA1 mutations by sequencing Polymerase
Chain Reaction (PCR) amplified segments of DNA (BRCA1 exon 13) isolated from samples
collected from three generations of individuals from a two families with members who have
had breast cancer. Some of the affected individuals had breast cancer associated with a
mutation, while some have had breast cancer without an identified mutation. Other family
members never had breast cancer but have unknown BRCA1 mutation status. This project is
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digging into this genetic mystery and investigating the relationship between the BRCA1 gene
and heritage vs. spontaneous mutations.

ThermoCharge
Kushner
Sophie Schanzer Jared Carmeli Hannah Nussbaum
Have you ever been in the middle of using an application on your cell phone and the back of
the phone heated up suddenly? Have you ever been using your cell phone for an extended
period, and your phone shut down unexpectedly? You most likely have experienced any one of
these events because of two common problems with the usage of cell phones. First, as one
uses a cell phone, excess heat is produced, which may cause damage to the phone or cause the
phone to shut down unexpectedly. Second, with increased usage of cellphones, the battery life
of the phone drains more easily. The ThermoCharge solves these two main problems by
creating a thermoelectric generator, which effectively converts heat from the phone into
electricity to charge the phone. This generator was created with Peltier tiles, a heat source, and
a heat sink. Furthermore, we added a voltage boosting circuit to our project to increase the
voltage from the generator to charge the phone. We ran many tests to be certain that the
Peltier tiles work properly and to ensure that there was enough voltage and current to charge
a phone. People will be able to use this product to charge their phones at any time, especially
during a power outage or disastrous situation where electricity from an outlet is not readily
available.

LoNess
Kushner
Jessica Serviss Hannah Ginsberg Drew Rabinowitz
It is estimated that on average, on in every five women, and on in every seventy one men will
fall victim to sexual assault in their lifetime. Of all cases reported, 35.4 percent of such assualts
were committed while the victim was unknowingly under the influence of drugs. LoNess will
combat this issue through rapid, on the spot detection of the three most common drugs used
to facilitate rape, eliminating the need for extensive lab testing. LoNess will alert the user about
the presence of Flunitrazepam, ketamine, and gamma-hydroxybutyrate simply and effectively
through an LED. The LED will emit a red color to indicate hazard, and a green color to indicate
safety, allowing for easy usage. LoNess operates through the use of a lateral flow immunoassay
stained with horseradish peroxidase, which upon detection, produces a red color. Using the
lateral flow immunoassay, the presence of date rape drugs is confirmed by the corresponding
presence of the stain. To convey the results to the user, a TCS3200 color sensor, placed above
the control line of the assay, will trigger the LED to illuminate. The LED as well as the sensor will
derive power from an Arduino UNO , which will also serve as the base for their communication.
LoNess will provide an accessible method for instantaneous detection and significantly reduce
rape in our society.
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AED ON THE GO
Kushner
Jonah Braverman Emily Gruber
More than 350,000 out-of-hospital sudden cardiac arrests occur annually. Immediate
defibrillation through an Automated External Defibrillator (AED), is essential to restore a normal
heart rhythm and maximize survival rate. AEDs save countless lives each year; cardiac arrest is
the most common cause of death in the United States. However, they aren’t quickly accessible,
they're expensive and bulky - all major shortcomings. Every minute defibrillation is delayed,
survival rate decreases by ten percent. In order to address these deficiencies, we developed
the “AED On-the-Go,” an ultraportable, easily-accessible and cost-effective AED.
We based our device around the Raspberry Pi rather than an Arduino microcontroller in order
to provide greater speed and processing power. We need to quickly determine whether an
individual had a cardiac event that warrants defibrillation, so we need to assess a patient's
cardiac status using EKG. We incorporated a ProtoCentral, Healthy Pi shield so that we could
monitor heart-rate and EKG as a preliminary sensor to determine whether a shock is
appropriate. This allows us to monitor heart rate and EKG status and determine whether shock
is appropriate. By measuring a 10-15 second window of beats, analyzing the EKG data on the
Raspberry Pi, the device can determine whether to deliver a shock.
The device's shock circuitry utilizes the energy stored in a bank of capacitors to release a
powerful amount of voltage without a heavy, expensive battery. We have therefore increased
portability and dramatically decreased the price and size of our device relative to a traditional
AED. In addition to making the AED smaller and more cost effective, we have made it easy for
anyone to use. An on-board LCD screen displays the EKG wave pattern and also shows text
instructions while a speaker plays pre-recorded audio instructions. Even people without
medical training can use the AED On The Go. The pocket sized device is transformative,
changing sudden cardiac arrest from a killer event to one that can be treated anywhere. It
should be in everyone’s pocket, purse and backpack. It’s a life saver!

3D BioPrinter for Living Tissue and Organs
Kushner
Yacov Billinson Hila Gilmore Alyssa Schnipper
On average, 20 people die each day while waiting for a transplant according to the United
Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS). Organ donations are needed far more often than organ
donors can provide leaving people on a waitlist for a longer time period than they have. In order
to rectify this problem we set out to build a 3D BioPrinter capable of printing living tissue and,
ultimately, organs. In order to do this, we are modifying a standard 3D printer, creating a
functional bio-printer. These modifications are not nearly as easy as they sound. It is essential
to figure out how to control and monitor the temperature and other conditions within the
printer as living cells need a balanced temperature and other conditions in order to remain
viable. Sterility is also key and all parts must be able to be cleaned and kept sterile within
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biological norms. We are using a peristaltic pump to control the flow of the cells into the nozzle
of the printer. The nozzle itself is a 3D printed version of a print head, similar to that of an inkjet
printer, but with a pore size compatible with living cells. The cells are transferred through
syringe-based extraction/extrusion approach. Our printer prototype is tested by printing
layers of (human) HeLa cells, grown in tissue culture on a scaffold to print a specific, predesigned pattern. Ultimately, we will use stem cells grown in tissue culture to print cardiac
muscle tissue and eventually a functional organ such as a (beating) heart.

A Hand in Feeding
Kushner
Abigail Klein Yisrael Newmark
Our robotic feeding arm enables paralyzed people to gain independence and increases the
flexibility of parents with young children. The arm was built using a system of servo motors
together with facial recognition software. The motors rotate and move the arm to scoop food
from the plate and carry it to the person’s mouth, which is located using a camera and proximity
sensor. In a Rasberry Pi based system, our initial test of the recognition system returned many
false positives. Therefore, we took a modified approach that combined facial boundaries and
using the lowest rectangle which effectively reduced the rate of false positives. This robotic
feeding arm provides a help for parents with young children and enables independence for
physically disabled people.

Identifying and Repairing CTLA-4 Polymorphisms in Autoimmune Disease
Kushner
Rebecca Weisberg .
Scientists are unsure of what exactly determines whether an individual will develop an
autoimmune disease or not. However, it is well known that genetics play a large role. A certain
point mutation within the Cytotoxic T-Lymphocyte protein 4 gene has been identified as a
contributing factor to an individual’s likelihood of developing autoimmune diseases, specifically
type 1 diabetes, celiac disease, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, Grave’s disease, and systemic lupus.
However, while this clinical association has been oft-cited, the details of this mutation’s effect
on the body are not well known.
I have identified the presence of a CTLA-4 polymorphism in a type 1 diabetes patient that likely
contributes to this autoimmune disease. I am now investigating this CTLA-4 mutation’s role
within the biological processes of the body by performing a family case study on direct relatives
to the affected individual. By compiling the hereditary history and detailed pedigree of this
putative polymorphism, I am attempting to elucidate the underlying mechanism for function
and transmission of the affected protein.
In addition, in order to further elucidate the structural basis for the mechanism(s) of CTLA-4
action, I am setting out to CRISPR Cas9 to repair the mutation at the DNA level in cells collected
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from the affected individual. In this way, I can examine the effects of this CTLA-4 mutation on
cell function and determine which cell processes are affected as well as how it affects the body’s
immune system and increase the likelihood for an individual to develop autoimmunity.

Short Sleeper Syndrome
Kushner
Rachelli Klibanoff Ricki Schlussel
Short sleeper syndrome (SSS) is a rare genetic mutation or mutations in one or more of the
many genes that are responsible for regulating circadian rhythm and sleep cycles in particular.
Individuals identified with SSS are able to function without impairment even while getting less
than six hours of sleep. This syndrome is associated with several mutations on several genes,
but the mechanism remains elusive. We focused specifically on the DEC2 gene, which is one of
the genes responsible for regulating our circadian rhythm and sleep cycles. Individuals carrying
mutations in the DEC2 gene experience no negative effects of less than normal length sleep
(i.e. less than 6 hours of sleep). We designed oligonucleotide primers for polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplification of DNA isolated from suspected SSS affected individuals and from
control subjects in order to identify expression of the DEC2 protein in affected versus nonaffected individuals and to determine the frequency of SSS as correlated with individual sleep
patterns. A top school administrator, known for getting by on tiny amounts of sleep each night
has volunteered to be an additional test subject for our study.

ShirTemp
Kushner
Maya Mendelson Jesse Langer Miriam Edery
Sleep is an important factor in a person's life, and lack of sleep can cause serious health
problems. Our ShirTemp device, thermal regulated pajamas, enhances sleep quality.
Temperature plays a key role in sleep quality, and regulating the temperature of a person's core
body and extremities, feet and hands, make falling asleep and remaining asleep much easier.
To build the ShirTemp we analyzed different heating methods - Peltier tiles, seat warmers, toe
warmers, ceramic heating plates, heating pads and electric blankets. Our initial design
incorporated Peltier tiles, but has now been modified to comprise resistive heat producing
wires throughout the garment under the control of a thermistor circuit in an Arduino that acts
as a thermostatic control to keep the wearer comfortable, snug and asleep.
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Sole of Fire
Kushner
Abby Cohn Jonah Eisenberg
When the weather gets cold and the ground becomes icy people slip, fall, and injure
themselves. The danger of falling applies to all people, but the danger is much greater to those
who are more physically vulnerable or pregnant. Our solution is a snow boot which is equipped
with a metal bottom. The bottom has the ability to be heated up and prevents slipping while
walking over ice. The heated sole of the shoe will melt the ice, giving stability to the wearer and
ensuring they do not run the risk of slipping. To heat up the sole, nichrome wire is used and is
powered by a MintyBoost battery pack, which takes the power from batteries and amplifies it.
The voltage from the MintyBoost is enough to make the nichrome wire hot from all the
resistance. To avoid burning the foot, we designed the device to heat the nichrome wire slightly
above water's melting point (0 degrees Celsius) - enough to melt the ice but not burn the skin.
We have connected the nichrome wire to the MintyBoost at 5 volts to get the nichrome wire
to become hot. This device will significantly reduce the number of injuries due to falling on ice
and will make people more secure when walking in the winter.

Pooch Scooch
Ma'ayanot
Yael Herman Kira Cantor Gila Cohen
A lot of dog owners experience the issue of their dogs destroying furniture. Well we have the
solution for that! It’s called the Pooch Scooch! It’s a device that prevents your dog from ripping
up your couch. You simply insert the small compact device into any holes you have in your
couch and flip the switch to turn it on. The Pooch Scooch will produce a high frequency sound
that will prevent dogs from ripping up the couch. The best part is, humans can’t hear the sound,
so it won’t disturb anyone. And if you want to cuddle with your dog on the couch, simply turn
off the Pooch Scooch and your dog is free to cuddle. The Pooch Scooch is the perfect solution
for any dog owners who want their couch to be hole-free!

Protected Pills
Ma'ayanot
Tali Wolff Eliana Kravetz Yael Mermelstein Tilly Chamberlain
A problem among the elderly is that many need to take medication on a daily basis, but because
of old age they forget to take their medicine. Additionally, many young children who take daily
medication forget to take it at the correct time. Protected pills is a solution to the problem. It is
designed with a large pill case with one cover over the smaller compartments, one for each day
of the week. A servo motor is placed on top of the case in a way that the motor blocks and
locks the opening of the case, ensuring that the user cannot open the case unless the motor
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switches direction. Once it reaches the designated time in which you must take your
medication, an alarm sounds and the servo motor switches direction. Now, the user is able to
lift the cover and access the medication. Once the cover is lifted, the user sees one of the
compartments light up; the light indicates which day’s medication the user is supposed to take.
There is a light sensor at the bottom of each compartment, and once the pill is taken, the sensor
senses light, and the beeping stops. After the case is closed, the motor turns back to its original
position and the case is locked and can only open again the next time the user must take their
pills.

Got Keys??
Ma'ayanot
Ahuva Ross Daniella Ort Michal Meisels
Although the total number of car robberies has greatly decreased since 1991, in 2016, there
were 765,484 car robberies that happened across America. This is because the locks on cars
are simply easy to pick or break. Got Keys?? was designed to prevent and reduce the number
of car robberies by using a fingerprint scanner to unlock the car door. With these tools, only a
finger that has been entered into the system of the car can unlock the vehicle. Because of this,
only the driver(s) of the car will have the ability to unlock and enter the car, thus preventing
future car robberies. In addition, a second fingerprint scanner within the car turns on the car’s
engine. This allows the driver to turn on his/her car by using a fingerprint scanner and
eliminates the need for car keys overall. By eliminating the need for keys, thieves will not be
able to pickpocket people for their car keys. Similar to the fingerprint scanner that unlocks the
car, the fingerprint scanner which turns on the engine will only work using a print that has been
entered into the system of the car. Got Keys?? has been designed in order to eliminate the
need for car keys!

Stacy the Camera Man
Ma'ayanot
Ayelet Abenaim Eliana Lowy
Are you a YouTuber? Does the thought of spending money on a lot of cameras for different
angles stress you out? Well, we have a solution. Video makers have trouble every day using
only one camera angle, but we created Stacy the Camera Man. The goal of our device is to help
you change the angle of your camera manually with a touch of a button, controlled from your
phone through Bluetooth. To accomplish this, we built a track which a camera can move from
one end to the other. Under the camera is a servo motor to rotate the camera to a specific
angle as it moves around on the track. With this setup, we connected our phones to the device
via Bluetooth, allowing us to control both the movement on the track and the rotation of the
camera. This project is directed towards YouTubers and videographers who constantly have to
change their camera angle, causing more editing issues. With Stacy the Camera Man, you are
able to change the camera angle easily with no stress.
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Interactive Art
Ma'ayanot
Eli Herzig Kayla Waizer Tamar Berman
Art is a helpful way of destressing for many, especially ones with mental illnesses such as
anxiety disorders, depression, PTSD, ADHD, and excessive stress. But what about those who
feel they lack in the creative department? Our project offers a new level to appreciating art.
With our Interactive Art, users can set in motion a whole new way to really bring art to life.
We have two interactive art pieces. The first being a winter scene with four separate series of
blinking LEDs to simulate falling snow, all activated by four different sensors. Quadrant one is
activated by a light sensor, Quadrant two by a motion sensor, Quadrant three is activated by a
proximity sensor, and Quadrant four is activated by a button. The second interactive art piece
is a summer scene with a lighthouse that has an operational light attached to a servo motor.
This is to create the illusion of a spinning light in the lighthouse. In addition, the beach and
ocean will have sounds which is triggered by a motion by a crank.

Interactive Assistance Device (IAD)
Ma'ayanot
Ariel Brasch Kayla Zlotnick
As the 6th leading cause of death, Alzheimer’s is a prevalent and detrimental issue. Additionally,
every 66 seconds, another individual is diagnosed with this disease. Due to these troubling
statistics, we believe that further action needed be taken to address this matter. In the nature
of the disease, patients are often forgetful of what may seem like basic information. Therefore,
we have created a device which can help an Alzheimer’s and Dementia patients reorient
themselves to their surroundings. In the shape of a short cylinder, our device is structured
around an EasyVR Shield that functions as a voice recognition module. Prior to delivering our
device, we sent a form for a significant other or nurse to fill out, which would tell us the answers
to patients’ frequently asked questions, such as their location and their family members’
whereabouts. Moreover, the device largely displays the time and is capable of playing music,
which is known to decrease the agitation of patients. With this personalized device, we believe
that we can cater to Alzheimer’s and Dementia patients in a unique and invaluable way.

Water You Gonna Do?
Ma'ayanot
Peri Fogel Erin Grossman Shoshana Weinstein
Broken water bottles pose a great issue to our possessions and important documents. This
invention, the Water You Gonna Do? can alert the owner when their water bottle has a leak.
This was accomplished by using an arduino, and conductive thread as for the sensors. Two LEDs
and a buzzer are the actuators, both which alarm when the sensor detects moisture. When an
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amount of moisture that exceeds a certain level completes the circuit between the two
conductive threads, it triggers the actuators to blink or make noise. Different levels of water
were tested, and it was determined that the limit needed to be low enough to detect spills, but
not low enough to detect condensation. The Water You Gonna Do? can detect liquid from your
water bottle and alert you before it ruins your possessions.

BeeInTouch
Ma'ayanot
Aliza Cohn Tzipi Grimaldi Rivka Krause Meira Shapiro Sora Newmark
Children who are unable to speak often face tough challenges; one of which is to express their
needs to a parent when the parent is in another room. We have created a device that will assist
a child to facilely communicate with a parent in this situation. Our device, a stuffed animal, has
felt pads that a child can touch, which will illuminate a light on the parent’s extension when
indicated, letting them know that the child needs something. XBee technology pairs the two
devices wirelessly. This communication path is beneficial to the child and parent because the
child feels safe and accounted for, and the parent is able to go to another room with confidence
knowing that the child can alert them of any important need. This is especially helpful to a nonverbal child who may have other difficulties, such as cognitive impairment, muscular disorders,
or other conditions that may make it hard for a child to simply text a message.

Drunk No Drive
Ma'ayanot
Temima Schwartz Rachelli Geffner
Drunk driving is a serious issue that needs to be fixed immediately. With Drunk No Drive, we
hope to eliminate drunk driving and prevent the deaths of the countless number of people
killed in these accidents. To accomplish our goal, we use a breathalyzer which consists of an
alcohol sensor and a breath gas sensor. These sensors are placed near the steering wheel
because when someone gets into a car, that is where their face faces first. If there is a certain
percentage of alcohol in one’s breath, then a servo motor will block the keyhole and will
prevent the use of the key to start the car.

A-Transport
Ma'ayanot
Tamar Waltuch Efrat Hagler Nava Mandel
Frequently, people encounter circumstances in which they have too much stuff, yet not enough
hands. With this device, the world can overcome this problem. This design includes a ping
sensor, a motor, and light sensors. With this handy helper, one would be able to transport
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heavy materials/equipment without touching the machine, keeping their hands free to use. It
can help people across the board, such as students and teachers carrying heavy books and
materials, and even medical and disaster relief professionals by maneuvering through debris
and transporting anything from medical supplies to injured persons. “A-Transport” can simply
decrease back and arm injuries, or in more complex situations, it can increase the survival rate
during disasters.

Theft-Proof Gun
Ma'ayanot
Devorah Moadab Avital Herman Temima Guzman
Gun control is a huge topic in today’s politics. There is a need for a way to protect our citizens,
but unfortunately these weapons often fall into the wrong hands. We need to make sure that
our country is protected safely. That is why we created the Theft-Proof Gun. The Theft-Proof
Gun is a handheld weapon that has a servo motor behind the trigger that locks the gun until
the owner of the gun puts his/her fingerprint on the scanner. The scanner is able to recognize
only one fingerprint so that only one person can unlock the trigger and use the gun. This
prevents guns from being used by unqualified people and causing disaster.

The OTC Window
Ma'ayanot
Sarah Hanian Ilana Epstein Mia Labovitz
Imagine leaving your car in a hurry, without realizing you left your window open. After returning
from a day at school, work, or running errands, you come back to find that there was a
downpour, and the inside of your car is soaked! On another day, you are on the school bus, and
you finally fall asleep, ready for the long commute. As you fall into a deep, heavily needed sleep,
you feel the rain water hit you in the face, rudely awakening you from your slumber.
This is a problem that faces a significant percentage of Americans today! 34% of Americans use
public transportation for their commuting needs. A large amount of their vehicles include
windows that do not close properly. Therefore, The Hanian-Labovitz-Epstein Window
Enterprises introduces the OTC window, or out-of-town community window, in order to ensure
that commuters travel in a dry and safe environment. Our OTC window uses DC motors to close
when it detects moisture. In this way, our product prevents snow or sleet from entering
vehicles.
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Music Therapy
Ma'ayanot
Atara Meyers Leora Baumgarten
Many adults, and even teenagers, feel stress and anxiety over the thought of death. Therefore,
it should come as no surprise that elderly people have the same, if not more extreme, feelings.
In the case of an elderly person, especially one with a brain disorder like dementia, stress and
anxiety can cause them to resist medication or treatment that could be necessary or even
lifesaving. Thus, it is crucial to develop a way to calm down stressed elderly patients.
Music has been proven to help relax people of all ages, and in particular it has been shown to
help those who are older. Certain genres of music help more than others. However, which
genre is the most effective varies from person to person, and is based on many different factors,
so it can be hard to know which style of music will help an elderly patient to calm down. That's
where Music Therapy comes in. A music shield that has been programmed with ten different
genres of music plays each genre for about a minute and a half, through a set of headphones
that the distressed elderly person wears. Meanwhile, a heart rate monitor measures the heart
rate of the listener. Once the monitor detects that the listener's heart rate has reached a
healthy range of about 65 to 120 beats per minute, the genre of music that is playing at that
moment will continue to play. This way, the type of music that helps an elderly person to calm
down will continue to play, helping them to relax, and allowing nurses and doctors to
administer the necessary medication or treatment.

The Rain-Shield Wiper
Ma'ayanot
Leah Wenger Michal Eckman Racheli Berger
Many people struggle on rainy days to pull out of their driveway or parking space. This is
because they cannot see out of their car rearview camera due to dirt or rain. This project
provides a solution to this problem. The solution involves a small windshield wiper placed on
top of the backup camera. An Arduino was coded to control a 180 degree servo motor attached
to the 3D printed windshield wiper that wipes the rearview camera clean when it is raining. A
moisture sensor detects any wetness on the rearview camera, and the wiper clears it off. It will
no longer be necessary for people to leave their car and clean the rearview camera. Rearview
cameras will always be clear, letting people drive safely in the rain.
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Press Yes
Ma'ayanot
Sheindl Berger Eliora Kruman Lieba Joran
Our project addresses an issue that some seniors face on a daily basis. Many are unable to
communicate loudly enough in order to answer even a simple yes or no question. The Press
Yes has three buttons: one for yes, one for no, and one for anything in between. When a button
is pressed, a corresponding colored LED lights up and a sound is emitted. Each color and sound
is unique to its button so that it is clear to others which button has been pressed. To achieve
this, we used an Arduino microcontroller, light-up arcade buttons, and a passive buzzer. The
senior can now comfortably answer questions and converse with others by the simple press of
a button. Now you’re talking!

Door Alert
Ma'ayanot
Gila Shepetofsky Michal Feder
Our project creates an alternative way to alert a hard-of-hearing person when someone is at
their door. By using Door Alert, the newest method for contacting a deaf person when someone
rings their bell, it will immediately notify the user, who may not have been able to tell that the
bell had been rung. The doorbell is connected to a bracelet with a vibration sensor by radio
technology. The deaf person wears the bracelet with a vibration motor connected to it. When
the doorbell is rung, the vibration motor vibrates, alerting the deaf person that someone is at
their door. This new innovation helps people who are hard-of-hearing by allowing them not
worry about missing anyone that comes to the door and notifying them in an easy, efficient
manner.

Physical Therapy Piano
Ma'ayanot
Atara Weil Tzivia Major Daniella Shlagbaum Hannah Samuel
Over 400,000 people in the US suffer from multiple sclerosis (MS). This medical condition that
attacks the nervous system is the most common immune-mediated disorder. One major
symptom of MS is impaired coordination of the muscles. We met with a woman who suffers
from multiple sclerosis whose hands are in a deteriorating condition. Inspired by her love of
music, we designed a piano-like instrument that can be played by applying gentle pressure to
the keys. This can be used by anyone with impaired or weak muscle coordination to improve
hand coordination and strength. By placing pressure sensors beneath the keys and linking them
to a microcontroller playing musical notes, we allow the user to play their favorite songs
without the difficulties of a standard piano, as well as track their progress.
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Chain Reaction
Ma'ayanot
Miriam Fisch Amira Isenberg
Statistics have shown that gas leaks have killed an average of 17 people, and ovens are a
primary source of these leaks. Furthermore, another prevalent issue among Americans is
asthma, a medical condition found in 26 million Americans, 19 million of whom are adults.
Triggers for this condition include smoke, dust and dry air.
In response to this, we have designed a pendant that, along with several other charms, contains
a box integrated into the design which serves a dual purpose. These sensors can detect
pollutants such as dust and gases including carbon monoxide, methane and butane. They can
also detect changes in humidity, preventing a dry-air asthma attack.
With this in mind, we hope to one day enable this product to connect to mobile devices through
Bluetooth and transmit local data from the sensors to a maps application that can then serve
as a warning to people with breathing issues.

Narcolepsy Bracelet
Ma'ayanot
Nili Lang Sophie Lerer Tali Safran
The goal of the “Narcolepsy Bracelet” is to make people with narcolepsy aware of when they
will fall asleep, and then wake them up. To make this possible, a pulse sensor, a vibration motor,
and a fashionable rubber bracelet were used with an arduino nano. The pulse sensor works by
measuring the person's pulse, and sends this information to the ardunio which then turns on
the vibration motor to buzz and alert the person if their pulse is abnormal. While wearing the
bracelet, the person will be more aware of when they will fall asleep and could save them from
dangerous situations. This could prevent many accidents and injuries caused by the those with
narcolepsy.

Toothpaste Dispenser with a Nightlight
Ma'ayanot
Dani Borger Tova Miller Eliana Oshinsky
The goal of this project is to create a toothpaste dispenser that allows you to access the
toothpaste without having to squeeze the tube to get the toothpaste out. For elderly people,
children, or perfectly healthy people, it’s sometimes difficult to get out toothpaste from the
tube. This invention has a button on the front that’s attached to an Arduino. When the button
is pushed, it starts up the servo motors that then squeeze the tube for you. With a toothpaste
dispenser, the daily task of brushing your teeth is simplified. In addition to a toothpaste
dispenser, this device also has a nightlight at the top of the dispenser. Sometimes when one
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has to go to the bathroom at night, turning on the bathroom light would hurt their eyes. This
nightlight provides the ability to see where a person is going without straining their eyes. This
nightlight is another feature that has a light sensor that will automatically turn on the light when
it’s dark in the bathroom. These two features in one invention simplify bathroom life.

Watt Are You Clapping For?
Ma'ayanot
Shevi Glaser Rachel Landesman Ora Hochberg Tova Kaplan
The goal of this project is to give an alternative to the ordinary on/off switch used to turn on a
light source. To accomplish this, we are rewiring a lamp using an Arduino Nano along with a
sound sensor to control how and when the light turns on. With this setup, the Arduino will
receive sound signals detected by the sound sensor which in turn will determine the brightness
of the light source.
This project could be used to help patients with limited physical abilities by allowing them to
turn on/off their light without significant movement. Rather than struggling with the simple
task of walking to turn on a light, patients could accomplish this task with ease. Our product
would allow these patients to avoid being limited by their disabilities.

The Adjustable Mirror Brush
Ma'ayanot
Efrat Putterman Gila Linzer Tiferet Mondrow
The goal of this project, a hairbrush with a hidden mirror, is to assist people who have trouble
brushing their hair. Specifically, this project was designed for a Parkinson’s patient who has
trouble reaching the back of her hair while brushing it. She is also wheelchair bound and
standing up to look in the mirror poses a challenge.
The design of this hairbrush includes a 3D printed hairbrush which also houses the motor and
mirror. We are using a servo motor hidden inside of the brush handle. The servo motor is
attached to a mirror. When activated by the remote control, the servo motor causes the mirror
to rotate and come out of the brush at an angle that the user can control.
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Shopper Shelves
Ma'ayanot
Allie Orlinsky Tamar Pasternak
The objective of the Shopper Shelves project is to aid people in their everyday lives through
automatic shopping. To succeed in this task, weighted sensors, an arduino board, and text
messages were used. The weighted sensors were used to identify when the food underneath
was losing weight, thus detecting that it needs to be replaced. The Arduino Board then notified
the user asking if they would like more of the product ordered straight to their doorstep. This
project not only assists the average person, but people in the sick, elderly, and disabled
communities as well. The average person grocery shops around 2 times a week, and for many,
it can be hard to find the time. For people who cannot leave the house due to disability, or are
forgetful due to illness like alzheimer's or dementia, they will no longer have to struggle with
getting groceries and replacing their food.

Musical Timer Toothbrush
Ma'ayanot
Hadassah Freedman Keren Raskin ST Cohen
The purpose of the Musical Timer Toothbrush is to help children to brush their teeth in a way
that keeps them entertained. To accomplish our goal, we use a water sensor as a trigger to turn
on music once the water hits the toothbrush. This invention could be applied for any child who
does not like to brush their teeth. The MTT turns an annoying chore into a fun activity that
children look forward to. MTT is true to its name. It has the ability to play music and to act as a
timer- all while the children do not even realize that they are brushing their teeth. Studies have
shown how important brushing is, and that many children around the world do not brush their
teeth, because they think that it is bothersome; which can result in long lasting damage. With
the MTT, children are sure to brush their teeth and have an enjoyable time.

Child Security Bracelets
Ma'ayanot
Alexa Lukyanov Atara Herrmann
This project presents a modern method for protecting young children and ensuring that they
are close at all times in public environments. The product consists of two bracelets, one for a
small child and one for an adult. The child bracelet contains an Arduino with a radio transmitter,
so if the small child’s bracelet wanders a certain distance away from the adult bracelet, the
adult bracelet will immediately start beeping, signaling the child is too far away. Furthermore,
the adult will receive a text message indicating that the child has wandered too far away, as an
added layer of security.
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This project could be used to decrease the amount of children that get lost everyday, including
those who get kidnapped. This project automatically notifies the parents that their children are
walking away, which could potentially save children from being kidnapped by child predators
or getting lost in a crowd.

Bath Beeper
Ma'ayanot
Talia Adler Allie Weinberger Shira Schulder
This project provides a solution for an everyday problem that many encounter. Individuals,
whether they are busy mothers, elders who may have Alzheimer's, or anyone for that matter,
all experience the same issue: the bath either getting too hot or overflowing. Someone who
suffers from Alzheimer's has memory loss which can cause them to forget to monitor the
temperature of the bath, or fail to remember the water running to begin with. So too with a
busy mother, they may be too preoccupied with managing the rest of the household and forget
to watch over the bath as a result. Using Arduino, a device was programmed to turn off the
bath faucet when the water gets too high. This device can also regulate the temperature of the
bath water. It is extremely frustrating when one steps into the bath and it’s too chilly or too
warm, however, with this device, individuals will no longer have to deal with this recurring
problem. Through Arduino, the device monitors and controls the water temperature with an
arm attached to the faucet. The Arduino is connected to a temperature sensor which senses
the temperature, based on the tub's current temperature. Ultimately, with this project, one
will no longer have to experience this problem of their bath overflowing or not being at its ideal
temperature.

The Blursp
Ma'ayanot
Avital Novogrodsky Meital Fuksbrumer Sophia Altman
Unfortunately, we live in a world where disabilities are a reality, but life has now been made
easier for those who suffer from impaired vision or complete blindness. Healthy eyes can detect
the distance between one’s body and obstacles in his or her way, and allow a person to move
out of the way. In this project, a prototype bracelet for the blind was designed that includes an
attached ping sensor, also known as an Ultrasonic sensor, a nano arduino, and an EZ Shield.
The Ping sensor measures the distance, as in the distance between one’s arm and an obstacle
in his or her way. The nano arduino is coded so that the EZ Shield emits different frequencies
of sound depending on the proximity of the person to the object.
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Clip-it
Magen David
Leo Tebele Abe Kassin
Are you a person that likes to run, jump, or simply just a huge fan of playing sports? Well, we
are, and most people don’t considerate the dangers if your heart rate gets too high. An
increasing heart rate when performing in athletic activity can cause dehydration, fatigue, and
even unconsciousness. Thankfully, we came up with the “Clip-it”, a revolutionary idea that will
change athletes lives forever. The Clip-it, is a clip a person can attach to his/her body, that will
measure their heart rate when performing physical activities. To alert the person using the Clipit how high their heart rate is, we developed a color-coded system, informing the user weather
they’ve been pushed to their limits when exercising. At a lower heart rate, the Clip-it lights up
green, notifying the handler he’s running at a nice pace. If one’s heart rate rises to a moderate
rate, the Clip-it will flash blue updating the operator that he is still exercising at a nice rate but
anything higher than this has potential to be dangerous. If the heart rate gets too high, the Clipit will blaze yellow, telling the user that you are fatigued and you should definitely have a drink
of water before it gets too dangerous. Finally, anything heart rate that is too high will cause the
Clip-it to flash red notifying the user that you should take a break instantly. The last thing we
want is for anyone to experience inconvenience as a result of exercising, so join team Clip-it
and change the lives of athletes forever.

Super Bowl
Magen David
Morris Franco Max Yedid Joseph Cohen
Ever find yourself stumbling to the bathroom in the dark? Never open the lights in the
bathroom because it is too bright for your eyes? Ever make a mess in the bathroom due to low
accuracy? Well you don’t need to worry anymore with our toilet bowl nightlight. Using the
technology of Arduino, motion sensors, and LED lights, we have made it possible to see where
your target is in the toilet bowl. When the motion sensor finds you in the bathroom, it will turn
on and reveal where you need to aim. There will be no more cleaning needed to be done on
the seat or floor in the bathroom. Also, as an added bonus, we have implemented a heater
onto the seat in order to keep you warm when the toilet seat is freezing cold. Now that you
have your light and heater implemented into the toilet simply: Ready, Aim, Fire!
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The Tape O Meter
Magen David
Marc Smouha Mike Faks Eddie Ashkenazi
Ever have the hassle of not being able to measure a room? We understand you and have a life
changing solution! We’re presenting to you the Tape O Meter. The Tape O Meter uses an
Ultrasonic Sensor to measure the distance between you and what you’re measuring. The
Arduino coding then translates the data into information that you can understand. After that
the information is displayed onto a LCD Screen that tells you the distance you were looking for.
This simplifies everything by taking away the necessity of having two people to measure a
room. This revolutionary technology paves the way to a stress free day and is very simple!

Weather Window
Magen David
Sharon Sitt Isaac Shehebar Ely Mamiye Daniel Cohen
Have you ever left your house minutes before it started to rain, only to realize that you left your
window open? Or have you ever walked into a room that was either too hot or too humid due
to the weather outside? The Weather Window was created to solve these exact problems. The
weather window uses sensors to measure the temperature and humidity levels outside. Very
high or low temperatures will trigger the motors and cause your window to close. Also, if there
is a high humidity level, rain, or snow, the window will also automatically close. Now, you and
and your houses will be safe from the terrifying inclement weather.

Advanced Nite-Lite
Magen David
Ness Soffer Joseph Waingort
We all get up and walk to the restroom in the middle of the night. But, since we refuse to turn
the lights on, we instead choose to walk aimlessly in the dark. This can result in many problems,
such as: falling, tripping, getting lost and missing the toilet. We came up with a solution that
will get you where you want to go safely, but without blinding your eyes. The solution is as easy
as taping a strip of LEDs to the wall and plugging it into a power source. This illuminates the
chosen area perfectly, not too much light, and not too little. The wire will be stored in a small
box attached to the wall. We will use the Arduino as the microcontroller, a light sensor to detect
whether the room is already illuminated, and an ultrasonic sensor to detect if there is motion.
If the Arduino detects that it is dark in the room, and detects motion, the LED strip will
illuminate, allowing you to safely navigate your way to the restroom.
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BabySitter 2.0
Magen David
Jacob Tawil Sammy Doueck
Your baby’s crying in her room, waiting for your aid. Screams cry out, with no one to hear them.
You are in the the kitchen, innocently listening to some jazz while cooking up your favorite stir
fry, unaware of your dear baby’s peril. Only after going to the bathroom, do you realize your
child is on the floor, with a sizeable bump on her forehead. If only you had arrived on the scene
earlier, you could’ve handled the problem more efficiently and with better results.
That’s why we are presenting the BabySitter 2.0 to you today! This amazing device gives
parents or guardians of infants the ability to relax and have a calmer parenting experience. The
BabySitter 2.0 is an intercom that automatically turns on once the volume in your baby’s room
reaches a certain decibel, and at that point you will be able to monitor your child at a moment’s
notice. With the BabySitter 2.0, you won’t ever have to be overly worried about your baby
again!

BrewTrue: Perfect Coffee. Any Size.
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Dovie Frisch Eli Jedwab Natan Berkowitz
Ah, coffee. It's the reason we can function as a society. For some, it's the only reason to get up
in the morning. So you take your new mug, put it under the coffee maker, set the size of the
mug, and brew. You go and get some cream and sugar. You turn around and that's the end of
that. Massive coffee spillage situation. All coffee machines, even the ones that state the
amount of coffee to brew, never fill your cup to the exact right size. Life's too short to have to
deal with too much or too little coffee. On the BrewTrue coffee maker, when a cup is placed, a
specific number of photo-gates are broken telling the arduino exactly how tall the cup is based
off of known measurements. The user can set the exact percentage of the cup they would like
filled with coffee. An ultrasonic distance sensor above the cup makes sure the coffee is only
filled to the height the user wants. This way you get a perfectly sized cup of coffee every time.

The Solution to Sand Pollution
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Jason Digiacomo Shuie Feierman Dovid Feldman
All of our beaches are heavily polluted with bottles, cans, bags, and many more harmful
pollutants. This pollution is causing harm to both us and our sea life. As of now, the only solution
to this is having people go to beaches and manually pick up the trash. Our invention is going to
solve this major problem. Using a sand sifter, our remote controlled vehicle will drive around
the beach and pick up all the harmful pollution for you. The sifter will allow the sand to go
through, but not the pollution. After the sifter is full, the machine will use two servo motors to
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pull up the sifter and dump the pollution into a bucket located on the top of the car. After the
bucket is full, you can drive the car back to you, take off the bucket, and dump all the trash into
the garbage. Our sand cleaner provides a much more efficient way to clean our beaches,
causing us to have a cleaner and healthier earth.

Car Headlight Attention System
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Avraham Scheinberg Avi Statfeld
Driving with your headlights off at night is dangerous for you and other drivers around you. This
is because you can't see the road, and other cars around you can't see you. Even though many
newer cars have automatic headlights, older cars don’t, and some people forget to put the
headlights on automatic. Also, many people forget that headlights must be on when it’s raining
or snowing. Our project is to stop the danger before it happens. We will do this by attaching
multiple light sensor to the headlights, a rain sensor, and an alarm to an arduino. If it is night,
raining, or snowing and light sensors in the headlights aren’t detecting light, the alarm will
remind you to turn on your headlights by beeping. Now with the new never seen before car
headlight detector system, you will not be ticketed because of your headlights anymore. You
will be able to see in front of you, and other cars won't hit you because of having no headlights.

The Future of Unlocking Lockers
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Eliyahu Czeladnitzki Shmuel Steinberg Shlomo Tusk
Every single day, students everywhere waste valuable time trying to unlock their lockers, which
causes students to come late to class, resulting in detention. For some, this can be annoying
because students can’t unlock their lockers fast enough, which causes overcrowding, and
results in students coming late to class. This is why we developed a mechanism that will unlock
your locker simply by placing your finger on a fingerprint scanner. The way it works is simple.
The scanner scans your finger, and if recognized, the Arduino will make the servo motor turn,
unlocking your locker. A button on the inside will keep track of whether each locker is open or
closed. This will not only make lockers more secure, but also more efficient.

The Window Shades You Need But Don’t Need You
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Zaci Nelkenbaum Elimelech Steinberg
Here is a problem across the world: regular shades are the worst. People waste a lot of time
raising and lowering shades, getting them to the perfect angle, and making them all even. With
our innovative project being implemented into shades around the globe, families will save time,
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heartache, and stress. The project also helps save energy during the winter by keeping the heat
in, and during the summer keeping the solar heat out. This project also saves time by
automatically lowering and raising the shades with the use of stepper motors without any user
input. The Arduino also automatically adjust the slats using stepper motors according to the
temperature being measured from the window. Also, with the help of an Arduino enabled
remote, the shades can be raised or lowered according to the user’s liking.

Smart Street Lights
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Ari Hartstein Yudi Pasik Mordechai Ross
Light pollution is a large problem that plagues the world today. From car headlights to outdoor
lights, light pollution is a growing issue. We had to find a way to make these lights more energy
efficient, and less polluting. This idea that street lights are on all night is simply outrageous,
especially with all the advancements in technology. The city is constantly paying for millions of
street lights no matter if they are needed. Why would a light on a road that's hardly traveled
on be using the same amount of electricity as a busier urban road. Our project solves multiple
issues involved with street lights. The idea is a motion sensor attached to the street lights that
will only turn on when it detects a someone walking or a car, and when it's necessary. It also
has predictive behavior so if more than one turn on in succession, like if a car is traveling, the
lights further down the road will also turn on. This will be less costly, and cause a significant
difference in light pollution. With the prices of energy rising, we had to find a solution that's
not only safe, but also efficient. It's about time street lights caught up with technology.

The Flusher Buzzer
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Aharon Cohen Dovi Katz
Many companies have a sign to remind employees to wash their hands after using the faculties.
However, this reminder may not always be enough. If an employee forgets to wash their hands
this can cause the spread of germs and disease to the patrons. Our idea to fix this is simple in
nature and innovative in design. Our product is The Flush Buzzer, an alarm that reminds
employees to wash their hands and keep the work place clean. The product works by using a
water level sensor in the toilet to see if it’s been flushed. A magnetic switch on the door will
detect when the user leaves the room. If they washed their hands a liquid flow sensor in the
sink drain will let out a signal and the alarm won't trigger. However, if they don't wash their
hands, the sensor won’t let out the signal and the alarm will trigger when the door is opened.
This idea doesn't only benefit employers but also private consumers, like parents with small
children who want to train them to wash their hands.
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Class Quiet
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Yossi Gruberger Ariel Rotlevi Daniel Schoenfeld
Talking in class and during group work is a huge disruptive problem. If only students realized
how loudly they’re talking they would be able to manage the volume better. If only they had a
system to let them know when to stop talking. Our project is to create a system that lets the
students know when to stop talking and how loud the classroom is. We have a microphone
sensor attached to an Arduino and an LED tower to let students know when the volume level
gets too high. Once it reaches a set level it will turn red and could buzz. Teachers can now make
their own decisions, and set thresholds for different class activities. For example, a maximum
of yellow during lecture and a maximum of red during group work. We would hope to achieve
less disruptive talking, and more constructive learning.

Tilt-a- Roll
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Shlomo Gross Sholom Trapunsky Dovid Wolberg
The goal of our project is to notify the sanitation staff when the bathrooms are low or have run
out of toilet paper. The reason we wanted to do this project and help society is because it is a
very uncomfortable situation if you are in a public bathroom and you run out of toilet paper. In
order for this to work we will be using a tilt sensor resting on the roll of paper. The tilt sensor
tells us whether there is toilet paper, or not. When it’s full a green LED will be lit. When the
toilet paper roll is empty the sensor will drop and the LED will turn red. A message will also be
sent to the sanitation staff so nobody has bad experiences in public bathrooms again.

The Perfect Temperature
Mesivta Ateres Yaakov
Dovid Samson Chaim Weiss
We’ve all been there when you step into the shower and it's boiling hot, or you did not let the
water warm up properly and it's freezing cold. Our project aims to help you always make sure
you have the perfect temperature water before you touch it. By setting a temperature to your
liking you would be able to tell what the temperature is before you touch it. By having different
LEDs light up for each type of temperature you can always touch the water without worrying
about the temperature. Our project aims to help everyone, and especially people with sensitive
skin or people giving babies baths, who cannot afford to have the water at the wrong
temperature.
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Baby Lock
Mesivta Zichron Baruch of Clifton
Mordechai Grossman Yosef Leib Groman Eli Soled Dovid Jacobovits
Many types of locks have been invented to keep things away from kids. There are two major
problems with standard child locks: One, is that most are extremely annoying to open or close,
and another problem is that kids are very innovative and end up finding ways to get past these
locks. Therefore we decided to create a lock which will keep kids away from items that you
don't want them to handle. In a happy accident, we have discovered a sensor on the Arduino,
which when covered causes the servo motor to react and move. For example, when you place
your hand over the sensor, the servo turns 0-180 degrees, and when the hand is taken away
the servo returns to its original place. So we had the idea to use the servo as a lock. You place
the sensor in a place where the child can't reach, and if you wish to open the lock, simply place
your hand over the sensor and the door will become unlocked and accessible. This invention
will allow people to keep objects and foodstuffs away from a child's reach.

Color Sensor
Mesivta Zichron Baruch of Clifton
Yechiel Weichbrod Yosef Azoulay Shlomo Kontente
Picking out a tie to match a suit or accessories to match an outfit is not usually a problem.
However, people with color blindness or sighted people are at a disadvantage. Our project was
designed to aid people with these disabilities. We use a special sensor that converts the
wavelengths of reflected light into the spoken word. We used a wavesheer sensor, a BBC
microbit, and using micro-python, coded our sensor to announce colors via a speaker hook up.
We found the micro-python language to be superior as far as speech libraries, as compared to
the Arduino IDE. We hope that with better sensors we can make an even bigger impact than
what we believe, we have made so far.

Save a Watt Lighting
Mesivta Zichron Baruch of Clifton
Ahron Simcha Steinberg Mordechai Friedman Chaim Gross
We are creating a light that changes brightness based on the ambient light in the room. The
light is connected to an LDR which measures the light levels from outside sources, and adjusts
the light accordingly. When the light levels are lower, the light brightens, and when incoming
light is brighter, the light dims. In addition, there will also be a dimmer for those who prefer the
light levels continuously the same.
Integrating these eco-friendly features into the classic, essential light system that is used worldwide is a great way to save money and help the economy.
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No-Snooze Alarm
Mesivta Zichron Baruch of Clifton
Mordechai Simon Yehuda Strickman Menachem Kraus
We see that people have a hard time waking up in the morning, especially with snooze buttons.
We think our project will help the world wake up on time. Instead of hitting the "snooze"
button, they will have to get out of bed to disable the alarm.
We are making a project that involves a pressure sensor connected to an Arduino and an alarm
clock. The alarm clock will only shut off when the person gets out of bed. The pressure sensor,
under the bed/mattress, will detect when the pressure on the bed has changed, signaling that
the person has got up, and will turn off the alarm.

The Bus Monitor
Mesorah High School for Girls
Chasida Lurie Yocheved Rosenberg Leah Esther Broodo
A common issue in the city is that people don’t know if the buses have space for them or not
when they need to ride them. This is a frustrating issue, because people will run to catch a bus
to discover that the bus is full. They now either have to go back to where they came from or sit
and wait at the bus stop for another bus to come. This is a waste of time and energy. Our
objective was to create a device to solve this problem and make the lives of bus riders easier.
We created a device that uses sensors, and an LCD screen display board to display clearly on
the outside of the bus the amount of people on the bus. All people have to do is step outside
(or glance from the window), look at the LCD screen on the outside of the bus that will say
“estimated number of seats available” and from there they can determine whether they will
ride the bus or not.
Currently, we are finished our prototype and coding and we are building our bus model
so we can begin testing our design

Heartbeat Sensor Wristlet (HBSW)
Mesorah High School for Girls
Shulamis Laewnik Atara Browns Sara Ringelheim Shifra Zakon
Approximately 735,000 Americans per year have a heart attack and that is only one area of
cardiac illnesses. With all the cardiac patients out there, it’s nearly impossible for doctors to
keep up with all of them, having them in and out of the hospital constantly for heart checkups.
What we have created is a way for the patient to monitor their heart themselves, with a doctor
slightly involved.
We invented a wristlet that has a heartbeat sensor built in, to monitor your heartbeat. It
buzzes if your pulse gets dangerously high or low to alert you to see a doctor and proceed with
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caution. In addition, every beat of the heart will be graphed on arduino and sent to your local
doctor once a day so he/she can see if there is any abnormal or dangerous activity. The best
part of this whole project is that it will look like any ordinary bracelet and the buzzer is only
slightly louder than a vibration so no one will be aware of your situation unless you want them
to be. We hope this will be as successful as we planned!

Door Closer
Mesorah High School for Girls
Rachel Evens Shani Epstein Rivka Notelovitz
Have you ever experienced that irritating situation when you’re about to go to bed but you
forgot to close your bedroom door? Oh the struggle of having to get out of your bed and
walking those dreadful steps just to close that door. Well with the help of our Door Sensor, you
can easily close the door from the comfort of your own bed. With a push of a button, you can
simply just close the door with the arduino sensor attached to the door. There will be a another
sensor (or whatever you call it) on the remote (that you will use to close the door with) which
will be connected to the arduino on the door - that will make the door close wirelessly. Well,
there you have it! You will definitely save yourself from tripping over something and stubbing
your toe with this useful gadget.

Back Seat Buzzer
Mesorah High School for Girls
Shira Robkin Rebecca Michaels Tova Kam
Have you ever gotten into the car with a child, got to your destination and realized the child
had been unbuckled the whole way there? This product will eliminate that problem from
happening. Our product will have a weight sensor that will sense if a child is sitting in the seat.
A sensor from within the buckle will sense if the seatbelt is securely fastened. If the seat belt is
not fully fastened, a buzzer will go off alerting everyone in the car that that buckle is not safely
fastend. Once the parent or child buckles in the seatbelt the buzzer turn off and you can safely
drive to your destination.

Automatic Gargae Door Closer
Mesorah High School for Girls
Esther Wortrich Avigayil Tannenbaum Chaya Nessa Krycer
Many house robberies can be prevented if the owners of the house would remember to close
their garage door so the whole neighborhood can’t help themselves to whatever is inside. But
it’s not always easy to remember. However, with our garage door closer, you don’t need to
remember, your garage will remember for you.
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This automatic garage door closer has a motion sensor attached, which will detect if anyone is
still in the room. This automatic garage door closer is placed in the center of the garage ceiling,
by the garage motor. If no movement is detected then a timer will go on for five minutes. If
there is no movement after five minutes the garage door will automatically close, preventing
any robbers or other unwanted intruders entering your garage. Though it is small, it can make
a big difference in protecting your possessions.

Cut Away
Mesorah High School for Girls
Tehilla Yachnes Chaya Rochel Jager Rachel Broodo
Sabbath observant people, whose number is worth considering, are obligated to drop all acts
of creative work that is done during the week to rest from the beginning of sunset on Friday
night to nightfall the next day. In addition to all the Sabbath preparation that householders
must consider, some ready to use cut toilet paper is essential during this time. Can you relate
to this in any way? Nodd on, of course you can! At the start of the Capstone Project, the
members of this group have decided that a machine that would perform this would be
extremely helpful and beneficial. Of course, the final structure will be safe and accessible for
anybody over the age of 12 to use. The toilet paper cutter machine will save time and energy.
Instead of users spending excessive time on tearing each piece of toilet-paper, they can
confidently depend on the machine itself. In addition to the fact that this task is always the least
wanted by the members of the house for it’s tedious status, the machine will take no longer
than a minute’s time. This improvement will reduce the task-time by 19 minutes! The structure
will be 22in high x 8in long x 14in wide machine that will be stored away and used before
Sabbath to cut enough toilet paper that will last throughout the set Sabbath time. Group
members are always researching crucial information that will greater enhance the project
model.

FogFighter
Mesorah High School for Girls
Rachel Dykman Laya Udman Jordie Gelsky
The relaxing steam still envelopes you as you carefully exit the shower. You are greeted by bad
news: A Foggy Mirror. How can you change? How can you brush your teeth? In 2018, humans
have become dependent on being able to access their reflection through a mirror. What are
you going to do? That unfaithful switch that your mother told you to turn on before going into
the shower has once again malfunctioned, despite the loud humming sound eminating from
it’s vent.
Fear no more! With the Fog Fighter, you can instantly solve this problem with one, quick swipe.
Simply press the button, and watch in sheer awe and admiration as the Fog Fighter neatly
removes the fog so you can now analyze your pimples through a clean, pristine mirror. Your old
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raggedy towel simply won't do the job. Our FogFighter is the best choice, because we have
carefully selected wipers that are designed to perform a streak-free clean. Using a ServoMotor
and a Pushbutton, the FogFighter will take care of your foggy mirror with the press of a button.
It’s fast, simple and oh so useful!

The Senior Seat
Northwest Yeshiva High School
Emilio Gandolffi-Levine Binyamin Katzman Avi Kintzer
Do you ever worry about the struggles your elderly loved ones face while sitting down in their
chair? Have you ever worried that one day the chair will fall back as they sit, and your loved
ones will be injured? If so, the Senior Seat is the perfect chair for you! With advanced
engineering and a comfortable chair design, your elderly loved one will never have to worry
about an action as simple as sitting in their chair again.
Falls are responsible for 70% of accidental deaths in persons 75 years of age and older.
This is in large part due to the weakening of bone mass as people age. Evidence suggests that
bones start to lose size and strength as early as the 4th decade of someone's life. Bone loss, in
combination with the weakening of muscle tissue, make everyday activities challenging for
seniors.
The Senior Seat aims to address the dangers of muscle loss by making it safer for elderly
people to sit down and get up. The Senior Seat is created in two sections; the base and the
actual seat. A button controlled coil, connected to a stepper motor at the base, will move the
seat up to the person's behind and back down. Unlike other motor controlled recliners that
remain stationary, the senior seat can be moved around from place to place like a regular chair.
Time permitting, we will add in advanced features such as a tilting seat that makes sitting
even easier, and distance sensors that will sense what side of the seat the person is standing
and will spin around so that the seat is easily accessible. All of the motors and sensors will be
activated via an Arduino.
Hopefully the Senior Chair will accomplish the goal of helping elderly people sit down they are
still in their teens!

The HAPPY BOX
Northwest Yeshiva High School
Shimon Gamel Sam Holland
Ever have those days when you are just feeling down? Need some words of encouragement to
help you stay on track? Studies show that people who tend to be in a better mood also tend
to more productive at work and in their everyday lives. Our Happy Box is just the device you
need to brighten your mood to help you get through your day and work to your full potential!
The Happy Box can light up your mood with just a click of a button. With one click, the
box will randomly generate a quote from a category of your choice. The quote will be displayed
on a colorfully backlit LCD display. Though we have preprogrammed the box with quotes in the
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categories of sports, motivation, and happiness, we can easily customize the box with
categories of your choosing. Time permitting, the Happy Box will include an automatic mode
that will use distance sensors that will cause the box to randomly generate a quote as you
approach it. We will also include a piezo speaker to play a happy tune!
We hope the Happy Box will help people feel good about themselves and give them a
good boost of morale. We hope that this can make everyone's day feel a little bit better so they
can work better and feel happier!

Going Laces
Northwest Yeshiva High School
Nina Greisman Shoshana Behar
In the United States, 23% of adults struggle with arthritis and a rapid 80% struggle with lower
back pain making it an extremely aggravating to bend down. Doesn't this seem like a major
issue occurring? We shouldn't just sit back and watch other people struggle! We should help in
their time of need!
Many people with chronic back and joint pain struggle with everyday tasks such as
putting on their sneakers and tightening their laces. Though there are slip on shoes, often time
these shoes are not good for exercise and stability, which is what people in pain need to
improve their condition, not to mention the fact that these shoes are usually less stylish. Going
Laces aims to solve this challenge by allowing people with chronic pain to wear supportive,
stable and performance enhancing sneakers without the challenge of putting them on. Going
Laces are performance sneakers with laces that tighten with the click of a button. The device
will include a wireless button that, when held down, will tighten the shoelaces to a tightness
level that feels comfortable and supportive to the user. The button will work using an RF
transceiver and can be put on an article of clothing, bracelet, or necklace etc. Time permitting,
we will continue to better the device by adding additional features such as a more advanced
shoe horn to help put on the shoe with ease.
By constructing this shoe, we hope to help people with chronic pain to overcome some
of the obstacles they struggle with daily. Even though it is just tying a shoe every morning, it
can still make a huge impact and difference in their lives.

SUPER DUNKS
Northwest Yeshiva High School
Marty Estrin Oliver Haas Daniel Glick
Our device, "Super Dunks" is a revolutionary new innovation that has the potential to improve
the day-to-day lives of countless people around the world. Millions suffer from foot pain, as
putting strain on your feet is a chronic and serious condition. Whether you are a professional
athlete who is on their feet every day, or the average person who performs an average amount
of exercise, anyone can be severely affected by foot pain. This strain on your feet can make it
difficult to commute and go through your everyday life. Our device, however, provides a
solution to this. With "Super Dunks" you can track and monitor the strain that you put on your
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feet. More specifically, through monitoring the force and pressure put on your feet, you can
improve your condition, and ultimately, dramatically improve your circumstances. Our device
is important because it provides remedy to the chronic, widespread condition of foot pain that
millions suffer from.
Our goal is to incorporate force and pressure sensors, along with an Arduino, into a
miniaturized device that can be placed inside a shoe, as well as putting an LCD display on one's
wristband. The LCD display will work with a transceiver to monitor the readings from the
sensors. The data is plotted on a monitor for data visualization purposes and is averaged to
determine if the user is in a "green zone," "yellow zone," or "red zone" in regards to the amount
of force and pressure put on their feet.
We conclude that after our careful, hardworking design, our device, "Super Dunks" is a
revolutionary new device that is important to society, in that it provides a new, radical solution
to the chronic, widespread issue of foot pain.

Robo-Inejctor
Posnack
Bryan Etzine Bryan Etzine

Approximately 10% of people suffer from trypanophobia; a fear of needles and injections. My
product, the Robo-Injector, alleviates anxiety associated with injections by using a concealed
syringe depressed by a linear actuator to inject the user quickly and effectively at the push of a
button.
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The Robo-Injector utilizes the Arduino board as a micro-controller and a relay module to switch
the flow of electricity. This gives linear actuator forward and reverse motion capabilities.

The WonderCup
Posnack
Simi Schreiber Aaron Davis Julia Codron
Cake? Yum. Washing dishes? No thank you. Instead of using (and subsequently cleaning)
tablespoons, imperial measuring cups, and measuring cups which use the metric system, just
use the WonderCup. The WonderCup replaces all other cooking measuring tools by digitizing
measuring. This cup can measure all liquids in most units; from tablespoons to cups to
milliliters, the WonderCup can measure it all. Moreover, having an digital cup would help
eliminate a margin of error for misreading the measurements for the liquids. First, the user
inputs which unit they would like to measure in. Then, the WonderCup uses a liquid level sensor
to sense how much water is in the cup, and will display that reading on an LCD screen. In
addition, the electrical parts can be removed from the cup for washing purposes. The
WonderCup is also environmentally friendly because it makes it so there are fewer dishes to
wash, and therefore less water and soap wasted washing all those dishes. This product saves
water, time, and money. Plus, it makes cooking easier!
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Punch Force Glove
Posnack
Jordan Eichenholz Emil Esrubilsky Ethan Klein
Currently in boxing there are no safety rules with regard to concussions and no way to know
how hard a boxer is hit in the head each time. Every boxer suffers incredible amounts of blows
to the head and that can lead to serious mental problems. By finding out the strength of hits, a
doctor can see if a hit likely caused a concussion and if the boxer should be taken out of the
fight for safety reasons. Also, there is a large need for an accurate and reliable training glove
that reports punch strength. Training is an enormous industry, and in boxing there are few
devices so it is a market that can be quickly taken over. The Punch Force Glove solves both of
those problems by creating a smart boxing glove that will wirelessly transmit punch force values
to the user’s computer. We developed code that allows the transmitters to work up to 100
yards away from each other and send a signal to the receiver's serial monitor every time a
punch is detected. The receiver is an Arduino Mega attached to a computer. The transmitter is
an Arduino Nano with a radio transmitter that sends outputs generated by the two load
sensor’s inside the glove.

Automated Attendance Systems
Posnack
Ari Modlin Max Swickle
Our project, Automated Attendance Systems, is an Arduino powered attendance system. The
project uses an RFID reader to read students’ ID’s and transfer the information on their cards
onto a controlled platform (desktop computer) where it lists the student’s name, grade, and
the time they entered class with a notification saying if said student is either on time or tardy.
Following the card
being scanned, a light
(green if on time and
red if tardy) lights up
and a sound will be
played in order to let
students know their
card was properly
scanned. Our hope
with this project is to
eliminate the need for
teachers to waste
class time taking
attendance,
and
maximize productivity
time in the classroom.
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P. P. A. (Professional Pointing Apparatus)
Posnack
Andrew Davis Abigail Steiner Daniel Gould
The P.P.A (Professional pointing apparatus) is a modified glove that serves as a form of a laser
pointer that allows you to keep one of your hands free in the meantime. By using a flex sensor
attached to the gloves pinky which is then wired to an Arduino Pro Mini it allows the user to
turn on the laser with ease. This product caters to people who require an effective way to point
to things while also keeping their hands free such as: presenters, blue collar workers, teachers
and officer workers.

EPD
Posnack
Joseph Rhein Jason Firestein
Seven out of every ten Americans are on at least one prescription drug. Forgetting to take a
prescribed drug is a very common problem. We at RheinofireTM, came up with the idea to
make an electronic pill dispenser. Our pill dispenser is extremely unique and it does so many
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things that other pill dispensers are not capable of. We have a power button on the device
which turns the device on and off. There are two ways that you can use our product and they
are both very useful. First, you can set a timer for the time that you would like to take your pills,
and at the time that you set the timer to go off, it will remind you that you have to take your
pills. The second way that you can use it is to just go and push a button at the time of your
choice and a pill will be pushed out of the dispenser. This product is primarily meant to be used
in homes because usually people take their medicine in their house. If there is someone who
takes their medicine elsewhere, than they can put it in that place. Many elderly people forget
things, so Joseph and Jason came up with this amazing idea to help people who forget to take
their pills. This pill dispenser is targeting mainly elderly people, but it is good for anyone that
takes pills. RheinofireTM thought of this idea because one of the members in our group would
take pills and some days he would forget to take the pill or forget if he took the pill that day.
So, because he kept on forgetting, we came up with this idea which would help him and so
many other people around the world.

AlarmMe
Prospect Park
Faigy Kaitz Rachel Mor Chavi Barth
According to the National Sleep Foundation’s “sleep in America” poll, a staggering eleven
million drivers admitted they have had an accident or near accident due to dozing off while
driving. With AlarmMe, we are able to prevent these types of accidents by alarming the person
before he falls asleep. AlarmMe uses several sensors to discern any drowsiness. It uses an eye
movement sensor to detect if the eyes are drooping, a heart rate sensor to recognize if your
heart rate is slowing, and a head movement sensor to identify whether your head is tilting due
to drowsiness. Once alerted, AlarmMe will attempt to wake you up by vibrating your seat,
setting off an alarm, and notifying someone of your drowsiness in order to receive assistance.
AlarmMe can prevent the egregious amount of car accidents that occur by simply recognizing
and alarming you of your drowsiness.

appy feet
Prospect Park
Chana Gross Tehilla Leventhal Miriam Kraus
As someone with experience of waking up with cold feet, a heated slipper is something I would
enjoy immensely. Rather than experiencing the discomfort of cold feet on a cold morning, with
this invention one's feet can remain warm. These slippers aren’t an inconvenience or hard to
deal with, they work automatically. They are equipped with a pressure sensor which
determines whether or not they are currently in use. If they are in use, a temperature sensor
will monitor whether the wearer's feet are hot or cold and turn on the heating pads when
necessary. Also, a light sensor will determine if the room is dark and turn on the LEDs to light
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up the path so the wearer does not trip on unseen objects. This invention isn’t limited to
someone of a specific age. It can help anyone!

ASHER Detect
Prospect Park
Gila Rosenzweig Chana Fradel Bohensky
Collapsed buildings or structures caused by natural or man made disasters create dangerous
scenes which are difficult to navigate. Victims may be trapped inside air pockets, under layers
of unstable rubble, where they can not be seen or heard. Searching for them under these
conditions may require risking the lives of the first responders. Our system is designed to help
minimize this risk, and will be used in conjunction with the ASHER FLY. We utilize multiple
sensors to detect signs of life beneath the rubble. Microwave sensors are used to detect
motion as minute as shallow breathing through thick layers of concrete, and audio sensors to
detect victims crying out for help. This way the the first responders are only sent in once we
have confirmed that there is somebody trapped at that location. When signs of life are
detected, the system records the coordinates of the location using the GPS, and takes
photographs of the area to help the first responders map out the scene. It also sends the
information via bluetooth to the first response team. Although NASA already has a similar
product, FINDER, it costs thousands of dollars and is therefore only useful for large scale
disasters. Our goal is to provide an affordable options which can be used to save even more
lives in even more locations.

ASHER Fly
Prospect Park
Ayala Rosenzweig Dina Schwartz Devora Hubner
Due to the many casualties caused by recent natural disasters-- such as hurricanes Harvey,
Irma, and Maria and the major earthquake in Mexico in September-- we felt it was necessary
to create something that could find people who are trapped in the ruins as quickly as possible
in order to maximize their chances of survival. The ASHER Fly is a drone that uses a global
positioning system to self-navigate. It is meant to be used after natural disasters, combined
with ASHER Detect, to detect signs of life in the ruins. The IR distance sensor ensures that the
drone remains at a constant distance from the rubble maximizing the use of all the attached
sensors from ASHER Detect. It is never too far from the wreckage to render it useless, and it
never comes in contact with the wreckage, which may be unstable and at risk of collapsing. The
operator will set parameters which the drone will use in conjunction with its global positioning
system to self navigate and attempt to detect signs of life in an area too unstable for rescuers
to explore. The base will be contacted with the drone's GPS coordinates as soon as it
determines that there is life at the site. The coordinates, combined with the pictures taken by
the camera, will allow rescue teams to send out specialized people and the correct equipment
to deal with the situation and not waste anyone’s time.
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The Hypo-Coat
Prospect Park
michal Merav Temi Barth Rina Gohari
Hypothermia is a condition that occurs when your body loses heat faster than it can produce
heat. In humans, this leads to dangerously low body temperature. Hypothermia affects
thousands of people worldwide, with an average yearly death count of 1,301 people per year.
This situation is often caused by exposure to cold weather or immersion in cold water. These
extreme conditions can lead to complete failure of your heart, respiratory system and
eventually death.
Our invention, the Hypo-Coat, can detect hypothermia at an early stage. When the hypo-coat
detects a body temperature below 95 degrees, it will alert emergency services. The coat comes
with a GPS, that will send the coordinates of the persons location to the rescue team. The coat
will also start to generate heat, slowing the hypothermias progression.
The technology we have used to prevent hypothermia involves three components. First, we are
using a LilyPad temperature sensor to detect when the persons body temperature starts
decreasing. Second, the GPS will alert the rescue team of the location of the person
experiencing hypothermia via Bluetooth. The third part includes the insertion of heating pads
inside the coat which gradually generates heat, warming the person and preventing
hypothermia from getting worse. In conclusion, the hypo-coat could help skiers and people
who live in very cold climates prevent hypothermia and save hundreds of lives each year.

HEARING IMPAIRED PORTABLE ALARM DETECTOR (HI-PAD)
Prospect Park
Chavie Levoritz Rebecca Schecter Rochelle Sodden
In case of fires, there are devices such as smoke detectors and fire alarms that emit a loud, shrill
sound meant to catch the attention of anyone in the vicinity. For the hearing impaired who are
not alerted by the ringing of fire alarms, many commercial buildings and some private homes
have fire alarms equipped with strobe lights. But what about the buildings and homes that
don't have strobe lights, making them potentially unsafe for the hearing impaired who go about
independently? The ‘Hearing Impaired – Portable Alarm Detector’, or HI-PAD, is a device that
can help in such situations. The HI-PAD, employing a microphone, is coded to detect the decibel
and frequency (or pitch) of the sound in the hearing impaired's surroundings; if the specific
sound definition of a fire alarm is sensed, a buzzer issues a sequence of vibrations and an LED
flashes catching the user’s attention whether or not the device is being worn. The HI-PAD can
also be expanded to sense a variety of additional life-saving alarms, including carbon monoxide
alarms, bomb raid sirens, and even the sirens of emergency vehicles, each with their own
sequence of vibrations.
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Lifeuard goggles
Prospect Park
Atara Moskowitz Zahava Gelbstein
Lifeguard goggles will revolutionize the life guarding industry. When a lifeguard is assigned to
supervise a pool, it can often prove difficult, even impossible to monitor every swimmer
effectively at the same time. Lifeguard goggles make it possible for a lifeguard to supervise all
of the swimmers in the pool simultaneously. Each swimmer wears a pair of Lifeguard goggles
with a unique identification number. The goggles use a timer and water depth sensor to track
how long each swimmers' head has been immersed underwater. When a person's head has
been underwater for longer than a minute, which is the average time that a person can hold
their breath underwater, the goggles light up and transmit an alert to the lifeguard's phone via
blue tooth letting him know who is in distress and where they are located within the pool. This
succeeds in catching the life attention so that the lifeguard can take appropriate action.

Good Night Pod
Prospect Park
Adina Goldberg Devora Baker Tehila Willner
Many people suffer from insomnia . This affects their quality of life. Many people lie awake,
tossing and turning, not knowing that their phone or bedside lamp is the culprit. Exposure to
blue light suppresses the production of sleep hormone and stimulates alertness. This, along
with other factors, causes an inability to fall asleep. The good night pod reduces blue light and
prepares the room for sleep with its many functions. Relaxing music and soothing scents flow
from the pod, which has a built in speaker and diffuser. The pod's lamp slowly turns from blue
to orange, eliminating the pesky blue light. The bedtime and music settings for the good night
pod can be customized and the pod is controlled via the blynk app on the users phone.
Hopefully, the good night pod will help lull the user into a restful sleep, readying them for the
day that lies ahead.

Haslet
Prospect Park
Rachelli Itzkovitz Lily Mirkin Yael Davidowitz

Fuzzy Buzzys
Reenas Bais Yaakov
Tovi Leiter Orli Einzig Rivka Bella Rabaev
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According to the American Psychological Association, more than 75% of all physician office
visits are for stress-related illnesses and complaints. A recent study by NBC News found that
approximately 31% of children reported that their stress level increased in the past year. As the
years go by, stress only increases. The goal of our project was to design bracelets using bilateral
stimulation technology to decrease stress levels. The device consists of two bracelets; inside
each, lying along the pulse, is a vibrator. In addition, the right hand bracelet contains a pulse
sensor that recognizes when the pulse rises above 100 beats per minute. When this happens,
the Arduino alternates turning on the right and left vibrators for a period of three seconds each.
This will continue until the pulse recedes below 100 beats per minute. The alternating
vibrations, otherwise known as bilateral stimulation, are a proven method of decreasing stress.
Children from any financial background will be able to purchase the low-cost, yet adorable,
Fuzzy Buzzys, enabling them to take their minds off of their stress and thereby become
productive members of society.

The 5-Sec Detect
Reenas Bais Yaakov
Esther Shira Eidelman Malky Kraus Tzippy Krauss Esti Sauer
According to the Center for Disease Control, up to 12 million school-aged children in the United
States contract head lice every year. Most infestations start from just one child spreading it to
another child until an epidemic occurs. The goal of our project is to create a quick and userfriendly way to check for lice at home and in schools as an alternative to the tedious and timeconsuming manual checking. To achieve this, we created a model of an infested human head
using infrared LEDs and a wig form. The heat from the LEDs represent the additional warmth
emitted by the lice. We used an infrared sensor in a handheld wand to sense the heat emitted
by the LEDs. If heat is sensed from the LEDs, Arduino will activate a buzzer, alerting the user to
the presence of head lice. With our inexpensive and innovative device, checking for lice will no
longer be a dreaded task. Additionally, this device could be used to prevent future outbreaks
of lice by sensing their presence before they can spread.

Stage Left
Reenas Bais Yaakov
Sara Hersh Sara Twersky Chana Werblowsky
In NYC alone, fire deaths skyrocketed in 2017 to 73 people — as three massive blazes alone
killed 21, including several children, according to the FDNY. The 2017 figure is a 52% increase
over the record low of 48 people who died in fires in 2016. The objective of this device is to
provide a safe escape from a window in case of fire or other danger. In case of a fire, our project
detects the sound of a smoke detector, and using a servo motor, releases a ladder from a corner
box located right outside the window. We built a model of our idea on a smaller scale using a
shoe box, a buzzer, a push button, a sound detector, an Arduino, a servo motor, and a small
rope ladder contained inside a box. When pressed, the buzzer emits a noise like that of a smoke
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detector. As a result, the sound detector sends voltage to the Arduino. The Arduino receives
the message and causes the servo motor to turn 90 degrees. The bottom flap of the box
containing the ladder then flips open, releasing the ladder. As an alternative, a button located
near the window can activate the ladder in case of an emergency other than fire. The ladder
offers an easy escape from dangerous situations and adds an extra element of safety to one’s
home.

Fish Tank with Advanced Temperature and pH Sensors
Reenas Bais Yaakov
Avigail Pavel Miriam Rotberg Elisheva Emmer Evie Kowalsky
The typical fish tank owner must constantly check his tank’s pH and temperature, which is a
time-consuming and complicated chore. Our project is a fish tank that alerts the owner when
the pH or temperature levels don’t meet the ideal living conditions for the fish. A pH sensor
and temperature sensor were used to constantly monitor the conditions in a one and a half
gallon fish tank. Each sensor was connected to a green LED and a red LED. The green LEDs
remained on if the conditions in the tank were ideal. If, however, either of the sensors detected
that the water conditions were not ideal, for example the pH level was too high, a message was
sent to Arduino, and the corresponding red LED was turned on. Using our innovative
technology, the owner can relax, knowing that he only needs to check his tank levels when he
is alerted. Our project not only alleviates the stress of owning fish, it also ensures a cleaner
environment for the fish, and ultimately a decrease in the incidence of fish death.

Munchin Detector
Rochelle Zell
Lucy Braverman Joey Zilber
Have you ever been a victim to food stealing? Tired of putting your food in the fridge and
stressing over if it will be there when you come back or not? Trying to catch your office or home
food thief? If you answered yes to any of those questions, then we have the perfect product
for you! Our invention is called the Munchin Detector®. This revolutionary invention protects
your innocent food from being consumed by unauthorized munchers. Need protecting at
home? Covered. At work? Covered. The halls of school? Covered. The Munchin Detector® is a
brilliantly engineered IR Infrared Obstacle Avoidance Sensor connected to a transmitter that
gives you a notification when your food is at harm or under threat. The Munchin Detector® is
placed behind the food item that needs protection and at the slightest movement detected by
the sensor, you will be notified in seconds! The IOAS sensor will connect to an alert system to
add wireless capability to our Arduino project. When the device senses movement, the sensor
will send a signal using a wireless transceiver to the food’s owner. The owner will receive a text
notifying them that their food is in danger. A buzzer will also activate when it detects
movement, sounding a pre-recorded .wav file from a micro-SD card. The thief will hear a
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recording of the owner’s choice. Now everyone’s hard earned, delicious food will never be
tampered with or stolen again!

Pug Lovers Bowl
Rochelle Zell
Bea Treister Taylor Fingerhut Maya Lifchitz
Pug dogs are a brachycephalic breed, i.e. shorter of nose and flatter of face than most dogs.
This breed generates a couple problems that a pug and their owner will have to deal with.Pugs
must breathe heavier and a bit faster than other long-snouted breeds. Even the smallest
amount of physical energy can make pugs pant and short of breath. Due to the pugs’ short
noses and flat faces, they also cannot pant as much as needed to stay healthy and hydrated.
Pugs need cool water to quench their thirst and bring down their body temperature after it has
risen from all their panting. Pug Lovers Bowl will solve the issue of not knowing when your pug’s
water is too warm. Another issue is owners believe they are taking great care of their pugs,
when in reality the water is undrinkable for the dog. This invention aims to help pug lovers who
are concerned about giving their pug undrinkable water. This product would best be advertised
on various Facebook groups around the
world. Pug Lovers Bowl intends to keep
pugs healthy by making sure that the water
owners give to their pugs are at the right
temperature.
Our code, using the Arduino temperature
sensor, will work as follows:
•
Detects when the temperature is
too high.
•
Light will blink
temperature hits 91º F.

when

the

•
If the sensor is not restarted after
120 seconds, an alarm will go off to alert the
owner.
•
Once the sensor is taken out of the
bowl to be reset, the alarm will stop.
The pug lovers bowl can be marketed to
specialty
retailers
such
as
thepuglifestore.com, petpugdog.com, and
myfirstpug.com.
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Drink Responsibly
Rochelle Zell
Dena Romanoff William Perlman Claire Weingarten
Today, alcohol accounts for more than half of the deaths for 18-24 years olds. Irresponsible
drinking can put many lives in danger, and yet it still happens incredibly often. This is why with
our invention we aim to make responsible drinking accessible to everyone. Through our
invention, we can prevent many excessive alcohol use and binge-drinking, and subsequently
save many lives. Our target audience with this invention is people of all ages who
wish to start drinking more minimal amounts, but are still developing the self-control or
discipline to do so. This invention can help regulate drinking habits for all types of people.
The redesigned “Drink Responsibly” module would be designed as a case that reaches halfway
to the top of the bottle or glass. The case would be attached to a PIR motion sensor that will
buzz if someone is attempting to reach the bottle at a time not permitted. There will be a timer
encoded with a specific amount of time, e.g. an hour, and for that full hour you would not be
able to reach for the bottle without the PIR motion sensor making a noise. After you have lifted
the
drink out of the case for a maximum of six times, the timer will be encoded with a full twenty
four hours in which the sensor will buzz if you attempt to reach for the drink.

Walk-N-Text
Rochelle Zell
Sophie Kaufman Daphne Budin
Today, everyone is forced to balance their many responsibilities. The expectation of
communication is everywhere. To succeed in the workforce, manage children's schedules, and
maintain a healthy social life, one is expected to be constantly in touch. This is the invention
that will make juggling the many responsibilities of life much easier. With this device,
multitasking becomes less dangerous. One will be able to go on with one’s day to day routine,
while also answering important calls, sending out text messages, or anything that involves one’s
phone, all without running into anything and tripping over various objects all around the. To do
so, we are creating a device you attach to your phone with a built in distance sensor (the
Parallax Ping Ultrasonic Range Sensor) that detects how far away something in front of you is.
Once you reach a set distance, a little beeping sound goes off to alarm you that you are about
to run into something. We will use three sensors: the distance sensor (to measure how far away
an object in front of oneself is), a potentiometer (to adjust volume), and a buzzer (to produce
the actual sound). No more running into trees, tripping over rocks, bumping into people, or
having to compromise your precious time. This is the invention for the hardworking parents,
those who are constantly running late, the socially uncomfortable, the busy job holders, or even
those who can’t keep off of their phone. With the Walk n’ Text©, you can do it all.
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Rotating Shelves
RTMA - JEC
Moshe Adonolem Jacob Feit
Being stuck in a bed for any length of time can be especially difficult. With the recent flu
outbreak it became apparent that anything that could be done to lessen the amount of motion
a sick person needed to do was a beneficial endeavor. With this in mind, Rotating Shelves, are
now an option. With a simple motion of the hand, the shelves will move down closer to the
patient. This innovative system uses Arduino, sensors, and motors to make every hospital stay
more tolerable.

Solar Oven
RTMA - JEC
Shmuel Dershowitz Dani Hess Solomon Winters Avi Elk
For our Sci-Tech project, we are making a solar oven. This oven will capture sunlight inside it,
and reflect the sun’s rays to create heat. There will be a temperature sensor inside to sense the
heat, and if it gets too hot, it will turn on a small fan and open vents to let it some of the heat.
We are making this because it is a way for people in Africa to cook food, without having to pay
for gas and electricity.

Battle Bots
RTMA - JEC
Avi Cunningham Ethan Denker Akiva Luchins Levi Joseph
In an era of growing technology, it is important to raise our children in an environment of
coding, building, learning, and most importantly, fun. Many people grow up without knowing
how to code, because most schools don’t teach it. Even the schools that do teach these skills
teach them in a way that many children would not enjoy. This is where our project comes in.
Our project is a fun competition that teaches the basic coding and engineering, then tests those
skills in a fun environment that lets people learn and improve those skills. People can learn
coding, building, wiring, and how to use arduino. They create bots using those skills, then they
can test their bots and skills against their friends. The project would be very cost effective, and
it can even be made into a school event to teach more people and make the program cheaper
by dividing up the cost. The people who learn all this could take it further, and advance their
skills by modifying their bots or taking those skills to different areas of life, further improving
the world. Our project takes a bot, a platform, and a set of rules to make a competition. People
learn engineering skills and use the skills to build their bots. These skills will lead children toward
brighter futures and an interest in engineering careers. In summary, our project combines many
aspects of a fun, engineering environment to encourage kids to give the world a better, brighter
future.
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Imagination
RTMA - JEC
Noam Preil Jesse Lerner Binyamin Muchnick
In order to drive interest in STEM and encourage creative applications of technology, we
developed IMAGINATION. This image generating device allows the user to upload an image to
be drawn by machine. Currently in the engineering stairwell of the JEC the prototype is
functioning. Students walk by the device and their imagination is sparked by this novel
technological device which infuses the building with art.
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SAFE
RTMA - JEC
Dov Weitz Netanel Schmutter Noah Pascher Dovid Pascher
One of the biggest problems that hasn't fully been solved yet in the field of Autism is elopement.
Elopement, is when kids with Autism are leaving their houses ,completely wondering off, and
putting themselves in danger. S.A.F.E. uses an RFID sensor to sense at risk children leaving or
entering the house. When the RFID sensor senses the tag, an alarm sounds. We will attach an
RFID tag to a bracelet worn on the at risk kid's wrist. The RFID sensor will be in the doorknob.
Therefore, whenever the kid tries to leave the house, the alarm will sound. This will reduce the
risk of putting themselves in danger. There have been thousands of unfortunate instances
where kids with Autism leave their houses and get lost, also putting them in danger of getting
hit by oncoming cars. We at S.A.F.E. will prevent such occurrences from happening. We plan on
adding a text message alert feature in the future. The text message alert feature will alert the
parent via text message whenever the at risk kid leaves the house. The alarm combined with
the text message will hopefully allow the parents to reach the kid in time and prevent any
accident from happening.

Smart Desk
RTMA - JEC
Chaim Landa Judah Chesir Bentiz Shuster Hanania Kraemer
Our group is making a Smart Desk. This desk will be used in hospitals as a tray for anyone who
is in the hospital and is lying in bed, with difficulties moving his or her body. The desk will go
beside the bed parallel to the bed. The person in the bed is only able to reach to a single corner
of the tray. The “smart” aspect of the desk will have conveyor belts which will move plates with
items of the proper size, like foods or drinks, from the other places on the desk to the one
corner the person can reach to. To make the conveyors rotate, all one needs to do is press a
button.
To do this, we need a board with the dimensions of 24”x15.” Using a saw and blade, we
engrave the proper track needed for the conveyor belts. The three plates will be connected to
the conveyors using a clicking mechanism. There will be a spring-loaded stub which the plates
will easily be able to be connected and disconnected with ease. The reason this is being done
is so that one can take the plates off the desk so they can be washed. Motors will be the source
of movement for the conveyors.
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Portable Computer
RTMA - JEC
Yitz Taragin Barney Barnett Ben Lopukhin
Our project, the Portable Computer, is a mini computer that consists of a 480 x 320-pixel
touchscreen, included is a stylus to use. The computer also has a mini USB wireless mouse and
a mini Bluetooth computer to use with the screen. The computer is run on Lenox. Our group
worked together with the code and the structure of the project. Specifically, Barney mainly
helped with the board and building the case around the computer. Ben focused on the board
and helping with the code. Yitz worked on the board, the case and the code. The point of our
project is to be able to bring less than $100 computer to third world countries, so they can be
able to do everything first world parties can.
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The Benny Tracker
RTMA - JEC
Avi Muskowitz Asher Lieberman Arie Lazarus
The Benny Tracker is very useful and helpful because it is very small and it fits right into the
hamster ball. The Benny Tracker also relieves you of pain, aggravation and headaches trying to
find your hamster ball. When ever you lose your hamster ball, you simply press a button and it
will make a loud noise. This method of tracking saves you a lot of time and less worrying about
where your hamster ball is.

Laser Bed Grid Alarm
RTMA - JEC
Yisrael Sebbag Yonah Weinrib
The LGBA (Laser Grid Bed Alarm) aka Medical Bed Alarm 2.0 is an improved upon version of the
current generation of bed alarms. The ones currently in use at hospitals and is a weight based
system that is easily fooled and needs to be individually tailored to each patient. This one uses
a system of lasers and photoresistors to form a multi level system of alarm letting doctors
nurses and caregivers of all kind more specific information on what the patient is doing and
creating less alarm fatigue. Not only would it be more efficient than a wait based detection
system but it is modular as well, just a simple attachment to almost any bed or contract it and
put it on a chair and then expand it when the patient moves to a bed.

Smart Locker
RTMA - JEC
Avi Stern Matan Chananashvili Ephraim Ness
The Smart Locker is an innovative system that utilizes RFID to unlock school lockers. No longer
will students need to turn a combination lock with an armful of books. They can simply swipe
their student id for access. It also helps those students with dexterity issues. This system uses
Arduino, RFID, and a buzzer.

Helping Hand
RTMA - JEC
Aryeh Sheinson Benji Schanzer Binyamin Novick
This project is a sign language glove, and it is intended to give the deaf and mute a way to talk
to someone who doesn't understand sign language. This will broaden their communicative
abilities, since most of the population does not understand sign language. The way the glove
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functions is it translates the wearer’s hand motions into the corresponding words, letters, and
phrases, which then appear on a handheld screen. This project is helpful to society in many
ways. It will not only make everyday communication much easier for the deaf and mute, but
the sign language glove can be used as an interactive, learning and practicing tool. Another plus
of this glove is that it is very affordable, coming in at under $75. The glove and code can be
customized in the future, to add more sensors, specific phrases and motions, switched to the
left hand, change in the language, and so much more. With this glove that is useful, affordable,
practical, and that has the chance to improve by so much, it brings a hope to change the world
for the better, not just in the future, but right now in the present.

Tool Lock
RTMA - JEC
Zack Ovits Michael Chernak Ikey Amsel
This summer, our school is renovating the sci-tech wing, making now the perfect time to update
our security to make it easier for those in STEM to get in to the wing. Consequently, we are
integrating our current student ID with the sci-tech wing using RFID and the google sheets API.
First, an RFID scanner next to either the door for the wood shop or general sci-tech area scans
the student ID and checks for a match on the google sheet paired to our Raspberry Pi. Once it
finds a match, the pi checks the value of access associated with the ID, and if the value matches
the threshold needed, the door is unlocked.

Fingerprint Lock
RTMA - JEC
Benny Gluck Ethan Thurm Joshua Krause
We are building a fingerprint scanner that will allow you to open a lock for a door, or drawer,
or anything by using your finger. It is made up of an arduino nano, a fingerprint sensor module,
a 1.44 inch color TFT display, a small breadboard, some wires, and a powerbank. To build this
project, we have to buy these items with only a $75 budget and this fingerprint project fits that
description of a low budget.
We are making this because it will provide a safer and a much more secure security to
protect people's possessions. It's much more protective than a regular lock, because
everybody's finger is different while anyone can have a key. It will also be able to contain a
number of fingerprints, so it can be used for a classroom that only allows certain kids into the
room. We chose this because it seemed interesting to us, and we got the idea when our teacher
mentioned that she would like to have a way to only have her students be able to access the
sci-tech room. Once we build this, we will put it on the sci-tech rooms with the teachers
permission to allow access to the lab to only certain people.
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Shoe-ometer
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Leora Muskat Shira Ebbin Adira Muskat
Have you ever been told that you are not getting enough exercise and you need to walk more?
We are creating a new, easy, and fun way to count your steps! We are making shoes that will
count your steps while you walk. You can check how many steps you took by looking on the
app on your phone that will be connected via bluetooth to your cool new shoes! These shoes
will help people keep track of their health by setting goals and achieving them. They are a better
alternative to already existing pedometers because the counter is in your shoe therefore it are
more accurate. All it is, is an accelerometer connected to an Arduino. The bluetooth is an HM10 module controlled by the Blynk App. We can't wait to show you the shoes

The i-wash
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Lauren Stiefel Lauren Stiefel
Have you ever looked through glasses, only to find they are dirty? Well I have a solution for
you! The i wash system will clean your glasses in only minutes. You place the glasses in a holder
and a servo motor will rotate the glasses to several stations where the glasses will get cleaned.
First, the glasses will rotate 90 degrees, and will be sprayed with water from a spray pump.
Another 90 degree rotation, and the glasses will be sprayed with a soap solution. At an angle
of 270 degrees, a sponge will move back and forth wiping the glasses. When the servo rotates
the glasses the final 90 degrees, an air dryer will dry the remaining liquid off the glasses.
Throughout the entire process, there will be an LCD display to show what part of the
process the machine is in.
This device is meant to help people in their everyday lives who have dirty glasses and
want to clean them. This machine makes it easier for people to clean their glasses in a very
efficient way.

SE BookLight
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Emily Rahmanfar Sofia Goldschlag
Have you ever wanted to sit back right before you go to sleep and just read in your bed? All the
lights are off in your house and you do not want to open yours, but how will you be able to
read? The SE Book Light can solve this problem. To solve our problem of reading in the dark we
thought of a special book light that will shine light by sensing when it is dark around you and
extend an arm with a light that will shine above the page you are reading. The light and arm are
within a bookmark that you can leave in your book to make it even more convenient for you to
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start up with the page you left on. To make this book light we used a photoresistor, push button,
flex sensor, LED, Knob, servo motor, and a telescoping arm. The light will be the main focus and
we will use the telescoping arm to move the light into place. The flex sensor will be able to
sense when the telescoping arm is bent and the light will turn on. If your lights in the room turn
on then sense there are photoresistors, the light will turn off when it's light out in the room and
on when it’s dark.

Unirome
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Tiferet Weissman Savi Kessler
Having so many keys and remotes can be frustrating and confusing. But with a universal remote
that problem is solved. With just one tap you can turn on your TV, lights, and more. Using IR
technology, we made an app that sends a message to turn on the lights, any TV, and toys
connected through IR. This is the future, this is the Unirome!!!

Buzzie
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Nava Sturm Rachelle Winokur
How many times have you frantically searched the house, anxious to find your car keys? How
many times have you been desperate to try and find your wallet because you needed to be on
time to your bus? Well we’ve been working on a solution just right for you! We created an app
that can be used in conjunction with a special locator in order to find lost objects. Simply attach
the locator to an object, and the app can be used to activate the device, so should your object
go missing, you will be able to play a noise and find your lost object.
The app was written using the Android mode in Processing. The device functions using a
Bluetooth connection to an Arduino Nano. The Arduino and bluetooth module are placed inside
of a “popsocket” with extra adhesive attached to the bottom. The bluetooth and arduino are
connected through wires and will communicate with each other to make a buzzer sound when
activated by the app.

The Advanced Pet Feeder!
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Breanna Badalov Shira Kornblau
Imagine you have to go on a business trip. You have a cat or a dog and no pet-sitter! What
should you do? You should buy The Advanced Pet Feeder! It will solve all of your problems! This
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knick knack will sense the water and food levels in your bowl using a water sensor, an Ultrasonic
Motion Detector, and valves. It will dispense food and water accordingly.
Your pet will never go hungry! Go on your business trip!

lock-yer locker
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Leah Frankel Shira Schwartz
Lera rushes down the busy hallway with only two minutes to get to class. She forgot her
notebook in her locker. She knows that if she came without it, she would be in massive trouble.
She goes to her locker and, after around 3 minutes of trying, she gets it open. She ends up
getting yelled at for being late to class. At the end of that day, she decides to leave her locker
opened, since she does not want to run into the same problem again. She gets to her locker
and realizes that her notebook is gone!!!
All these events could have been avoided if she had a quick and easy way to open her locker
and keep her belongings safe. We are here to fix both Lera’s problems and the problem of
students worldwide. Introducing the lock-yer locker!! The concept is simple- with a manual
fingerprint scanner and a smartphone app, students never need to worry about their locker
issues again. Now their locker will be able to open and close in no time, with just the tap of a
finger! Stress will be relieved and students will be altogether happy! Now they will be able to
get from class to class faster and not have to worry about being late or someone stealing any
of their stuff again. Navigating high school will become simple and easy with “lock-yer locker”!

The Personal Lifeguard
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Ayelet Kornblau Leah Hersh
Often, when going to a beach or just to a swimming pool, we take for granted that we will have
a good time and rely on our swimming skills to keep us afloat. However, whether because of
an unexpectedly strong current or because a toddler wasn’t quite as steady a swimmer as they
seemed, every day around ten people drown in the U.S, adding up to over 3,500 a year
according to the CDC- 3,500 deaths that might have been avoided had they just worn a safer
swimsuit. Looking for a way to make a swimsuit know and be able to help someone in danger
of drowning, we realized that, by using a water sensor and timer to know how long one has
been underwater, we could trigger an inflator blow up a life vest that one could ignore unless
they have been underwater for an unsafe amount of time. Using the variables waterSensor,
elapsedTime, isSubmerged, and submergedTime in Arduino, we can create code so that, if our
water sensor has been underwater for a given amount of time, it would activate a DC motor to
pull a short string that would twist the lever of our inflator, which connects to a threaded CO2
cartridge that opens to inflate the life vest.
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pill dispenser
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Avigayil Prince Linoy Plashteav
Our project is a pill dispenser that tracks when you take your pills, so that you don’t forget if
you took your pills that day or are not sure how many you still have to take. When you press
the button a 360 servo motor rotates to dispense your pill, and when you take your pill after it
has been dispensed, it tracks that you took it that time of day. The button should work when it
is pressed depending on how many times a day you take your pill.
The background research we have done was to learn how to code a 360 servo metor, to see if
our project would be possible. We also looked into different dispensers to see if one that was
fit for our project already existed, that we could use, but we were not successful. We looked
into some cases, and found that it is very common for people to forget to take their pills. We
thought if we have a pill dispenser that tracks if you have taken your pill that day, it would
prevent people from forgetting to take it. At a certain time every day, and could be both night
and day, there will be an alarm that will remind you that you should take your pill.

VaccuBot
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Darby Plotsker Eliana Ellerton
Our project is an automated mini vacuum. Our motivation to make this was that we wanted to
be able to have a vacuum that would operate without someone having to move it. Even though
it is not cutting edge technology, it is something practical that everybody would find useful. The
vacuum will be able to move without guidance on its wheels when switched on by using an
ultrasonic distance sensor and stepper motor that will allow it to adapt to its surroundings.
These two pieces will allow it to thoroughly vacuum floors, tabletops, and desks without
banging into walls or falling off the table since the ultrasonic distance sensor will sense walls
and objects around it and see if there is a sudden drop in space in front of it. Similar inventions
to this already exist, but the one we’re creating is much simpler and can be created by almost
anyone, not just a big tech company.

Solar Charge
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Gabriella Friedman Estie Robinzon
Our project that we decided to make for the CIJE conference is called Solar Charge. It is a USB
adaptable charger that uses the sun as power instead of batteries. We used solar panels to
transfer the solar energy into electrical energy. Our device will allow a person to charge their
phone wherever there is light. Right now people use a lot of excess energy charging their
phones and we want to make a more environmentally friendly option.
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White it in a Swipe
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Sophia Koffsky Sophia Joseph
Our project will help teachers save time with an eraser that erases the border for them.
Currently teachers spend time in their class erasing the board or at the end of class they must
stay late to erase the board. This may cause them to be late to their next class. Our project is a
magnetic eraser in which all the user has to do is press a button to release a scissor lift that
moves the eraser across the board and back, which makes it erase the whiteboard. The eraser
has the ability to erase the whole board automatically. Then when it is done, it goes back to the
spot that it was in.

iSee
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Antonella Rachel Niyazov Ayelet Kahn
This invention will help blind people avoid bumping into things. With an ultrasonic distance
sensor attached to vibration monitor, the user will be able to detect whether he is too close to
an object. Our invention has had the ultrasonic distance sensor sense objects that are 12 inches
away to insure their safety. As they reach within a 12 inch proximity to an object, the vibration
monitor vibrates, alarming the person that he is too close to an object.

Safe Sense
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Rachel Aronov Shira Soleymani
This project is important because it helps ensure the safety of bicyclists when on the road. It
alerts them of any objects such as cars or persons that pose a threat to their safety. When an
object or person is too close for comfort it sounds a siren and flashes a light which will alert
them to move away. Although this is not a cutting-edge field currently on the rise it does have
the potential to cause a paradigm shift in the safety of cyclists field.
The problem we are investigating is how to prevent accidents among bicyclists. Every year
many cyclists die in bicycle accidents. With our invention, we hope to reduce the amount of
deaths related to bicycle accidents.
In order to set up the problem-solving process, we first brainstormed the parts we need in order
to build this. The first thing we need to do is build a sensor. This would sense objects, people
and other vehicles at a certain diameter. We would place these sensors all around the bike,
from all sides (approximately 4-5). This way, the bike can sense threats from all directions. In
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order for the bicyclists to know when something is in close proximity to them we installed a
neopixel ring in front of the bike (near the handles) that would light up towards the direction
of the object. Additionally, we attached a buzzer to buzz when the sensor picks something up.
The combination of the neopixel light and buzzer gives maximum assurance that the rider will
be notified when something/someone is close to it. The programming used for all of this is
Arduino.

Temp Gloves
Samuel Wang YUHSG
Chava Krymko Rachel Rose Ettie Berger
When it gets cold outside, we put on gloves because we don’t want our hands to get cold; it's
a natural thing to do. Sometimes though, our gloves can make us too warm or not heat up our
hands enough. Putting on and taking off gloves every five minutes has just become a tedious
part of braving intense temperatures for many people, but not for long, because we are
creating new self-heating gloves. These gloves sense your hands' temperature and output the
perfect amount of heat, until your body returns to its normal temperature. This makes sure you
never get too warm or too cold. These gloves could also benefit people who suffer from
Hyperthyroidism, Raynaud's disease, or circulatory issues that make their skin temperature
constantly rise and fall, especially through sudden temperature drops in their hands. These
gloves will regulate the temperature of these people’s hands and help their body temperature
remain at a normal level.
These gloves work by heating up when the average of 3 temperature sensors on your
fingers says that your body temperature is too low. Our gloves will be partially made of a
conductive textile attached to a circuit that will allow us to turn on and off the fabric heat
output. When your body temperature returns to a normal temperature, the glove will stop
outputting heat, making sure your hands don’t get too warm. The device is controlled by a
lilypad arduino in a controlled circuit programed with Arduino so that it outputs a current when
we want the textile to heat up, and doesn't output current when we do not want it to heat up.
Overall, our self-heating, body temperature adjusting glove will be helpful for all people who
find regular gloves futile.
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Heathiness Guru
Scheck Hillel
David Lechter Alex Wagenberg Joshua Schmutter
Many people around the world want to be healthier and live more active lifestyles. But, people
don't know where and how to start this progress. Therefore, our website provides the solution
to learn how to live a healthier lifestyle by implementing fitness, healthy eating, and tips and
suggestions for living a healthy life.
https://healthinessguru.wixsite.com/website

Hoverplay
Scheck Hillel
Yedida Bentolila Danit Weitzman
Our product is a drone able to follow the ball in a sports game, recording the actions each player
makes, with the ball as a target point. Then the coach would be able to replay the plays that
were recorded in the game, to the team, and go over any flaws with a new set of eyes. The
drone would be able to provide excellent footage from above of the players and the moves
they make during practice or scrimmages. On top of that, our company would rent out
employees to the schools, to control the drone. it's a simple process for our customers, the high
schools. All they have to do is call us and we take care of the rest.

Safe by JES (SafeStop and SafeCycle)
Scheck Hillel
Elliot Shiro Jaime Bursztyn Samuel Levy
Our project is called SafeStop. SafeStop is a revolutionary safety product that keeps stopping
sign controlled intersections safe; 700,000 accidents occurred at intersections like these
annually in the US. When one car pulls up, they activate a pressure sensor on the road, which
triggers a light on the stop sign to turn green after 3 seconds, letting the car know that it is safe
to proceed with caution. When multiple vehicles pull up, the lights on the stop signs turn red
and green based on the Florida Law. All in all, SafeStop prevents confusion, aggression, and
accidents at a stop sign crossroad.
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PINOC
Scheck Hillel
Joseph Rimon Aaron Fishkin
Pinoc is a highly compact and powerful computer that is easy to put together and use. The
computer is made out of a Raspberry Pi to get the most efficiency and power out of the smallest
size possible. The main purpose is to educate people in rural areas, that cannot obtain
computers by any other means.

Shift Personal Shopping Cart
Scheck Hillel
Tali Denise
Schlepping shopping bags from a supermarket cart into one’s trunk and then again taking these
bags out of the car takes a lot of time and energy that many don’t have. Disabled and elderly
people have it worse. Bending their backs, lifting heavy cartons of milk, or even facing the worst
possible outcome: breaking bags on a rainy day, leave these people with serious injuries. Having
a personal shopping cart that folds into itself and places itself onto one’s trunk, solves this
problem. Shift Personal Shopping
Cart, is a personal cart that
transitions into a box. As one rolls
his cart from the store and to his
car, the customer flips a switch
that makes the legs goes up or
down, according to the height of
one’s car. Then, with a push of a
button, the legs turn 90 degrees
onto the trunk. The user flips the
previous switch which compresses
the legs into itself and then creates
a box.
Not only is the end of one’s
supermarket journey a problem
for customers, but it is also a
problem for the company itself. A
company wastes a whole lot of
money on creating these shopping
carts, when that money could be
used for something else. Having a
personal shopping cart is the
solution to this traumatic problem.
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Bathosphere
SDJA
Gabriella Surpin Sophia Muroff
When you take a bath, is the temperature ever just right? Most of the time it's not. It's either
too hot or too cold. This product helps people find their perfect bath temperature. Overheating
a bathtub can also be bad for newborns; the Bathosphere can take care of that. The
Bathosphere will have a green light if the water is perfect, red if it's too hot, and blue if it's too
cold. This is so easy to use! Just turn it on and once it hits the water, the easy to see LED lights
will tell you if it’s too hot, too cold, or just right. It’s so simple to charge as well! Just place it on
the wireless stand just like an electric toothbrush. It’s so effortless, all you gotta do is pull it out
and plop it in.

Underglo
SDJA
Gabriela Wellman Hannah Moel
Imagine yourself about to call it a night… You get out of your bed and head towards the door
and turn off your lights. Suddenly you are overcome by a terrifying feeling, you are afraid and
so you resort to sprinting back to your bed like there is no tomorrow. The question of what we
should do in the moments between you turn of your light and you reach your bed is one that
needed solving, until we created our project. Our project is an LED strip that turns on in four
different colors (red, green, blue, and white). As soon as the lights are turned off, a photosensor
gathers information that the light is low and it turns on the LED strip. An LCD screen with
buttons allow you to choose the amount of time and color of the lights. This is unlike a normal
nightlight because it only lasts a few second, it does not stay on all night or as long as it is
plugged into a wall. Our hope is to have the colors and the time be controlled with only two
buttons and also to have the time range from 10 seconds to 10 minutes (and rise at 10 second
intervals per push of the button).

The Lockbox
SDJA
Annabelle Simble Veronica Warner
In a world where students are becoming increasingly busy, and their school workload is
increasing, it is important to work smarter and longer. There are only 24 hours in a day, and if
you are inefficient that may not be enough. Smartphones are one of the major causes of this
inefficiency; they distract you from your task and take your attention away from your
schoolwork. The Lockbox will address this problem by temporarily locking your phone or any
other object which might tempt you, in the box for a certain amount of time. By being rid of all
your distractions, your productivity and quality of work will increase tremendously so that you
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will have more time in your day. We are using a solenoid lock, fingerprint sensor and an LCD
screen with buttons controlled by an Arduino which we designed to plug into the wall. The
fingerprint sensor will be so that you can unlock the box at the end of the allotted time and the
LCD screen will be so that you can show how long you want to lock the box for. The range of
time can be anywhere from 10 seconds to 60 hours which allows for more flexibility. We were
challenged with the idea of how we can make students WANT to lock their phone in the box
(since most are addicted to them) and the way we solved this was by implementing an override.
Parents/guardians will add their own fingerprint to the box and if for any reason the phone is
needed while it is locked in the box, they can open it immediately with their fingerprint. If one
uses this box, not only will it help them become more motivated and focused, but it will also
improve their quality of work.

Auto-garden
SDJA
Josh Nachassi Jonathon Bielaz
Keeping in mind water conservation while trying to run an effective garden has always been
hard. Plants are constantly drowned in water or dehydrated because of the lack of
technological plant systems. Water conservation is a huge problem and task that the world has
taken on. Imagine a system that tells you how much water has been used to the exact
millimeter and stops the water when the soil is at the optimum moisture level. We have created
a self-watering garden system called autogarden that ensures safety for all plants and allows
you to be conscientious of the amount of water you are using. The algorithm is based on two
soil sensors but the system is expandable to incorporate as many soil sensors that your garden
is dependant on. When the sensors are wet, the solenoid stays shut. When the sensor get dry
it will allow for the solenoid to let water pour through. Attached to the solenoid is a water flow
sensor which calculates how much water is being used. You can keep this system running all
day and it will keep your plants healthy. The amount of water that is being used will be leaked
on an LCD screen. Allow Auto-garden help everyone in effectively saving water and keeping
gardens alive.

Automated Plant Water Alert
SDJA
Aleksis Livshits Gianni Mizrahi Sarah Simmonds
Nowadays, due to busy routine life, people forget to water their plants. Water is wasted not
knowing how much a plant actually needs. This project presents a completely autonomous way
to keep track of your plants watering needs using the moisture sensing module. This fully
automated watering alert system uses wireless communication (by WiFi) to communicate
between the sensing module and anyone set-up to receive alerts. This gardening device is
completely portable and is equipped with a soil moisture sensor, a MKR1000 microcontroller
and solar panel and LiPo batteries. Our project is different from others because most plant soil
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moisture detectors cannot communicate with you the status and watering situation of your
plant. The device will be able to connect with the user directly and users will now have the
peace of mind that their plants will be taken care of, and not by some noisy neighbor either.

Flame Alert
SDJA
Noah Katcher Micah Schoenwald
The problem with smoke detectors is that by the time they detect smoke, the house is already
on fire and the damage has already been done. Our product, Flame Alert, will eliminate this
problem because it can detect potential fires before they even start. Our solution is simple.
Place Flame Alert close to a candle and press the button. It will then use its fire sensor to
determine the flame’s intensity. When the flame gets too intense, an alarm will sound to warn
you of the potential danger. Flame Alert’s ergonomic design allows it to work with many
different size candles. In the end, we hope that Flame Alert will give users the comfort of
knowing that their house is safe from fires.

The Shower Save
SDJA
Benito Lombroso Isaac Rosen Sion Memun
The purpose of our project is, ultimately, to save water. In the next few years, major cities
around the globe will lose their water supply if the world continues to remain inefficient while
handling the water. Cape Town is expected to lose its water supply by the summer of 2018. An
act as small as reducing one’s length of showers can make a dramatic change. Taking short
showers is not appealing, however people know how serious the problem is. By using our
device, they do not allow themselves to commit a selfish act. The shower uses two solenoid
pumps that will be connected to the warm water pipes. These solenoid valves will also be
connected to a timer that will be displayed on a screen so that the person taking a shower can
see the timer. After 4 minutes of shower-time, the water will cool down by closing one of the
hot water valves. After 5 minute the second valve will close, this will make the water cold and
it will hopefully force the person to get out of the shower. Our goal is to conserve water; we
firmly believe that if the Government of the struggling country were to promote our product it
will make a big difference. We hope to achieve the ability to encourage people to take shorter
showers. Our product is going to be a prototype and is in a very developmental stage.
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The SafeChain
SDJA
Victoria Cohen Ella Diamond
The SafeChain is a device to stop kidnappers or other types of criminals from doing their jobs.
This project is used to make people feel safe when they leave their home. It is also for paranoid
parents who want to keep their children safe at all times. This allows the young adult or child
to notify parents at the click of the button. As soon as the victim feels endangered, they can
click the button, an alarm goes off, and it notifies their parents. We want to try to make it
portable keychain size, solar powered, with a light, a charging port for your phone, an alarm to
make an extremely loud noise, and a WiFi Bluetooth connection to your phone. It is powered
by a LiPo battery which can recharge with solar energy. We are using an MKR1000 Arduino for
the WiFi connection. It will be connected to a phone through a hotspot, and have its own
password which only you will be able to access. Through the phone, with the push of a button,
the Arduino will be able to send a text to the number of your choice. All of this hardware will
be inside of a hard plastic shell in the shape of a pocket-sized key chain. With the SafeChain,
you won’t have to take time to unlock anything, all you have to do is press a button and it will
contact your family members. Since this device will be powered by a solar panel, it will always
have battery, as long as it is outside. Hopefully, when kidnappers hear a loud alarm noise, they
will be scared to get caught and leave the victim alone. This device will contribute to society as
a whole because it will help people feel safe everywhere they go.

CritterControl
SDJA
Sharon Cohen Natalie Artenstein Moises Kanarek
Tired of all the critters eating your hard work? Tired of buying all these useless things to get rid
of critters that just never work? CritterControl is here to help. Our project is efficient,
convenient, and it will actually work! A small but attractive box is designed to include motion
sensors for those pesky critters, a speaker that sounds a high pitched tone and solar panels
making everything much easier! Have a problem with critters eating your plants at night while
you are sleeping? CritterControl, it’s easy, fast and very useful. Because there are multiple
components we tackled them one at a time, getting the motion sensors to work, then the solar
panels etc. Our goal is to take away your stress and get rid of those critters. Go CritterControl!

Whoosh Fan
Sha'arei Bina Torah Academy for Girls
Aliza Zeines Debbie Nash Paula Lopez
Anyone who showers and has a mirror in their bathroom will want to own our product!
Showers subsequently cause mirrors to fog up and we can't use our mirrors. We wanted to
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design a product to cause the mirror to dehumidify after a shower. We programmed an Arduino
function to control the fan so we can decide when we want the fan to be on and off. The fan is
attached to a slim tube that causes the air blown to circulate and blow upwards toward your
mirror. Using our product, the simple switch of a button will turn on the fan system and de-fog
your mirror.

Touch Tote
Sha'arei Bina Torah Academy for Girls
Chana Jaimovich Shira Suissa Batsheba Lancry Maayan Shaltiel
Living in the 21st century, crime rates are sadly increasing. With the chance of your bag being
stolen, a thief would be able to open a bag with a standard zipper easily and steal information
from your wallet and cell phone. As you can see, there is a need for change.
Our solution is to invent a purse that can be accessed with the power of your fingerprint. Even
though this solution does not prevent things from being stolen, it prevents a thief from
accessing private information.

LED PJS
Sha'arei Bina Torah Academy for Girls
Daniela Michaelov Rina Bezalely Racheli Breier
Our purpose for creating the LED pajamas was to help people avoid tripping in the dark or
straining their eyes by turning on the light. The LED pajamas light up the way while being worn.
We've coded an arduino board to link the light and the button to have an on and off reaction.
We sewed this light onto the pajamas and light away! We've tested our product with a
prototype and it works. We can't wait to share with everyone.

Bubble Beeper
Sha'arei Bina Torah Academy for Girls
Tamar Brody Esti Weinberger
People are wasting money by overflowing bathtubs and sinks, therefore causing their water
bills to skyrocket. Overflowing water not only affects finances, but also safety, as it can cause
slippery conditions in bathrooms and kitchens. For example, people tend to put up water to
boil and then get sidetracked by their busy lives. This can cause the pot of hot water to overflow
and not only make a slippery mess, but also possibly cause burns.
Our product, the Bubble Beeper, will solve all the aforementioned issues. Not only will it set off
an alarm when your water reaches too high, but also alert you on a personal, easily portable
device that you can carry with you anywhere. The Bubble Beeper senses when the water gets
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too high and a water sensor sends a code to a beeper which sounds an alarm. Once the device
is simply dried off it will cease to beep.

Precision Vision (Referee Edition)
Shalhevet
Samuel Rubin Samson Taxon Jordan Simon Michael Oelberger
Often times there is disagreement and conflict between those officiating a soccer game. What
one person viewed as being in-bounds, another often sees as out. With the Referee Edition of
Precision Vision, we are now able to put an end to all disagreements and have a clear answer
to all calls in question.
By using boundary markers, lasers, photo-resistors, and LEDS (with an optional auditory alarm),
all players, referees, and viewers will immediately know when a sideline or other boundary has
been crossed.
This technology can also be implemented as a baby monitor, pet surveillance, and for security
purposes.

ThermoGlove
Shalhevet
Michael Dahan Joseph Blumofe Yehuda Zadeh Max Wintner
Problem:
Very often there are people who take risks and do not know if something which they are about
to touch is hot or not. Carrying around an infrared thermometer can also be inconvenient for
some. For this problem we have developed a glove which has built-in heat sensors to give
instantaneous temperature readings within an article of clothing. In addition to the
temperature reading there will also be an auditory warning for dangerous temperatures.
The social benefit of this project is vast:
Police officers can use the glove during investigations, plumbers and other trade-workers can
use the glove for protection from injury, and many other implementations.

Automated Pill Dispenser
Shulamith of Brooklyn
Hadassah Yanofsky Shayna Kohanbash Mazel Sorscher
Have you ever been unsure if you have taken your pills? Never again! Are you the overworked
caretaker of somebody that needs their pills dispensed for them? Our new pill dispenser solves
all these problems. Our pill dispenser needs to be filled up merely once a week. To program the
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time pills need to be taken use the buttons when prompted by the LCD screen to select a time.
At the time you selected, the pills will be dispensed, cleanly and efficiently. Problem solved!

Plant Nurturer
Shulamith of Brooklyn
Emily Kohanbash Olga Khalifie Channa Rand
Have you ever gone on vacation and worried about your plants? We've developed the device
you needed, a self watering system that will water your plants as needed automatically.
Now you can go away, worry free , and enjoy your vacation. The device includes a soil Moisture
Sensor, water container, water pump, ultrasonic distance sensor, an Ardunio and source of
power. Our" proprietary" code will use input from the moisture sensor to determine if the plant
needs water. If it does the submersible pump will pump water until the soil moisture is restored
to the soil. For your safety an ultrasonic sensor will constantly monitor the water depth and
turn the pump off if the water level drops too low. The upgraded model will alert you via text
if the water level is too low and monitor light level and temperature.

The "Perfect" Plate
Shulamith of Brooklyn
Jenny Blas Annie Levy Melody Kohanbash
The “Perfect” Plate is a new and innovative device that can be used in everyday life. It is easily
accessible because it can be used by anyone and in any place. This plate is a scale that is used
to measure portion sizes in order to make one aware of how much he or she is eating. Not only
is it a useful tool to aid dieting, but it can also help those who suffer from anorexia, obesity, and
bulimia. This is a constructive tool, which can be used by parents to monitor their child’s eating
habits, and is the ideal way to prevent overeating or under eating. Thus, The “Perfect” Plate
can help you achieve and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

The Boltbox
Shulamith of Brooklyn
Evon Alkada Batya Goldberg
The Boltbox is a portable, tamper-proof locker in which can store anything valuable securely.
Perfect for jewelry, makeup or medications, this lightweight locker will remain locked unless it
recognizes the fingerprint of the owner or authorized user. Its adjustable shelf and softly lit
interior will make organization and retrieval of stored items simple and efficient. Updated
model scheduled for production in 2019, will have a Shabbat mode override.
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E-Z Dry
Shulamith of Long Island
Basya Vishnepolsky Gabriella Grossman
Do you ever feel that you spend too much time drying dishes? Isn't it annoying? Well we have
a solution for you. The E-Z Dry will dry your dishes for you. Just place them in and when the
dish rack detects water, the fan will turn on and have them dry in no time.

The Nelly
Shulamith of Long Island
Chaya Warren Sarah Antonelli
The Nelly Crib, is essential for every nursery. This crib does not require to be taken a part as the
child grows bigger. Typically, as the child gets bigger, the parents need to disassemble the crib.
This can take hours! How many people enjoy spending their Sundays building a crib? I don't
think that many people do. What make Nelly Cribs so unique, is that parents no longer are
spending their Sundays building cribs. Rather, parents are enjoying spending time with their
little bundles of joy. Our project, Nelly cribs, fixes this dilemma by simply pushing a button.
When the parents push a button the crib can be raised or lowered. Parents will no longer have
to deal with the stress of adjusting the crib as the child gets older.

A light wake up
SKA
Tzivia Deitsch Nicole Haller Avigail Razi
A problem that people face on a daily basis is waking up energized and ready to get out of bed.
To solve this problem we created a prototype which consists of a light that serves as an alarm.
A bracelet with a pulse sensor, will be placed on the user’s wrist to sense their pulse and
determine the periods of their sleep cycles. The light will shine and wake the person up
between the predetermined time bracket. Instead of waking the user up with a loud alarm, a
light, which is scientifically proven to wake you up more efficiently, will turn on, dimmed to the
appropriate brightness. By determining the proper cycles of sleep, a person can wake up much
faster and will be less tired than if they were to have wakes up in the middle of their sleep cycle.
Our project takes this into account to allow for a quick and easy wake up. Our project will take
into account human pulse patterns and use this data to determine the user’s average pulse in
different phases of their sleep. The light will shine when their pulse reaches a certain pattern,
within a certain time limit. When the person wakes up, they can look to an LCD screen which
will show the time. Our project will consist of an Arduino, LCD screen, real time clock, pulse
sensor, LED strip, and a bracelet. This light “alarm clock” is targeted at individuals of all ages
and is a good alternative for those who have trouble waking up with a regular alarm clock.
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A bright inVEStment
SKA
Sarah Leiderman Daniella Feldman Ayelet Rosman Leah Rosenberg
As a result of biking, about 2 people die a day every year. We are creating a vest that will help
fix this problem. Many times the biker is not aware of a car approaching him, so there is a built
in beeper and vibrator to alert him that a car is coming close and he should move away. While
these go off, there will also be lights built into the vest that will flash to alert the driver of his
proximity to the biker. Most of the time bikers die at night because the cars are not able to see
them. Because of this, the vest has a sensor that senses when it begins to get dark out, and will
turn lights on in the vest that stay on until the biker shuts them off. This vest is also
environmentally friendly by using solar panel energy for this high tech creation. We intend for
our vest to help minimize the issue of the many casualties that occur as a result of biking
accidents as well as diminishing the fears of bikers. This assurance will improve the bikers
health. This also warns non-attentive drivers of their surroundings.

Child Check
SKA
Racheli Kirschner Meira Steiner Atara Shtern
By the time you finish reading this paragraph chances are, a individual has drowned. From 2005
to 2014, about ten individuals died each day from drowning, most to due to lack of supervision.
Our product will not only drastically decrease the number of children who drown, but will also
decrease the amount of children who get far enough away from their moms to end up in
dangerous situations like this. Our virtual child leash alerts the mom when her childs bracelet
has come into contacts with water or has strayed too far. Both mother and child will wear
bracelets equipped with FM radios capable of transmitting messages and with distance and
moisture sensors. Once the child’s bracelet is too far from the mother’s or has come into
contact with water, a message will be sent to the mothers bracelet which will then vibrate and
light a different color depending on the nature of the alert. Our hope is to both decrease the
number of avoidable child drownings and lost children in by using an affordable and high-tech
device.

Li'l-Lock
SKA
Ariella Borah Priva Halpert Anni Laufer
Every day children are put at risk of ingesting harmful materials, leading to dangerous, and
sometimes fatal, poisoning. Many of these hazards are found in the average home, particularly
in laundry rooms, bathrooms and garages. Though parents do their best to restrict their young
children’s access to these hazardous areas, accidents do occur and the ingestion of toxic
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materials remains a significant risk. The Li’l-Lock is a height sensitive automatic door lock, that
restricts children’s access to potentially dangerous areas of the home. The Li’l-Lock system
works by sensing an adult’s height and automatically unlocking the door as they approach it,
preventing children under a pre-set height from entering the room. Small children who do not
meet the height requirements would be unable to enter without an adult. The Li’l-Lock is
mounted on a door and works with an electronic magnetic lock. The system consists of a
distance sensor, which detects the height of the approaching individual. The adjustable height
sensor is fixed to the outside of the door at any measurement the user chooses; this determines
the minimum height required to enter the room. This sensor connects to the electronic
magnetic locking mechanism. In case of fire or other emergency, there is a kill switch on the
inside of the door. The Li’l-Lock also has an All-Lock mode. When the All-Lock mode is engaged,
the door will be unopenable regardless of the height of the approaching person. While in AllLock mode, the only way to open the door from the outside is manually using a key. The Li'lLock can be mounted on almost any type of door. This innovative device allows parents the
create a safer home environment for their children.

NOverflow
SKA
Ayelet Teitelbaum Breindy Berger Menucha Ross Nechama Morgenstern
Every day, hundreds of thousands of gallons of water are lost to overflowing bathtubs, along
with hundreds of thousands of dollars washed down the drain. Flooding causes irreparable
damage to many people’s homes. In addition, 5,000 children are severely burned from bathing
in too-hot water each year.
Our product is designed to prevent flooding of sinks and bathtubs, saving users money, and
preventing the overuse of water. A moisture sensor is placed in a bathtub, at an adjustable
elevation. When the water hits the sensor it will beep, as a reminder to turn off the water. For
children, the sensor can be placed at a lower point, to prevent small children from drowning.
In addition, our product contains a thermometer which will alert the user of our device if the
water is too hot for human skin to handle.
Using our product will save money, help the environment, and keep people safe.

The instalight
SKA
Bracha Bayla Erlbaum Shoshana Schwartz Lucy Sokolow
Our revolutionary idea combines a light sensor, motion sensor and servo motor to click onto
any light switch. The light sensor is used to turn on and off the light based on the amount of
sunlight filtering into the room. The motion sensor turns the lights on and off when it detects
a movement in the room. The servo motor is used to flip the light switch on and off. There will
be a keypad with four different buttons, where each button does a different thing. The first
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button will turn the lights off completely until the button is pressed again. The second button
will have a 30 minute delay before it turns off the light so if you want to read before bed you
do not have to get up. The third button will detect motion in the room and turn on the lights
and if there is no motion for 5 minutes it will automatically turn the lights off. The last button
will detect sunlight coming into the room and will turn the light on and off depending on the
amount of sunlight coming in. This project will not only be helpful for many people but save a
lot of money and energy for everyone.

"Rocket" Powered Skateboard©
SKA
Yael Goldblatt Nina Goldblum
We attempted to come up with a solution to the problem that we are unable to travel large
distances in a cheap and affordable and efficient way. Our project is designed to make a
modern-spin on the segway. We took woodshop classes for 3 months to learn how to cut a
skateboard out of wood. We intentionally crafted it to be mounted with "rockets," and to still
be aerodynamic. It was difficult to come up with a design that met all 2 of these criteria, but in
the end we persevered and pulled through!!!Ξ♣
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Sound Asleep
SSLI
Ellie Jurmann Ethan Rogers
According to sleepassociation.org, “50-70 million US adults have a sleep disorder.” These
burdening disorders rob individuals of their shuteye and well-being, whether their condition be
insomnia, restless legs syndrome, or even a circadian rhythm sleep disorder. With our project,
Sound Asleep, we hope to tackle this enormity of a problem and make falling asleep as easy as
flipping a switch.
Sound Asleep is a sleep-inducing device that plays calming sounds at a specific rhythm,
as determined by a person’s pulse rate. There are two parts to our device. The first part is the
bracelet with an attached pulse sensor that will read the wearer’s pulse rate. This information
will be processed in the Pro Micro micro-controller. The collected data will then be sent to the
second part of our device via an RF transmitter.
The second part of the Sound Asleep is the white noise machine. In the machine, an RF
transceiver will receive the incoming pulse data. This data will determine the necessary speed
for playing the relaxing sounds. These sounds are stored in a Micro-SD card and will be played
by two speakers. To satisfy as many users as possible, there are multiple sound options
available in the Sound Asleep. Each sound can be selected by pressing the button corresponding
to the desired white noise displayed on an LCD screen.
With our project, people will be taken from tossing and turning for hours to calming
down at their own personal rate. Now, everyone will be able to sleep in such a way that they
never dreamt possible. Thanks to Sound Asleep, everyone will have the opportunity to sleep
like royalty, and will surely be sound asleep in no time!
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Chrono-Capsule
SSLI
Ben Fineman Gabby Kiewe
Grandparents or great-grandparents are the hearts of all families. As we get older our lives
become busier and we may not be able to take care of our elderly relatives as they did for us.
This is where the Chrono-Capsule comes into play. Our project is built to give medication on a
set timer. You can have your medicine deposited once or twice a day at the time when you are
supposed to take it. This will make elderly people less dependent and give them the freedom
they had when they were younger.
The Chrono-Capsule dispenses pills using a servo motor. As the servo rotates, a ball containing
the medicine is released. The dispensing mechanism is based on that of a gumball machine. On
top will be a plastic bottle as a funnel for the containers which will hold the pills. After going
through the funnel the container will be placed in a disk that has a place for the container to sit
in when the disk rotates. The container will then fall down a hole on the top of the box . In the
box, the container will go through a chute that will dispense it at the bottom of the box which
has an opening where the ball can easily be received by the user. This product is amazing and
can change the lives of people all around the world.
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Snowshield Wipers
SSLI
Tyler Winter Jesse Herrnson
In places like New York and Massachusetts, some of the biggest natural disasters we have to
deal with are snowstorms. When these storms come around, one of the biggest problems to
deal with is snow accumulation. According to the Insurance Institute for Business and Home
Safety, most roofs “should be able to support 20 lb per square foot of snow before they become
stressed.” Snowshield Wipers are a solution to this issue. Imagine that you are in a bad blizzard,
and snow is accumulating on your roof. The roof then starts to become heavy and stressed. If
you leave the snow, it could cause your roof to cave in because it’s too heavy, but it's very
difficult to do anything about the snow. Well, if you had Snowshield Wipers, it would sense
whether or not there was snow on your roof and how heavy it is. Once it gets to a certain
weight, it would start to wipe the snow off to the side of the roof into special heated gutters
that melt the snow and moves it into a water barrel to be reused.
Our project has a temperature sensor, which senses to see if it is below freezing or not.
We also will have a pressure sensor, which scans to see how much weight is being forced onto
the roof. Once there is a certain amount of snow pushing down on the roof, the wipers will
start to push it off to the side of the roof where the snow will be caught by a gutter. Along with
all of this, we will also have a transparent sheet on top of the roof if someone has solar panels.
The sheet will stay in place, and the snow will go on top of the sheet rather than the panels.
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LoCurve
SSLI
Ben Hakim Jacob Serfaty Mayah Teplitskiy
LoCurve - Lo curve; high support. LoCurve is a chair that senses if you are slouching and if you
are, it gently pushes a rubber ball against your back to push you into a correct posture. We
recognize that everyone has a different height and therefore LoCurve comes with two buttons
in the arm to make it perfectly customizable for your fit. As uncomfortable as this may sound,
we assure you that we have stuffed the chair with cushioning to ensure maximum comfort.
Inside of LoCurve, there are three infrared distance sensors that will only set off the
servo motor if the distance between the top and bottom of your back to the chair is different
than the difference between the middle of your back and the chair.
Slouching may sound like a minor thing to spend so much time trying to fix, but in fact
it is a very serious issue. It may lead to postural scoliosis, back braces, even surgery. It can also
cause general health issues, and interfere with everyday life. Slouching can keep you from
reaching for the stars because it may make you look unprofessional. Not enough products out
there successfully try to limit slouching, and even if they do, they aren’t as comfortable as they
could be.
LoCurve will fix your posture, improve your health, decrease back pain in your future,
and be your rocket ship to the moon. LoCurve will help you live your life to its full potential, and
make you look professional for any interview, audition, or application in your future.
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i-Lean
SSLI
Michael Kahn Isaac Taub Maya Rezak
Many people who are recovering from an injury or surgery use canes if they need some support
walking. Often, patients can become overly dependent on their canes due to overuse. They can
also aggravate their injury by not relying on their canes enough. i-Lean uses a load cell to
measure how much weight is the patient is placing on the cane. The data is then transferred
to an SD card and an LCD screen displays whether or not the amount of weight being put on iLean is within a healthy range. Vibration motors will alert the user if they are outside the weight
range they should be in. Our device will allow patients and doctors to keep track of how reliant
the patients become on the cane. i-Lean can help a broad range of patients recover faster and
more efficiently.
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Nah-Kee
SSLI
Sami Gubin Andrew Zucker GIllian Leeds
Nah-Kee is an autonomous, self-guided appliance with its own cleaning capabilities. It includes
a device that sprays a cleaning solution, as well as a cloth to scrub stains away no matter how
sticky they are. An infrared sensor helps it determine its location so it will not fall off a table.
Nah-Kee can make life easier for individuals with physical challenges. Cleaning might prove to
be difficult to them as they need to use their arms for a prolonged period of time, reach across
far distances, as well as lean in uncomfortable positions to make sure the cleaning is complete.
Nah-Kee can also lessen the spread of disease in hospitals. When a janitor cleans a hospital
room, there may be bodily fluids around. Those bodily fluids may be carriers of certain
pathogens. The janitor may get some fluids on him, unknowingly, thus spreading the pathogens
wherever he goes next. Sick people may get new infections that make them worse, and healthy
people could contract new diseases. Nah-Kee will decrease human involvement in cleaning. No
need to worry about cleaning anymore, Nah-Kee is stable and will clean your table.
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Project NeverCold
SSLI
Eliran Aaron Joshua Cotrona
Our project is a weather station that only requires a single 9 volt battery to operate. It tells you
the temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, wind speed and what clothing type is
recommended for you to wear that day. Also, it can use factors such as humidity, temperature
and barometric pressure to predict other weather factors, such as rain. It could be priced lower
than a conventional personal weather station and would be more useful. Also, unlike most
personal weather stations, it is highly portable and can even fit in your pocket. It works without
a cellular or radio connection, and can be useful in emergencies as well as on trips to places
without radio or cellular connections, such as camping trips. Such utility for such low cost makes
this device accessible to most people who would want to purchase one. It’s a jack-of-all-trades,
master of all.
The DC motor detects movement and converts the speed of the movement to a wind
speed. The BMP 280 sensor provides a reading on altitude, and barometric pressure. The DHT22 sensor provides a reading on temperature and humidity. The 9-volt battery is used for
power, and the 20x4 LCD display is used to display all of the information taken from the sensor.
The code multiplies each group of information by a multiplier that reflects its significance on
our feeling of temperature. It takes the final multiplied number, and prints its suggestion of
what to wear on the LCD display.

The Survival Glove
SSLI
Ella Serfaty Ian Hauser
The great rapper Eminem once said “... palms are sweaty…” , and in life, there are a lot of
situations where this applies. Every day, we as humans are put in hot or nerve racking situations
that make our palms sweat. In fact, there are about 7.8 million Americans, or 2.8 percent of the
American population, who suffer from hyperhidrosis, or excessive sweating. We have
constructed the Survival Glove, a super-duper, hardcore, wearable machine that will cool down
your hands and remove the excess sweat. This device has a TMP 36, which will send signals to
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the pro-micro microcontroller to activate a blower-fan once the hand reaches a certain
temperature. Then, the blower-fan will blow air through tubes to all the fingers. The tubes will
extend all the way to the finger tips, which will force the air to blow back through the entire
glove as it tries to escape, thus cooling your hand. This glove will help you survive all those
sweaty moments life throws at you involving your hands.

Life-Support Life-Saver
SSLI
Alex Lobel Avi Chesler
The Life-Support Life-Saver is a home system that is set up inside the home of someone who
relies on electricity to power their life-support machine. Avi’s neighbor is on life support, and
during Hurricane Sandy, her power went out. Her house had a generator, but unfortunately it
was stolen, and she was in danger of dying. The power company happened to already be in the
area and was able to get power back quickly, but if they had not been there, she could have
died. Our product, the Life-Support Life-Saver, is designed to solve this very problem, in
addition to notifying nearby first responders, and saving travel time to the hospital.
When the power goes out, the Life-Support Life-Saver immediately sends a message, using an
RF transmitter, to the nearest (a)hospital and (b)first responder dispatch center detailing the
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person’s address, name, and medical information. The medical information is crucial because
it allows the first responders to prepare the ambulance/fire truck to save time in transporting
the person into the ambulance, and then from the ambulance into a hospital bed and
connected to powered life support. The information goes to the hospital as well so that they
can prepare a room while the ambulance is getting the person. Meanwhile, a message is sent
to the (c)power company reporting the power outage, and a text is sent to a (d)family member
notifying them that a family member is en route to (insert hospital name here). Aside from the
message sent to the family member, all the transmitted information will be displayed on LCD
screens. This project will be instrumental in saving time, and therefore lives, so that people on
life support can survive power outages.

SnowCap
SSLI
Arielle Stanger Ari Kantorowitz Evan Lipman
The SnowCap is a tailpipe cover that prevents the tailpipe from getting clogged with snow
during harsh winter storms. It consists of a servo, a DHT22 (humidity and temperature sensor),
an RF transmitter and receiver, an LCD screen, and microcontrollers. When the sensor detects
conditions indicating snow, and the RF sends a signal that the car is off, the servo moves the
flap to cover the tailpipe and prevent snow from entering. An LCD on the car’s dashboard
displays temperature and humidity. When the car turns on, the flap will uncover the tailpipe.
The cover has small holes so nothing can get in, but exhaust can still escape, in case a
malfunction occurs and the cover stays in place. The problem occurs when the tailpipe is
clogged with snow and the car is running. There is no way for exhaust to escape and carbon
monoxide can build up inside the car, which is incredibly dangerous. We created this especially
because the father of one of our group members had a clogged-tailpipe experience. He was
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shoveling snow by his car when he noticed that his tailpipe was clogged. Had he not realized,
he could have been hospitalized with carbon monoxide poisoning. It only takes one minute and
24 seconds to inhale a harmful amount of the gas. According to Dr. Darshak Sanghavi, about
147 people die per year from carbon monoxide poisoning in snow storms due to clogged
tailpipes. The Northeast experiences a great deal of snow in the winter, and an unnoticed
clogged tailpipe can be an issue for anyone. With the SnowCap, you never have to worry about
the possibility of your tailpipe clogging again.

Thermo-Dress
SSLI
Sofia Teplitskiy Eli Kaye

One of the little things that can really make or break your day is going outside and being fully
prepared for what you are going to encounter. In all of our busy lives with strict schedules,
school, and work, one of the main things that slips our minds is the weather. Everyone knows
during the winter dress warmly and during the summer lightly. However, who has time to check
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the weather and also remember to grab a pair of gloves or an umbrella in the crazy morning
rush? We know that we don’t. Thermo-Dress checks the weather for you and will make sure
you never forget that one little accessory that can really make your day that much better.
Thermo-Dress is a system of shelves that open when you pass by them, depending on
the weather. We are using an ultrasonic distance sensor to trigger the servo motors (which
open the shelves) when you pass by. In our model, the bottom shelf will open when our water
sensor senses that it is raining outside. The top shelf will open when our DHT22 temperature
sensor senses that it is below a certain temperature outside. When the shelf opens, voila, there
is that one little thing that can save you the misery of having your hands cold, or your head wet.

Safe2Eat
SSW
Isaac Claar Avi Holtz Gabriella Negrin Zeke Rosenblatt
5 million Americans have food allergies, and from 1997 to 2011 there was a 50% increase in
children with food allergies. Restaurants cannot keep up with the surge of people with food
allergies as 50% of food allergy related fatalities occur outside the home and restaurants are
paying up to $25 million for allergen-related issues. Our solution is a product called the
Decontamination Station. It quickly cleans plates and other utensils after being put upon its
spinning plate. It then senses there is an object on it and begin to spray water down while the
plate spins, and moves a brush forward and backward along the entirety of the utensil. This
completely eliminates all human error of cleaning the utensils, and allows for a chef to get a
utensil back quickly without needing to put it through a dishwasher. The spinning plate utilizes
a DC motor, the water comes from a DC pump connected to the piping of the restaurant which
is limited by a solenoid valve, the brush is attached to a gear which runs along gear teeth using
a stepper motor, and the object is sensed using a ultrasonic sensor, all of which is controlled by
an Arduino connected to an outlet as a power source.

Alarm Bed
SSW
Benjamin Benson Samuel Farca Alex Leider Oren Steingarten
A recent study by the Huffington Post revealed that 34% of Americans say that they are poorly
rested four or more days a week. Regardless of age, race, or profession, people need to be
productive during the day. It is hard to be productive if you are not well rested. Our product,
the Alarm Bed, helps the user wake up alert and motivated by not only helping users get better
sleep, and waking it’s users at the right time in the morning. The Alarm Bed has the ability to
both recline at the user’s leisure at night and sit the user up in the morning at the set time to
force them out of bed. Massage pads built into the mattress are customizable to the user’s
preference to create soothing vibrations. In the morning, the massage pads shake the user
awake, forcing them to wake up. Integrated speakers allow the user to play soothing music at
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night to help them relax, while in the morning the speakers act as a traditional alarm. All of the
electronic components are controlled by an interactive LCD display located at the side of the
bed. Our bed has USB capabilities, as well as bluetooth to connect to the user’s personal
devices. With health-improving qualities, an improved sleep schedule, and convenience to the
use our bed is the perfect combatant to fight morning grogginess.

FlyServe
SSW
Alyx Bernstein David Oron Arielle Rosenblatt Sophia Wolk
Airline companies are constantly seeking new ways to make their journeys more convenient
for passengers while increasing profits. Every day, 8 million people fly on thousands of flights,
and all of them are forced to sit in their seats doing nothing for hours. Right now, flight
attendants are forced to serve as waiters, a role they hate, and long mealtimes are inconvenient
for passengers, who are stuck in their seats as the flight attendants move slowly through the
cabin. During non-meal times, there are no snacks available.
FlyServe is an automated vending machine and user interface that can be installed on any
plane. The vending machine, mounted on the cabin roof and propelled by a stepper motor,
serves food and drinks to passengers on demand. At the push of a button, it goes to the
passenger and serves them the food they want. This incentivizes passengers to order more
food, more frequently. The airlines can set food prices and make a great deal of money. The
seat-back user interface is the key to Flyserve. This interface allows the passengers to order
food and allows advertisers to reach the captive audience on planes. Users can access Wi-Fi
and in-flight entertainment for free. However, this comes with advertising, like in a movie
theater or on the internet. Through this, we and the airlines can capitalize on the millions of
people who fly every day and make a lot of money, as well as give passengers more amenities
during their flight.

FridgeWorx
SSW
Jonathan Gotian Jacqueline Levy Benjamin Promisel Kate Rich
Annually in America, about $165 billion worth of food is wasted. People spend an average of
53 hours per year grocery shopping and nearly 30% of people under age 20 are obese or
overweight. We designed a refrigerator that assesses the needs of people with unhealthy
lifestyles, have difficulty maintaining a full refrigerator, and people who find grocery shopping
challenging. Our technology notifies a user when they are running low on food and adds this
food into a grocery list. In addition, the refrigerator notifies the user about food expiration. This
protects the user from spoiled food and wasting food that has not been spoiled. For fresh
produce, the technology records the weight of the produce and notifies the user if they are not
eating enough fruits and vegetables, helping support a healthy lifestyle. When a user stocks the
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refrigerator, with packaged goods, they scan the barcode, using an attached barcode scanner
on the inside door. Then they place it in a specific zone allowing the refrigerator to record the
weight. When the item loses significant weight, the Raspberry Pi identifies the item is running
low and notifies the user and adds it to the user’s virtual shopping list. When the user enters
leftovers in the refrigerator they enter the date when the food is submitted and our refrigerator
will track how long the leftovers have been in the refrigerator. This technology is important
because it prevents food waste, makes grocery shopping easier and helps people maintain a
healthy lifestyle

Wagz
SSW
Rachel Amar Leila Idrissi
As technology is on the rise, interactions between others has significantly decreased within
local communities. Our product Wagz, is an affinity platform for dog lovers that creates
communities on the most local level, by increasing communication between neighboring
residents. A study by state farm showed that only 25% of Americans know the names of their
next door neighbors. Wagz creates lasting relationships in local communities, by connecting
dog owners through an application that pairs to a smart collar for their dogs. Our products allow
users to track their dogs’ walking distance, add nearby users as friends, request favors from
them, and view nearby users and pet related utilities on a live map. The Wagz collar connects
to the application through bluetooth and operates on a rechargeable battery, ensuring friend
making for days! Additionally, Wagz creates friendly competition between users as they gain
points to get ranked by adding friends, walking, and completing favors. Communication is
essential in order to maintain strong, safe, and cohesive communities in America and the world.
Wagz allows dog to bridge the gap in communication and starting locally we will change the
stigmas around communication in our world.

MyCup
SSW
Harry Alsfine Daryn Golub Lilly Khabie Sean Michaeli
Coffee is the second most traded commodity after oil. It’s the second most popular drink after
water. 60% of Americans drink coffee every day. However, getting your perfect coffee order is
time consuming and arduous when you are in a rush to get to work, catch the train, or get back
to the concert. That’s why we created MYCup, a coffee machine which efficiently serves
personalized coffee in high traffic areas. Through an app, users can set their specific coffee
preferences, such as what kind of coffee, milks, sugars, and syrups they want, and how much
of each. Then, the app generates a QR code based off of their order. When the user holds the
QR code up to the machine their personalized order will instantly be made. This allows users to
get their exact type of coffee hands-free, without the hassle of lines and human error. This
machine has been implemented in high traffic areas such as airports, train stations, and sports
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stadiums. We will profit through the sale of the machine and a 5% share of each coffee cup
sold, with the other 95% going to the establishment which has bought the product. Due to the
large target market and pressing need that we are addressing, we expect to be a lucrative startup.

Drive Alive
SSW
Aidan Golub Leo Hornstein Jessica Lieberman
Drive Alive, is a revolutionary steering wheel cover that solves the widespread problem of
drowsy driving. Annually in the U.S., over 100,000 car crashes are a result of drowsy driving of
which 1,550 of those result in fatalities. One of the greatest dangers of drowsy driving is
microsleep. Microsleep is a brief episode of sleep which can last anywhere from a fraction of a
second up to 10 full seconds. The brain is not cognizant of the events occurring around you,
making it impossible for the driver to navigate their vehicle safely. In order to address this
problem, Drive Alive wakes up the user before they fall into a microsleep right before their eyes
even close. We can sense driver microsleep episodes using electrodermal sensing, (EDA),
technology. As the driver places their hands on our wheel cover, embedded EDA technology
senses the conductivity of the skin. We are able to view stages of sleep through the user’s
electrodermal activity waves. While the driver is completely awake, their EDA waves are active.
As the driver goes into a microsleep, their EDA waves become lower and less active. The Drive
Alive wheel cover recognizes these stages of sleep and, when it reaches a threshold before
microsleep is occurring, alerts the driver by sending vibrations to the wheel and making loud
noises. These vibrations only stop when their EDA waves have returned back to the first stage,
signalling that the driver is completely awake. We think Drive Alive will become the next seat
belt, a required feature in every vehicle.

TempBrace
SSW
Ethan Mayblum Ethan Sidelsky Jacob Zuckerman
Heating and cooling an injury is an inconvenient process for the following reasons: it is timeconsuming, painful, and not portable. Heating requires retrieving a heating pack, putting it in a
microwave, waiting for it to heat up, taking it to sit down, removing the brace, then putting on
the heat pack. Cooling requires repeating the same process. Clearly, this process takes time. In
addition, it can be painful for someone who has a leg injury, as it requires walking on the injury
and removing a brace, both of which can be painful. Also, heating and cooling is rarely portable
as almost all heating packs require an outlet or a microwave, and most ice packs require a
freezer. This issue of heating and cooling is widespread, as almost all doctors recommend
heating and cooling significant injuries during the rehabilitation process. The solution to making
heating and cooling more convenient is TempBrace: a brace which can both heat and cool with
the press of a button. This is significantly quicker than the traditional way of heating and
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cooling; furthermore, it eliminates any pain because it does not require movement. Also, this
process is portable as it derives its power from a rechargeable battery. TempBrace utilizes
peltier tiles for cooling, 5V heating packs for heating, and lithium ion batteries for energy. This
product will revolutionize the rehabilitation experience.

Keywi
SSW
Jason Bloch Solomon Fox Rachel Gustin Daniel Lampert
In schools across America, ample time is wasted because of trivial tasks throughout the school
day, such as attendance-taking. Keywi eliminates this issue, as well as many others for students
and teachers in schools today. Keywi is a smart attendance system, in which each student
receives an RFID card that they scan at the beginning of each class to record whether they are
on time, late, or absent. The system also allows for teachers to give digital late passes to
students through an app. In our app, there is also a platform where students can request
remote access to unlock rooms for a limited time and be subsequently approved or denied by
teachers through the system. The system uses an RFID reader combined with a WiFi module
and an LED to scan cards. Then, the information is sent to a database which connects to the
system’s app. Through Keywi’s advanced capabilities, schools will be able to streamline their
days, removing productivity lapses for both students and teachers.

Smart Active Mirror
SSW
Michelle Emuna Brian Feiler Alexa Wanderman
In today’s fast-paced society, people constantly want instant access to information. Hotel
guests do not want to be wasting their valuable time waiting in line for concierge services while
on vacations or business trips. Smart Active Mirror prevents this by saving time and offering
more relaxation for hotel guests, as they are able to retrieve concierge services from the
comfort of their own hotel room. SAM is activated though motion detection and voice
recognition. When the user walks in front of SAM, the home page pops up on the mirror,
displaying the time, date, weather, and name of the hotel guest. The user can then ask SAM for
virtually anything, such as local attractions and nearby restaurants. SAM provides all necessary
information for the hotel guest in regards to what they ask for, including pricing and directions.
Through SAM, the user is able to order hotel amenities, play music, and make calls from their
room. There is a major market available for SAM, as there over over 500 5-star luxury hotel
brands, each with thousands of properties all around the world. SAM will revolutionize the way
hotel concierge services function, saving time and offering luxuries to hotel guests worldwide.
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Happy Hugs Anti-Anxiety Bear
SSW
Reese Cohen Emma Fine Morgan Ptaszek Nicole Weissman
Many parents who have children with anxiety, joint and muscle pain, and insomnia are looking
for a more holistic approach to help their child deal with these issues. Many parents don’t want
to put their child on medications or feel that a more holistic approach can even more beneficial
as well as medications. About 12 percent of children and 25 percent of teens have diagnosed
anxiety, 300,000 children have joint and muscle pain, and 67 percent of children have sleep
related issues. The Happy Hugs bear includes three components; heating, heartbeat, and voice
recording to relieve these issues. The heating component uses nichrome wire to heat up the
abdomen of the bear. It relieves tension in the muscles and joints, as well as lessening nerves
from anxiety, and calms children allowing for a more successful sleep. The heartbeat
component uses an SD card, which is a memory card, and has a recording of a heartbeat on it.
The SD card is put into a wave shield and is initialized by coding. The heartbeat allows the bear
to feel more life-like, which makes the child more comforted and therefore less anxious. The
voice recording component uses a recordable device that can be re-recorded. Listening to
music, which can be recorded, has been proven to be a useful stress mechanism. All of the
components are powered by rechargeable batteries. The Happy Hugs bear is an effective
holistic approach to deal with childhood anxiety, joint and muscle pain, and insomnia.

Free Wheelin'
SSW
Jacob Burstein Leah Feilbogen rebecca Glicksman
Many people depend on wheelchairs in their every day lives; however using a wheelchair
creates restrictions not just for tasks, but for the ability to live in and navigate around most
homes. There are 30.6 million people in the United States who have difficulty walking and only
1% of homes in the United States are wheelchair accessible. To allow people in wheelchairs to
have the flexibility to live in more types of houses, our group built a wheelchair that includes a
ramp with the ability to go up one to three steps. Our goal is one to three steps because the
American Disabilities Act requires that public places that have a full flight of stairs, there will
also be an elevator, but when there is only a few steps, it will be harder to find a wheelchair
accessible option. Also, most houses have a step when getting into the door, which makes the
house harder to navigate on a wheelchair. Our wheelchair has a ramp that is stored underneath
the bottom of the chair which will be extended using a servomotor and a linear actuator. On
top of the ramp, there are two skis, which once they are expanded using a linear servo, it will
allow the wheels to move onto the ramp. The purpose of the skis expanding and contracting is
to allow the ramp to move in between the wheels without hitting them and still have the chair
be able to use the ramp. Our goal is to improve accessibility and maneuverability for people
who are wheelchair bound. Our company believes that restrictions, like being in a wheelchair,
should not hold back anyone from living their everyday lives.
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MyLock
SSW
Jessica Baden Allison Berkowitz Allison Promisel
MyLock is focused on developing smart biometric security products that are easy to use and
affordable. 34% of burglars break into a house using the front door, usually due to poor locks
on the door to the house. Our product will solve this problem. We are an affordable, safe and
easy way to secure your personal items and your home. Our product is a touch ID locking
mechanism that will be professionally installed in doors and other products such as luggage,
filing cabinets, safes and many more. When the finger is placed for the first time on the touch
ID scanner, it goes through an enrollment phase, which is when the fingerprint is put into the
system the first time. Once the image of the fingerprint is downloaded, the next time the
fingerprint is placed on the lock the biometrics system will compare other templates to this one
using an algorithm. If the print is recognized the lock will then unlock. We used a solenoid to
act as the latch on the door. Additionally, we will have an LCD on the doorpost to indicate when
the user should place their finger and if the finger is accepted or not. We are also planning to
have an app that will control the fingerprint. You are able to set times that a certain finger can
enter. This feature could be used when a housekeeper needs to enter but you are not home,
so you can set a set time for their fingerprint to work. Our product secures, your personal
belongings in a safe, affordable and easy way.

Rock 'n Rest
SSW
Bianca Benedek Stacey Isakova Molly Schwartzberg
Newborn babies have trouble falling and staying asleep on their own, while their parents more
than often don’t get a full night sleep. In fact, 76% of new parents are sleep deprived, and
products already available created to eliminate this issue are unaffordable for most new
parents. We have created a smart crib that gently rocks babies to sleep, called The Rock’n Rest.
Our product operates automatically, and begins to rock when a sound sensor hears a baby
crying, or when the parents manually press a start button. The Rock’n Rest provides families
with affordable luxury that allows both parents and their babies with a full night sleep.

Eden
SSW
Jonathan Davis Abigail Jaeger Arielle Schutt
On large-scale agricultural farms, it is difficult to keep track of every single crop and conserve
water. Large agricultural plantations waste 70% of the world’s fresh water. Additionally, since
crops tend to cover acres of land, it is nearly impossible to precisely track every issue that arises
in the crops. Most farmers address this matter by consistently looking at their crops, making
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sure no new diseases have arose; however, constantly checking crops is extremely tiresome
and inefficient, considering there is a large variety of crops in large farms. The only way to
effectively solve water conservation and increase crop yield is by creating a product that can
gather instant information based on the soil of the crop, and later display that information via
a user interface to the farmer. The farmer can then take that information, and make whatever
necessary changes to grow their crops in an expedient manner with minimal overuse of water.
First, we are implementing soil moisture sensors in our farming control system. The moisture
sensors determine the water content in the soil. Next, we are going to implement salinity
sensors in the soil. These sensors measure how much salt is in the soil; too much salt can stop
the process of plant-root growth. After the sensors collect the information, it will be processed
and averaged and sent to the user interface. The farmer can then check to see if there is an
issue in the crops and tend to them accordingly.

Einyan Shel Zman
SSW
Guy Ben-Yishai` Joshua Brunnlehrman Daniel Goldberg Emily Patchen
One of Schechter Westchester’s core values is Ahavat Yisrael, which is showing love for the
Jewish people and the state of Israel. In order to have a love for Israel, students must feel a
connection to the land and culture. However, this connection seems unlikely, being that
Schechter Westchester is located in Westchester, New York, thousands of miles away. Because
of this, Schechter has committed itself to fostering a connection between its students and the
land of Israel, whether it’s through Yom Haatzmaut celebrations or an actual trip to Israel.
Schechter’s dedication to Ahavat Yisrael has inspired each of us to help others feel a connection
to Israel, so it seemed fitting to make a piece of art that does just this. We have created a clock
that displays the times of New York and Jerusalem. On the side that displays the time in New
York, there is a skyline of New York City and on Israel’s side, there is a skyline of Jerusalem that
we cut with a CNC Router. Surrounding the skylines are RGB LEDs that change based on the
time of day in order to depict the cities in the appropriate time of day. We hope to teach the
viewers of our piece that Jerusalem and New York City might be thousands of miles apart, but
they are both simply cities that experience changes in time and are both more alike than we
think.

Schechter to Scale
SSW
Samara Tabankin Jacob Weisberg
Our team, Schechter to Scale, has created a 3 dimensional representation of our school
building. During the course of the year many prospective families come to Solomon Schechter
to take a tour of the campus, and this model would be a good tool to show the whole building
at once. For our model we have cut out each individual wall, and spray painted them to look
like stone. Before assembling the walls we used a Shopbot CNC router to etch the brick designs
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and cut out windows and doors. We wanted to add an electronic component to our project
while still keeping the model true to the appearance of the actual school building. The lights,
doors, sounds, and cars that you see in our model are all programed to represent the actual
function that they serve in the real school building. We realized that a bunch of walls, lights,
and doors were not enough to make the model really come to life. To fix this problem we tried
to replicate many of the smaller features of our school campus, from the stone walkways in our
courtyard to the grass patches in front of the building.

Greenskeeper automatic lawn care system
SSW
Grace Davis Elianna Gross Olivier Mastey
People need a faster and easier way to keep their lawns healthy and trim. Our product, the
Greenskeeper, can do so easily and effectively at a low cost. In 2014, the average American
lawn owner spent 73 hours of their year on lawn care and the country as a whole spent about
40 billion dollars on lawn care services. The Greenskeeper learns the boundaries of a lawn after
being guided around its perimeter once. The Greenskeeper has a companion app which allows
the owner to control the lawn mower remotely. This frees the owner to invest time and energy
on more important matters, while the Greenskeeper takes care of their lawn. It is also a much
safer alternative to traditional lawn mowing, as the Greenskeeper’s many sensors including
ultrasonic sensors that prevent it from colliding with people or objects. It’s 12 volt DC motors
control movement and power the cutting blades. This significantly reduces countless lawn
mower accidents that send an average of 13 children to emergency rooms daily.

VisTech
SSW
Lior Ben-David Jordana Raich Max Schain Amy Zimet
People who are visually impaired have increased difficulties navigating their surroundings in an
ever-evolving world. There are 285 million visually impaired people worldwide and 87% of this
population live in under-developed countries. In addition, 90% live in low income settings. The
solution is an affordable priced navigation tool that can effectively make the user aware of their
full surroundings. Our product is a hat and belt set that communicates through Bluetooth
technology and utilizes echolocation to detect obstacles in front of the user. The hat features
an ultrasonic sensor, which allows us to measure the distance of an object from the user, a
gyroscope, which allows the user to differentiate between an object and the floor by using the
angle of the hat, and a Bluetooth module with which the hat communicates to the belt. The
user can turn their head to direct the sensor to check for obstructions in different directions.
The belt features vibration motors that vibrate when the hat detects an obstacle at a different
rate depending on the distance of the obstacle, speeding up as the user approaches. The belt
will also feature another ultrasonic sensor directed downward which will notify the user if there
are changes in the elevation in front of them, such as a staircase. Since the navigation tools of
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today for the visually impaired are inadequate, we created a solution that will be easily
accessible to all, and allow the visually impaired to navigate with confidence and ease.

SafeCase
SSW
Almog Cohen Ethan Friedman Lowell Stern Jack Weissman
Phones are often lost or stolen; Last year in American alone 3.1 million phones were lost and
2.1 million were stolen. Essentially, we made a Smart-Case with a locking component that also
acts as a wallet. Our product can be broken down into two parts: the case and the wallet. The
case is a standard case and the wallet is a small, thin box attached to the back of the case. The
top of the wallet can slide off of the rest of the wallet to provide easy access and it locks in place
to provide protection. In the modern day, Phones are almost another part of our body,
everyone seems to have their phone on them at all times. There have been other companies
that attempted to combine a wallet into a phone however none of them have been successful
in integrating the qualities of a locking, safe wallet into a phone case. We built a case simply
because of how applicable it is in modern day life; especially millennials whom are on there
phones all the time; we might as well make a case that fulfills all the needs of seemingly anyone
that has a case and wallet.

Loki Lock System
SSW
Hannah Loeber Kyle Mayblum Maya Rabinowitz
School thefts are not an uncommon occurance. In fact, 1.2 million thefts were reported in
middle and high schools nationwide. Loki is a bluetooth-generated smart lock system that
removes the physical interface of a standard locker. Utilizing the increasing usage of
smartphones in daily life, a bluetooth module embedded in our product connects to the user’s
phone when near the locker. An app on the user’s smartphone regulates the locking and
unlocking of the system simply by tapping the screen when the user is close to his or her locker.
The app controls the position of a servo motor in our lock system, and depending on the servo
motor’s position, the locker will be locked or unlocked. Loki addresses the need of improved
security in a variety of public places, including schools, gyms, and amusement parks.
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AirLift
SSW
Hannah Cotel-Altman Josiah Gilbert Max Horowitz Amber Mandel
The average American driver logs 13,467 miles driven per year. Additionally, there are 40,000
annual American deaths by car crash, over 50% of which are due to driving under the influence
and reckless driving. In this day and age, commuting from Point A to Point B is becoming more
of a challenge than ever before. The automobile industry is revolutionizing at an exponentially
quick pace. Car startups are unanimously trying to solve the grand issue of commuting, trying
to counter traffic and make the roads safer. At AirLift we expect to achieve what has never been
done before: a fleet of autonomous and synchronized aerial vehicles, able to drive on the roads
and fly in the sky. Our mission is to provide commuters a fast, efficient and safe autonomous
transportation system that will eliminate the stress of daily commute. Our prototype
represents the design of our individual aerial vehicles; however, we are endorsing these cars
through a service by the name of AirLift. What makes us unique is that we are offering an
otherwise highly-expensive and futuristic technology to the average American. We believe that
the 1% of Americans who can afford six-figure aerial vehicle technology should not be the only
group of society to benefit from such technology. That is why we are offering it in the form of
a taxi service to the average daily commuter. By way of car, train, foot, or bicycle—or a
combination of methods of transportation— you made your way to the Cije Conference today
to observe the progress that all of us Jewish teens have made with hopes to change the world.
What if you didn’t have to worry about the journey, only the destination? That’s what AirLift is
all about.

Wise Window
SSW
Jacob Kayden Isaac Salem Adam Schinder
Two million home burglaries occur in the U.S. every year of which thirty percent are through
an open or unlocked window. Our product, the Wise Window, connects our sophisticated
window to an app so a home owner can close their window wherever they are. Additionally,
the system sends a notification to the home owner when the window opens to alert the owner
of a possible robbery. Over thirty-seven million people suffer from migraines caused by light.
Our product helps people with migraines by letting them easily control how much light comes
in. The Wise Window uses a gear and track mechanism to open and close and uses a SMART
glass sheet (also known as PDLC) to provide a controllable opacity gradient. This product
provides a modern sense of safety and comfort in homes around the world.
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Ner Tamid Mobile
SSW
Alyssa Belle Schwartz Sophie Loeber
We have created a Ner Tamid Mobile. Everyday while walking to E2, we pass an empty skylight
and decided that we wanted to transform this space with a mobile. What inspired us to make
a Ner Tamid was a chandelier by the company Varaluz. Their chandelier used different types of
metals that are twisted together and create the illusion of flame, which reminded us of a Ner
Tamid. In addition, at Schechter, our lives revolve around Judaism, so creating a Ner Tamid
mobile enhances our school environment. The Ner Tamid mobile is hanging from a support
beam in the center of the skylight. It has two major components, the rings and the eternal
flame. The rings appear as if they are floating, because they are to be attached to each other
with strong, clear fishing line. We programmed a ShopBot to cut the rings and etch the core
values of our school into them. We etched an outline of the rings and placed LEDs on the edge
of the rings which illuminate through the rings. The eternal flame hangs in the center of the
rings. Clear fishing wire on the inner part of the top ring. On the wire, shards of yellow, orange,
and red glass with LEDs are placed throughout to light the flame. Since there is no power supply
in the skylight, so we powered the LEDs using solar panels that will be placed on the top of the
skylight.

Reshower
SSW
Abigail Davis Shoshana Eisenberg Adina Farca
We made ReShower to advance water conservation. Our product is a shower system that
reduces the amount of water wasted. The average person uses about 14,600 or more gallons
of water each year just on showering. In contrast, our shower uses about 600 gallons of water
a year. After the water goes down the drain, it passes a UV light and carbon filter which,
combined, destroys 98% of bacteria and viruses. After, it goes to the tank and then can be
circulated back to the shower. UV lights and carbon filters are very effective ways of filtering
water and are frequently used for home filters. Since there are many places in the world that
have major water droughts, a lot of water is needed for those places and we want to make sure
they have enough to use. In places like the Northeast, there is a lot of water that isn’t always
needed, but in places like the Southwest, Africa, and the Middle East where they don’t have
very much, we want to provide them with a way to have as much access to clean water as they
can. We need to find a way to give these people access to clean water because it is required for
people to go about their daily lives and keep everyone healthy. We made our product hoping
that it will help these people and solve this issue that is currently a major problem throughout
the world.
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Pelican Extinguishers
SSW
Jordan Esrig Adam Goldstein Benjamin Landau
Wildfires are not only extremely dangerous, but they are highly unpredictable, resulting is
massive loss of land, property, and, worst of all, life. In the past four years in the United States,
there have been an average of about 65,000 wildfires per year. In 2014 and 2016, 4 million and
6 million acres of land were lost, respectively, but in 2015 and 2017, wildfires destroyed about
10 million acres of land. Beyond the immense danger these erratic wildfire seasons present to
civilian lives, they also cost the taxpayer and exorbitant amount of money, accounting for $2
billion out of the federal budget in 2017 alone. To combat both of these issues, Pelican
Extinguishers has designed a revolutionary, superior system to fighting wildfires. As opposed to
firefighters on the ground inaccurately aiming hoses at the top of the fire or airplanes dumping
an unnecessary amount of water or firefighting chemicals on top of the fire, large blimps will
fight the fire, eliminating the extreme waste present in the current methods of combatting the
spread of wildfires. These blimps will be tethered to trucks on the ground which will provide an
unlimited supply of water and energy. This revolutionary system provides a more efficient
method of combatting wildfires saving the taxpayer money and, most importantly, saving lives.

Fog Free
TAG
Esti Roth Shira Gade Levana Tomaszewski
“Mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all? Can you even hear me, or are you too
foggy? “
We thought of a problem that many people can probably relate to. After a hot shower your
mirror gets all foggy, and it is bothersome to reach out and wipe away the fog from the mirror.
Therefore, we created a fog free option.
As a solution to this problem, we created a mirror that will sense the moisture and will stimulate
the wiper to wipe the mirror. We coded a photoresistor that will sense the lack of light because
of the fog, and will stimulate the servo motor, that we coded, to move back and forth in a
motion that will wipe away the fog.

The Hopper
TAG
Sima Shapiro Chaya Malka Bokow Bryna Stern
Description: Our project is a remote-control truck that collects tennis balls. The tennis player
can use the remote to direct the truck to the place where the ball is. He can use a button on
the remote that will send the truck a message that a ball is in front of it, and the truck will
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immediately use its track to transport the ball to the trunk of the truck. The tennis player can
then use the remote to direct the truck back to him.
Purpose: The tennis player will not waste energy by having to run across the court to collect his
balls, and will then have more strength to play the sport. He can easily use this invention and
direct it to the balls to collect them without using any energy.
Tools Used: One mini servo motor is attached to the bottom part of the track and moves that
piece from side to side in order to trap the ball. Two servo motors are glued to the car and
move the track (that is attached to the top of the car and reaches the floor), up and down. A
button will be attached to the remote that when it is pressed, it will tell the servo-motor to
move to trap and transport the ball to the trunk.

Parking Pal
TAG
Adiel Arastehmanesh Bracha Kaufman Avigail Simhaee
Have you ever attempted to park your car in a spot, trying for fifteen minutes, only to find out
that you don't fit. It's very frustrating! That is why we have invented The Parking Pal! We
assembled two distance sensors, a servo motor and an LCD screen. The way it works is that the
driver presses the button and the size of the parking spot appears on the LCD screen. Using the
size of your car, you will determine if your car can fit into the space. If you use this device, it will
save you a lot of time and stress!

The Vibration Sound Sensation
TAG
Adina Kagan Debbie Kaplan Rena Sokoloff
Hearing loss is commonplace today, but it does not have to be. If people would not listen to
their music at such high volumes, a much lower percentage of the population would be hearing
impaired. However, how does one differentiate between a volume that is a little loud to one
that can be harmful? Our earplugs solve the problem. Using a microphone, they detect the
surrounding noises. If these noises are above the decibel level that causes damage to the hair
cells inside the ear, then the earplugs will vibrate to let their owner know that the music s/he
is listening to is too loud. This is a cost-effective and convenient way to decrease the chances
one has of damaging his/her hearing.
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The Escapeless Child
TAG
Leah Adler Shani Wallach Aliza Adest
How would you feel if your young child ran out of the house in to a busy street? With this device
it will tell you whenever your child leaves the house, without you knowing.
There is two sensors one low down, and one high up. If someone walks by both sensors then it
will realize it is an adult. If someone walks by one sensor, it will realize it is a young child, and
alert the mother that there child is leaving the house.

Small Savior
TAG
Becca Adler Ariella Merill Tamar Stern
In the aftermath of natural disasters it can be difficult for first responders to know which
collapsed buildings have people in them, which can lead to them searching in unoccupied
places and not rescuing people in time. The Small Savior is a solution to this problem. It is a
small ball that uses an infrared sensor to detect body heat and will make beeping noises if it
senses a person, in order to let the first responders know. Small Saviors are very inexpensive
which means that many can be thrown and they do not need to be retrieved. Small Saviors are
small and inexpensive, and they have the potential to save many lives.

photoPiano
TAG
Chaya Tova Chrein Miriam Bistricer
Playing an instrument provides numerous benefits such as decreased aging of the brain and an
increased IQ. These benefits lead psychologists to recommend learning how to play an
instrument.
However, some people that have the time and resources to play an instrument are prevented
from doing so as a result of physical handicaps. In addition, others are forced to stop playing
instruments as a result of arthritis.
This piano requires the movement of one limb in order to be played, so people with physical
deformities or illnesses that affect their fingers can play piano.
The piano is flat on top so a limb that is larger than a finger can be used to produce music.
Photoresistors are on each key,and a specific note is played when each photoresistor is
covered.
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Where’s Your Baby?
TAG
Rena Fogel Penina Gold Leah Hirschfeld
There are so many stories of babies left in cars, and some of them end up with critical or fatal
injuries. What if we were able to prevent this? Our product can. There is a motion sensor near
the driver and an IR flame sensor in the backseat. It makes sure that there is someone in the
front whenever there is someone in the back. If there is no one in the front, it sends off an
alarm for the public to hear and take action. Once the alarm goes off a thermistor starts tracking
the temperature. As soon as the car gets above normal human temperatures, the ringing alarm
switches to a prerecorded voice saying “Emergency, break the window, there is a baby left in
the car.” If everyone puts one of our sensors in their car, there will be no babies left unattended.

The Auto Clicker
TAG
Rocki Taub Daniella Berger Leora Wisnicki
Using a servo motor and an accelerometer, we created a pen that clicks back. When the pen is
lying flat, the servo motor swings back and clicks the pen back in. This is helpful for children
that are often forgetful and therefore their pens dry out fast. With the Auto Clicker the pen will
click back on its own and save ink!

Combating Infant Death
Texas Torah Institute
Noah Kimmel Yoseph Styller Meir Simcha Stolov
800 babies and young children have died since 1998 from being trapped in cars in hot weather.
Some of the hottest states in the country (Texas, Florida, California, Arizona, and North
Carolina) share 250 child deaths between them in this time span. That count is already
threatening to get larger as we head into the hottest months of 2018 with this issue still
unsolved. Already, even before summer has hit, one unfortunate child has passed away
because of this epidemic. The numbers speak for themselves. A solution is needed sorely and
quickly.
Our project aims to solve this crisis by using a heat sensor, numerous pressure sensors
on a child seat, and a sensor on the seat buckle. This group of sensors powered by a 12-Volt
battery, accurately assesses whether a child is trapped in a dangerously hot car. If the system
does sense a baby in potential danger, it waits 15 seconds, checks again, then repeats the
process two more times, to ensure that the danger is real. If these verifications come back
positive, the system reacts by rolling down a window to let in cool air, and a buzzer goes off
seconds later to alert passers-by. Also, in the case where the driver of the car is still inside and
simply did not notice the rising temperature, a red light will turn on to tell him/her to either get
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the child out of the car or turn on the air conditioning. If this device is implemented into every
car in the United States, it can prevent the tragedy of infant heat deaths.

Lockin' Lid
Texas Torah Institute
Jacob Berman Ephraim Glazer Yossi Lestz
DID YOU KNOW? According to the Burn Foundation, the most common burns to children under
five years old are scalds by hot liquids.*
Drinks like coffee and tea can send your child to the emergency room. Allowing kids
that age to be in an environment where there are hot liquids increases the chances of a burn
and many tears. Even if you only have your own coffee, your child may be in danger. To solve
this problem we created the Lockin’ Lid mug, reducing the likelihood of a drink spilling or
children drinking before their hot chocolate or tea has cooled enough to be safe. All you have
to do is set a given temperature and the mug will not unlock until the liquid is cool enough for
safe drinking.

Spider Bot
Texas Torah Institute
Elad Levy Daniel Goldfeder Daveed Tucker
Drones can gather data wherever they fly, but they cannot fly everywhere. Large cities, near
airports, around military bases, and the windy areas between buildings are all no-fly zones
(“NFZ’s”). In Los Angeles alone there are about 25 restricted NFZ’s, not including all the areas
that go up as temporary NFZ”s. Regardless of the restrictions, there is still a need for scientific
research, identifying heat signatures, air quality, barometric pressure at different heights, and
even mapping using LiDAR to measure distances. Another problem for drone users is that even
the most high-end drones have a battery life not exceeding an hour. The solution?
Spider Bot!
In any moderately sized city there will be at least one skyscraper, if not many. All
skyscrapers, be they 15 stories or 70, are built using a steel grid or a tube structural system. In
both there are plenty of steel beams and supports on the outside. Spider Bot, using magnets,
will climb any structure built this way and carry sensors where they are needed. Because the
only integral parts of this device are its rotating wheels and magnets, Spider Bot is highly
customizable. Its ability to be flexible with sensors and onboard devices lets its users employ
cameras, scientific instruments and maybe even a window wiper for extra tall buildings.
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Blender Cup 3000
TMM
Malky Bender Yaffi Blumenkrantz Goldie Fuchs Yocheved Ostreicher
Did you ever want a cold fresh smoothie in school or on the go? Introducing the Blender Cup
3000. This cup meets and exceeds all your expectations. The 3000 is a blade attached to a cover
enabling you to put it on any cup allowing you to produce a delicious tasting smoothie. There
are many safety features which are put into place by Arduino sensors that allow this to be the
best and safest blender possible. The accelerometer determines when the blender is in the
correct position for blending and only then will the motor turn the blade. Additionally, the
pressure sensors on top ensure the safety of the product. They only allow the blender to turn
on when a cup is firmly in place putting pressure on the pressure sensors.

Street Speak
TMM
Sara Bezalely Ruchama Farbman Sora Rochel Fishof Rachel Schreiber
Did you ever wonder how it is that a blind person can cross the busy streets unassisted? The
streets are a busy, dangerous, and scary place for people who do not have the gifted ability of
eye sight. The Street Speak will ease the life of blind people walking down a busy street. It is
designed to speak out loud to the people crossing the street below whether to cross the street
or to wait until the cars stop moving. The Street Speak is programmed that when the cars have
the right of way and the pedestrians must stop the light will repeat “stop”. Once the cars have
come to a stop, the Street Speak will say “go” as long as the pedestrians can cross. Often blind
people are faced with the dilemma of independence. With this invention it will not completely
solve the problems of their freedom, but it is sure to assist it. With this problem in mind we
have created The Street Speak to obliterate this issue of crossing the street for all blind people.

Laser Limbo
TMM
Brocha Brecher Shira Sussman Tamar Orgel
Did you ever worry about getting caught in the rope trying to play limbo? Or tripping over the
rope in jumbo? Well we found the solution to these problems. Laser Limbo is a laser that shines
across to a photoresistor. When the photoresistor is blocked, the buzzer will sound letting you
know that YOU ARE OUT. Our invention causes no worry and it's a new innovative way to play
your favorite game!
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Rain Glasses
TMM
Gitty Birnhack Malya Green Miri Hamel Shifra Marchuk
Do you wear eyeglasses? Well, if you do, you probably know the common discomfort of water
drops dripping down your glasses. Well, we know how to solve this problem for you!
Introducing.... The Rain Glasses! These rain glasses consists of a pair of glasses and attached to
each side is a servo motor with a push button that acts like a windshield wiper. Now if you're
outside and it's raining, you won't have a problem!

A Straighter, Swifter and Safer Stretcher
TMM
Ayala Klein Rikki Bakst Elisheva Teitelbaum Blima Miller
During an emergency, an accelerometer-controlled stretcher maneuvers the mattress so that
the patient is kept lying flat as the stretcher goes up or down the stairs. As the speed and
position change, a servo motor will effectively re-position the stretcher, adjusting its angle. This
innovation will help EMTs swiftly and easily transport the injured to safety.
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Biker’s Safety Knapsack
TMM
Perri Goldberg Sara Jaeger Nechama Greenberg
Finally! New and innovative way to keep bikers safe! The Biker’s Safety Knapsack ensures the
safety of both the biker and the walkers. When the biker turns his head, a turning signal goes
off in the direction that he turned his head in. That signal is projected on a knapsack to inform
the other bikers and walkers which direction he is turning so there is no danger involved. Once
the biker finishes turning he nods his head and the flashing light shuts off. This is a way to ensure
safety for both walkers and bikers!!! Stay safe!!!!

Night Leash
TMM
Avigayil Gidanian Adina Shoub Odelia Talassazan
Have you ever been driving at night and almost hit a dog because you couldn’t see it? One night,
I was driving to the supermarket and I almost hit a dog and the walker because I couldn’t see
them. We came up with a solution of a dog leash with lights so all drivers could see dogs and
their walkers and not hit them. We attached an LED strip to a dog leash and added a light sensor
so the light only turns on when it is dark and not to waste any power.

Sunny Side Up
TMM
Naomi Kaye Miriam Kaziev Tzipora Salzman
Have you ever gone for a walk in the park after a rainy day and wanted to sit down? You notice
that everything is wet! Our product is a regular park bench with a “twist.” It senses when the
rain stops and flips the seat of the bench over to a dry side. Now you will never have to sit on a
wet bench again.

Safety Stroller
TMM
Penina Ackerman Elisheva Garfinkel Shayna Livian
Have you ever sat in the park with the kids, turned to greet a friend and discovered that your
stroller had rolled away? A stroller that is unattended can roll into a driveway or a busy street.
This is extremely dangerous and can result in a serious injury. We created a stroller to prevent
this. Our stroller has pressure sensors on the handlebars that can sense if someone is holding
onto them. As long as there is no pressure on the handle bars (you’re not holding on), the
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wheels automatically brake. As soon as someone grips the handlebars, the wheels unlock and
you’re free to go on your way.

The Serial Dispenser
TMM
Bracha Salzberg Malky Herskovits Tehilla Waldman
Imagine you’re sitting in the morning at the kitchen table, when all of the sudden your little
sister pours her cereal all over the table. What if that didn’t have to happen, you can have our
SERIAL DISPENSER. The Serial Dispenser uses a fingerprint scanner to give each person in your
family an amount of cereal that’s not too much for them. Each person scans their finger and
puts in the amount they want. In the morning, you scan your finger and the dispenser gives you
the amount of cereal you requested. This prevents children from over pouring and spilling the
cereal. No more serial disasters!

Smart Tarp
TMM
Ayelet Feder Rochel Leah Solow Tzippy Siegel
Imagine: After a long day, you pull into the driveway and you need to collect your packages but
it's pouring outside. Do you really want to stand outside to collect them from your trunk while
it’s raining? If you set up the Smart Tarp over your driveway, you will never have this problem
again. The Smart Tarp has a built in moisture sensor to unfurl a roll of tarp over your driveway.
The Smart Tarp will also automatically retract as soon as it stops raining. In addition to a
driveway, the Smart Tarp is also made to cover your deck, or patio. The tarp can be used to
cover cars from snow, bikes left in the driveway from rain, any non water resistant outdoor
furniture or grills on your patio, and even cover your sukkah from any kind of rainy weather.
Now, with Smart Tarp, all your outdoor items will always be protected on any rainy day.

Criminal Alert Protection System
TMM
Nachma Fagin Simi Mirocznik Gitty Pfeiffer Devorah Schreiber
The Criminal Alert Protection System is an innovative way to protect the home. The
homeowner simply turns it on at night or when leaving the house and there are two codes. One
four-digit code turns off the system in the event it is alerted accidentally. The other, five-digit
code, is identical to the first except for the added digit at the beginning. If an intruder enters
the home, setting off the alarm but demanding that homeowners turn it off so as not to alert
the police, the homeowner simply enters the five-digit code, muting the system so it appears
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to have been turned off, but it is still sending signals to the police. The Criminal Alert Protection
System is a great way to increase home safety and security.

Wireless house lock
TMM
Chaya Tanenbaum Miri Edelstein Rivka Storch
This wireless house lock is very convenient and can be used at different times. There is a servo
motor in your doorknob that is wirelessly connected to the hand size remote. The advantage
of this is that you can simply press one button to lock and unlock your door. If you forget or you
are in a rush to leave, you can lock your house with the remote from a distance. If it is cold or
rainy outside, you can unlock or lock your house from the safety of your car. In addition it is a
small remote that is easy to carry and can attach to your keys. Before going to sleep you can
easily make sure your house is locked for the night from the comfort of your bed, by pressing
the button from your bedroom.

LIGHT UP BACKPACK
TMM
Nechama Bloom Yehudis Katzenstein Rivka Bracha Sprung
We made a backpack that lights up when it’s dark so that you can see inside and find what you
are looking for. If you are a student and you want to reach inside your backpack to get
something, it’s hard to get what you're looking for when it’s dark. Therefore we made a light so
that you can see into your backpack and get what you were looking for. There is a light sensor
inside the backpack so that it will sense when it is dark and turn on the light. This can also be
used inside pocketbooks or any other things that you might need to see inside when it’s dark.

Auto-erase Board
TMM
Leba Bald Ariella Diel Shuli Lieberstein Devorah Leah Ribacoff
When you’re a teacher it is sometimes hard to multitask and to erase a board and talk at the
same time. To solve this problem we invented the Auto-erase Board. With a push of a button
you can now erase your whole board. To do this work we attached a DC motor to the end of
the pole which makes the pole turn, along with the eraser, dragging it across the board to erase
the whole board.
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Prostetic Arm
Torah High School of San Diego
Belisha Genin Lily arovas
Loss of an arm will critically impact any individual. It prevents them from performing daily tasks
such as lifting objects, opening doors, and other such menial tasks. This not only hinders basic
functionality, but also fosters frustration in one's life. We are aiming to create a slightly more
advanced version of the current technology that is available to the general public.
We are creating a functional, yet inexpensive prosthetic that can assist people who have lost
an arm. Our prosthetic will utilize both flexion and rotation to simulate the movement of hand
muscles, in order to replicate the movement of the fingers. The attachment procedure has not
been addressed directly in our proposal, as the main idea of the project is to show the full range
of motion of the prosthetic. The program will be arranged so that the number keys 1-5
correspond to each of the five fingers, so as to control the movement of the hand through the
computer. Through the use of Arduino we will connect the prosthetic to the computer’s
keyboard with different commands corresponding to different keys.
With this underdeveloped technology and additional time and resources, we hope to further
advance our project. We believe this will profusely benefit those who have been impaired and
are unable to access the best technology out there.

Comfort Coat
Torah High School of San Diego
Anjelica Feig chloe dahan
Many people in today's society have severe anxiety disorders, particularly teens and children.
Studies have shown that when having an anxiety attack, applying tight pressure, such as a hug,
will reduce the attack’s effect on the child or teen. We want to create a comfort coat directed
towards this demographic. Using an inflatable vest attached to a jacket and an arduino air
pump, any parent will have access to inflate the vest through an app applying pressure to the
child, reducing anxiety, stress, and overall tension. We know that there is a high demand for a
product equivalent to ours.

Automatic Fish Feeder
Valley Torah Boys
Etai Shachar Ariel Swigi Aharon Sinai
A project we would like to contribute to society is a automatic fish feeder. The main problem
within the world of fish-owners is actually feeding the fish. This would not seem like a problem,
however, it becomes a pain after a while (if the fish lives that long). This, without debate, is the
utmost annoying problem every fish owner encounters. I myself have been a fish-owner and
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have been an annoyed by this struggle, and so much so that I and my team have created an
automatic fish feeder, to alleviate the problem of feeding. According to III.org, there are a total
of 15,000,000 fish owners in the U.S. alone, so the demand for our product is fairly high. For all
15,000,000 pet fish owners, this product will come in handy, and the struggle will be absent.
Our automatic fish feeder will alleviate the pet-owner’s classic burden of feeding the fish on a
daily basis. As I mentioned earlier, I myself have owned a fish and struggled with this issue, so I
know what every fish owner feels, and because of that, I can best target the problem. Another
great opportunity this product offers fish-owners, is the freedom of going away for vacation.
This allows for not having to worry about the wellbeing and feeding the pet fish. This product
with all the materials will cost us around 50 dollars prior to shipping. This extravagant price is
just for our prototype. Our product is designed to feed the pet fish once or twice a day, (every
24 hours), depending on your preference. This product is made to fit a run-of-the-mill, 1 gallon
fish tank. We accomplish this through using a a couple 9V batteries, 2 neodymium magnets (to
attach the fish take to our contraption), Flex-Seal paint, ultra-hardening clay, a generator (to
attach the rod for use), a funnel for holding the food, an Arduino (for programming), and a ⅛”
tube. Our programming is also fairly simple. We begin by telling the Arduino to put the battery's
power on such a low energy level, it is practically off. This happens util the time the fish needs
to eat. After this feeding cycle, it reverts to its previous state until another cycle is due.
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The Alarm
Valley Torah Boys
Eliyahu Kublin Mayer Adler Coby Barnett
Have you ever worried about the possibility of your home being broken into? It isn’t an
unheard-of occurrence. A good way to protect oneself from this happening is to install an alarm
or security system. It ensures a much safer home than one with no protection. Our Arduino
project consists of a motion activated alarm system that will notify a designated smartphone
wirelessly when activated.The Arduino board will be programedwith a specific code, telling it
exactly when and where to send this message. This can be done with a motion activated sensor
that sends out a Bluetooth message to the owner of the property’s phone, alerting them to an
intruder or other unauthorized “guests” in their home. This can be very useful if one is out of
town, for instance, and can be notified in case someone broke in. Receiving an instant message
will be much more convenient than finding out one had been robbed when they return home
from a journey or long vacation. The way it can be activated is by crossing a beam that runs
through a doorway or something similar, which triggers the notification to be sent to the
designated phone. In addition to this, one could add a flashing light or ringing bell in the house
when the message is sent. This could alert other people who are closer to the house than the
owners, such as neighbors, who can call authorities who can deal with the problem
professionally. Maybe it could silently turn on video cameras when the beam is crossed, making
it easy to catch the intruder in the house.The cameras could record to a hard drive for the
owners of the house to have when they return home. This little device may sound simple, but
that doesn’t mean it won’t be effective. It might just protect your own home from being robbed

SMART Solar Panel Sun Tracer
Valley Torah Boys
Adiel Kohanbash Ronel Yadegar Moshe Adler
Our Project is called the SSPST (Smart Solar Panel Sun Tracer). This Sun Tracer is run from an
Arduino Uno and will make the solar panel move towards the sunlight to obtain the energy.
The solar panel will run off a stepper motor which will turn the solar panel towards the sun.
The solar panel will be placed on a piece of wood/cardboard which will move when the photo
sensors detect light. After the photo sensors detect light and make the solar panel move
towards the area where the sun is, then the led will turn on. Because the solar panel moves in
a certain area, people will not be forced to purchase multiple solar panels as this one will move
to the direction of the sun.
The Smart Solar Panel Sun Tracer will help society in many ways. First, the person will be saving
around 75% on the price of the solar panels. They will save this enormous sum of money
because instead of having 4 solar panels that each point in a single direction, they will just need
one Smart Solar Panel Sun Tracer, and this itself will point in all four directions. The affordability
of this product compared to 4 other solar panels will attract the customers to purchase this
product and not the others. Second, the Smart Solar Panel Sun Tracer is bound to save space.
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By reducing the number of solar panels needed, the person purchasing this product will save
around 75% of space to use for their other leisure. Lastly, because many people will be
purchasing this product others that do not own a solar panel will also purchase one which in
turn will increase the amount of solar energy. The Smart Solar Panel Sun Tracer will ultimately
enable consumers to save money, space and energy.

SMART Sunburn Detector
Valley Torah Boys
Micha Adler Meir Weinfeld
Sunburns are a common annoyances in life, but some may not know that a severe sunburn can
cause skin cancer. 3 million incidences of skin cancer are diagnosed throughout the world every
year. The type of skin cancer caused by solar radiation, melanoma, accounts for 98% of all
deaths by skin cancer. Our device will help fix this issue. We propose a device that senses the
amount of solar radiation hitting your skin and lets you know the level of severity of the sunrays.
If it is very severe, the light will turn red, if not as severe, it will turn yellow, and if there is little
to no solar radiation in the air, the device will turn green. If the device senses a high enough
level to turn red, the device will also vibrate once every ten minutes that the light is red. This
device will seriously lower the amounts of sunburns and even skin cancer instances in the
world.

LCD Kippah
Valley Torah Boys
Samy Kohanteb Levi Mehdizadeh Kevin Linden
The LCD kippah is a revolutionary invention which would have an LCD connected to it that
would be programed it show certain letters and colors when it is dark. The kippah would
feature a photoresistor to tell whether it is day or night. The kippah would help people not get
hit by cars at night and be seen in dark places. The input for the project will be the photoresistor
which will resist some voltage to keep the power in place and not over. On the other hand, the
output will be the LCD. The arduino will act as the processor. the cost for the “LCD kippah” will
only be forty dollars. The $40 cost is because we will need to purchase a kippa from
klippedkippah.com. Additionally, we will need to purchase the equipment which includes, the
LCD, Arduino, and wires.
The input for this project will be the photoresistor, which will detect the amount of light
present. The processing for this project will be an Arduino, which will send a signal to the LCD
depending on how much light is present. If the light is lower than a certain level, the Arduino
would send a signal telling the LCD to display X, and if the light is higher than said level, the
signal sent would tell the LCD to turn off.
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Oracle
Valley Torah Boys
Ethan Stark Noam Sakoff Matan Kraut
The Oracle is the next generation of blind people technology. This invention can help blind
people walk pass objects instead of running into them. With the use of Ultrasonic Sensors and
Arduino Board and Sketch, the Oracle senses its surroundings and alerts the person using a
certain machine that beeps in the ear. If the object is to the right, then the Ultrasonic Sensor
on the right will alert the person by beeping on that side and if the object is to the left, then the
Ultrasonic Sensor on the left will alert the person. Studies show that the approximate amount
of Feet a person takes in a step is 2.1 feet. What we plan to do is make the alert beep at least
.9 feet ahead of the person. The Arduino Board will be located on the back of the head carried
up by elastic straps. The elastic material will prevent the wires, which will be located inside, to
overheat. As a safety precaution, the Arduino Board will be covered by a small fireproof box.
The Ultrasonic Sensors will be located on both sides and connected to the headphones. The
headphones will be Bluetooth. The person cannot see the button to turn it on, so there will
only be three buttons. The on/off switch is the middle and the volume for the alert will be
located on the top and bottom of the on/off button. The Oracle is very intelligent and will not
fail to the expectations of the blind people.

Water ELM
Valley Torah Girls
Eliana Rachimi Liorah Balakhane Melody Josephson
A major problem in society today is the amount of individual water consumption. The issue of
water consumption often resulting in dehydration or water intoxication. This product will
regulate your water consumption, alert you when you need to drink, inform you of how much
water you have drunk, and notifying you if you have reached your goal. This product is meant
to balance your drinking habits whether you drink too much, or not enough.

EZSL
Valley Torah Girls
Sarah Sharim Sarah Andron Avigail Shaar
Based on statistics found by the National Institution of Deafness and Other Communication
Disorders, more than ninety percent of deaf children have hearing parents. Although deaf
people communicate through sign language, a language consisting of hand movements and
differing hand positions, it is difficult for deaf people to communicate with those who don’t
know the language. This is a problem many deaf people face in society when trying to interact
with those who do not know sign language. Furthermore, it is not practical for every hearing
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person to learn sign language, even though 37.5 million adults aged 18 and over have
difficulties hearing— that is about fifteen percent of American adults.
Input: Five flex sensors and a code uploaded from the computer.
Processing: The code defines different measurements on a scale through 1-5.
Each number has a resistance value range. Based on the hand position and the numbers on the
serial monitor, the code will recognize a certain letter.
Output: Base on the recognized letter, it will be printed on the serial monitor and an LCD screen.
The role of the arduino is to form connections between the flex sensors, the code and
the LCD screen in order to display the letter being signed through the glove. The five flex sensors
used are placed in a glove and detect how much each finger is bent when signing a letter. The
flex sensors are connected to GND and the analog side of the board. The arduino reads the
resistance of the sensors and displays its values on the serial monitor.
The EZSL, a play on “easy” and an abbreviation for “sign language”, addresses the language
barrier between deaf people and those who do not know sign language. By translating
fingerspelling into printed letters, the barrier is broken. A deaf person wearing the EZSL glove
will fingerspell words and each letter will be displayed on the LCD to form words so that those
who do not know sign language will understand the deaf person.

DRY BENCH
Valley Torah Girls
Dvora Olkha Orel Shachar
Embarrassment is a continuous stumbling block in our world. There are many ways to avoid
humiliation, but not every avoidable problem is solved. A minor but extremely annoying
example, specifically for rainy cities, are wet benches. Although it isn’t addressed directly, it
causes inconvenience throughout the day. For someone to be forced to walk around with wet
clothing the entire day, is extremely irritating and unprofessional. No such device to solve this
like this exists to our knowledge and it will be a beneficial component toThe input components
of this project are a stepper motor, an electric heating pad, moisture sensor, and a pressure
sensor. The stepper motor works through a few simple steps following the code we inserted.
The right electromagnet is energized and becomes a north pole, while the left electromagnet
becomes a south pole. This pulls the rotor around by one step, so a tooth of the gear on the
south pole (a blue tooth) turns towards the right electromagnet and a tooth of the gear on the
north pole (a red tooth) turns towards the left electromagnet. Now the bottom electromagnet
becomes a north pole, the top electromagnet becomes a south pole, and the two horizontal
magnets are switched off. The vertical magnets are now turned off, and the horizontal magnets
are turned on, but with the opposite polarity. This allows the teeth of the gears to shift one
more step. Lastly, the vertical magnets are turned on again, in the opposite polarity of before,
and the horizontal magnets are turned off. Then the rotors move around one last step and the
cycle is repeated. It processes the information that was inputted, and as an output it allows the
stepper motor to rotate causing the bench to turn over. The moisture sensor works to estimate
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the volumetric content of water based on the dielectric constant of the base. The two probes
of the sensor allow the current to pass through the soil and then it obtains the resistance level
to measure the moisture value. It processes the code that allows the output of numbers
representing the moisture level on the serial monitor. The electric heating pad requires more
energy than from the arduino. We will be using an electronic switch that is controlled by the
arduino to turn it on and off. The pressure sensor is a device which has reduced resistance when
a force is applied to it. We will convert the reduction in resistance to a change in voltage that
can be measured by the arduino. society.

Azaka
Valley Torah Girls
Noa Kreitenberg Shirel Duek Netanya Danoush
Many deaf people in today’s society have to wake up at a certain time to get to school or work.
They use alarm clocks, which make noise, to wake them up. Unfortunately, deaf people can’t
use these types of alarms. Currently deaf people use an alarm that vibrates the whole house.
This will feel like an earthquake and will frighten any guests. We want to modify this idea and
make it more individualized. This bracelet vibrates at the desired time. You set the alarm by
plugging it into your computer and setting the time from there. Then when the time comes it
will slightly vibrate to wake you up.

Light it up
Valley Torah Girls
Jennifer Farahi Devorah Kerendian
Our project is that we are making a little tiny disc that rotates and projects images on the wall.
It's kind of like a night light but with cool projections, like a heart, star, and moon. The reason
we are doing this project is because we all have those boring night lights that just projects light,
but now we have a night light and little cool images that project onto our wall. This kind of night
light will be able to soothe young children and help them sleep. Another special thing about are
night light is that it's automatic.

Epilepsy Bracelet
Valley Torah Girls
Kayla Golan Sara Dermer
Problem in Today’s Society:
Many people in their lives have seizures but the hardest to keep track of are children. If a child
is prone to seizure, they usually need to be supervised by an adult or parent. This is tough for
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the parents because they cannot always watch their kids round the clock, they are either busy
working or running errands. Additionally, this, in turn, affects families with more than one child
because the other children need attention as well. The seizure bracelets that are sold on the
market today, are very costly. Therefore, if a child breaks the bracelet, and a new one is bought,
it is usually another investment. Our team wants to bring a solution to this problem with our
cost effective seizure bracelet. Our bracelet is affordable and sends a signal to the parent that
the child is having a seizure. This removes the family’s and parent’s stress because they do not
always need to be concerned with the child.

HSS - Home Security System
Valley Torah Girls
Chanah Cramer Gabriella Wagh Elinorah Kavosh
Today in society, our problem is security. You would be surprised how many crimes happen
throughout the day in the world. Just in California, per year there are about 1,191,797 total
crimes in houses. People no longer feel safe in their own homes. Many time there are people
who enter the house and no one knows what to do. They can’t call for help since they fear that
the intruder will hear them. They have no way to communicate with the police for help.The
goal of our project is to create a home security system that allows a person to communicate
with the police while the intruder is inside the house without the intruder hearing. We will be
using an app that uses a button that will send the police a notification when you press it. There
will be a physical button to click, but you will need the app installed on your phone in order for
the message to be sent. The input of the project will be through a push button. The push button
will be installed through the arduino and the coding will allow it to process the action of the
push button. The output of the arduino and push button will be the message sent out. The
message will be sent through an app that has the information in cases of emergency. The
arduino will allow the message to be sent when it is told to. This project will allow people to
communicate with the police in times of danger without making a sound. Usually if an intruder
hears noise, he or she will either come to inspect the noise or will run away. Both of these
option will leave the person trying to called for help will the feeling of unease and fear in their
own home.

Pill Organizer
Yavnah Academy of Dallas
Sophia Ana Achar Amit Gurman Vanessa Helen Kibel
In our Engineering class we were asked to invent something that would benefit people. We
plan to create a machine that helps you organize your pill taking schedule. This machine will be
a pill box that will have separate compartments for you to put each bottle of your pills. These
compartments will be locked and will only be opened when it it time to take your pill. In addition
to this we will create an app where you can list all of your different pills that you take and the
times that they need to be taken at. At the time that your pill is to be taken the compartment
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for that pill will be unlocked and you will get a notification on your phone. This invention can
prevent people from overdosing, forgetting which pill to take, or forgetting what time to take
their pill. Also this invention will stop people from mistakenly taking unnecessary pills.

Smart Dental Hygiene Scanner
Yavnah Academy of Dallas
David B Cohen Leib Malina
Most people only go to the dentist a couple times a year, and thus have no way of telling how
good their dental hygiene is for the rest of the year. A dentist is able to tell a patient how well
they are brushing and flossing their teeth, and what they can do to improve their dental
hygiene. Our device, which is currently in its early stages of development will be able to inform
a patient of their dental hygiene status every single day. The device is placed into the mouth of
the user, and a quick scan with a number of sensors (such as LIDAR and cameras) builds up a
three-dimensional visualization of the patient’s mouth. Computer vision algorithms are capable
of identifying dental problems such as a buildup of plaque or cavities, and this model is able to
be viewed by the patient on their mobile device, with the areas of concern. The mobile app
stores all past dental scans from the device and can track trends occurring in the patient’s
dental hygiene to see if their hygiene is improving or worsening.
Artificially-intelligent deep learning algorithms gradually learn about the patient’s dental
hygiene habits (ex: brushing and flossing habits) and can provide the patient with
recommendations such as how to brush or floss better, or a particular region of the teeth that
requires additional focus.
If there is an area of concern, such as a cavity, a scan of the patient’s mouth can be sent to a
dental hygienist so that appropriate action can be taken, and an appointment can be set up.

Intelligent Glasses
Yavnah Academy of Dallas
Ari Joseph Berke Adam Meyer Frydman Ezra Yisroel Ruderman
Our project is to create a SAP design of a pair of glasses that a runner would wear to help
accurately predict the end time for his run. The glasses would light up a red light if the runner
is going too fast, a blue light if the runner is going too slow, and a green light if the runner is
going at approximately the correct rate. We plan to calculate the speed at which you are
traveling from using user biometrics which are then downloaded into an app, and to calculate
heart rate we will use a pulse sensor. We will find the equation to do this based on the already
existing equation for target heart rate and our experimental data using runners and the pulse
sensor shell. From this data we can find the heart rate and speed at which you are traveling.
The Arduino would then and compare it with the expected heart rate for your target speed,
thus projecting the corresponding color of your speed relative to what it should be. The glasses
operate on a 9 volt battery mounted on them and emit red, blue, and green lights with their
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respectively colored LED’s also attached to the frame of the glasses. The glasses will connect to
the app through BLE.

Automatic Life Vest
Yavnah Academy of Dallas
Simcha Malina Jonah Seth Schwarz-Mullins Yosef E Weiss
The AIV is an automatically inflating life vest that doesn’t obstruct your ability to swim while
you wear it. When the vest senses that your diaphragm has not moved for a certain period of
time, around two minutes, it will fire a CO₂ cartridge, inflating the life vest. This life vest, sewn
in between two shirts, will inflate and lift you up to the surface. Most people get extremely
annoyed when they try to go swimming with a life vest, but cannot go under the water. This
vest allows you to have maximum mobility in the water, while still staying safe. This invention
can additionally be advanced and improved in many ways. We can also add a shoulder mounted
GPS system which will alert a lifeguard after the CO₂ cartridge is fired. Another possible addition
is a heart monitor built into the vest which can provide a better analysis of the person’s current
state of health.

Coke bottle Chair SHipwreck
Yavnah Academy of Dallas
Tony Starr George Koppel
We needed to find something to do with all the extra coke bottles laying around. We thought
about it for a long time, and finally someone shouted, "I know it! We'll make a Coke Bottle Chair
Shipwreck." So we scrapped together every coke bottle we could find, and put them all
together into a chair that can save people in case of a shipwreck. It wasn't easy, because the
chair kept falling apart, and the automatic deployment was a "shipwreck." But finally we got it
to work and even "saved" my friends' dog.

Automatic Train Stopper
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Asher Ralbag Yoseph Moshe Siegel Yedidia Esses
A countless number of people unfortunately die each year by getting run over by a train. Our
project works to solve this issue by affixing weight sensors to the train tracks which would sense
if a person fell on them and would then send a radio signal to the trains to stop this would not
be too expensive as you would only need the weight sensors next to the platforms in real life
the train would stop automatically. But in this model it only send signal but the train doesn’t
stop automatically as we are not using Electronic train.
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Introducing Key2One
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Donni Honig Yisroel Rosenberg
A palm-sized device ready to replace your lock. Keys are a thing of the past!
The problem with keys and access cards is they tend to get lost, stolen, and can be a security
vulnerability if possessed by the wrong hands.
Key2One can be unlocked without a key or an access card. Your unique fingerprint is the key.
Using its integrated fingerprint scanner, Key2One scans your fingerprint to allow access.

Door of the Future
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Yedidia Esses Asher Ralbag Yoseph Siegel
Do you want to save hundreds of dollars? Have you ever had to pay hundreds of dollars simply
because you were not being careful enough while exiting your car? Have you ever wished that
you can open your car door without feeling anxious about damaging cars parked near you?
Well, now your wait is over. Simply install our Patent pending revolutionary system, with the
“Door of the future”™, you can now exit your car without worrying about scratching other cars.
The “Door of the future”™ uses high-tech sensors that tell the on board micro-processers
exactly how close the “opposing” car is to your car. The processor then processes the data and
if the car is within a certain distance, the stepper motor actually makes the door stop right
before it hits another car.
Sold on Amazon and all car repair shops near you .You can either purchase a one size fits all DI-Y kit, for only $39.99 or you can buy the deluxe package which contains one “Door of the
future”™ custom fitted to your car. The deluxe edition is installed by one of our associate
companies. This package costs a little bit more –but still a very small sum in the grand scheme
of things- at $199.99.
Product may not be exactly as described. Excluding the YAYUS tax. Some settling may occur
during shipping. Some restrictions may apply
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Park Assist
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Shragie Kaufman Meir Lowinger
Ever tried fitting into a tight parking spot. All that turning and adjusting is so annoying and time
consuming. Our idea solves that problem. We attached a second set of wheels to the bottom
of the car that role sideways so that you can just role into your parking spot without all the
hassle. The second set of wheels are connected to servo motor which makes them come down,
and they are also connected to a stepper motor which makes them role into the spot.

Pill Sorter
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Meir Greenblatt Chananya Grun Shmuel Rubin
Have you ever been in a situation where you have a load of colorful things, and you are pressed
for time and can't have it all sorted?... Or even worse - are you a person who needs to take a
lot of pills? That is a problem that many people face today. There are many times that you will
need your pills sorted. Or if you are an elderly person with impaired eyesight, you may not be
able to see the pills correctly. And that may lead to you accidentally taking the wrong pill
causing a highly unwanted catastrophe.
That's where we come in... We, the Grubinblatt crew, have created an automatic pill sorter that
will make it much easier to find the correct pill.
With our machine, all you have to do is pour all the unsorted items into the sorter, and let the
pill sorter do the rest. Each item will make its way down a ramp; when it reaches the end, it will
stop briefly, while an RGB color sensor determines its color. Then, a servo motor sets the ramp
to the correct angle and a second servo motor lifts a barrier and the item drops directly into
the correct receptacle for its color.
There was a horrible situation in Houston Texas where a 97 year old woman was oh so
harshly taken from this world after taking the wrong pill because of her diminished eyesight.
But have no fear. With this amazing invention, your loved ones could be saved by the flip of a
switch.
To purchase this life-saving invention, please contact us directly at Grubinblatt Enterprises LLC.
For only $29.99, you can be one of our first customers. (Free shipping and handling, batteries
not included.) Order soon! Time limited offer. Restrictions may apply.
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The Pipe Saver
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Aryeh Zucker Yitzchak Russ
Have you ever had a pipe burst? Well, it’s not pretty and causes a lot of damage. Luckily, we
have a solution. It’s called the “Pipe Saver”. The Pipe Saver has temperature sensors on the
pipe and outside. If a pipe gets just a little too cold or it’s cold outside, the Pipe Saver will open
up a solenoid valve to allow water through the pipe so it won’t freeze. If the pipe or outside
gets much too close to the freezing point, the Pipe Saver will turn on a heater to ensure the
pipe’s safety. When the Pipe Saver is heating up the pipe, or letting water through, it will notify
you that the pipe is too cold. With all of this, hopefully, your pipes should never freeze and
damage your house!

Bicyclist Saver
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Moshe Cohen Moshe Shabtsai Cohen Avraham Szafanski
Our project will be preventing a bicycle from falling. There will be 2 training wheels on either
side of the bike. There will also be an accelerometer attached to the bike to determine if the
bike is turning too fast. If it is, training wheels will be deployed to stop the bike from falling. The
training wheels will each rotate around a piece attached to the bike. They will stop rotating
when they are in the correct position.

The Technologically Upgraded Home Run Stadium
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Avi Goldstone Avraham Goldstein
Sharpen your skills and come on down to the High-Tech Home Run Stadium!
The High-Tech Home Run Stadium features a manually operated batting device in which skilled
attention division and precise timing are of high integrity in order to deflect a pitch into one of
few pockets. Using just a push button and potentiometer, the batter will have to anticipate a
varied pitch and hit at the most opportune time in order to get the desired score. On the other
side of the field, the pitcher will use two potentiometers hooked up to two tires in order to
modify the speed of the projected ball, and ultimately to discombobulate the batter and to
force a strike out. As mentioned earlier, positioned pockets will be set along the outer wall,
each with its own designated score, thus, training the batter’s ability to coordinate the ball to
a particular direction. The rules are as follows: every strike out (3 strikes) the pitcher receives
one point, on the other hand, the batter will have to maneuver the ball to a pocket worth 1
point, 2 points, or 3 points. Whoever gets to 10 points first wins!
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Target Practice
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Fischel Haas Eli Shlachter Moshe Zinn
The main goal of our project is to provide a fun and productive way for a patient to regain or
improve his or her hand-eye coordination throughout rehabilitation. Our project consists of a
light sensor moving on an X,Y plane. The patient stands some distance away with a laser pointer
trying to hit the moving target. The light sensor will move horizontally on a drive screw, and will
move vertically along a PVC frame, using a pulley with a timing chain. Our hope is to make rehab
a less boring experience and we intend to make this for therapy use and even a household
game.

Smart Shoes
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Michoel Winzelberg Velvel Michelson
This project is a device that will detect if there is an obstacle in front of the wearer. If there is,
then it will turn on a vibrator located inside the wearer's shoe to warn him, so that he won't
trip on the obstacle. This is done by placing a series of distance sensors at different places on
the shoe which make sure that the vibrator goes off accurately. This technology can make the
lives of the blind or those who are hard of sight a lot easier.

Project toilets flush yourself
Yeshiva Darchei Torah
Pinchus Libman Lazer Phillips
This project is making an automatic toilet flusher using an Arduino board. It will be using an
ultrasonic distance sensor and a servo motor and an Arduino board to control it. The ultrasonic
distance sensor will sense when someone is on the toilet after they get up for a set amount of
time it will activate the servo motor which will in turn, turn pull the handle to the toilet. The
object is to make a make-it-yourself toilet flusher due to the fact that toilet flushers are
expensive and hard to install. This is much cheaper and simpler to install.
The project will be made using an Arduino board and a servo motor with an ultrasonic distance
sensor. The ultrasonic distance sensor will sense when somebody is in front of it. It will wait
until the person has been on there for x amount of seconds and then wait till he gets off for x
amount of seconds. At that point it will commence to flush the toilet by having the servo motor
turn the handle. This is how the project will create a cheaper and easier to use automatic toilet
flusher
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FPV Drone
Yeshiva High School of Monsey
Yacoov Yeger Avrommy Lunger Efraim Zellermaier
Drones are becoming increasingly popular today for entertainment, as well as, being used for
tools by technicians operating in dangerous environments. Control schemes are extremely
important to ensure the ease of use by the operator. Our project aims to create a wheel based
drone with a camera attached allowing for a first person view from the car's point of view.
To control this car we will use a dual axis joystick, but to control the camera we are using a dual
axis gyroscope allowing our camera to angle and move in real time with the users head
movements.
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Pilot Light Alarm
Yeshiva High School of Monsey
Shea Goldberger Yumi Fortgang AJ Green Shaya Silberstein
Pilot flames are used to turn on larger gas burners when high energy ignition sources are
required, such as commercial kitchen equipment. One fatal flaw of an always on pilot flame is
that if the flame goes out for whatever reason, the valve will not close off the gas, unless a
safety shut off device is installed. This is one such device.
Our device will detect a flame using an infrared sensor, and trigger a visual and audible alarm if
a flame is not detected. In addition to this our project uses a gas sensor to detect build ups of
combustible gasses, also triggering the alarm. Future versions of our project will include a
wireless transmitter to notify you in text what the specific alarm is that triggered.

Soccer Ball Launcher
Yeshiva High School of Monsey
Simcha Nossel Davey Shenker Yehuda Orenstein Yisroel Zev Bree
Soccer is the number one sport in the world, with fans on virtually every continent. As with all
sports it takes practice to get good, but practicing usually takes at least 2 people. Our project
aims to make soccer practice more accessible to players the world over.
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Through the use of an arduino and several motors and servos we have designed a soccer ball
launcher that can aim and shoot a ball at a net at various angles and velocities. Simply set up
our ball launcher and get ready to defend your goal against a barrage of well placed but
randomized shots. Future versions may include image or color recognition to aim shots to be
more challenging for player, by recognizing the user, and aiming the ball for the unguarded
areas of the net.

Touch Alarm Clock
Yeshiva High School of Monsey
Menachem Mendel Koenig Sholom Miller Zisha Fortgang Avigdor Vizel
Alarm Clocks, one of the most necessary evils modern technology has produced. Every morning
millions of people slap their alarm clocks, desperately seeking the snooze button to catch a few
more zzz's. We can do better.
Our project takes it's cues from human nature, most people are too groggy to open their eyes
and visually scan the buttons on their alarm clock to press a button, which is why most
manufacturers make the snooze buttons as large as possible. We have taken it a step further,
no longer will you seek the snooze button.. there aren't any buttons at all!
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Simply tap the top of the alarm clock (or slap it, in your sleep deprived state) and a vibration
sensor will set the snooze. When you're
up, tilt the clock on it's side to dismiss the
alarm, and when it's time for bed, set it
back right side up and your alarm will be
reset!
In future versions of our
prototype you will be able to set the
clock and alarms using our forthcoming
app with your Bluetooth enabled phone,
allowing for a seemless, elegant and
functional display piece.

The CHUTE, ASSIST and SCORE!
Yeshiva Sha'are Torah High School Boys
Albert Harari Sam Menaged Ezra Shalom
Doing laundry is tedious. Collecting the laundry, sorting it and, later, folding it are amongst the
most monotonous elements of the process. The laundry chute was invented long ago to
alleviate the hardships of collecting. While an invention has yet to be created to fold finished
laundry, our invention simplifies the sorting process.
Imagine having to never sort your colors and whites ever again. Well, now you can! The CHUTE,
ASSIST AND SCORE is a device that rests in your laundry chute, detects whether the garment is
white or has color, and then separates it for you into two different bins. Just by dropping
laundry into the chute, one piece at a time, a system of color sensors senses the garment and,
depending on the color/white status of the garment, opens one of two trap doors, dropping
the garment into the correct bin. Now, when entering the laundry room, laundry is ready to
simply be put into the machine!
While our device has a limited market as it only works in homes with laundry chutes, the CHUTE,
ASSIST AND SCORE will fit into any chute, using adjustable pressure pads to quickly and easily
hold it in place.
Practically invisible to the user, the CHUTE, ASSIST AND SCORE is an inexpensive and
unobtrusive device that will eliminate a tedious step in the laundering process. With the
proceeds from the sales of this device, perhaps the next goal would be to tackle the folding
process!
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The CABIN-EZ
Yeshiva Sha'are Torah High School Boys
Michael Almaghrabi Moussy Srougo
The goal of this project, the CABIN-EZ, is to make opening and closing drawers a hands-free
experience. This can assist you in many ways in your daily life.
Just imagine if you are in the middle of cooking and handling food, and you suddenly need a
utensil; you certainly wouldn’t want to dirty the handle of the draw to open it and get
something else you need. You would then need to take the time to clean the handles of the
cabinet. Another example is if you want to put something away. Normally, you would have to
put it down, open the draw, pick it back up and put it away. The CABIN-EZ turns those four
steps into just one.
Our product uses a voice recognition sensor to open or shut specific drawers in a cabinet or
storage system. You will be able to customize any drawer to a certain name, and when you call
its name, the Arduino will use the voice recognition sensor to make that drawer’s motor turn
on, and an attached gear/track system will open the drawer of your choice so you can get to
your item, hands-free. A second voice command to close the drawer will reverse the motor and
the drawer will shut. The system will make use of an ultrasonic sensor to stop motion once the
drawer has fully opened/closed completely.
Fitting into any drawer, the CABIN-EZ will instantly help chefs, mechanics and hobbyists, along
with anyone else who stores tools/materials in drawers, to streamline their efforts during the
job.

The THERMOCUP
Yeshiva Sha'are Torah High School Boys
Ezra Beyda Gaby Beyda Eddie Safdieh Freddy Swaid
While millions of people drink coffee every day, most don’t know that the coffee industry
suggests that for coffee to be at its best, it should be cooked and held between 180 and 190
degrees. Such high temperatures cause third-degree burns in two to seven seconds.
Back in 1994, there was a famous case involving a woman who purchased coffee at a chain
restaurant, and was horrifically burned. Arguing that the coffee at this chain was served much
hotter than at most restaurants, she won millions in damages. While the money sounds great,
most would agree that anyone would choose to avoid getting badly burned over any amount
of money gotten in compensation for painful and scarring physical injury.
Our device is designed to help a person avoid getting burned when drinking coffee. Using an
Arduino, a thermistor will measure the temperature of the coffee, and based upon certain
preset temperature ranges, will cause one of three l.e.d.’s to light, indicating whether the
beverage is cool (blue), too hot (red) or just right (green).
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Our prototype has the device built into the cup. Other products that could be developed include
an independent drop-in device, useful in any cup, as well as a device built into other devices
where temperature range matters, such as a kitchen grill or bathtub.

Smoke Detecting Robot
Yeshiva Tiferes Torah
Gavriel Batyrov Ariel Sezanayev Shlomo Soleymani
Our project is a robot designed to drive around a building at night to protect us from suffocating
from smoke. This robot follows a preset line, detecting smoke. If smoke is detected, a loud
alarm would go off. This will prevent people from having to enter potentially dangerous
environments. This will be cheaper than putting smoke alarms in every room.

The Bed
Yeshiva Tiferes Torah
Joshua Josef Avi
Our project is about a bed that heats and cools itself.The heat and cool air is controlled by a
pad with buttons.Under the bed theirs a pad that heats up very fast and could cool down very
fast.The pad is one both sides of the bed.One is for heat and one is for cool air.

Find My Wallet
Yeshiva Tiferes Torah
Aaron Avezov David Plishtiev Rafael Badalov
Our project is how to find a wallet that is lost. If you have ever struggled from finding your
wallet there is no need to worry anymore because my partners and I created a mechanism to
find it. The wallet can be found just by a push of a button. Inside the wallet there is a speaker
that makes a siren to help you find your wallet. When you push the button there is a transmitter
that sends a signal to the receiver in your wallet to make noise.

The Scientist's Friend
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Abraham Ausi Joshua Bassoul Michael Sutton Alfred Harary
Biologists have to make an amazing array of simple salt, soap, and buffer solutions, almost all
of which must be at a specific pH. There are separate apparatuses for stirring, heating,
temperature determination, volume determination, and pH determination, which leads to
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solution preparation being a lengthy process. Our device combines all of these features into
one: it is a heated magnetic stir-plate with digital readouts for temperature, pH, and total
solution volume. Having this as an all-in-one system greatly expedites the solution making
process, which is predicted to increase the efficiency of Biology research.

LIDAR Sight
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Isaac Shriqui Leeor Saban Morris Zetune
Certain gifted people with sight impediments can improvise their own form of sonar, which
allows them to gauge the distance to the surface in front of them. However, this is a skill that
takes practice and not everyone can do it. Therefore, our project combines a fast LIDAR unit for
ranging with the tactile feedback of a small buzzer motor allowing anyone with sight
impediments to have a form of frontal ranging.

Car Guard
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Joseph Masri Isaac Saadia Isaac Hassoun Ronnie Franco
Coming back to see that your car has been damaged and no insurance information being
provided is all too common. The Car-Guard is a camera system designed to mount onto any
car. It auto-arms after being stationary for a short amount of time, after parking for instances,
and takes 360 degree panoramic pictures around your vehicle if it detects another car has
collided with yours. These pictures can serve as evidence of a collision and hopefully lead to
rightful compensation.

The Stream Cleaner
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Oren Shadian Zohar Lebhar Oren Harar Orel Shimoonov
Our invention is an automated robotic boat, designed with a crane arm and sensing capabilities
sufficient to autonomously patrol calm waters and collect trash. Cheaply built, a fleet of these
could help clean out streams and other waterways in areas with poor sanitation standards.
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The Personal Thermal Control System
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Ely Akibeh Shlomo Sason Jacob Cohen Joseph Silverman
Our project is a vest designed to keep a user warm in cold environments. An air pump moves
air through a heating coil and, using a system of tubes, distributes it over the user’s body. Using
forced air is superior to simple heating pads as the air is actively dried; the air intake nozzle is
wrapped in cloth containing a hygroscopic material, which absorbs moisture, keeping the user
both warm and dry, leading to a more comfortable experience. The device monitors both the
user’s body temperature and the heating coil temperature, as a safety measure. Using the Blynk
app, the user can control various functions from their smartphone, such as the temperature
set point and pump speed, as well as be informed of the remaining battery charge.

APP
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Daniel Husney Nathan Baum Joseph Maleh
Our project, Accident Prediction and Protection, is a wearable device designed for motorcycle
riders. It has a single Ultrasonic Distance Sensor on a servo-stabilized platform designed to point
to the center of a motorcyclist’s direction of travel. When a collision is determined to be
inevitable, the device inflates 3 air bags, two located over the chest and one behind the neck,
in an attempt to mitigate injury. The stabilized plateform insures that whether the rider is sitting
back, as on a cruiser or classic motorcycle, or leaning forward, as on a sports bike, the sensor is
always facing forward.

The Breathe-Easy Smart Mask System
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Mayer Zeitoune Jack Lati Isaac Gindi Jack Katach
Respirator masks allow operators to breathe safely in areas contaminated with chemicals and
other toxins. However, breathing through a respirator requires substantial effort, so it is in a
user’s best interest to limit the amount of time using it. Removal and refitting the mask when
the user exits and re-enters the work zone can both time-consuming and a safety concern, as
it increase the chance the respirator mask will be improperly fitted. We have modified a
respirator mask to open a vent-hole when the levels of organic chemicals (VOCs) are at safe
levels, allowing the user to breathe unimpaired, and reducing the use of the consumable filter
units. The vent-hole can be manually closed with an override button, or closed automatically if
the level of organic chemicals in the air begins to rise. A thin-film LCD screen fitted to the mask’s
visor reads out air quality data from on board computer, and the amount of work hours the
filter units have seen, as the filters need changing after a certain amount of work hours.
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The Nex-Box Bicycle Safety System
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Moshe Kabariti Joseph Horn Jimmy Lalo
The Nex-Box is a system of 2 modular devices that can be strapped on to any standard bicycle
helmet. The first, the “DABS” (Detection of Accidents Bicycle System) module, detects when
the rider has experienced a collision. It then sends a text message to a pre-programmed
number informing the person the rider has been in an accident, and it includes the GPS position.
The Second module, the “DIBS” (Directional Indicator Bicycle System) straps onto the back of
helmet, and functions as a voice controlled “blinker”, directional indicator.
The modules are independent of each other and one can be used without the other present,
allowing the user to customize their experience.

The Lifeguard’s Aid
Yeshivat Darche Eres
Saul Faham David Tobias Charles Sultan
This is a simple wearable device that keeps track of how long a user has been underwater. If
the time goes above the threshold, with the default being 30 seconds, the device sends a signal
to a base unit which issues a warning. Key features include low power consumption, complete
waterproofing, and wireless charging.

Oodles of Noodles
YUHSB (MTA)
Nesanel Dietz Gedalya Aeder Yosef Sullivan Moshe Inger
Being on top of the entire process of cooking noodles (making sure the water boils, then
watching them cook, stirring them, etc,) is annoying, and a chunk of time that could be spent
doing something else, probably something more productive. Cue the Oodles of Noodles! It's
essentially a self cooking pot of noodles: start with self pouring water (from a separate
compartment to the main chamber of the pot), which will then be heated to boiling
temperature, be it with a temperature sensor to continue the process or a timer. Then, the
noodles will be automatically placed in the pot (also from a separate compartment) and cooked
for 10 minutes, while being periodically stirred by multiple motors in the base of the bot every
two minutes. Once that timer finishes, the base of the pot, which will be a noodle strainer and
connected to handles, will be automatically lifted out of the pot. Put them in a bowl, add some
marinara, and enjoy. Take it from us, it's noodle-tastic!
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The Smart Door
YUHSB (MTA)
Andrew Jacobson Yoni Ambinder
Ever laying in bed all comfortable with the lights turned off, then realize that you forgot to shut
the door and have to get up and close it? Yes! Now there is a solution! Our product would solve
this problem with an electro magnetic door shutter this door shutter would revolutionize the
door industry. You could control through series of buttons and etc. how open or shut the door
should be. Then our door will respond by sending signals to our electromagnetic feedback
sensors. This product will change your life and make your life easier!

People Counter
YUHSB (MTA)
Asher Brooks Tzvi Zigelstein Pinny Balsam Joe Perl
Foot traffic is a very important piece of data and being able to monitor it easier makes it all
more useful. The best part is the uses are endless, from the common household to your local
grocery store, any structure can use it. Being able to know how many people are in a structure
or the amount of foot traffic a given place gets are vital pieces of data. This can help local
emergency services know the amount of people inside the building if there was a fire or a
business owner know how many people visit per day and if his workers clocked in on time.
These are just some possibilities, however, the applications are endless. The people counter is
a easy to use, instal, and maintain module that has two modes. One can set his People Counter
to check how many people are in a structure in a given time, and it will show on a screen and
in an app the given number. One can also set his people counter to count the incoming traffic
which can aid owners of publicly accessible buildings to check the foot traffic his building
receives. Find for yourself how a People Counter can find its place in your life.

WaterSense
YUHSB (MTA)
Mendy Zisman Gavi Recht Elya Rothstien Itamar Basalel
For some people throughout the nation there is a long lasting problem of droughts in their area
and they are then forced to suffer the consequences of much higher water bills and limitations
on the amount of water they can use. But why shouldn’t people in areas of water shortage be
able to afford all the same comforts that someone else can. Introducing WaterSense, a smart
shower. With WaterSense you are doing much more then just showering, you are saving the
world’s natural resources. WaterSense has built-in integrated sensors to figure out when you
are under the shower head and using the water. As soon as you step back out from under the
water to soap up, the sensors detect your absence and the flow of the water stops, thus saving
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you from wasting water. This will not only help the environment but will also help your monthly
water bill. Do what makes sense, use WaterSense!

The Secure Diet
YUHSB (MTA)
Shmuel Halpern Josh Hornstein Shua Pariser
Have you been on a diet but can’t keep to it? Have you by mistake used Chametz vessels on
Pesach? We have the system that’s perfect for you. The Secure Diet is a motion sensor that
when someone touches the drawer to take out food, or vessels, the system will make a noise
that says, “don’t touch this.” If you pull the drawer past the lip of the counter, an alarm will go
off. We will put a short range motion sensor right near the handle or knob, and a short range
motion sensor by the counter lip. In order to make the sound of can’t touch this, we will use a
voice, and for the alarm we will use a siren. Look out for a Sabbath mode, a sensor for the
fridge, and an app for notifications on your phone!

The Puzzle Alarm Clock
YUHSB (MTA)
Gavriel Miller Liam Petrash
Have you ever been late to something because you pressed the snooze button too many times?
It’s interesting that many alarm clocks make it easy to hit the snooze button in a dazed state.
This is where the Puzzle Alarm would be very helpful. Whenever you want to turn off your alarm
or snooze, you’ll have to solve a simple puzzle. The puzzle would be difficult enough to get you
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to think and wake up your brain, but simple enough to solve before you wake anyone else up.
The alarm would consist of a piezo speaker (to wake you up) and a keypad (for your input).

Step by Step
YUHSB (MTA)
Yonatan Ganchrow Daniel Rosenfeld Aaron Sebbag
Have you ever committed to finally starting your new healthy lifestyle, but you can never get
off the couch? Have you ever watched life pass you by while you sit and watch TV? We’ve got
a new form of motivation that is well ahead of its time. Our product, Step by Step, will help
you get back onto your feet and achieve your fitness goals. Pressure sensors in the shoes
determine whether you are sitting or standing. When the shoes sense that you have been
sitting for too long, they will emit vibrations that will only cease to occur when you stand up for
a certain amount of time. Our product encourages basic movement and exercise for those who
are otherwise engrossed in television or work for hours on end.
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Knock Knock
YUHSB (MTA)
Akiva Richman Jordan Levovitz Eitan Warburg
Have you ever struggled to fish for your keys while your hands are full just to open your front
door? Have you ever misplaced your keys or been locked out of your house? Do you ever need
extra keys for relatives, friends, or babysitters? If you said yes to any of these questions, Knock
Knock is just what you need. Many people come home with their hands full of groceries or
handbags. This makes it hard for them to take out their keys and insert them into the lock to
unlock their front door. Also, people often misplace their keys, or need extra copies to give to
their relatives, friends, or babysitters. Our solution to this common problem uses a touch
sensor and servo motor, which would be built into the front door, and therefore allow someone
to simply knock on their front door to get in. You might worry that this allows anyone to get
into your house. However, in order to open the door, Knock Knock will require a specific
knocking sequence that will be unique to each homeowner. Therefore, if one does not know
this sequence, they cannot get inside. When the touch sensor in the door senses the correct
knocking sequence, the motor will rotate, unlocking the door, and all that is left to do is push
your front door open.
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Essence: Bulb
YUHSB (MTA)
Yedidya Schechter Raphi Feig David Kohanchi Noam Mayerfeld
Have you ever walked into your room at night, crawled under the covers, and then realized that
you have to get back up to close the lights? If so, our product is made for you. Our product is a
sound activated light switch that can turn on, dim and turn off any light. Our product is useful
for making any room become as dim as a movie theater with the clap of a hand or like a sun
room with two claps. Our product registers clap frequencies and turns the power on, semi-on,
or off. Our product helps its user have the power of light, right in the palms of their hands.

Be Aware to Beware!
YUHSB (MTA)
Rafi Saperstein Noam Abrahams Natanel Wolff Yitzy Socol

I hate to break the news like this, but the following sentence will get harder and harder to read
as you grow older: At some point, you will have to stop driving purely because of how age
affects the ability to drive. To either hearing loss, a slowing reaction time, or other natural
symptoms of old age, at some point we will all find ourselves being too much of a danger to
both others on the road and to ourselves to continue driving. This fact prompts the questions
of both how to delay having to stay off the road, and how to be confident that we’re not
endangering people through our driving, even though our senses might not be as sharp as they
once were? The project that we’re making is an indicator system that would be installed on the
dashboard of a vehicle. The target demographic is the elderly who may be hard-of-hearing or
have seen their reaction times increase, yet still need to drive around, which they’re legally
allowed to do. In order to decrease the potential danger that they pose to the other cars on the
road, to themselves and others in their car, our project uses a sound sensor outside the vehicle
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to detect a honking noise or loud commotion, and an object sensor on the front of the vehicle
to detect if the car is approaching an object. If a loud sound or an object is detected,
corresponding LED’s on the indicator system are illuminated alerting the driver to a potential
threat that he or she may not have noticed. When using our project, older drivers can
confidently drive a car for a longer time than they could previously, while decreasing the
potential risk that they could otherwise pose to themselves and other drivers.

Smart Fuse
YUHSB (MTA)
David Hazan Yaakov Weisberger Nissim Mizrachy Eli Lichtenstein Shmuel Friedman
Imagine an electrician in a building trying to find the switch to a corresponding outlet. The
electrician goes to that buildings fuse box and sees that it is not labeled, what is the electrician
going to do? He or she doesn't know what switch to turn off. If the building has 200 rooms, he’d
have to spend all day flipping switches at random, trying to find the right one…
Our product will solve this issue by creating a system that allow you to quickly identify the
switch that corresponds to a specific outlet. To do this, we made a fuse box with an LED and
receiver by each switch and fuse. We also made a device that will connect to the outlet that
you want to fix, and send a signal to the fuse through the ground wire, lighting up the
appropriate LED on the fuse box. We will also have an electricity sensor on this device,
connected to an LED, in order to let the electrician know when it is safe to work on the outlet
of his choice. This way, you can easily and efficiently locate the right switch to turn on and off.
We send the signal through the ground wire because there is very little to no interference in
the ground wire, unlike the wires that actually carry electricity to the outlet causing more of an
interference through those wires. This product will help electricians work more efficiently and
quickly in their profession.

Happy Petals
YUHSB (MTA)
Yeshoua Luxenberg Eli Raul Joe Slater
It can be a real pest to grow plants, luckily we came up with a solution. Plants can perish for a
multitude of reasons, a overabundance of water or a lack of carbon dioxide, water, or the wrong
temperature. To help those people who either have trouble maintaining plants because of lack
of effort or not enough time, or even just pure incompetence, who have devised a system to
help keep their plants alive and thriving. The concept is a automated greenhouse, or Happy
Petals as we’re calling it. In the greenhouse we have solutions to problems such as having the
temperature off, not enough CO2 in the environment and dehydrated plants. To fix the
temperature problem, there's a heater which will be automatically turned on by a temperature
sensor when it's too cold for your plants to survive, and will remain on until the healthy
temperature is reached. The next dilema to prevent the plants from drying out. In order to keep
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the water at a healthy level, there will be moisture sensors inside the soil of the plants, which
when reading low will turn on solenoid valves,rehydrating the plants and letting it thrive. The
final problem to fix the the CO2 levels. Inside Happy Petals, there will be a CO2 sensor which
will keep the CO2 stable by being connected to a apparatus which will release CO2 from a
cartridge allowing the plants to flourish. In the end we wish to have a greenhouse which can
sustain itself with only minor human intervention by refilling the water and replacing the CO2
cartridges.

Mobile Sensor Deployment Vehicle
YUHSB (MTA)
Ezra Muskat Netanel Tager Dovi Pfeiffer
Often, after disasters, information is needed about the disaster site. However, the conditions
can be too dangerous for people to go in. We have a solution. We built a robot designed for
surviving and moving through difficult conditions that can place sensors which transmit much
needed information about the site. Our robot uses tank treads oriented at a 45 degree angle,
allowing it to climb through large slopes and small obstacles. It also will have a large claw in the
front to move bigger obstacles out of the way. Once the robot gets to the target, it can use a
mechanism on the back to deploy a small packet of sensors (sensors used can vary) that send
data to a computer. The general sensor deployment design can be adapted to other methods
of transport, such as aerial or submersible designs.
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Temperature-Controlled Automatic Window
YUHSB (MTA)
Eli Fisher Yoni Wilks Elishama Marmon Zachary Mankowitz
The problem our project is solving is a simple yet important one. We all know what it's like
opening the windows on a nice, summer day, and then running around the house frantically to
close them so no rain gets in. Or the forbidden act of opening the windows on the Shabbat lest
the air conditioning turns on. Our project fixes those problems. By using a temperature sensor,
a window can now automatically close when the temperature inside (or even outside) reach a
pre-determined number entered by the consumer. We used a motor that opens the window
based on the thermistors reading for our project.

The Safe Car
YUHSB (MTA)
Elie Benedek Benny Mermel
People are on their phones when they are driving, which makes them distracted and leads to
car accidents. We plan on making multiple roadblocks in car to stop phone usage while driving.
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One way is that you connect your car to the phone using bluetooth. When it detects that you
are driving, the phone will have most of its features disabled, except for ones needed for
driving, or emergencies (examples GPS, or calling 911). Another way is having sensors on the
steering wheel, that way it'll make sure you have a hand on it at all times.There also be a sensor
looking at your face, that'll make sure you aren't staring down at your phone.

Light it up
YULA Boys
David Raviv Elliott Halwani Benny Gofman
Hate waking up in the morning and having to walk across your dark room just to turn on the
lights? the LIU (Light It Up) can help! By using a Arduino board and handmade pressure sensor,
LIU connects to a light and turns on your lights when it senses pressure applied to it. Simply
place the LIU on the floor next to your bed and when you wake up and step of it, it will turn on
the lights in your room for 5 minutes, giving you ample time to exit your room and if you want
you can keep the lights on by using the normal light switch in your room.
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Automated Plant Waterer
YULA Boys
Akiva Brookler Akiva Brookler
Caring for plants requires time and effort. Additionally, people often don’t give their plants
enough water or alternatively water their plants too much. That’s where the Automated Plant
Waterer comes in. It can water up to 3 plants at a time and only gives them water when they
need it. It despenses an amount of water that will moisten the plant without overwatering it.
All of this is done automatically and the only human action needed is refilling the tank when it’s
empty.

solar pocket charger
YULA Boys
Daniel Harpaz Daniel Harpaz
Let's say you are hiking in the mountains and your phone dies, you think to yourself whatever,
i'll charge it when i get back. But, you get lost and you need a phone to find way out.The solar
pocket charger short for SPC) is a charger that gets powered by the sun and so anywhere you
are you can charge your phone or anything that can be charged with a USB.
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Digitalized Ski Goggles
YULA Boys
Jonathan Merkin Moshe Epstein
Our project addresses the problem with the safety of skiers while they are on the slopes. The
way we will solve this problem is by creating ski goggles that have a small transparent screen
that provides information for the skier while he is skiing. This solution will help keep skiers safe
as they will not need to distract themselves with another device while skiing.

The Phantom Drone
YULA Boys
Yosef Khorramian Ely Gabbaypour
Feeling worried, lazy, and tired? Forgot your phone at home? The new phantom drone does it
all!!! The new phantom drone is already looking in the future, we have designed a mini model
that can pick your phone up from home and transport it to its owner. The drone should also
work on purses, wallets, and jackets. The phantom drone is also the fastest and most safe mode
in the business.
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SmartDuino
YULA Boys
Ari Yonaty Nate Sawdayi Matthew Seiger
The world is changing by the second; millions and millions of devices are joining the cloud
known as the Internet. Technological innovation envelopes us every moment -- in our cars, in
our phones, and of course -- our homes.
Home automation is rapidly gaining popularity. The ability to control physical output through
the IoT, or Internet of Things, proves to be a beneficial product. However, the prices for one to
make their home "smart" is nothing short of expensive. Top home automation brands such as
Nucleus, Amazon, and Wink are at least in the hundreds.
SmartDuino presents a low-cost and versatile home control and environmental monitoring
system. It employs
an embedded micro – web server in Arduino MKR1000 microcontroller, with IP connectivity for
accessing and
controlling devices and appliances remotely. These devices can be controlled either through a
web application or via Bluetooth connectivity with the smartphone application, Blynk.
SmartDuino is designed towards those who want to live and experience the technological age.
Users can connect the device to Amazon Alexa's API to maximize the device's potential,
allowing one to control Arduino-based systems with Alexa instead of purchasing expensive
hardware. Additionally, users can connect the SmartDuino to Adafruit's IO Dashboard, where
they can log, monitor, and interact with their data for the best results.
SmartDuino, the Arduino-based home automation system that turns anything into a smart
device.
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Risk Free Firefighter
YULA Boys
Benjamin Goldstein Mz Wachtel
Year after year firefighters risk their lives and put themselves in dangerous situations trying to
save others. We want to eliminate this danger and risk. The Risk Free Firefighter is a robotic
vehicle that detects fires without a person controlling it manually. These robots sense the fire
and automatically race towards it and puts out the fire using the water pump attached to the
back. There is no need for any person to be present which saves more lives and keeps everyone
else away from the danger. The end goal is for these robots to be placed around a community
or even a city and make sure that no more firefighters have to give up their lives, now the Risk
Free Firefighter has it covered.
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Door Lock with Password
YULA Boys
Kai Aharon Luria Hadad
In this project I made an door lock (or box lock) that opens when you enter your password and
press "#". The servo turns back to the position it was in after some seconds.

Mystery Safe
YULA Boys
Shlome Omer Abukrat Jonathan Hazani
The problem with usual safes is that the combination lock can be stuck and messed up. With
our project, we designed a method to electronically unlock the safe with a keypad. This solves
all the turning and accuracy requirements by simply pressing a couple of buttons.

Snuggle bear
YULA Girls
Leba Silver Sheina Oratz Julia Leivne
Our focus for this project is a teddy bear that talks as the mom’s voice when it is censored by a
baby’s crying. Our product will benefit parents and their infants. It will help the baby stay calm
when needed, so that its parents do not have to be disturbed. We know this as a fact because
when the child is in its mother’s whom they build a strong connection, so when the child is born
the close bond only grows more.When the baby is crying, it needs its mom to calm him/her, so
our bear will work just as well without the mom actually being there. Therefore, both the baby
and its parents will get their sleep living a healthier and happier lifestyle. Our bear is voice
activated towards the infant’s crying specifically. Once the teddy bear senses the child’s crying,
it will automatically turn on because it is sound activated. In doing so, Snuggle bear will sooth
the child being that the mom’s voice is implanted in it. Although our product is sound activated,
it will not switch on for any and other outside noises. It will be technologically advanced to react
only to the baby’s discomfort. Otherwise, that would destroy the goal for our product. Snuggle
bear will in fact increase the connection between parent and child even when the two are
separated. Our design is unique and stands out from others that might be similar because there
is no need to press a button and the mother's voice is activated by the baby’s crying. Each mom
is able to make their own recording for the bear, so that the baby is comforted by his/her
mother’s voice. With Snuggle bear, people will be drawn to its innovative concepts and benefit
from a more sound sleep.
In creating our design, we ordered a teddy bear, an MP3 Player Shield, a microphone, a battery
pack, and speakers. Julia Levine recorded her voice on the MP3 Player. Leba Silver worked with
various codes to allow our product to function. Sheina Oratz sliced open the bear, while our
teacher soldered the equipment, and we placed the items inside of it. After completing the
task, Julia Levine sewed the zipper into the teddy bear, so that it could open and close easily.We
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all put in the effort to design the triboard. In working together as a team to complete our project
successfully, our design will be a refreshing reality for new parents dealing with the exhaustion
of a newborn.

Bottle Bop
YULA Girls
Talia Myers Shirin Neman Abby Moyse
Our product is a baby bottle that plays music when it senses the pressure of the baby's hands.

BabyBuzz
YULA Girls
Jennie Peled Abby Shafa Allie Coen
The BabyBuzz team is comprised of Jennie Peled, Abby Shafa, and Allie Coen. Our final product
is a loud tracker that can be placed in a bear, blanket, bottle, or any other product! It connects
via bluetooth and blynk to your phone, and is activated by simply pressing a button that can be
shut off by pressing said button again. It utilizes an HM-10 bluetooth board, arduino UNO, and
5V battery pack, making it small and inexpensive. The device is placed into the desired objects
through a velcro-enclosed hole, to make it easy to replace the batteries once they die out.
Another very important feature of our product is the incredibly simple, easy activation- if you
lose the product, you merely open up the BabyBuzz app and press the button which will play a
sound until the product is found. The social benefits of our product are aimed towards the
advancement of the lives of new parents and their babies. Studies show that 8.6% of toddlers
throw tantrums each day; many of these tantrums are caused by the parents not being able to
find the baby’s desired toy or blanket. Our product eliminates this issue, allowing parents to
find their child’s bear, blanket, or other object by merely pressing a button on their phone. In
this way, the baby will be much less likely to cry or become upset over their toy, as they are just
a buzz away! Currently, we have a line of products that includes only bears and blanket, but we
hope to broaden this in future development, as to ensure that babies with all different
preferences will have their needs met. We believe that our product will revolutionize the way
that parents look after their babies, putting at ease both the minds of the babies, and their
parents.

Laser tripped notification breadbox
Scheck Hillel Community School
Almog, Tanya Bonwitt, Gabriella
Using an LDR and a laser placed in a breadbox, when triggered it will signal a light as well as
send a notification that the food is no longer there.
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Shoe+ a pulse notification shoe
Scheck Hillel Community School
Bensadon, Nathaniel

Fuhrman, Mauricio

This show will have a light affixed on the back that will allow a nurse or athlete to know when
his heart is beating to fast or slow. It will show the user or someone who is observing the user
that there heart rate is failing or climbing. This is good for nurses to monitor their patients as
well.

180
Scheck Hillel Community School
Bentata, Leonardo

Benzadon, Abraham

This product uses an accelerometer that detects when you are not sitting straight. This will give
an output that will beep when you do not have good posture. This will help you sit up in a
straight line.

Keyzer a laser tripped lock
Scheck Hillel Community School
Esquenazi, Jaime

Gelb, Jake (Kovi)

Givner, Noah

This product will have a laser and a solenoid that is triggered to open a lock. The lock will open
when the light triggered the LDR. This is housed in a 3D printed box.

A basket that folds on its own
Scheck Hillel Community School
Finger, Tali

Yudovich, Denise

This product will have a prototype of a cart that will fold and recede into a small shape for easy
handling when shopping. Its different from the traditional shopping cart as the cart can go
home with you in your car.

Heat detector for coffee that sends a notification when your liquid is cold
Scheck Hillel Community School
Nichols, Jeremy

Kamhazi, Rebeca

This product uses a thermistor to detect the temperature of a liquid and displays it on a liquid
crystal display. This will help the user know when the temperature is too low or high before
handling the cup.
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V.B.C. (Vibration Blind Cane)
Kosloff Torah Academy
Aleeza Weiss,

Shani Arbiv,

Oriah Darmon

Our group decided to create a product geared to the blind. We want to create a product to help
the blind over the course of their long and difficult day. Being born with a missing sense can
cause each minute of life to be a challenge. Our product will solve this problem.
We are creating an invention that will prevent the blind from bumping into an outside object.
The base of the product is a cane. Attached to the cane will be vibration motors on the top of
the cane and bottom. Whenever there is an outside object to appear in front of them, the cane
will vibrate on the top and bottom. This will alert them to move in a different direction. Not
only that, there will be attached glow in the dark wires, so that walking at night will not be a
challenge. Simply anyone riding a bike, car, or even walking will clearly be able to see the
individual ahead. In the center of the cane will be our attached Arduino. Our product does not
only need to be used by the blind but also anyone who is walking at night.

Pillclock
Joseph Kushner Hebrew Academy
Kayla Jurkevich, Joshua Shapiro and Megan Glajchen
A common issue in society is that many people forget to take their prescribed pills at their
scheduled times. Additionally, there is an epidemic in our country of overdosing on pills. A
solution to these problems is the Pill Clock. The PillClock is a secure, multi-compartment, and
portable pill dispenser. The PillClock reminds forgetful pill takers to take their pills at the right
time, only releasing the pills to the right person, and prevents the pill taker, or anyone, from
overdosing on these pills. The PillClock is able to perform these functions using various
apparatuses, such as a biometric finger scan, a Real Time Clock, a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
Monitor, a speaker, a Servo Motor, and other appliances. All in all, the PillClock, performs three
primary tasks: (1) it Reminds the pill taker to take his or her pills , (2) it Restricts someone who
is not supposed to be taking the pills, and (3) it dispenses and allows the user to Retrieve the
right amount of pills easily and safely.

MACS
Southern California Yeshiva High School
Adir Haim, A Y Vanderhoof, and Uriel Green
The air inside our homes is drastically dirtier than the air outside. This leads many families to
be complicated filtering systems to clean their house’s air. Air conditioning is also a top priority
for many households today. We have combined both these needs into a single high-tech device,
the Modern Air Conditioning System (MACS). A fan brings in air which passes through a
standard repalceable filter. Just outside the filter, an air quality sensor measures the exiting air.
In addition to indicator lights on the outside of the device, an alert is sent to your phone when
the filter is in need of replacing.
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